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Abstract 
Curiosity, Commerce, and Conversation in the Writing of London 
Horticulturists during the Early-Eighteenth Century 
This dissertation explores the social and literary worlds of horticulturists 
who lived, worked, and wrote in early-eighteenth-century London. The period 
witnessed not only a growing market for printed books and pamphlets about 
gardening, but also the emergence of the nurseryman as a distinct commercial and 
cultural identity. In many cases, trading nurserymen also published horticultural 
writing, their texts exploiting the publicity of representation both in order to 
persuade readers of the quality and reliability of their goods and services, and to 
evidence a wide range of intellectual interests and social aspirations. At the same 
time, increasing numbers of more gentlemanly authors had recourse to nursery 
and physic (or botanical) gardens and their curators as authoritative sources for 
their own manuals of horticulture and treatises of natural philosophy. 
Part one addresses the publications produced by nursery-gardeners and 
seedsmen during the late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries. Through 
close-readings of texts by George London and Henry Wise, Thomas Fairchild, and 
John Cowell, chapters one and two examine how such men sought to represent 
themselves as polite and precise practitioners of gardening successful in their 
businesses, sociable in their dispositions, and curious in their approaches to the 
natural world. Chapter three embellishes these themes by describing the 
genealogy and formation of the Society of Gardeners, a voluntary association of 
horticultural tradesmen. 
Part two (chapters four and five) locates these broad arguments more 
specifically, by presenting a biographical account of Richard Bradley, the most 
important and prolific horticultural writer of the 1710s and 1720s. Combining 
published and manuscript resources these chapters interrogate pivotal moments in 
Bradley's career, demonstrating how its undulating trajectory was shaped by the 
opportunities and limitations afforded within the spaces of physic gardens (both 
real and projected), and ultimately turned on his capacity for manipulating 
contemporary practices and conventions of curiosity and sociability. 
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Notes on the Text 
Dates 
The events and texts discussed within this dissertation predominantly 
predated the calendar reform of 1752. The dates of days and months have 
therefore been given according to the Julian calendar. Occasionally this has meant 
calculating the Julian (or `Old Style) date from one provided according to the 
Gregorian (or `New Style) calendar, already long-enforced across most of 
continental Europe. Where this has been necessary, a footnote makes clear that 
the computation is my own. I have however followed modern notation in terms 
of recording years, always assuming the calendar to have started on 1 January 
rather than 25 March (which marked the beginning of the legal year until 1752), 
and (except within direct quotations) silently emending dates where necessary. 
Quotations 
I have attempted to be as fastidious as possible in reproducing spelling and 
presentation when quoting from source texts: printed or manuscript, ancient or 
modern. In some instances however, I have (in accordance with MHRA 
guidelines) silently altered the initial letter of a quotation from upper to lower case 
or vice versa, and I have similarly inserted full-stops at the end of some long 
quotations, even when breaking off from the original mid-sentence. When 
transcribing manuscripts I have always tried to be faithful to the orthography 
employed by the scribe responsible, but such efforts have been thwarted 
occasionally because of technical limitations. In such circumstances, and where 
the purpose of a mark or symbol has been obvious, I have replaced it with the 
letter or word for which it stands. These few instances I have not deemed it 
necessary to acknowledge within the text. 
For the sake of space and convenience the long titles and subtitles of some 
early-modern publications have been truncated within the footnotes. In such 
cases (as with all other texts) the complete title is reproduced in the bibliography. 
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Introduction 
A GARDEN yields Profit and Delight. ' 
(Benjamin Whitmill, Kalendarium Universale, 1726) 
The Habits of Horticulture 
On 24 August 1719 the nonjuring divine George Harbin (c. 1665-1744) set 
out for `the Apothecary's Garden at Chelsea', perhaps travelling by foot from the 
house of Lord Landsdowne in the neighbouring village of Kensington, or even 
journeying across town from his own King Street residence in Soho? Whilst 
perusing the ranks of officinal and exotic plants that were systematically arranged 
within the garden's order beds, Harbin noted those specimens which especially 
interested him, furnishing himself with a series of aesthetic judgments and 
botanical remarks to be jotted down amongst his horticultural adversaria. 3 In 
particular he was drawn to `a sort of Stramonium' (Datura stramonium), observing 
that `the Plant is tall, the flower double & very large, edg'd wth. purple, white 
wthin; it is an annual Plant. The flower is beautyfull'. Likewise he documented 
the details that impressed him whilst studying an `Egyptian Acacia' (Acacia 
farnesiana) (`the flowers a bright yellow, in shape like a round button or Strawberry, 
I [Benjamin Whitmill], Kalendarium Universale: or, the Gardiner's Universal Calendar (London: J. Lacy 
and J. Clarke, 1726), p. ii. 
2 `The Revd George Harbin and his Memoirs of Gardening, ed. by Michael McGarvie and John 
Harvey, Garden History, 11 (1983), 6-36 (p. 25). Harbin's notes `Of Gardening' are annotated and 
transcribed by McGarvie and Harvey from a manuscript in the private collection of the Marquess 
of Bath at Longleat. King Street is now known as Kingly Street, and lies just to the east of 
modern-day Regent Street. 
3 On the likely taxonomic arrangement of plants then employed at the Chelsea Physic Garden see 
David Frodin, `Order Beds in a Botanical Garden' (2003; revised 2004) <www. chelseaphysic 
garden. co. uk/pages/plantCollection/orderbedsarticle. html> [accessed 22 June 2005]. 
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sweet-scented'), a `Cocks-spur Thorn from Virginia' (Crataegus crusgalb) (`a large 
beautyfull Shrubb or Tree'), and the `Bella Donna Lilly from Portugal' (Amaryllis 
belladonna), which an unnamed but entrepreneurial gardener was offering for sale at 
the costly rate of `a Guinea a root'. 4 The next day Harbin's destination lay little 
more than a mile further north, at the prestigious commercial nursery-garden run 
by Robert Furber `over ag[ains]t Hide Park Gate'. Once more his purpose seems 
to have been the inspection (rather than the purchase) of rarities: taking in over 
twenty different species, he reserved special mention for the several varieties of 
`small single Oleanders' (Nerium oleander) ('some wth. red & others wth. white 
flowers'); and - recalling his encounter the day before - recorded that Furber's 
own `Cocks-spur Thom of Virginia' carried `berries on it's 
Prior to the rediscovery of his manuscript compendium in 1976, Harbin's 
entitlement to the brief footnote within horticultural history that he has since been 
granted had not been anticipated. 6 Instead he was (and continues to be) generally 
remembered for an unswerving commitment to the House of Stuart and the 
principles of hereditary monarchy, which morally precluded him from swearing 
the oaths of allegiance to the Protestant rule of William and Mary (and later Anne) 
then requisite for ordained Anglican clergy. In 1703 this obstacle had legally 
arrested his career as household chaplain to Thomas Thynne, Lord Weymouth 
(1640-1714); although the peer generously kept him on as his librarian at Longleat, 
4 `Harbin', p. 25. The botanical attributions here and elsewhere are Harvey's. 
5 `Harbin', p. 25. 
6 For brief accounts of Harbin's life see S. W. Rawlins, `Letters of the Rev. George Harbin to 
John and Margaret Bamfylde, 1719-44', Notes and Queries for Somerset and Dorset, 25 (1947-50), 149- 
51; and Michael McGarvie's biographical introduction to `Harbin', pp. 7-15. 
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which also sheltered the deposed former Bishop of Bath and Wells, Thomas Ken 
(1637-1711). Harbin later intervened anonymously yet sensationally in the 
succession crisis that surrounded the valetudinarian Queen Anne, publishing his 
anti-Hanoverian tract The Hereditary Right of the Crown of England Asserted in 1713 
(for the authorship of which his loyal non-juring friend Hilkiah Bedford (1663- 
1724) served three years imprisonment); and after Weymouth's death he retired 
quietly (if somewhat perversely) from the countryside to the capital, living out the 
final thirty years of his life in London where he fulfilled occasional duties for 
relatives and descendents of his late patron? In Wiltshire he would of course have 
witnessed the final stages in the remarkable and costly refashioning of Lord 
Weymouth's extensive formal gardens (the 215-yard east terrace alone housed 
2500 flower pots, and there were also the obligatory yet nonetheless spectacular 
fountains, cascades, parterres, bowling green, and summer-house); but the 
hortulan recreations that engaged his attention in and around the city were rather 
different from those improvements, and certainly less expensive to pursue. ' 
Within London and its environs, George Harbin frequented the gardens of 
nurserymen and noted horticulturists not chiefly to marvel at displays of wealth or 
to inspect the latest fashions, but instead to spend his time botanising for rarities, 
discussing their cultivation and virtues with collectors, and accruing material with 
which to enrich the writing of his private journal. 
7 [George Harbin], The Hereditary Right of the Crown of England Asserted; The History of the Succession 
Since the Conquest Clear'd; And the True English Constitution Vindicated from the Aurrrerentationr of Dr. 
Higden's View and Defence (London: Richard Smith, 1713). 
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George Harbin's brief memoirs `Of Gardening span a relatively short 
period, from November 1716 until May 1723. During that time he not only wrote 
regularly of repeated visits to Furber's nursery (which seems to have been his 
favourite resort), but also recorded a catalogue of `the seed sold by Mr Uohn] 
Collins in the Strand'; made extensive `Observations in Mr [Thomas] Greening's 
Garden at Brentford' (on 20 August 1719); and detailed a number of 
conversations with the celebrated nurseryman and garden designer Henry Wise, 
whom he had no doubt heard about and had perhaps had become acquainted with 
at Longleat (Lord Weymouth's works having been super-intended by Wise's then 
senior partner, George London) .9 Harbin also jotted 
down extraneous snippets of 
information that intrigued or aroused his interest, such as the fact that in 1718 `Mr 
[Richard] Bradley brought a dwarf Pomgranate-Tree [sic] in a Pot from France 
wch. bore fruit', or that `Mr Greenhill at Kensington, has a famous garden for 
Tulips'; whilst elsewhere he made notes from natural historical papers in the 
Philosophical Transactions, and transcribed relevant instruction from classical 
authorities such as Cicero and Virgil. 10 Whilst the occasional notice taken of the 
prices of trees and flowers suggest that he may have maintained his own private 
spot of ground (in 1717 Alexander Wells of Fulham was selling Fritillaria imperious 
or `Striped Crown-Imperialls at 10d. a Root', for example), Harbin's long-lost 
papers never mention such a place explicitly. Instead the writer describes a series 
8 See McGarvie's introduction to `Harbin', p. 12; David Burnett, Longleat: The Story of an English 
Country House (London: Collins, 1978), pp. 76-78; David Green, Gardener to Queen Anne: Henry 1V/Se 
(1653-1738) and the Formal Garden (London: Oxford University Press, 1956), pp. 9-11. 
9 See `Harbin', pp. 18,21,23-25,28. On George London see McGarvie's introduction to the 
same, p. 12. On at least one occasion London had dispatched Wise to Longleat in his stead: see 
below, chapter one, p. 58. 
10 `Harbin', pp. 21,29, and passim. The `dwarf Porngranate-Tree' was probably Punica granatum 
var. nana. 
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of urban and suburban garden spaces owned by others, in which the primary 
activities are not so much the individual's absorption by earthy labour and silent 
contemplation, but the gentlemanly interaction of practitioners, the intellectual 
stimulation of horticultural knowledge, and (for some at least) a recurring 
commitment to financial gain. 
The social world of metropolitan nurserymen and horticulturists into which 
Harbin made occasional incursions provides the historical framework for this 
dissertation. My research has been focused amongst those discursive productions 
(especially printed books, engraved plates, and epistolary exchanges) that reflected, 
portrayed, and were driven by such subjects' recurrent habits of conversation, 
curiosity, and commercial enterprise - in order to comprehend how they 
understood and represented themselves, each other, and the material spaces within 
and upon which they operated. In so doing I have not been dealing with a realm 
divorced from (nor one simply subordinate to) the landscaped estates of the 
aristocratic elite that are conventionally called to mind by the category of 
eighteenth-century gardening; indeed significant material connections can be 
traced between the two. That however is not the principal task of this thesis. 
Rather I have set out to map the cultural territory occupied by the owners and 
curators of small town gardens as a critical terrain in its own right - evaluating the 
meanings generated within the dynamics of its internal economy, and interrogating 
the self-validating strategies and structural impediments appropriated to and 
encountered by its constituents, which together extended, challenged, defined, and 
ultimately set limits upon their aspirations and identities. Concentrating chiefly (if 
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not exclusively) upon the types of behaviours encouraged, permitted, and 
forestalled in nursery and botanic (or `physic') gardens, my arguments are located 
within the contexts both of early-modem preoccupations with and recent debates 
about the practices of trade, natural philosophy, and sociability. 
Nursery and physic gardens have ancient histories of a sort: long have small 
tracts of land been cultivated to fulfil the socially important roles of nurturing 
young plants and curative herbs for the benefit of a family or community. 
Institutional physic gardens however (as distinct from those contained within 
private or monastic grounds) emerged in Europe only during the early-modern 
period, located in the first instances alongside those Renaissance academies of 
learning that encouraged the study of medicine. Specifically organised as a kind of 
living botanical encyclopedia, the physic garden's precise arrangement of officinal 
specimens within order beds was deployed to train apprentice physicians and 
apothecaries in the arts of the materia medica, and to advance research into the 
therapeutic virtues of the known flora; although for some horticulturists the 
intellectual and cultural utility of such spaces had gradually broadened to 
encompass aesthetic and natural philosophical interests. In his PhilosophicalAccount 
of the Works of Nature (1721) for example, Richard Bradley commented that `besides 
the Collection of Herbs used in Medicine, we commonly find [there] some Variety 
of such exotick Rarities from the hotter Climates, as afford the Curious sufficient 
matter of Admiration'. " The curators of the earliest such physic garden began 
11 Richard Bradley, A Philosophical Account of the Works of Nature. Endeavouring to Set Forth the Several 
Gradations Remarkable in the Mineral Vegetable, and Animal Parts of the Creation. Tending to the 
Composition of a Scale of Life (London: W. Mears, 1721), p. 186. 
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planting in Pisa in 1543, their efforts succeeded closely by those of colleagues in 
Padua (1545), Florence (1550), Leiden (1587), Montpelier (1593), and Heidelberg 
(also 1593). Perhaps inevitably (as in so many aspects of the new science) Britain 
lagged behind, lacking a comparable site until 1621 when Henry Danvers (1573- 
1645), later the Earl of Danby, endowed the University of Oxford with five acres 
of suitable ground to develop according to the established continental models he 
had encountered during his temporary exile around the turn of the seventeenth 
century. 12 Almost fifty years later (in 1670) the first Scottish botanic garden was 
founded adjacent to Holyrood Palace in Edinburgh for the use of the citys 
medical students; whilst in 1673 the City of London's Worshipful Company of 
Apothecaries purchased a lease for a tract of the manor owned by Charles Cheyne 
and inaugurated the now-famous Chelsea Physic Garden, where (in Bradley's 
words) `we may observe a great Variety of such Plants, as are useful and 
entertaining to the Curious, as well Exoticks as Domerticks'. 13 
Commercial nursery-keeping meanwhile - with its own patterns of trade, 
rules of production and distribution, and network of practitioners - flourished in 
and around London (like the physic garden at Chelsea) from the time of the late- 
seventeenth century. If this was not an entirely unheralded historical 
phenomenon, it did seem to signify something new about the cultural organisation 
12 See Maggie Campbell-Culver, The Origin of Plants: The People and Plants that Have Shaped Britain's 
Garden History since the Year 1000 (London: Headline, 2001), p. 15. 
13 Bradley, Philosophical Account, p. 187. On the early history of European physic gardens see 
Andrew Cunningham, The Culture of Gardens', in Cultures of Natural History, ed. by Nicholas 
Jardine, James Secord, and Emma Spary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) pp. 38- 
56 (esp. pp. 47-52); see also James McClellan III, `Scientific Institutions and the Organization of 
Science', in Eighteenth Century Sdence, ed. by Roy Porter, in The Cambridge History of Science, ed. by 
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of gardening; whilst the word `nursery acquired its now-familiar horticultural 
denotation during the sixteenth century, the compound term `Nursery-man' 
(signalling the full-time operative of such a plot) first appeared in print only in 
1670, when it was used to describe Leonard Gurle, a plantsman trading in 
Spitalfields. 14 Prior to this period `the Nursery Part [of Gardening], which 
undertakes the Propagating and Raising all Greens, Fruit-Trees, and Trees for 
Avenues, fit for Planting abroad' (therein being distinguished from `Potager, / 
(market gardening) and `Florilege (floristry), both of which produced crops to be 
traded once they were cut or harvested) was largely the preserve of a few 
privileged men, whose ventures were generally underwritten by royal and 
aristocratic patronage. 15 John Harvey's Early Nurserymen (1974) notes the example 
of a William Gardiner who supplied a considerable variety of trees and flowers to 
Edward I's gardens at the Tower of London in 1276 (including cherries, willows, 
quinces, and peaches, as well as peonies and lilies); whilst in the 1540s one Henry 
Russell replenished Henry VIII's grounds in Chelsea with bushes of rosemary and 
lavender. Whilst Harvey does supply some evidence of less prestigious sixteenth- 
and seventeenth-century tradesmen whose livelihoods depended upon the sale of 
nursery stock, far more commonplace in the years preceding the Civil War and 
Restoration seems to have been the practice of gentlemen gardeners and botanists 
David C. Lindberg and Ronald L. Numbers, 8 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002-), IV (2003), 87-106 (esp. pp. 101-02). 
14 Leonard Meager, The English Gardener; or, A Sure Guide to Young Planters and Gardeners In Three 
Parts (London: P. Parker, 1670), p. 82. See also chapter one, p. 77. 
is Adam Armed; or, An Essay; Endeavouring to Prove the Advantages and Improvements the Kingdom May 
Receive, and the Inconveniencies and Impediments it May Avoid and Remedy, by the Means of a Well-Ordered 
and Duly Ratified Charter for Incorporating and Regulating the Professors of the Art of Gardening (London: 
Worshipful Company of Gardeners, [c. 1701]), p. 4. (On the Worshipful Company of Gardeners 
see chapter three, pp. 179-85) 
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such as John Tradescant, John Parkinson, and John Millen, who propagated their 
own rarities for the supply of fellow-enthusiasts. 16 
The conditions that facilitated these local structures of service, requisition, 
and exchange were reflected in John Evelyn's definition of a `Nursery Garden' in 
1693. Choosing to ignore the fact that the parameters of a nursery's geography or 
activities might in some instances be predicated upon commercial interests, Evelyn 
stipulated merely that 
Nursery Gardens or Seminaries, are Gardens planted only with seedling 
or other stocks to Graff on, or young Trees ready Graffed, in order 
to have thorn [sic] ready to transplant in other Gardens as occasion 
shall require. 17 
Even as he wrote however, Evelyn must have recognised that the ground was 
shifting. Whilst this generic formulation apparently absolved such `Seminaries' of 
the anxieties and complications engendered by business, Evelyn did insert within 
the same publication (The Compleat Gardner) a forthright `Advertisement' for the 
`Vast and ample Collection' of plants purveyed by George London and Henry Wise 
from their sale-garden `at Brompton Park near Kensington'. 18 This apparent tension 
(suggestive perhaps of a polite reluctance to embrace fully the changes wrought by 
16 john Harvey, Early Nurserymen: WIN Reprints of Documents and lists (London: Phillimore, 1974), 
pp. 27-45. 
17 The Compleat Gard'ner; or, Directions for Culh"vating and Rag ht Ordering of Fruit Gardens and Kochen 
Gardens; with Divers Reflections on Several Parts of Husbandry. In Six Books. By the Famous Monte' De La 
Quintinye, Chief Director ofAll the Gardens of the French-kng, trans. by John Evelyn (London: Matthew 
Gillyflower & James Partridge, 1693), `An Explication of the Terms of Gard'ning, in an 
Alphabetical Order' (not pag. ). Although de la Quinitinie's original intermittently provided 
glossaries, Evelyn's `Explication' is not a direct translation of any of these. 
11 Compleat Gard'ner, `Advertisement' (not pag. ). (See also below, chapter one, pp. 55-75). The 
phrase `sale garden', emphasising the commercial aspect of the trading nursery, was current in the 
period, being used to describe that of George Ricketts in 1691: see J. Gibson, `A Short Account 
of several Gardens near London, with remarks on some particulars wherein they excel, or are 
deficient, upon a View of them in December 1691. Communicated to the Society by the Reverend 
18 
trade) is even more evident within the publishing history of T. Langford's Plain and 
Full Instructions to Raise All Sorts of Fruit-Trees. Initially issued in 1681 (and endorsed 
by John Evelyn himself), Langford's introduction had made dear his opinion that 
prudent gentlemen landowners should not buy `Plants from others ready brought 
up', but instead would find it `far better to have them of their own bringing up, 
and to have Seminaries and Nurseries of their own for this purpose' -a sure means 
of avoiding not just unnecessary delays and expense, but also those ignorant and 
unscrupulous dealers accused by the author of being intellectually `incurious' 
towards their profession, and unhesitating in their readiness to sell to clients the 
first sapling that comes to hand `instead of the rzght kind (if they can get any thing 
by it)'. 19 Yet within fifteen years Langford had begun to change his mind. In the 
second edition of his Instructions, the writer - whilst not emending his explicit 
preference for private `Seminarie. ' - modified (and mollified) the strident approach 
of the original, appending a series of further introductory remarks `in favour of 
buying out of NurserieJ. This newly recommended policy could (it was admitted) 
both save gardeners the time and effort of rearing young orchard trees, and allow 
`a Planter to be furnisht with many good sorts of Fruit, and of what kind he may 
desire'; Langford adding that 
no one can be better furnish'd than they may by their Majesties 
Gard'ner [George London] and Mr. [Vise, who have a Nursery at 
Brampton Park near Kensington, the Soil whereof is not over enricht 
with the Fat of London, situate in a Sharp Air, they are careful in 
furnishing the Buyers with true Kinds; and I verily believe have the 
Dr. Hamilton, Vice President, from an original Manuscript in his possession', Arrheolagia; or, 
Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity, 12 (1796), 181-92 (p. 190). 
19 T. Langford, Plain and Full Instructions to Raise All Sorts of Fruit-Trees that Prosper in England; in that 
Method and Order, That Everything Must be Done in, To Give All the Advantage, May be, to Every Tree as it 
is icing from its Seed, till it Come to its Full Growth. Together with All Necessary Directions about those 
Several Ways of Making Plantations (London: Richard ChisweI, 1681), pp. 1-2. 
19 
best Collection in England, and it will still be improdd by new and 
unknown Plants. 20 
Far from being `incurious' swindlers (of the sort against whose wiles Langford 
cautioned so earnestly), London and Wise together boasted `the best Collection' of 
fruit-trees to be found nationwide, their honest generosity of spirit demonstrated 
via unstinting efforts to be `careful in furnishing the Buyers with true Kind?. In the 
decade and a half since the first publication of the Plain and Full Instructions (an 
event that coincided almost precisely with the opening of `Brampton' or Brompton 
Park), some nurserymen at least had begun to shrug off the aspersions routinely 
cast about them, slowly winning a sense of respectability for the public perception 
of their trade. 
The increasingly positive outlook for nursery businesses that the Plain and 
Full Instructions exemplified was being played out in practice too. Many country 
parks of course had long maintained their own seminaries in the manner that 
Langford advised, a practice which helped to reinforce the gentlemanly 
codification of horticulture by allowing landed proprietors to engage in the mutual 
approbation and exchange of each other's stocks. 21 Surviving account books for 
the improvements undertaken at Canons Park in Middlesex by James Brydges 
20 T. Langford, Plain and Full Instructions to Raise All Sorts of Fruit-Trees [... J The Second Edition Revised 
and Enlarged in Many Places: Together with an Addition of Two Intire Chapters of Greens and Green-Houses 
(London: Richard Chiswell, 1696), pp. 5-6. 
21 George London and Henry Wise advised readers that private nurseries should be annexed to 
sizeable estates in The Compleat Gardner; or, Directions for Cultivating and Right Ordering of Fruit- 
Gardens, and Kitchen Gardens. By Monsieur De !a Quink'nye. Now Compendiously Abndg'd, and Made of 
More Use, with Very Considerable Improvements (London: Matthew Gillyflower, 1699), pp. 169-70; 
whilst Stephen Switzer recommended buying saplings from commercial outlets (where possible) 
for the sake of convenience, but private seminaries for the more curious gardener. see The 
Nobleman, Gentleman, and Gardener's Recreation: or An Introduction to Gardening, Planting, Agriculture, and 
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(1674-1744), Duke of Chandos, indicate that during the winter of 1720-1721 
considerable quantities of labour and capital were expended on a weekly basis in 
order to develop and maintain the estate's nursery. In the week commencing 26 
September 1720, seven men were employed for a total of twenty-eight working 
days in `Digging in Preparation for a Nurserey' (at a cost of Cl 12s. 8d. ); and by 16 
January 1721 the total outlay on `Planting and mulching of Trees in the Nursery' 
had steadily accumulated to reach L12 15s. 5d. 22 Despite these in-house 
innovations, the works at Canons did not rely exclusively on an internal supply of 
plants. The ledger for 4 November 1723 (for example) recorded a series of 
sizeable payments to professional nurserymen: X38 to Joseph Carpenter for `Elms 
Fruit Trees Almond Trees &. ra' (plus one shilling for the `Carriage of Trees from 
Brompton'); X21 to Christoper Spyers for yet more `Elms'; and £10 10s to James 
Walker `for hedge Yews'. 23 Each of these transactions is likely to have involved 
several hundred saplings changing hands: just one year earlier, Thomas Spyers had 
received X18 for some `300 Elmes'. 24 Moreover, Brydges also exploited the many 
connections he enjoyed amongst diplomats, traders, and politicians for the benefit 
of his plantations. In August 1718 lie entreated one Fuller, a Livorno-based 
merchant, `to procure Me 6 Bushels of Ever Green Oak Acorns' (also stipulating 
`Directions to the People who are to gather them to shake them from the Trees 
when they begin to fall & will easily leave the Husks, & to get them from large well 
the other Business and Pleasures of a Country Life (London: B. Barker & C. King, 1715), pp. 151-53. 
See also Miles Hadfield, Gardening in Britain (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1960), p. 148. 
22 Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, ST 63,1, fols 12r, 52,. The two volumes of ST 63 comprise 
weekly accounts for the works completed on the gardens at Canons between 1720 and 1725. 
23 Huntington, Stowe MSS, ST 63, II, fol. 1018. In 1714 Carpenter bought a lease for the Brompton Park nursery from Henry Wise: see Green, pp. 214-15, and below, chapter one, p. 74. 
24 Huntington, Stowe MSS, ST 63, II, fol. 48f. 
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grown Trees'); whilst the following December he petitioned `Purnel', a British 
Consul stationed in Aleppo (Halab), to dispatch to him seeds from which to grow 
melons as well as a hardy Syrian grass, adding that `in return if there is any thing in 
this Country for your Service, I shall be very glad to receive your Commands'25 
Establishing detailed accounts of these matters is methodologically 
hazardous for the researcher, especially given that extant information about them 
is gleaned from ancient palace records and the anecdotal asides of letters and 
herbals. Similarly, the hypothesis that the turn of the eighteenth century witnessed 
a significant shift in the cultural organisation of nursery-keeping is tentatively 
grounded upon the fact that from this point onwards there survives a growing 
number of documentary sources (manuscript and published, cartographic and 
pictorial) which can be invoked to verify the existence of more and more trading 
plantsmen. 26 At the same time however, the rising and widespread fashion 
(amongst those who could afford it) for cultivating other types of garden similarly 
suggests a sudden upsurge in the commercial availability of diverse species of 
trees, shrubs, and flowers, hardy and exotic. In the town this was especially 
evident within the semi-public spaces of the square, designed and maintained for 
the benefit of upmarket urbanites; but there was also a growing number of smaller, 
private gardens attached to more modest residences to be furnished, as well as 
25 James Brydges to Mr. Fuller, 14 August 1718 ([London]) (copy), Huntington, Stowe MSS, ST 
57, XV, fol. 303; James Brydges to Consul Purnel, 7 December 1718 ([London]) (copy), 
Huntington, Stowe MSS, ST 57, XVI, pp. 66-67 (p. 67). These manuscript out-letter volumes are 
paginated in the manner of a book. 
26 See John Harvey, Early Horticultural Catalogues: A Checklist of Trade Catalogues issued by Firms of 
Nurserymen and Seedsmen in Great Britain and Ireland down to the year 1850 (Bath: University of Bath 
Library, 1973). Although Harvey lists over 300 nursery catalogues published before 1850, the 
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heightened interest in the upkeep of public parks and pleasure-gardens, with their 
well-regulated walks and notoriously shady avenues. In the countryside 
meanwhile, the landscaping and redeployment of estates and small-holdings 
gathered pace amongst wealthy aristocrats and financially constrained gentry alike, 
requiring the regular dispatch to rural areas not only of a barrage of saplings to 
populate forests, wildernesses, and orchards, but also of ornamental plants for 
terrace pots and border-work, as well as desirable culinary vegetables for 
restocking ever more sophisticated kitchen gardens. 
Whatever the limitations of these quantitative arguments, it should be 
acknowledged that contemporary gardeners themselves claimed to have witnessed 
a steady transformation in the ways in which they were able go about acquiring 
apricots and auriculas for their own plots. As an ageing Peter Collinson (1694- 
1768) later reminisced of the 1710s and 1720s, `the taste of gardening increased 
annually [... and] as the taste increased, nursery-gardens flourished'. 27 If this `taste 
of gardening was manifest in terms of the business success enjoyed by `nursery- 
gardens', their proliferation (alongside the swelling prestige of the physic garden 
and its superintendents) also provided publicly accessible plots that sustained and 
encouraged the new scholarly curiosity and disciplinary practices that concerned 
themselves with the science of gardening - formal conditions that critically 
distinguished the city nursery from those more private, elite, or decorative spaces 
earliest of them did not appear until 1677 - and indeed only around 100 predate the nineteenth 
century. 
27 `Notes relating to Botany, collected from the Manuscripts of the late Peter Collinson, Esq., 
F. R. S., and communicated by Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Esq. F. R. S. and A. S., V. P. L. S. Read April 
18,1809', Transactions of the linnean Society of London, 10 (1811), 270-82 (p. 272). 
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which they were established to supply. `Horticulture', or `the tillage, dressing, or 
improvement of Gardens, as Agriculture of other Grounds', was the word recently 
coined in English to describe this innovative, hybrid pursuit, which spoke to 
interests in botany, agronomics, natural history, aesthetics, and retirement; and 
amongst the most dynamic instances of the knowledge and habits that it would 
stimulate were those nourished not in the bowers of remote idylls, but instead 
within the urban sale-gardens, printers' shops, and coffee-houses of early-modern 
London. 28 
*** 
Commerce, Conversation, Curiosity, Publication 
A range of historical observations can be employed to explore why (as 
Collinson put it) `nursery-gardens flourished' in the opening decades of the 
eighteenth century. Since the Civil War and Protectorate the expansion in 
England's trading economy had become particularly evident in a capital city which 
zs Edward Phillips, The New World of Wohls; or, A General English Dictionary. Containing the Pro 
Signification, and Etymologies of All Words Derived from Other Languages, vii. Hebrew, Arabick, Syriack, 
Greek, Latin, Italian, French, Spanish, Beittish, Dutch, Saxon, d'c. Useful for the Adornment of our English 
Tongue, 4th edn (London: Obadiah Blagrave, 1678), `Appendix' (not pag. ). Although the OED 
cites this as the earliest printed incidence of the word, Phillips had used it before to describe the 
subject matter of Rene Rapin's poem, Hortorrrm (1665): see Edward Phillips, Theatrum Poetarum; or, 
A Compleat Collection of the Poets, Especially the Most Eminent, ofAllAges. The Ancients Dish ngnsh't from 
the Moderns in their Several Alphabets. With some Observations and Reflections upon Many of them (London: 
Charles Smith, 1675), II, 157. The first such occurrence of `horticulturist' (or practitioner of 
horticulture) that I have found dates from only 1794: see Adrian Hardy Haworth, Observations on 
the Genus Mesembryanthemum, in Twb Parts (London: Adrian Haworth, 1794), p. 74. If I have used 
this latter term liberally throughout the dissertation to describe practitioners from an earlier 
period, it is because I believe it encapsulates accurately the preoccupations and interests of those I 
am describing (the same principle obtains to my collusion with the judicious deployment of 
`science' and its derivatives in their modem senses, now commonplace when discussing early- 
modem practices of experimental natural philosophy) 
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began to assume its recognisably modern shape. 29 London's population boomed, 
its high death-rate more than supplemented by the waves of immigrants (from 
rural provinces and foreign lands) who were attracted by the lure of riches or the 
need for a pittance; 30 and as numbers grew so people created new wealth together, 
stimulating and engaging in the production, commerce, and consumption of 
miscellaneous commodities (whether household necessaries or exotic luxuries), 
and prompting diverse markets in goods that had been hitherto either unknown or 
else restricted to the tiny, landed elite. 31 Such circumstances undeniably proved 
conducive to establishing competitive nursery businesses, their proprietors 
amongst the progenitors of the `consumer revolution' (to borrow Neil 
McKendrick's phrase), men and women of the sort who `had not only responded 
to those changes; they had, as a result of their earnest commercial endeavours, 
played a substantial and positive role in bringing them about' 32 As the first part of 
this dissertation reflects, sale-gardens indeed began to thrive in a metropolis where 
they enjoyed the patronage not only of aristocratic land-owners who frequented 
the Court and executed high political office in Westminster, but also of the 
swelling ranks of merchants, tradesmen, and artisans with individually limited but 
29 For a balanced view of England's `surprisingly modem' commercial economy in the period, see 
Julian Hoppit, A Land of liberty? England 1689-1727 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 
313-44. The classic account of the fiscal policies enacted at national level which helped to create 
and sustain such conditions can be found in P. G. M. Dickson, The Financial Revobrtion in England. - 
A Study in the Development of Pub& Credit, 1688-1756 (London: Macmillan, 1967). 
30 Perhaps the best recent historical overview can be found in Stephen Inwood, A History of 
London (London: Macmillan, 1998), pp. 239-407 (esp. pp. 268-90 on population). 
31 The formative account of England's `consumer revolution' is of course Neil McKendrick, John 
Brewer, and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Sodety: The Commenza/i ation of Eighteenth Century 
England (London: Europa, 1982), and especially McKendrick's introductory chapter (pp. 9-33). 
For a brief analysis of some of the methodological and historical challenges of writing about the 
notion of an early-modem consumer society see the editors' introduction to Consumption and the 
World of Goods, ed. by John Brewer and Roy Porter (London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 1-15. For an 
overview of trade and economic consumption in London during the period see Inwood, pp. 317- 
57. 
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collectively powerful levels of disposable income - the very middling-sorts of 
whom the nurseryman Thomas Fairchild seemed so conscious when writing The 
City Gardener in 1722.33 
Historians have increasingly sought to account for the socio-economic 
reorganisation of early-modern England by focusing on the networks, practices, 
and experiences through which such transformations were most clearly 
articulated. 34 The post-Restoration period that witnessed these adjustments has in 
addition been characterised as an era in which once-dominant centres of cultural 
production - the Church and the Court - were replaced by more modern, 
democratic, and habitually urban institutions: critics and the press; the coffee- 
house, theatre, and tavern. These two parallel areas of development - one 
concerned with political economy, one with authority and discourse -- have been 
dynamically connected to each other at a fundamental level, notably within the 
influential historiographical narrative of Jürgen Habermas's The Structural 
Transformation of the Public Sphere (1962). 35 Whilst critical successors have quite 
properly sought to problematise and correct both Habermas's untroubled 
teleology of the establishment of a polite bourgeoisie, and the relative exclusivity 
32 Birth of a Consumer Society, p. 2. 
33 Inwood's account of this emerging middle class suggests that up to one-fifth of London's 
population during the eighteenth-century enjoyed a household income of eighty pounds or more 
(Inwood, pp. 264-68). Jack Plumb reflects on the growth of the nursery and seed trades as an 
index of consumers' increased participation in both conspicuous gardening and curious enquiry 
(Birth of a Consumer Society, pp. 323-26). 
34 See for example the respective editors' introductions to both Communities in Eary Modern 
England: Networks, Place, Rhetoric, ed. by Alexandra Shepard and Phil Withington (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2000), pp. 1-15; and Commercial Netuorks in the Early Modern W''rld, 
ed. by Diogo Ramada Curto and Anthony Molho (Florence: European University Institute, 
2002), pp. 1-17. 
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of the `public' he describes, the modulations in social organisation and political 
expression that he succinctly summarised have helped (especially since the work's 
English translation appeared in 1989) to encapsulate assumptions that were already 
being drawn within eighteenth-century studies, and to reinvigorate research within 
the field in general. 36 Subsequent attempts to interrogate the practice of everyday 
life during those days (through exploring the quotidian activities and transactions 
of the craftsman or shopkeeper, for example) have also chimed with a renewed 
historicist attention to the minutiae of material culture; yet at the same time it has 
proven difficult for historians to sum up adequately the sorts of personal, 
conversational exchanges that were taking place within new social and discursive 
spaces - after all, they left little or no trace of themselves. Scholars have turned 
therefore to a sociological category of the earlier twentieth century which seems to 
answer their purpose (and which was already gaining some currency within the 
work of writers such as Peter Borsay and Peter Clark): sociability. 37 
Writing in 1917, the German sociologist Georg Simmel delineated 
sociability as a purely `playful' form of human interaction - yet one that also 
carries with it primeval resonances of the pleasure and utility values of `sociation', 
an equivalent contentive drive by which nature directs people to interact for the 
35 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Enquiry into a Category of 
Bourgeois Society, trans. by Thomas Burger and Frederick Lawrence (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989), 
esp. pp. 27-56. 
36 For a useful summary of the arguments and problems produced within Habermas's work on 
the public sphere see Craig Calhoun, `Habermas and the Public Sphere', in Habermas and the Public 
Sphere, ed. by Calhoun (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992), pp. 1-48. 
37 See for example Peter Borsay, The English Urban Renaissance. - Culture and Society in the Provincial 
Town, 1660-1770 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), esp. pp. 225-83; and Peter Clark, Sociability and 
Urbanity: Clubs and Societies in the Eighteenth Century City (Leicester: Victorian Studies Centre, 
University of Leicester: 1986). 
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most basic purposes (the provision of food, the security of the herd, opportunities 
for procreation) 38 Modern sociability (in Simmel's account) only functions 
properly when the subject absolves herself of both group and selfish 
considerations to pursue the rituals of sociable behaviour for their own sakes, 
enjoyably arousing latent memories of these otherwise moribund instincts. A later 
sociological theorist, Richard Sennett, deployed a similar kind of sociability in 
celebrating the apotheosis of metropolitan human contact that he read into the 
streets of early-modern Paris and London, the citizens' recourse to a mode of 
public role-play (in order to sustain meaningful encounters with each other) 
identified thereby with a period already noted for transforming societal relations 
via the mounting dominance of an emergent middle class-39 More recently 
however, cultural historians have cautioned against the type of ahistorical category 
to which Simmel and Sennett both subscribed, demonstrating instead that 
sociability operates not as a simple given of human experience, but as a shifting 
and contingent signifier for a broad set of discursive exchanges, philosophical 
concepts, and social practices. 40 Ideas about what constitutes sociability and 
sociable actions themselves have a history, runs the counter-argument, and an 
early-modern history at that; 41 but if such writers sometimes have been quick to 
38 See Georg Simmel, Grundfragen der Soziologie (Individuum unde Gesellschaft) (1917), trans. by Kurt 
H. Wolff as `Fundamental Problems of Sociology (Individual and Society)', in The Sociology of 
George Simmel, ed. by Wolff (London: Collier-Macmillan, 1950), pp. 1-84 (esp. pp. 40-57). 
39 See Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (1976), 1' UK edn (Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univesity Press, 1977), pp. 64-122. 
40 The most strident and successful example of such writing is the editors' introduction to 
Romantic Sociability: Social Netuvrks and bterary Culture in Britain, 1770-1840, ed. by Gillian Russell 
and Clara Tuite (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 1-23. 
41 See for example Lawrence Klein on the development of an idea of natural sociability in the 
work of Shaftesbury in Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness: Moral Discourse and Cultural Politics in 
Early Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); and Paul 
Langford's account of how the ideal, polite character of the English gentleman developed away 
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criticise Simmel, an important vestige of his thought necessarily persists in their 
own 42 Simmelian sociability admittedly relied upon an appropriation of 
prehistoricity that undercuts the scrutiny of historicising stricture; but his notion 
that the term denotes a mode of personal interface which is informed by a deep- 
seated sense of mutual worth is still extremely useful. Whilst sociability is indeed 
always already involved and implicated within objectives beyond itself 
(commercial, political, aesthetic, social) - being ineluctably determined by its 
practitioners' historical, geographical, and cultural locations - it remains important 
to be able to conceptualise it as form if its definition is to obtain at all; there being 
otherwise as many models of sociability as there have been instances of human 
interaction. 
The effects of political and social change during the first half of the long 
eighteenth century were felt therefore not just in the reorganisation of domestic 
and national finances, or a wider participation in the proto-consumer-lifestyle, but 
in significant, far-reaching cultural metamorphosis. From struggling tradesmen to 
comfortable minor noblemen, those who shared in the excitements of the sociable 
life and growing financial plenitude have been broadly characterised by their 
aspirations to improve themselves and to match their betters - in terms of 
personal income, rank, property, standards of taste, and learning. This notion of 
emulation was appropriated in fact by some contemporary writers to elucidate a 
from Shaftesbury's Augustan model of refined openness, and towards a more recognisable 
version of distant reserve, in his essay on `Manners and the Eighteenth-Century State: The Case 
of the Unsociable Englishman', in Rethinking Leviathan: The Eighteenth-Century State in Britain and 
Germany, ed. by John Brewer and Eckhart Heilmuth (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 
281-316. 
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marked evolution they detected in the status of gardening, predicating its 
reconfiguration as a polite and civilising activity upon the examples of Charles II 
and then William and Mary, all three of whom were represented as eager patrons 
of horticulture. Whilst one must beware of the partisan nature of such statements, 
there is no doubt some truth behind the epithet `the Prince of Planter' with which 
Charles was suggestively lauded by his gardener John Rose; even if this strictly 
monarchical version of English horticultural history was later revised by Daniel 
Defoe in favour of the open and vaguely egalitarian model that he constituted 
retrospectively under the Prince of Orange: 43 
It is since the Revolution [of 1688] that our English Gentlemen, 
began so universally, to adorn their Gardens with those Plants, we 
call Ever Greens, which leads me to a particular Observation that may 
not be improper in this place; King William [... ] on his part 
introduc'd the love of Gardening. ` 
If such regal preferences did indeed spur widespread imitation (or at least usefully 
emblematised its agency), helping to cultivate new markets for forest trees, `Ever 
Greens', and hardy shrubs, a further stimulus to the plant trade proceeded from the 
successful exploration of the Americas and other terrae incognitae by keen botanisers 
and collectors like the Tradescants and Mark Catesby, their achievements 
surfacing as another by-product of England's internationally expanding 
commercial horizons. Alongside improved diplomatic relations with 
horticulturally minded Dutch traders, such vegetative discoveries provided a 
42 See for example Romantic Sociabil'ty, p. 10. 
43 John Rose, The English Vinyard Vindicated: lL'ith an Address, When the Best Plants May Be Had at 
Easie Rates (London: John Crook, 1666), The Epistle Dedicatorie' (not pag. ). 
44 [Daniel Defoe], A Tour thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain, Divided into Circuits or journies. Giving 
a Particular and Diverting Account of Whatever is Curious and Worth Observation, 3 vols (London- G. 
Strahan, W. Mears, R. Francklin, S. Chapman, R. Stagg & J. Graves, 1724-27), 1, ii, 121-22 (the 
`Letters' are separately paginated). 
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limited supply of strange and tender `exoticks' that rapidly became desirable 
amongst fashion-conscious gardeners, but which first required careful nursing and 
then large-scale propagation at the hands of expert growers. 45 Whilst these rarities 
acquired high values of one sort within an economy of conspicuous consumption, 
they were also eagerly sought for other reasons -- and in particular to satisfy a 
genteel appetite for the nascent disciplines of natural history and (above all) 
botany. 4 
`Curiosity was the word seized upon by contemporaries to distinguish the 
cognitive passion that prompted natural philosophical enquiry, with its steadily 
inquisitive approach to anatomising the phenomenal world. As such it can be 
considered a state of mind to which the early-modern man of science became 
habituated, prompted (in the case of seventeenth-century England) by the studious 
activities of empiricism, and consolidated during the eighteenth century by the 
rational methodologies and scholarly exchanges of the Enlightenment-41 Yet 
45 See for example Hadfield, pp. 141-45. For a list of the growing range of flowers, trees, and 
shrubs available in English nursery-gardens see John Harvey, `The English Nursery Flora, 1677- 
1723', Garden History, 26 (1998), 60-101. Harvey lists almost eight-hundred species, distinguishing 
around one-hundred foreign or exotic introductions (mostly trees and shrubs) that should be 
considered `tender' plants, and pointing out those only known to have been available in the 
prestigious, specialist nursery of Thomas Fairchild in Hoxton, 
46 On the development of botanical thought during this period see A. G. Morton, History of 
Botanical Sc ence: An Account of the Development of Botany from Ancient Times to the Present Day (London: 
Academic Press, 1981), pp. 178-286. On natural history (with particular reference to its 
fluctuating historiographical status) see Nicholas Jardine and Emma Spary, `The Natures of 
Cultural History', in Cultures of Natural History, pp. 3-13; on the figure of the natural historian 
(specifically in eighteenth-century France) see Emma Spary, Utopia's Garden: French Natural History 
from Old 
. 
Regime to Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), esp. pp. 19-25. 
47 I follow the convention of capitalising `Enlightenment' when using it as a proper noun, but not 
when deploying it adjectivally. For the best account of curiosity as this type of `cognitive passion' 
see Lorraine Daston and Katherine Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature: 1150-1750 (New York: 
Zone, 1998), esp. pp. 303-28; on curiosity as a psychological category (and its representations in 
this period as such), see Barbara Benedict, Curiosity: A Cultural History of Early Modern Inquiry 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2001). Curious habits and practices do of course have a rich 
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curiosity was more than the mark of isolated genius or cerebral precocity, bearing 
witness to its practitioners' capacity to devote time and money to the leisure of 
study (thus absconding from the cycle of economic production - an asset befitting 
any aspiring gentleman), whilst necessarily involving them in the sociable 
structures that informed and underpinned the progress of natural learning itself. 
To this exent Rob Iliffe has demonstrated how Robert Hooke positioned himself 
at the nodal point of a complex matrix of patrons and artisans from which he 
orchestrated his career as virtuoso; whilst Michael Hunter's account of the 
`institutionalisation' of the new science has identified ways in which the 
foundational principles of becoming a public and corporate body were valued by 
the originators of the Royal Society as a bulwark against the private interests, 
political sectarianism, and vicious nepotism that recent history had proven to be so 
inimical to consensual truth. 48 It follows therefore that insofar as they fostered 
engagement with horticultural experiment and botanical investigation, the most 
prominent nursery and physic gardens of the period provided spaces which were - 
like Hooke's coffee-houses or the Royal Society' s meeting rooms -- favourably 
disposed towards this dynamic interplay of science and sociability; albeit that the 
networks that they fashioned were less codified than those which formed the 
subjects for Hunter's (and to some extent Iliffe's) studies. Meanwhile such 
conditions were replicated and played out upon a global stage as well. As part two 
pre-Baconian history (the usefulness of this historiographical marker is itself contested), as 
Daston and Park explore; see also Stephen Clucas, ' 'Wondrous Force and Operation': Magic, 
Science, and Religion in the Renaissance', in Textures of Renaissance Knowledge, ed. by Philippa Berry 
and Margaret Tudeau-Clayton (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), pp. 35-57 (esp. 
pp. 35-39). 
as See Robert Iliffe, "Material Doubts': Robert Hooke, Artisanal Culture and the Exchange of 
Information in 1670s London', British Journal for the History of Science, 28 (1995), 285-318; Michael 
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of my thesis indicates (through its biography of the singular Richard Bradley), 
horticulturists could be as keen to cultivate and manipulate strategic interpersonal 
relationships within the disparate but conversible world of the Republic of Letters 
(extending across Europe and beyond), as they were to associate freely with 
brother-gardeners closer to home. 49 
In terms of its intersections with ideas about the Enlightenment therefore, 
this dissertation exposes the curious dispositions of a loose-knit group of writers 
and workers, men whose intellectual statuses initially seem far removed from those 
of the giants populating Peter Gay's family of philosophes 50 Yet whilst the focus 
does not explicitly centre upon major epistemological shifts or the formation and 
spread of big ideas, my research has been concerned to historicise in detail the 
material practices and discursive habits of early-eighteenth-century gardeners, their 
catalogues of lived experiences recalling the complex, multifaceted Enlightenment 
envisaged by Roy Porter, who described a broad and inclusive project exercised by 
accessible processes of conversation, experiment, and printing. 51 Conversely it has 
Hunter, Establishing the New Science: The Experience of the Eary Royal Society (Woodbridge: Boydell 
Press, 1989). 
49 On the state of the `Republic of Letters' around the turn of the eighteenth century (with 
particular reference to the activities of Huguenot intellectuals) see Anne Goldgar, ImpoRe Learning: 
Conduct & Community in the Republic of Letters, 1680-1750 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1995); on the relationship between its cosmopolitan ideals and the situation of its practitioners 
within European nation states see Lorraine Daston, `The Ideal and Reality of the Republic of 
Letters in the Enlightenment', Science in Context, 4 (1991), 367-86; on the Humean model of the 
convergence of the learned and conversible worlds within the Republic of Letters see the editor's 
pithily concise introduction to Exploring the Conversible World: Text and Sociability from the Classical 
Age to the Enlightenment, ed. by Elena Russo, Yale French Studies, 92 (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1997), pp. 1-7. 
so See Peter Gay, The Enlightenment: An Interpretation, 2 vols (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 
1966-69). 
5' See Roy Porter, Enlightenment: Britain and the Creation of the Modern World (London: Penguin, 
2000). Porter is of course indebted to the positive valorisation of the Enlightenment bequeathed 
by Gay, and is concomitantly less ready than some other recent historians to question its 
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been important to restrain at times the exuberant confidence that Porter typified 
(and according to whom we are all, happily, `Enlightenment's children'), carefully 
uncovering moments of pressure or discontinuity that disrupted the 
Enlightenment's implacably dominant technologies of discursive production and 
valorisation -a machinery which both bolstered the hegemony of those qualified 
factual claims made on behalf of reason and observation, and in time was enlisted 
(for example) to represent the curiosity that drove an early-modern fascination 
with the natural world as ahistorical psychological impulse, rather than one 
immanently informed by the local interests of commerce, labour, sociability, and 
posterity. 52 Such wariness is of course more evidently an ideological anxiety of the 
critic than of those plantsmen discussed below - figures who found (one suspects) 
the prosecution and products of rational enquiry to be self-affirming and 
agreeable, more than they were bewildering or alienating. 
It is central to the arguments which will unfold below that in many cases 
the horticulturists who were able to take advantage of this chain of circumstances 
were not merely cultivators of vegetable nature but published writers also - two 
activities arguably of equal importance to their participation within an 
categorical legitimacy per se. A similarly inclusive but more complex and diffuse 'Enlightenment' 
is however supplied by Margaret C. Jacob's revision of such `magesterial historiography' in her 
Ling the Enlightenment. Freemasotty and Politier in Eighteenth-Century Europe (Oxford. Oxford 
University Press, 1991), esp. pp. 215-24; see also Dorinda Outram's adroit historigraphical survey 
in The Enkghtenment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 1-13. 
52 Porter, Enlghtenment, p. xxii. The pre-eminent example of such an approach to the history of 
science and curiosity is perhaps the study of the `matter of fact' undertaken by Steven Shapin and 
Simon Schaffer in Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental Life (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1985); a topic revisited in Barbara Shapiro, A Culture of Fact: England, 
1550-1720 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2000). The strategy of turning the Enlightenment 
back on itself, using its own methods of analysis to deconstruct the hegemonic discourse it 
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enlightenment programme of knowledge creation. 53 This thesis dwells however 
not so much upon the horticultural techniques or botanical taxonomies that they 
devised, as upon the material conditions in which their treatises were physically 
made manifest. Since the later twentieth century, the processes via which texts are 
mediated, made public, and circulated have been more firmly acknowledged as 
integral to the ways in which meaning is posited, contested, and established; 
investing the humanities - including, belatedly, English studies - with a swelling 
propensity to consider issues connected with the histories of printing and 
publishing. As such, attention is now regularly paid to the actual forms and 
manifold uses attributed to books and pamphlets as artefacts; the multiple 
relationships between writers, booksellers, and readers; the construction of a 
reading public; the establishing of literary `credit'. 54 Meanwhile, in response to 
earlier historians like Elizabeth Eisenstein (who highlighted the facility of the press 
to reproduce limitless, identical copies of the same work), Adrian Johns has 
recently shown how detailed, local examinations of the production of early- 
modern printed books reveal patterns of instability, compromise, and 
confrontation (for him we should `consider fixity not as an inherent quality [of 
produces, is suggested by Michel Foucault, `What is Enlightenment? ', trans. by Catherine Porter, 
in The Foucault Reader, ed. by Paul Rainbow (New York: Pantheon, 1984), pp. 32-50. 
53 On print and the Enlightenment see Porter, Enlightenment, pp. 72-95; and particularly Adrian 
Johns, `Print and Public Science', in Eighteenth-Century Science, pp. 536-60. 
54 For a brief overview of print and reading in this period see Paul Langford, A Polite and 
Commercial People: England, 1727-1783 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), pp. 91-102. On the 
growing numbers of readers in England, and their narcissistic literary predilections see James 
Raven, Judging New Wealth: Popular Publishing and Responses to Commenne in England, 1750-1800 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). On the notion of `credit' as it operated upon both natural 
philosophical and literary claims to truth see Simon Schaffer, `Defoe, natural philosophy and 
credit', in Nature Tran fgurrd: Science & literature, 1700-1900, ed. by John Christie and Sally 
Shuttleworth (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1989), pp. 13-44; and Adrian Johns, The 
Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998) 
esp. pp. 31-37. 
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print], but as a transitive one'). 55 The study of horticultural publications (and their 
cultural possibility) undertaken by this dissertation attempts to provide pathways 
through such murky webs, analysing - where appropriate and when available - 
moments of writing, revision, printing, publication, advertisement, sale, 
circulation, and reception. In doing so it can answer questions not only about the 
contemporary market for plants but about that for books too, reflecting on the 
increased accessibility of printed media to writers and readers alike; the mounting 
epistemological status of the practitioner as author; and the potential for product 
diversification within the expanding business of bookselling. 
These discourses of curiosity, commerce, conversation, and publication 
have been appropriated to this work only insofar as they impacted upon or were 
informed by the lives of those gardeners who are its principal concern. Traditional 
histories of gardening in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England have 
tended to highlight the genius of the individual and the power of intellectual 
opinion in determining design tastes, rehearsing the progression from Italianate 
Renaissance (through Franco-Dutch) to the English landscape style -a story in 
which less prestigious horticulturists inevitably find themselves portrayed 
(however sympathetically) from the perspective of the elite. 56 Rather than 
employing the formal garden's emblematic iconography (to demonstrate a 
proprietor's power over the forces of nature, for example), the landscape garden's 
15 See Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Prinking Press as an Agent of Change: Communications and Cultural 
Tran formation in Earfy-Modern Euro pe, 2 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979); an d 
Johns, Nature of the Book, p. 19 (see also pp. 10-20). 
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apparently easy improvement of the countryside was thought to be magisterially 
expressive of innate principles of Whiggish liberty, gesturing towards the 
mysterious but discernibly beneficent relationships between humanity, God, and 
the natural world. 57 One originary co-ordinate for this critical topology was 
Horace Walpole's `History of the Modern Taste in Gardening (1771), which 
favoured William Kent over Charles Bridgeman, John Milton over Alexander 
Pope, and elevated grand horticulture to the transcendent status of national art 
form -a trope its author made explicit by appending the essay to his privately 
pressed edition of George Vertue's Anecdotes of Painting in England, as well as in his 
famous manuscript aside that `Poetry, Painting & Gardening, or the science of 
Landscape, will forever by men of Taste be deemed Three Sisters, or the Three 
New Graces, who dress and adorn Nature'. 58 Recent studies (especially during the 
last two decades) have sought to challenge this Walpolean legacy, stressing the 
English garden's material and dialectical conditions by emphasising the persistence 
of vernacular forms; the role of labour in remoulding landscapes; the ongoing 
importance of artificial ornament and floristry (even to designers like Brown); the 
impact of the marketplace and the demands of sociability in shaping the 
16 See for example Alicia Amherst, A History of Gardening in England (London: Bernard Quaritch, 
1895), pp. 206-79; Hadfield, pp. 106-240; Christopher Hussey, English Gardens and Landscapes, 
1700-1750 (London: Country Life, 1967). 
57 For a more interesting type of analysis of the French formal garden as site of conspicuous 
collection and consumption see Chandra Mukerji, `Reading and writing with nature: a materialist 
approach to French formal gardens', in Consumption and the World of Goods, pp. 439-61. 
S8 See Horace Walpole, `The History of the Modem Taste in Gardening', in Anecdotes of Painting in 
England; with Some Account of the Principal Artists; and Incidental Notes on Other Arts; Collected by the Late 
Mr George Vertue; and now Digested and Published from his Original MSS, ed. by Walpole, 4 vols 
(Strawberry Hill: Thomas Kirgate, 1771), IV, 117-51. Walpole scribbled the annotation on a copy 
of William Mason's Satirical Poems: see The Genius of the Place: The English Landscape Garden 1620- 
1820, ed. by John Dixon Hunt and Peter Willis (London: Paul Elek, 1975), p. 11. 
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predilections of horticultural fashion; the spectrum of experiences available in a 
range of locations to gardeners and garden visitors of all classes. 59 
This revisionist agenda crucially has begun to flesh out a social history of 
gardening that had been skeletal hitherto, painstakingly retrieving valuable data 
concerning the lives, careers, and publications of professional (as well as polite) 
horticulturists. 6° Following such leads, my research disputes the canonical account 
of how high cultural influences automatically constructed horticultural preferences 
and experience (the names invoked regularly include those of Evelyn, Shaftesbury, 
Addison, and Pope, a register spookily reminiscent of literary studies), attempting 
to broaden out the terms of reference available within the field, and to understand 
how publics barely associated with the nobility or aristocracy occupied, 
comprehended, and represented a diversity of garden spaces. In so doing it owes 
debts to various historians, including Tom Williamson whose Polite Landscapes 
59 On the persistence of the vernacular park and the agency of bourgeois sociability in shaping 
eighteenth-century garden design see Tom Williamson, Polite Landscapes: Gardens and Society in 
Eighteenth-Century England (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1995); the latter argument is 
also evident in David Jacques, Georgian Gardens: The Reign of Nature (London: B. T. Batsford, 
1983). For an account of the relationship between labour and landscape, with particular reference 
to landscape painting, see Ann Bermingham, Landscape and Ideology: The English Rustic Tradition, 
1740-1860 (1986), ist UK edn (London: Thames and Hudson, 1987); on the landscape garden's 
forgotten fascination with flowers see Mark Laird, The Flowering of the Landscape Garden: Eng/ich 
Pleasure Grounds, 1720-1800 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999). David Coffin 
has recently explored how the meanings of garden spaces were constructed through the reflective 
experiences of the visiting subject: see David R. Coffin, The English Ganten: Meditation and Memorial 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). 
0 The roots of this social history of gardening stretch back to Alicia Amherst's History (see esp. 
pp. 244-55), and particularly Miles Hadfield's Gardening in Brian. Hadfield's relevant lines of 
enquiry were swiftly taken up by (for example) Ronald Webber's The Early Horticulturists (Newton 
Abbot: David & Charles, 1968). More recently the case for such an approach has been made by 
Charles Quest-Ritson, The English Garsten: A Soda! History (London: Penguin, 2001), although the 
work is arguably undermined by its determined attention to the gardens of the upper-middling 
sorts and aristocracy. The pre-eminent and most useful critical bibliography and social history of 
horticultural writing during the period is Blanche Henrey, British Botanical and Horticultural 
Literature Before 1800: Comprising a History and Bibliography of Botanical and Horticultural Books Printed in 
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(1995) convincingly reconsidered eighteenth-century rural pleasure grounds 
according to the mantra that `gardens need to be explained in terms of the lives 
and lifestyles of their owners'; and Todd Longstaffe-Gowan, whose work on The 
London Town Garden (2001) successfully recovered late-eighteenth and early- 
nineteenth-century histories for the city's `private gardens and smaller, lesser- 
known green spaces', in order `to situate [them] firmly within the reading of the 
Georgian city, [... ] as important constituents of urban topography' 61 In 
privileging the biographies and texts of urban nurserymen and horticulturists 
meanwhile - attending to the ideas and environments they generated and which 
nurtured them, assessing their achievements, failures, impact, and legacies on their 
own terms - the chapters that follow also reflect the efforts of Malcolm 
Thick in 
The Neat-House Gardens (1998), which gauged the place of market gardening in 
early-modern London 62 Without wishing to do away completely with the 
commonplace trajectory of English garden history therefore, I intend to comply 
nevertheless with those projects that have problematised its prejudicial and 
typically dehistoricising preoccupations with wealth and aesthetics. 
The first part of this dissertation, `Nurserymen, Networks, and 
Knowledge', asserts that some of the most significant trading nurserymen in early- 
eighteenth-century London were energetically exercised by personal and 
commercial interests to engage as writers with contemporary debates about garden 
England, Scotland, and Deland from the Earliest Times unti11800,3 vols (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1975). 
61 Williamson, p. 7; Todd Longstaffe-Gowan, The London Town Garden, 1740-1840 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2001), p. x. 
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design, empirical botany, and practical horticulture. In the belief that they played 
vital but often unacknowledged roles in these discussions, it analyses the 
burgeoning literary culture in which they participated, digging for detailed evidence 
with which to position them more accurately within their social worlds. As the 
identity of the nurseryman increasingly coalesced into a professional role in its 
own right, so it seems that writing and publication became activities that were 
readily associated with successful and trustworthy plantsmanship, representing as 
they did both horticultural expertise and a garden proprietor's unwavering 
confidence in the quality and durability of his goods and services. The first three 
chapters therefore probe the socio-economic and cultural statuses of London's 
nurserymen during the 1710s and 1720s, developing a sense of their individual 
lives as scholars, salesmen, and subjects, and an understanding of their wodi 
operandi within the contexts of a flourishing metropolitan economy and 
enlightenment projects for producing and organising natural knowledge. 
Chapter one investigates the emergence of the commercial nursery in turn- 
of-the-century London, explicating its transition from prestigious side-project - in 
particular those underwritten by royal gardeners such as John Rose, George 
London, and Henry Wise -- to the independent sale-gardens of self-made 
cultivators like that of Thomas Fairchild in Hoxton. Through reading the texts 
that these men wrote and examining the circumstances in which their work was 
published, it asks how they perceived themselves, their trade, and the horticultural 
spaces they inhabited, in order to determine the extent to which the pressures of 
62 See Malcolm Thick, The Neat House Gardens: Early Market Gardening around London (London: 
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commerce and sociability influenced the modes of self-perception and 
presentation that they adopted. Some of these ideas are tested further in chapter 
two, which rehearses the shifting fortunes of John Cowell (a neighbour of 
Fairchild) who shot to public prominence in August 1729 when his long-dormant 
Agave americana mysteriously flowered in magnificent style. Saddled with debts and 
keen to profit from this unexpected marvel of nature, Cowell was caught between 
the competing demands of curious enquiry, financial gain, and the sensibilities of 
genteel clients, his prospects of wealth dissolving in a contest over the 
representation of his rarity that threatened to overpower both his horticultural and 
intellectual property. Whilst the germinating seeds of mercantilism afforded 
opportunities to reap the benefits of trade, and subsequently to participate in the 
exciting culture of socially mobile businessmen, the nurseryman was therefore 
finding to his cost that his status as a gentleman - and for that matter a scientist - 
was less certain, tainted by association with the circulation of capital and the dirt 
of soil. Effectively excluded from the more refined contexts in which curiosity 
and sociability could be nurtured, one crucial response was the foundation of the 
`Society of Gardeners' by a group of nurserymen and seedsmen who gathered 
regularly in a Chelsea coffee-house during the later 1720s. 63 Chapter three traces 
the Society's genealogy amongst other contemporary voluntary associations, 
before exploring how its members indulged their partiality for convivial socialising, 
Prospect, 1998). 
63 For a contemporary distinction between the roles of seedsmen (little more than specialised 
`Shopkeepers) and nurserymen (who `must be compleat Gardeners') see R. Campbell, The London 
Tradesman. Being a Compendious View of Al! the Trades, Profesions, Arts, both Liberal and Mechanic, Now 
Practised in the Cities of London and li estminster. Calculated for the Information of Parents, and Instruction of 
Youth in their Choice of Business (London: T. Gardener, 1747), p. 275. 
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philosophical conversation, and successful trading, in order to become better able 
to discuss the materials of their day-to-day work with each other. 
The second part of this dissertation focuses upon `The Career of Richard 
Bradley, Gardener and Gentleman', the most prolific horticultural writer of the 
early-eighteenth century. The narrative lingers on those biographical moments for 
which the fullest manuscript and printed records survive, revisiting many of the 
themes introduced in part one through the life-story of an individual whose 
disastrously outlandish schemes and prodigious output of published works supply 
a rich seam of raw material. Bradley's twin penchants for practical horticulture 
and the easiness of gentlemanly living captivated his imagination throughout 
adulthood, eventually leading him to reach far beyond his means, his early 
potential as a brilliant light within the disciplines of botany and husbandry 
gradually dissipated by his inability to fulfil those duties demanded of him within 
the polite circles he so assiduously courted. Chapter four recounts Bradley's 
enduring attempts to manipulate channels of patronage and conventions of 
sociability (particularly by exploiting the opportunities that briefly opened up 
before him as a fashionable writer) in order to establish himself within a garden of 
experiments, where he foresaw himself protected and resourced by the liberal 
indulgence of a rich sponsor. The quest led him from the grounds of a curious 
merchant in Kensington's Campden House, to the Canons Park estate in 
Middlesex (where first he charmed and then infuriated its fabulously opulent 
proprietor James Brydges, Duke of Chandos), and eventually to Cambridge where 
he was invested as the inaugural Professor of Botany, labouring unsuccessfully to 
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overcome bitter antagonism and past failures in a bid to endow the University 
with its own physic garden. 
Bradley's efforts to win lasting repute as a man of natural knowledge were 
constantly undermined by the debts that bedevilled him, and his capacity to 
believe the inflated promises he so rashly proclaimed; by his distaste for the 
commercial machinations of booksellers, and the risk-laden insouciance with 
which he undertook his horticultural business ventures; by his all-too-heavy 
reliance on the technical abilities of others, and an over-valued knack for talking 
himself out of trouble. The concluding chapter of this dissertation pieces together 
the period of Bradley's life about which we know the most, his 1714 sojourn to 
Holland that was documented through a compelling epistolary relationship with 
the apothecaryJames Petiver. By excavating the familiar correspondence that they 
exchanged - not simply for the purposes of gathering information, but also as 
objects that were themselves engaged in a series of representative strategies - it 
interrogates Bradley's wayward attitudes towards money, his subversive fascination 
with the coffee plant, and the delight he took in writing up his own life as that of a 
veritable picaro. As he moved from the Amsterdam Physic Garden to the 
compendious cabinets of virtuosi, into the ambit of the gentlemanly tourist and 
back to his covert hide-out in London, Bradley oscillated between adherence to 
and dissent from prevailing practices of curiosity, commerce, and conversation, 
embarking manfully - if not foolishly - on a doomed project that aimed to realise 
how it could be (as Benjamin Whitmill was to declare with a sense of fertile 
ambiguity) that a 'GARDEN yields Profit and Delight'. 
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PART ONE 
NURSERYMEN, NETWORKS, AND 
KNOWLEDGE 
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Chapter One 
Writing and Gardening: The Emergence of the Professional 
Nurseryman in Turn-of-the-Century London 
`So plentifull a Stock' 
Let the Reader be pleased to take notice, that I have not only 
endeavour'd to furnish all lovers of these Plantations with the best 
Instructions I am able concerning the choice and propagation of Vines, 
but my self also with so plentifull a Stock of Sets and Plants of all 
those Sorts which I chiefly recommend, that those who have a desire 
to Store their Grounds, may receive them of me at very reasonable 
Rates. ' 
(John Rose, The English Vineyard Vindicated, 1666) 
Upon reaching the advertisement `To the Reader', appended to John 
Rose's (1619-1677) seminal treatise on English viticulture, one is prompted to ask 
questions that are heavily accented by their deferral over almost three and a half 
centuries. How do we construct the identity of John Rose, succinctly presented 
across a few short pages as 'Gardner to His Majesty [Charles II], at his Royal 
Garden in St. James's'; friend of intellectual courtier John Evelyn, who personally 
endorsed The English Vineyard Vindicated by composing its standard, prefatory 
apology as the pseudonymous `Philocepos' (roughly translating as `Garden 
Lover'); and seller of reasonably priced `Sets and Plants' from a private nursery 
`Stock'? 2 Whilst the passage of time may not render any more surprising this 
brazen if conventional attempt to cash in on a regal appointment, Rose's status 
remains unsteady. Laying to one side the necessary forms of deference, is he 
t Rose, `To the Reader' (not pag). 
2 See Rose, title page and Preface' (not pag. ). 
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primarily a servant or an entrepreneur? Is Rose's labour for sale to patrons other 
than the King, or is it only his seedling vines that are available? Indeed, are these 
vines themselves sourced from and sold for the benefit of the royal gardens, or are 
the two sides of his employment strictly separate? Rose's stance as a writer is 
equally problematic. It is not an unreasonable presumption that he longed to see 
good practice freely shared amongst British grape growers; although an underlying 
motive for producing The English Vineyard Vindicated may also have been the desire 
to see his own viticultural operation flourish. The text itself meanwhile can be 
read as something more than a simple intervention in the book-selling market. 
Above and beyond the aim of generating profits for its author and publisher, one 
might plausibly approach it as a strategic and self-interested deployment of the 
publicity of representation, an exercise intended to eulogise Rose's paymaster as 
liberal, peace-loving, and scientifically minded -- a truly hortulan monarch in fact - 
whilst allowing the literate royal gardener himself to be constructed as a man of 
intellect and substance, learning and independence. 3 
The years around the time of the Restoration demarcate the period when 
nursery-keeping in England emerged as a viable business proposition in its own 
right, slowly syphoned away from the hands of head gardeners on country estates 
to be reconstituted as a commercially accessible alternative to the cultivation of 
private horticultural seminaries and the gentlemanly habits of plant-swapping. 
Historical change is of course as much about processes of negotiation and 
3 `Publicity of representation' is of course Jürgen Habermas's phrase (or at least that of his 
translators) that refers to the strategies via which discourses (for him especially those concerned 
with political ideas or authority) find their public: see for example Habermas, p. 34. 
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transition as a punctuating series of defining moments, and this separation of roles 
occurred only gradually (and even then incompletely) during the late-seventeenth 
and early-eighteenth centuries. It is central to the argument that emerges during 
the first part of this dissertation that the transformation in the social fortunes of 
nurserymen throughout the period can be glimpsed through reading the texts that 
they were variously responsible for penning and publishing. Whilst the dutiful 
George London (who trained under Rose at St James's and later worked for 
William and Mary) was involved in producing a suitably obsequious advertising 
pamphlet for the new Brompton Park nursery and in revising translations of high- 
minded French horticultural manuals, later traders like John Cowell and (in 
particular) Thomas Fairchild targeted a more modest clientele, emphasising the 
universal appeal of the garden in both its material and its more discursive forms. 
These men were proprietors of small businesses who made their livings chiefly (if 
not solely) by propagating and purveying domestic and exotic plants, each of them 
looking to cash in on the English landscaping boom, as well as by prompting new 
markets amongst city dwellers and other middling sorts. A propensity towards 
writing and publication bespoke commonplace ambitions concerned with earning 
the trappings of wealth, reputation, and knowledge: their urgent, aspirational self- 
fashioning evidenced not only by an intellectual attention to botany and 
agronomics, but also through sizeable financial investments in books aimed at the 
more luxuriously minded purchaser, such as the Society of Gardeners' Catalogers 
Plantarum (1730) and Robert Furber's Twelve Months of Flowers (1730) and Twelve 
Months of Fruits (1733) (see chapter three below). In the movement from Rose's 
tentative duodecimo English Vineyard to Furber's magnificent folio plates, the 
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reader witnesses the complaisant retainer blossoming into an individual risk-taker, 
a figure perhaps less likely to achieve immediate public recognition, but ultimately 
possessed of a social agency in his own right. 
This opening chapter examines the published texts written by three of the 
most important plantsmen to ply their trade in the London area around the turn 
of the eighteenth century. Detailed readings of George London and Henry Wise's 
The Compleat Gardner (1699) and of Thomas Fairchild's The City Gardener (1722) are 
deployed to investigate how the emergence of the nursery-gardener as a viable, 
independent tradesman depended not simply on the quotidian transactions that 
enabled the supply and sale of plants, but was also shaped by a seemingly habitual 
recourse to the related technologies of sociability and the press. Appropriating to 
themselves the processes of writing and publication, these early-modem 
nurserymen set out to establish a distinct social identity, deploying the potential of 
the book not only to improve the market share enjoyed by their gardens (through 
persuasive displays of horticultural knowledge and prowess), but moreover to 
signal their personal ambitions for enhanced status within an increasingly mobile 
and wealthy metropolitan society. Whilst the sometime servants London and 
Wise together grappled with the conundrum of how to maintain a necessary sense 
of polite deference towards their aristocratic clients (without undermining their 
personal authority as professional gardeners), Thomas Fairchild was to represent 
the complex and overlapping practices of curiosity, conversation, and commerce 
that were facilitated and encouraged within the spaces of his nursery, in order to 
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appeal to a broad spectrum of readers (and consumers), and to affirm his own 
cultural position as an accomplished and experienced artisanal entrepreneur. 
One must of course be wary of extrapolating too far from any 
nurseryman's published writings (or indeed from the fact that he wrote for 
publication at all). This caveat indexes a quandary which has proven structural to 
my research methodology -- that of determining the availability and assessing the 
reliability of information concerning the historical subjects about whom I am 
writing. Much of the extraneous data that I have gleaned about such men (and 
any mention they receive in general or specialist dictionaries and encyclopaedias) 
has been assiduously collated from a haphazard miscellany of newspaper 
advertisements, letters exchanged between third parties, and the occasional asides 
of more genteel horticultural writers. At the same time, the gendering of my own 
sentences acutely evidences a further difficulty that I have struggled to address: 
women are almost entirely absent from the literature and histories of nursery 
keeping, yet it was not a social world from which they were necessarily excluded. 
The Jacobite botanist Patrick Blair for example recorded in 1724 that Thomas 
Fairchild's wife assisted his inspection of a `Plant of the Hedge-hog Aloe!; 4 whilst 
in October 1729 a tantalising advertisement in The Craftsman advised that 
At the Widow ORAMs Nursery in Bnimpton-Lane near Knight's-Bridge, 
All Gentlemen and Gardeners may be furnished with all sorts of 
Fruit and Forest-Trees, and hardy Ever-greens of all Sizes. She 
being obliged to clear a Part of her Nursery-Ground, and having as 
good a Collection of French and English Fruit-Trees as is to be had 
4 Patrick Blair, Pharmaco-Botanologia; or, An Alphabetical and Clacncal Dissertation on All the Biit sh 
Indigenous and Garden Plants of the New London Dispensatory, 7 vols (London: G. Strahan, W. & J. 
Innys, & W. Mears, 1723-27), II (1724), 63. 
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in any Nursery about London, will sell all sorts at very reasonable 
Rates. 5 
These however are fleeting references: both Widow Oram and Mrs Fairchild are 
conventionally reduced to ciphers. Despite the fact that the former was clearly a 
woman of commerce and of property - apparently running Brompton Lane 
(perhaps with the help of her son) ever since the death of her husband in 1720 -I 
know of only one other contemporary reference; whilst so incidental is Blair's 
mention of the latter that Fairchild's most recent biographer could be forgiven for 
assuming that he remained a life-long bachelor. 6 
The anxieties attendant upon adequately investigating and confidently 
writing about London's nurserymen during the period reflect some of the issues 
raised in Tim Harris's important essay on `Problematising Popular Culture'. ' 
Revisiting Peter Burke's seminal work in the field, Popular Culture in Early Modern 
Europe (1978), Harris discusses the tricky practice of attempting to retrieve faithful 
accounts of subaltern cultures, and the discourses of their activities. He points to 
the slippery bipolar model of `popular and polite culture' - and its terms - as 
unreliable; explores the types of methodological problems exposited above; and 
suggests the historian should tread with caution when reading versions of 
`popular' cultures which have been filtered through structurally `polite' media. My 
5 The Country journal; or, The Craftsman, 4 October 1729. 
6 See Stephen Switzer, The Practical Fruit-Gardener. Being the Best and Newest Method of Raising, 
Planting, and Pruning all Sorts of Fruit-Trees, agreeably to the Experience and Practice of the Most Eminent 
Gardeners and Nurserymen (London: T. Woodward, 1724), p. 141; and Michael Leapman, The 
Ingenious Mr Fairchild: The Forgotten Father of the Flower Garden (London: Hodder Headline, 2000), p. 
189. The Oram family had run the Brompton nursery since at least 1708: see Ruth Duthrie, `The 
Planting Plan of some Seventeenth-Century Flower Gardens', Garden History, 18 (1990), 77-102 
(pp. 95-96). 
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own research has tended to justify Harris's prognosis. The subjects of this thesis 
are not classically `popular' figures: they owned small pieces of land, managed 
commercial businesses, and met to drink and converse in coffee-houses. At the 
same time, they were not (on the whole) conventionally `polite' either, having 
neither the leisure of time and wealth to pursue and document fully the ongoing 
scientific studies in which many of them dabbled, nor commercial prestige enough 
to have their official trade guild (the Worshipful Company of Gardeners) granted 
its own livery by the City's Court of Aldermen. These were not therefore men 
who attained the social status necessary to ensure habitual access within the 
exalted circles of Sir Isaac Newton, Sir Hans Sloane, or the other fashionable 
coteries of polite London. 8 Determining the credibility of the texts which they 
produced is no more straightforward, even when an attempt is conducted on their 
own terms. Although apparently uncontentious, the written claims Thomas 
Fairchild makes about himself (`I have upwards of thirty Years been placed near 
London, on a Spot of Ground, where I have raised several thousand Plants') or 
about his fellow nurserymen (`my ingenious Friend and Brother-Gardener, Mr. 
Benjamin Whitmill sows [French Marygolds] in Winter'), are equally unverifiable. ' 
To what extent, one asks almost rhetorically, can such disclosures be considered as 
7See Tim Harris, `Problematising Popular Culture', in Popular Culture in England, c. 1500-1850, ed. 
by Tim Harris (London: Macmillan, 1995), pp. 1-27. 
e This model arguably does not accommodate George London and Henry Wise (see below, pp. 
55-75). As royal gardeners their statuses were just as problematic as those of other writers I 
consider, but they should be regarded not as self-made businessmen so much as servants enabled 
to set up in trade by aristocratic sponsorship. 
9 Thomas Fairchild, Gardener of Hoxton, The City Gardener. Containing the most Experienced Method 
of Cultivating and Ordering such Ever-greens, Fruit-Trees, Flowering Shrubs, Flowers, Exotic Plants, &e. as 
will be Ornamental, and thrive best in the London Gardens (London: T. Woodward & J. Peele, 1722), 
pp. 5,37. 
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more dependable or less mediated than the references to them made by wealthy 
patrons or customers? 
I have found it more profitable to investigate what the material 
circumstances of publication and the registers of language appropriated by these 
texts can tell us about their intended audiences and respective writers. Amongst 
what has been of interest to this project within the work published by these men, 
much is itself ephemeral, lying in the subject of a dedicatory note or the posturing 
of a preface. It is in these margins that one begins to construct an appreciation 
for the dynamics of the literary culture of early-modem London's nurserymen; 
and following Harris's lead this also opens up a more positively engaging aspect of 
my work. George London and Henry Wise, Thomas Fairchild, John Cowell, 
Philip Miller, and Robert Furber authored or edited between them works which 
ranged from elaborate treatises on horticulture, to simple `kalendars' for annual 
garden management, and lavishly compiled sales catalogues. Their publications sit 
in the context of an explosion in writing which concerned itself with the practice 
of gardening and the development of botanical science; but they also bear their 
own distinct hallmarks, such as the frequently generous references to the gardens 
and skill of other nurserymen, and concerted attempts to defend regulated 
business practices against what they represent as the poor quality work and 
produce touted by unscrupulous jobbers. By refracting a broad spectrum of 
scientific, practical, commercial, and aesthetic interests in horticulture, these 
nurserymen engaged in a particularly vital way not only in facilitating the 
widespread fashion for what Stephen Switzer (himself a London seedsman) 
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famously styled the `Design of Rural and Extensive Gardening, but also in 
constructing for themselves a valid set of urbane identities and social networks. 10 
*** 
'A mutual! Society, or Copartnership': the Nurserymen of Brompton Park 
The most prominent nursery in London at the turn of the eighteenth 
century was undoubtedly Brompton Park in Kensington, an enterprise which 
according to John Harvey `both regularized and rationalized the central nursery 
trade and later [... ] provoked the setting up of serious rivals at many regional 
centres'. 11 Founded in 1681, the initial proprietary `mutuall Society, or 
Copartnership' comprised four gardeners to prominent public figures, who joined 
`one with the other, to make a Strict inquiery and observation into and upon 
Fruits of all Sorts': Roger Looker (who worked for Queen Catherine), Moses 
Cook (based at Cassiobury under the Earl of Essex), John Field (from the Earl of 
Bedford's Woburn estate), and - perhaps most significantly - George London (d. 
1714) (in the pay of the Whig-inclined Bishop Compton at Fulham Palace). 12 At 
the outset of the venture when drawing up their manuscript `Advertisement (... ] 
To all persons of Quality and others who are Lovers of Planting of Fruit-Trees' 
10 Switzer, Nobleman, p. 253. 
It Harvey, Early Horticultural Catalogues, p. 56. All accounts of Brompton Park's foundation seem 
to derive from the partners' original `Advertisement' (see n. 12 below); the fullest history of the 
nursery's early years is found in Green, especially pp. 3-12. Mapped onto modern-day London, 
the site - which at one time covered more than one-hundred acres - extended from Kensington 
Road in the north, down to Old Brompton Road in the south; and from Gloucester Road in the 
west, to Knightsbridge in the east (see Green, p. 5). 
12 The Advertisement of Roger Looker, Moses Cooke, John Feild & George London. To all 
persons of Quality and others who are Lovers of Planting of Fruit-Trees, &c. (1681), Harley 
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(1681), the partners were at pains to emphasise their impressive credentials, 
Looker and London claiming between them (in addition to their principal 
employments) involvement in the maintenance of seven further gardens belonging 
to noblemen, and several more besides. From the very beginning the principal 
players in Brompton Park's horticultural and literary productions were keen to 
validate the quality not only of its nursery plants but also of their own positions 
within the chains of production and consumption, and the complex matrices of 
England's social hierarchies. The `Advertisement' explains in detail the raisons d'etre 
behind the new super-nursery, by highlighting the embarrassment and 
inconvenience suffered by gardeners who (at the behest of their employers) grow 
fruit-trees sourced from distant suppliers, only to find that as a consequence of the 
confusion generated by inconsistent local names (or else because of some 
unexpected deception or fraudulence) they do not end up with `those sorts they 
wrote for, whereby they have received severall abuses and Scandalls through other 
persons Errors': 
The which to prevent and regulate for the future, [Looker, Cook, 
Field, and London] have united themselves by Articles of 
Copartnership [... ] And have accordingly taken of Thomas 
Methwol Esq: r a choice peece of Ground contayning Twenty fower 
Acres or thereabouts, commonly called Brompton Parke in the 
Parishes of Kensington and Westminster in the County of Middx, 
Which peece of ground is fenced in with a Brick Wall, which is 
planted with Variety of Fruit Trees, and designed out into Walkes 
with Borders on each side which are planted with Dwarfe fruit Trees 
of severall kinds, and the Quarters within are planted with all sortes 
of Stocks for the Propogation of Fruit Trees, And other Quarters 
they have design'd for hardy Evergreens as Firrs &c, and within 
them are quarters for all Sortes of Avenue Trees, as Limes, Elmes, 
Horse Chesnutts, Platonus [Plane] Trees &c, Soe that in few yeares 
(by the blessing of God upon their Endeavours and Industry) they 
MSS, 6273, fols 50-56 (fol. 50r). Unless otherwise stated, all manuscript deposits referred to are 
held in the British Library. 
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shall make of it a Compleat Nursery, fitting to serve and give 
content to all sortes of planters whatsoever. 13 
The unprecedented scale of a twenty-four acre plot, the ambitious range not only 
of existing fruit stocks but also of imagined `Evergreens' and `all Sortes of Avenue 
Trees', will be duly realised (in the slightly vaunting words of the prospectors) as a 
`Compleat Nursery'. Moreover, the geometry of Brompton Park's internal 
aesthetic, with its systematic `Quarters' designed as practical aids in categorising 
the species cultivated within them (almost as if it were a living encyclopedia of 
nursery plants), suggests the serious intent behind the partners' plan to `regulate' 
taxonomic imprecision and horticultural mismanagement. It also implicitly asserts 
their collective competence in garden design, a further provision offered to clients 
(with great success, it would transpire), and one which illustrates the growing 
material connections between early English landscaping and the metropolitan 
tastes, expertise, and markets that so often facilitated it. 14 
In addition to emphasising the unparalleled ambition of the Brompton 
Park project - in terms both of its scope and its orderliness - the `Advertisement' 
is particularly concerned to gratify the partners' principal encourager: Henry Capel, 
Baron Tewkesbury (1638-1696). Capel was the brother of Cook's employer and 
source of numerous `Cuttings for Buds or Grafts [... ] out of his well regulated 
Plantation' from which the fledgling business was beginning to develop its stock, 
with the intention of commencing sales in late 1682.15 Indeed Capel's munificence 
(although one might also consider it an investment) ironically exemplifies the 
13 `Advertisement', fols 53o-54r. 
14 See `Advertisement', fols 55v-56=. 
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transition in nursery-keeping that Brompton Park was realising so effectively, the 
emergence of a more professional medium for horticultural propagation and 
design which sought to improve general standards of cultivation; systematise the 
nomenclature and classification of plants in general and fruit-trees in particular; 
and provide a credibly high standard of service to its wealthy class of customers. 
In identifying these themes amongst the triggers for Brompton Park's own 
conception, the `Advertisement' heralds some of the major preoccupations of 
nurserymen's publications over the next half-century. Furthermore, in its boast of 
a `promised [... ] Correspondency with Mons: ' Le Q who will furnish [the 
partners] with Trees or Cuttings of all sortes of Varieties', it also heralds directly 
one of the foremost of these texts: The Compleat Gard'ner, issued in 1699 by George 
London and Henry Wise (1653-1738). 
By the late 1680s Looker and Field had died, whilst Moses Cook was soon 
to sell up and retire. In June 1687 meanwhile, London was already referring to a 
new, junior colleague, `My Partner, Mr. Wise', whom he trusted sufficiently to 
dispatch to Lord Weymouth as a consultant concerning the ongoing development 
of Longleat. lb Over the following twenty-five years the `London and Wise' brand 
was to establish both of them as the pre-eminent nurserymen of their day, and 
also as highly fashionable garden designers (notably at Hampton Court and 
Blenheim). Shortly after the turn of the eighteenth century, the Westminster 
schoolmaster John Bowack somewhat excitedly professed in his Antiquities of 
is `Advertisement', fol. 551. 
16 George London to Thomas Thynne, Viscount Weymouth, 11 June 1687 (London), quoted in 
Green, p. 10. 
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Middlesex (1705-1706) that Brompton Park was `much Fam'd all over the 
Kingdom, for a Nursery of Plants, and fine Greens of all sorts, which supply most 
of the Nobility and Gentlemen in England, and signalled its `greatest Perfection' by 
drawing attention to both the `extraordinary Order' of its plantations, and the 
significant effort of labour required to maintain them (for there `a great number of 
Men are constantly Employ'd'). His report of the locally widespread belief that if 
`the several Plants in it were valued at but 1d a piece, they would amount to above 
400001 (which if true would equate to almost ten million specimens) is surely 
predicated more on passing rumour than on any plausible method of estimation; 
but it nevertheless offers an indication of how highly the nursery was perceived 
and represented by its immediate neighbours as well as amongst its moneyed 
customer base. 17 Bowack's comments (in a work strangely preoccupied with the 
gardens and gravestones west of London) testify to Brompton Park's allure in the 
public imagination and gaze: it was not simply a place where the cultural elite 
could purchase peach trees and fig stocks in order to extend their own magnificent 
orchards, but a destination prompting admiration in its own right - somewhere to 
visit, view, and marvel. 18 
17 Q ohn Bowack], The Antiquities of Middelrex; Being a Collection of the Several Church Monuments in that 
County: Also An Historical Aanunt of Each Church and Parish with the Seats, Villages, and Names of the 
Most Eminent Inhabitants, 'c., 2 vols (London: S. Keble, D. Browne, A. Roper, R. Smith & F. 
Coggan, 1705-06), 1,21. 
18 A roughly contemporary `Catalogue of Choice Fruits, set in order as they are ripe for eating: And 
also of Greens and Blossoming Shrubs. To be had at Brompion Park, near Kensington' was appended to 
Langford, Plain and Full Instructions, 2nd edn (1696), pp. 210-20. 
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The eulogising tone of Bowack's Antiquities resonates with the spirit of 
John Evelyn's originary encomium on the `Industry of Mr. London and Mr. JJ'ire', 
and their incomparable undertaking: 
And as for the Nursery part in Voucher, and to make good what I 
have said on that particular, one needs no more than take a Walk to 
Brompton Park (upon a fair Morning) to behold, and admire what a 
Magazine these Industrious Men have provided, fit for age, and 
Choice in their several Classes; and all within one Inclosure: Such an 
Assembly I believe, as is no where else to be met with in this 
Kingdom, nor in any other that I know of 19 
Evelyn appropriates the `Assembly of Brompton Park's `several Classes' of `fit' 
plants as a symbol of national pride and proficiency, whilst the skill of its directors 
attest a laudible type of English character in which refinement and honest hard 
work are combined. Moreover, the magnitude and quality of their `Magazine' -a 
term that represents the notion of an `Industrious' storehouse organised with 
military precision -- transport this Philocepos far beyond the habitual realms of 
comprehension and articulation: `the very sight of [that Vast and ample Collection], 
gives an Idea of something that is greater than I can well express'. 20 The writer's 
lavish praise for London, Wise, and their superlative nursery-garden was fittingly 
printed amongst the prefatory material to Evelyn's own version of The Compleat 
Gard'ner, a weighty and well-illustrated translation of jean de la Quintinie's 
Instructions pour les Jardins Fruitiers et Potagers (1690) that was issued as a handsome 
quarto in 1693. La Quintinie (1626-1688), who ended his career as kitchen 
gardener to Louis XIV at Versailles, wrote for a propertied provincial dass 
wishing to emulate in their own grounds the apparent cornucopia of the Palace; 
and when Evelyn prepared an English edition of the Frenchman's posthumously 
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published treatise, he no doubt also imagined a readership interested in imitating 
the horticultural inclinations of a monarch. It was apposite therefore that he 
should recall the strategy of his friend John Rose by notifying readers where they 
might best be served with the seeds and saplings with which to fulfil the French 
master's instructions. Rather than a vulgar example of gratuitous marketing, it 
would seem that such information could reasonably be made a central concern of 
the polite horticultural text: 
I Cannot conceive but it must needs be a very acceptable 
Advertisement, and of Universal Concern to all Noble-men and 
Persons of Quality, lovers of Gardens, and Improvers of Plantations 
(of all Diversions and Employments the most Natural, Usefull, 
Innocent and Agreeable) at what Distance soever (from a Place of 
so easy and speedy Correspondence and which is so Here this great 
City) to give this Notice. 21 
Evelyn's `Advertisement was no doubt the more `acceptable' to all parties 
given that la Quintinie was the very same `Mons: ' Le Q who had once been the 
correspondent of London and the other original partners at Brompton Park. 
Similarly noteworthy is the fact that The Compleat Gard'ner's publishers (Matthew 
Gillyflower and James Partridge) had opted to dedicate their book to Henry, Lord 
Capel, the most influential patron of that nursery project. Moreover, given that 
George London was employed by King William as a gardener for the duration of 
his reign, it is virtually inconceivable that Evelyn had not already met him either 
through Rose or via another of his court connections (indeed in 1698 London 
would be duly contracted to assess the damage wreaked upon Evelyn's beloved 
19 Evelyn, Compleat Gard'ner, 'Advertisement' (not pag). 
20 Evelyn, Compleat Gardner, `Advertisement. 
21 Evelyn, Compleat Gardner, `Advertisement'. 
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garden at Sayes Court, when Peter the Great famously raced over the lawns and 
through a magnificent four-hundred feet long holly-hedge in a wheel-barrow). 22 
There can be little surprise then when the reader encounters this confluence of 
interests and patronage - around publishing markets, the nursery trade, and the 
fashionable respectability of horticultural endeavour - coagulating in the margins 
of Evelyn's English incarnation of la Quintinie's polite text; which makes it all the 
more intriguing that London's and Wise's own 1699 abridgement of Instructions 
pour les Jardins Fruitiers et Potagers (also entitled The Compleat Gardner) should carry 
no further reference to `the honourable Mr. John Evelyn' than in an annotation to a 
borrowed set of `Directions concerning Mellons'. 23 
The prestigious Westminster Hall publisher Matthew Gillyflower was the 
driving force behind the editions of The Compleat Gardner prepared respectively by 
John Evelyn and by George London and Henry Wise, so it is eminently 
conceivable that the latter men's publication was intended less as market-place 
competition than as a companion piece for the earlier text. A thick-set octavo, it 
dispenses with the descriptive preciosity, superfluous illustrations, and dedicatory 
poem of la Quintinie in favour of a more robust (if slightly sacrilegious) 
practicality: not only does The Compleat Gardner derive its content by `abstracting 
out of each Title, or general Head [of the original], all that is useful', but it also 
22 George London, `Some observations made upon the gardens and plantations which belong to 
the honbie John Evelin Esq, att his house of Sayes Court' (9 May 1698), National Archives, 
Treasury Books, T/53, fols 16-17; The Diary of John Eveyn, ed. by E. S. de Beer, 6 vols (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1955), entry for 9 June 1698 (V, 290-91). Peter the Great resided at Deptford 
from 30 January to 21 April 1698, Sayes Court having been sublet to him by Captain (later Vice- 
Admiral) John Benbow (1653-1702), Evelyn's tenant since June 1696. According to Evelyn's 
diary, the principal condition of Benbow's occupancy had been that he should `keepe the 
Gardens &c: ': see Evelyn, entry for 1 June 1696 (V, 244). 
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promises that where the French betrays `Deficiency we have endeavour'd to 
supply [it]1.24 Gillyflower presumably had two different readerships in mind when 
commissioning the alternative volumes: Evelyn for the literary-minded landowner 
who managed his grounds chiefly from the study; London and Wise either for the 
industrious cultivator of more modest (although still sufficient) means, or else as a 
vade-mecum to be purchased for the gardening staff of sizeable estates. If this was 
the publisher's conceit, the public roles and reputations of the chosen translators 
were pitched perfectly for their audiences; and it might also explain why London 
and Wise chose not to reciprocate Evelyn's endorsement of Brompton Park with 
their own panegyric, for no such attempt could appear particularly flattering in this 
cheap substitute for his own book. In any case, as David Green has shown, 
Evelyn's correspondence reveals he was only ever a reluctant player in the initial 
production, and so would be unlikely to thank those he had so generously 
patronised in the first place for later remembering his role in it. Less substantiated 
however is Green's assertion that the language itself of the shorter edition `is 
Evelyn's'. 25 Far from being identical, the diction is visibly different throughout the 
two volumes; furthermore, it is faintly ludicrous to imagine the near-octogenarian 
virtuoso supervising an English rendition of a relatively little-known work for the 
second time in six years. 
The Brompton partners' approach to their compilation of The Compleat 
Gard'ner is materially liberal and regularly interventionist. When they disagree with 
23 London and Wise, Comykat Gard'ner, pp. 206-07. 
24 London and Wise, Campleat Gardner, pp, i, ii. 
25 Green, p. 21. 
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la Quintinie's recommendations they simply say so (generally but not always 
delimiting their insertions with quotation marks), such as when they approach a 
section `Of the Diseases of Fruit-Trees': 
"The Author treats much of bare Cow Dung, as a Plaister for all 
wounded Trees, but we have found by Experience, that Cow or 
Horse Dung, mixt with Loam made up like grassing Earth, and 
workt up with a little Tallow like Paste, is of a much better Nature 
for the healing of Wounds in all manner of Trees. "26 
Elsewhere London and Wise provide the simplest redaction of the original text. A 
chapter on employing a gardener (which for la Quintinie's Instructions turns out to 
have been relatively succinct) is dutifully upbraided - satirised even - for its florid 
`enumeration': 
Of this the Author makes no other use, than to write a tedious 
enumeration of the several Qualifications requisite to a good 
Gard'ner; all which many be summ'd up into the following short 
Character, Viz. 
He should be neither too Old, nor too Young, Vigorous and Active, 
of good Capacity and Experience, of known Diligence and Honesty, 
of good Nature and Affability; and no doubt but these 
Qualifications will recommend him to any Person of Quality. 27 
The implicit editorial claim made in each of these instances is one of peerless 
authority and undoubted experience, underpinned by the pragmatic recognition of 
the horticulturist that `many things succeed well in England, which will not thrive in 
France: And so on the contrary. 28 As such, London's and Wise's adaptation of la 
Quintinie is itself an instructive process, teasing out divergent regional approaches 
in order to stage a peaceful confrontation between master practitioners. Yet it is 
in the English writers' own passages that the more compelling elements of The 
26 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. 166. 
27 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. 9. 
28 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. 12. 
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Compleat Gard'ner are encoded, and that the notion of the literate, eighteenth- 
century nursery-keeper really germinates. Indeed where Evelyn's `Advertisement' 
leaves off, so that of London and Wise assumes its focus: the importance to the 
nobility and gentry of developing an ongoing relationship with a trustworthy 
nurseryman. 
In their substantial introductory chapters to The Compleat Gardner 
(consisting of `An Advertisement to the Nobility and Gentry and `Some Rules for 
the Defence of Gardens [... ] from turbulent and blasting Winds'), George London 
and Henry Wise seek to shore up both the reputation of nurserymen in general 
and their own positions at the pinnacle of the trade. By emphasising issues unique 
to their native country - the niceties of the domestic plant business and England's 
precarious climate - they are able to justify their amendments to la 
Quintinie as 
well as to locate themselves as appropriate arbiters upon the state of British 
gardening. As such they identify and review three problems (two structural, one 
unavoidable) endemic within their profession: the poor choice of fruit-trees 
regularly made by gentlemen (either because of the disingenuity of maverick 
salesmen, or else as a consequence of local variations in nomenclature); disastrous 
horticultural management (caused by gardeners lacking sophisticated knowledge 
about wall-planting, soil types, and arboriculture); and the English weather 
(characterised as an habitual frustrator of attempts to cultivate more exotic 
species). 29 All three of these obstacles are assessed as damaging to the reputation 
of the nurseryman, who is too often unjustly held accountable for the poor 
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condition or barren state of a landowner's recently planted orchard, and hence 
constantly `slav'd and condemn'd for a cheating Knave, for sending [Gentlemen] 
such sorts of bad Fruit, when at the same time they were the very same sorts they 
sent for' 30 The primary solution which London and Wise propose amounts to a 
real step change, a refashioning of the hortulan vocation within the cultural 
imagination. Instead of being treated as an extension of the traditional household 
staff to be commanded at will, the plantsman is someone to be sought out and 
consulted, granted sufficient latitude and discretion to be held truly answerable for 
the state of the garden. `Enquire out for an able Nursery Man or Gardner of good 
repute', they suggest, and then delegate responsibility to him: `[he] must regulate 
and proportion the whole Plantation with Trees proper for the several Aspects and 
nature of the Soil, as also for all Dwarfs, Standards, or half Standards, which shall be 
thought necessary'. 31 Much more than an expendable hireling or intermediary 
dealer, the nurseryman becomes a credible expert in the disciplines of design, 
botany, and geonomy. Without overtly drawing attention to themselves, London 
and Wise are dearly making a case for the business integrity both of themselves 
and of their colleagues and competitors. 
During the course of these preliminary pages the writers are at pains to 
detail the consistency of their past horticultural performances, yet remain reluctant 
to draw attention too explicitly to the goods they have made available for purchase 
at Kensington. The irregular growth of the `Pine-Fi? (for example) can be inferred 
29 See London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, pp. ii-xiii. 
30 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. iv. 
31 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. xii. 
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reliably on the basis of the `trial of some of them in our own Plantations at 
Brompton Park'; yet any gentleman desiring advice about importing espalier fruit- 
trees (`very useful for the bounding of our Kitchen-Garden from the sight of Walks 
or Gardens of Pleasure) should `consult with some ingenious Nursery Man' in 
general, rather than with themselves in particular. 32 The reticence of London and 
Wise to identify themselves openly as a commercial resource underlines a tension 
constantly at play within their additions to The Compleat Gardner, tugging between 
the various ideations of their social status. As Brompton Park's managers are they 
lackeys or entrepreneurs, labourers or gentlemen? On the one hand they 
recognise that it is politic to insist upon some sort of deferential distance between 
themselves and their clients, stressing that `the success of our Industry hitherto hath 
Establisht us a Reputation, amongst so many Noble and Worthy Persons as have 
been pleased to make use of our Service'; but whether the relationships thus 
alluded to are those of master and servants or of tradesmen and customer remains 
opaque. 33 London and Wise do however feel duty-bound to deny that their 
publishing foray might have been prompted by some reserve of self Interest, to 
those of our Profession', seeking instead to convince their readers that the 
governing motive behind the book's production was a noble design to share rather 
than to market knowledge, to advance the love of horticulture whilst eschewing 
that of profit: 
Those who will but consider with what Freedom and Plainness we 
have endeavour'd to lay down the Directions we here Recommend, 
will soon, and in justice too, absolve us of any unworthy design, or 
other than what is for the Publick Good; since there could not be 
indeed a readier way to ruin our Reputation, than thro' our silence 
32 London and Wise, Comp lea: Gardner, pp. xxx, xxxii. 
33 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. xxxiv. 
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to suffer Gentlemen, the noble Patrons and Encouragers of our 
Labours [... ] to want the best Directions we can give. 34 
Such `Gentlemen [... ] Patrons and Encouragers' will be shielded by London and 
Wise from any debasing talk of commerce, and instead are invited to approbate 
the nurserymen's commitments to `Freedom', `Plainness', and the `Publick Good'. 
Yet even as they absolve themselves of any conflict of interest, even as they 
attempt to move away from the text of a marketing brochure and towards that of 
the polite pocket-book, so the writers cannot help but acknowledge that there 
really is something in it all for themselves: 
It really grieves us more to see a Garden of Curious Plants miscarry, 
(... ] than any Advantage which may be thought to Accrue to us, by 
the supplies that are daily fetch'd from our Magazines and Nurseries, 
to repair and furnish what is lost, can be the least satisfaction to us: 
It being our best and only true Interest, that all we do should 
prosper; from such Incouragement it is we are sure to Thrive, with 
the Favour and Good Will of those who are pleased to employ us, 
and make use of these Directions with a Blessing from above. 35 
The aspiration of London and Wise is to `prosper', to realise `our best and only 
true Interest', to `Thrive', to obtain `Favour and Good Will'. Whether they seek 
such success within the economy of urbane sentiment and genteel values, or one 
of more tangible gains and losses, is left in the balance, to be weighed finely and 
finally settled within the opinion of the reader. 
A further discursive ambiguity emerges in the most absorbing (and 
strangest) of the additions made to Instructions pour les Jardins. `A Preliminary 
Discourse [ ... ] relating to Fruit-Trees' exhibits a literary flirtation with the 
philosophical and the aesthetic (whilst electing to refer to one of London's and 
3a London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. xxxiv. 
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Wise's key sources of revenue), and uncharacteristically allows the brusquely 
practical tones of the nurseryman to be supplanted by an altogether more 
imaginative register. 36 Opening with a conventional description of the originary 
merits of fruit (`our Primitive, and most Excellent as well as the most Innocent 
Food, whilst it grew in Paradise'), the `Discourse' rapidly becomes a startling 
assertion of a radical vegetarianism: 37 
[Fruit has] still preserved, and retain'd no small Tincture of its 
Original and Celestial Virtue: And tho' it has, in this Degenerate State 
of the World, ceas'd to be the genuine and natural, as well as the 
most Innocent and wholesome Diet; (when the Days of Man were as the 
days of Heaven, Long and Healthful, and would yet approach them, had 
not Mens intemperance, wanton, and deprav'd Appetites, 
substituted the Shambles, and Slaughter'd Flesh to debauch us) yet 
after all the Inventions of the most luxurious and voluptuous 
Epicure; the most Casarian Tables, would want of their Magnificence, 
noblest Gust, and grateful Relish, without Fruit, and the Production 
of the Garden, which gives the true Condiment, and most agreeable 
closure to all the rest. 38 
Vegetable nourishment is assumed as an emblem of Eden; `Slaughter'd Flesh' an 
index of `intemperance, wanton, and depradd Appetites', introduced by evil-doers 
`to debauch us' (the role of the fruit taken by Eve from the tree of good and evil is 
unquestioningly glossed over). The prologue continues by extolling the healthful 
as London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. xxxiv-xxxv. 
36 London and Wise, Compleat Gard'ner, pp. 35-43. A pagination error in the first edition means 
that there are two sets of pages 35-43: (A) the `Preliminary Discourse', and (B) the start of two 
compounded chapters `Of Pears'. Sandwiched between them is a `Catalogue of Mr. De la 
Quintinye's Best Pears, Peaches, and Brugnons [nectarines]' (not pag. ). The problem may well 
have been a simple printing error, although it could be inferred that the `Preliminary Discourse' 
was inserted late in the process. 
37 London and Wise echo the rhetoric of John Evelyn's Acetaria. A Discourse of Sallets (London: B. 
Tooke, 1699), a contemporary publication which praised the healthful and virtuous qualities (in 
physical, moral, and spiritual terms) of a vegetarian diet (see esp. pp. 123-92). On Evelyn's place 
within the history of vegetarianism see Colin Spencer, Vegetarianism: A History (London: Grub 
Street, 2000) (first published in 1993 as The Heretic's Feasl), pp. 202-09; for further context that 
looks forward in particular to the vegetarian principles of later writers such as Shelley see 
Timothy Morton, The Poetics of Spice: Romantic Consumerism and the Exotic (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), pp. 111-14,124-29. 
11 London and Wise, Compkat Gard'ner, pp. 35-36[A]. 
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advantages of a fructuous diet, and its necessitous remedying of carnivorous 
indulgence via the `Cordial juices [which] Recreate, Chear, and Restore the 
exhausted Spirits, clog'd and disturb'd by what they have contracted from those 
full Meals of Flesh, and grosser Ailments: Parents of a Thousand Diseases and 
Infirmities'. 39 Civilisation, London and Wise concur, with its implicit agenda of 
reversing an imperfect post-lapsarian condition, should champion the skill of the 
fruiterer; whilst the mark of all progressive cultures has been the foundation of 
`spacious Gardens and Plantations; not only curiously contriv'd for Pomp and 
Ornament, but furnish'd with varieties of the most beautiful, choice, and delicious 
Fruits, as Royal Ad uncts to their statliest Palaces, and Rural Estate00 If you want to 
display a regal sense of taste and refinement without being guilty of ostentation, it 
is inferred, a good place to start would be amongst the sapling fruit-trees for sale 
in Brompton Park. 41 
In its unresolved urges to cordon off both the moral high ground and a 
larger market share, The Compleat Gard'ner is entirely representative of 
contemporary nurserymen's writings. This is not to say that London and Wise are 
deliberately trying to mask flagrant profiteering behind an ethical sensibility, but 
rather that the evolving social definition of their trade meant that they were unsure 
whether they were to speak as pedagogues, peddlers, or subalterns, whether their 
39 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, p. 36[A]. 
40 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, pp. 36-37[A]. 
41 The `Preliminary Discourse' also suggests something of the physico-theological tradition 
surrounding fruit trees that had been most explicitly stated in the work of Ralph Austen: see his 
The Spiritual! Use of an Orchard; or Garden of Fruit-Trees (Oxford: Thomas Bowman, 1657); and A 
Dialogue (or Familiar Discourse, and Conference) between the Husbandman, and Fruit-trees; in his Nurseries, 
Orchards, and Gardens (Oxford: Thomas Bowman, 1676). 
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primary appeal should be to principles or purses. Indeed such figures were not (as 
a rule) merely selfish money-grabbers, but dedicated pioneers with sophisticated 
interests in experimental botany or garden design, a fact that their instincts to 
publish (and their books themselves) strive to demonstrate. London and Wise 
loved orchards - loved planting - because they yielded manifold profits and 
delights. The `Preliminary Discourse' therefore also is deployed to testify to the 
garden's culturally invested capacity to produce beauty, to inspire through 
fecundity, to beguile with sensuous appeal: 
Let us but take a turn or two in a well-contriv'd and Planted Garden; 
and see what a surprizing Scene presents it self in the Vernal Bloom, 
diffusing its fragrant and Odiferous Wafts, with their ravishing 
Sweets: The tender Blossoms curiously enamell'd; the variously-figur'd 
Shapes of the verdant Foliage, dancing about, and Immant'ling the 
laden Branches of the choicest Fruit, some hiding their blushing 
Cheeks; others displaying their Beauties, and even Courting the Eye to 
Admire; others the Hand to Gather, and all of them to Taste their 
delicious Pulps. Can any thing be more delightful, than to behold an 
ample Square (in a benign Aspect, ) tapestred and adorn'd with such a 
glorious Embroidery of Festoons and Frutages, depending from the 
yielding Boughs, pregnant with their Offspring, and pouring forth their 
Plenty and Store, as out of so many Amalthean Horns? some tinctur'd 
with the loveliest White and Red, others, an A: ýurine-Purple; others 
strip'd with Incarnadine, as over a Tissue of Vegetable Gold, Colours of 
an Oriency, that mock the Pencil of the most exquisite Artist, and 
with which their native Beauty, Perfume, Fragrancy, and Taste, gratifie 
and entertain more Senses at once, than does any Sublunary Object, in 
all un-vitiated Nature besides. [... ] In short, a handsomly contriv'd, 
and well furnish'd Fruit-Garden, is an Epitomy of Paradise, which was a 
most glorious Place without a Palace; but so can no Palace be, without 
what so nearly resembles it, without a Garden. 42 
The perambulatory mode, the luscious imagery of over-active fertility, the almost 
transcendent empowering of colour (`AZurine-Purple and Vegetable Gold): all belie 
an intimacy with and seduction by the spaces and experiences of the fruitful 
42 London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, pp. 37-38[A]. 
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garden. Here nature combines with and then overwhelms human ingenuity. The 
ground is `well-contridd and Planted' by the gardener, `tapestred and adorn'd with 
such a glorious Embroidery of Festoons and Frrdages', but true virtuosity is ironically 
organic: the `Blossoms curiously enamell'd'; `the laden Branches [... ] displaying their 
Beauties'; fruits exotically `tinctur'd with [... ] Colours of an Orrency, that mock the 
Pencil of the most exquisite Artist. The garden is created (although hardly 
laboriously) and it creates itself; it invigorates, produces, and is enjoyed in both its 
material and represented forms. In this, the sole poetic moment it bequeaths, The 
Compleat Gardner not only rehearses the familiax mythos of Eden, Arcadia, and 
Cockaigne, but anticipates an age touched by a widespread polite fascination with 
the idea of the managed landscape as a work of art. It also evidences the capacity 
of London and Wise to exercise the powers of the imagination in a writerly as well 
as a botanical or horticultural context, suggesting a sense of social self-assurance 
(as they appropriate to themselves the right to participate in this consciously 
literary mode), and gesturing towards the more accomplished aesthetic 
predilections found in the publications of a later Kensington nurseryman, Robert 
Furber. 
The Compleat Gardner was (relatively speaking) a publishing triumph, a 
further six editions being published within the two decades of its first appearance 
- although this must have had much more to do with London's and Wise's 
sensible revisions of la Quintinie's overwrought manual than with the market's 
appetite for their brief imaginative dallyings. During that period George London 
was to die (in 1714); whilst an ageing and bereaved Henry Wise, increasingly under 
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contract to work for the Crown and aristocracy, would sell the leasehold of 
Brompton Park for £6100 (plus perks and an annual ground rent of £332), and 
seek the retired luxuries of a gentleman in the Warwick Priory estates he had 
bought five years earlier for the princely sum of £10,601 17s. 43 In the meantime 
the partners issued The Retir'd Gardner (1706) in two volumes, a half-hearted 
attempt to reproduce the success of the earlier book by combining a translation of 
a basic introduction to horticulture (Francois Gentil's Jardinier Solitaire of 1704) 
with one focused specifically on floristry (Louis Liger's Jardinier Fleurrste, published 
earlier in 1706); but there is herein much less of the critical intervention which had 
so enriched La Quintinie's Instructions - in fact their brief introduction confesses 
the writers' initial reluctance to be involved in the project at all. 44 Of most interest 
today are Gentil's appropriation of the philosophical dialogue in order to lay down 
the basic tenets of gardening (the instructor-pupil relationship between a 
`Gentleman' and a `Gard'ner' provocatively reversing the educational expectations 
of social class), and the rudimentary engravings and descriptions of early- 
eighteenth-century tools - such as `Dibbles or Setting-sticks' (for planting bulbs) 
and `a Gard'ner's Skreen' (for sifting soil) - which adorn the publication. 45 The 
Retir'd Gardner is moreover a text which further establishes the successful 
nurseryman as a literate disseminator of important horticultural knowledge. 
Although it should be tempered by the recognition that in his youth he had 
trained under London at Brompton Park, and had later worked with Wise at 
Marlborough's Blenheim gardens in Woodstock, Switzer's generous if overstated 
43 Green, p. 131 (for a copy of the indenture of sale for Brompton Park see pp. 214-15). 
44 See George London and Henry Wise, The Retir'd Gardner. In Taro Volumes (London: Jacob 
Tonson, 1706), `Preface' (not pag. ). 
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epitaph upon his two masters in 1715 -'to them we owe most of those valuable 
Precepts in Gard'ning now in use' - provided a fitting tribute to their publishing 
as well as their practical efforts in horticulture. 46 
*** 
'The London Practice of Gardening' 
If George London and Henry Wise - with their royal commissions and 
well-to-do patrons - embody the transition in English nursery-keeping 
from 
gentlemanly pastime to commercial enterprise, then their hortulan successors in 
the profession can be slotted more distinctly into the latter framework and the set 
of practices which it suggests. Amongst them were a growing number of 
plantsmen based in the district of Hogsden or Hoxton, just north of the City of 
London, a site that was convenient not only for local buyers but also for anyone 
travelling out of town towards the country estates of East Anglia or the Shires 
(just as Brompton Park would have suited the wealthy landowners whose 
properties stretched along the routes to Hampton Court, Windsor, and beyond). 
Indeed during the latter decades of the seventeenth century, Hoxton and the East 
End were celebrated increasingly for their flourishing plant businesses, as more 
and more gardeners attempted to cash in on the custom enjoyed by Leonard 
Gurle (c. 1621-1685) and George Ricketts (d. 1706). Both men had well- 
established nurseries and reputations by the mid-1660s; and whilst neither Gurle 
(whose twelve-acre site stood to the east of Brick Lane) nor Ricketts (based at The 
11 London and Wise, Retir'd Gardner, pp. 251,263. 
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Hand, between modern-day Hoxton Street and Kingsland Road) appears to have 
been a published writer, each enjoyed generous commendations in the works of 
admirers and clients. Ricketts found himself lauded as `the best and most faithful 
Florist now about London' in John Rea's Flora; [... ] or, A complete Florilege (1665) 
(contemporary copies of trade lists and receipts sent by Ricketts to Rea's friend Sir 
Thomas Hanmer also survive); 47 whilst twenty-three years later the third edition of 
John Worlidge's Systema-Horticulturce (1688) carried amongst its final pages 
A CATALOGUE of such Housed-Greens, Winter-Greens, 
Flowering-Shrubs, Flowering-Trees, Flowers, and other curious 
Plants, as well Exotick as English, that are to be Sold by Mr. George 
Rickets, Gardener, at the Hand in Hogsden [... J, the great Collector 
and Improver of the Beauties of a Garden. 48 
In 1670 meanwhile, Leonard Meager had concluded the first section of his English 
Gardener; or, A Sure guide toyoung Planters and Gardeners by appending to it 
A Catalogue of divers sorts of Fruit, which I had of my very loving 
friend Captain Garrle dwelling at the Great Nursery between Spittle- 
fields and White-Chappel, a very Eminent and Ingenious Nursery-man, 
who can furnish any that desireth, with any of the sorts hereafter 
mentioned; as also with divers other rare and choice Plants. 49 
These examples of the endorsement and advertisement of Ricketts's and Gurle's 
goods - appearing as they do in books concerned with practical `florilege' (the art 
of growing flowers in a garden) and general horticulture - gesture towards both 
the broadening of the market for plants and seeds, and the gradual coalescence of 
the identity of the `Nursery-man' as a public figure with a specific vocation. 
46 Switzer, Nobleman, p. vi. 
47 John Rea, Flora: seu, De Flom m Cultura; or, A Complete Flori ege, Furnished with All Requisites 
Belonging to a Florist (London: Richard Marriott, 1665), p. 152. For details of Ricketts's 
correspondence with Sir Thomas see The Garden Book of Sir Thomas Hanmer, Bart, ed. by Ivy 
Elstob (London: Gerald Howe, 1933), pp. 166-71. The main body of The Garden Book comprises 
Hanmer's previously unpublished horticultural manual (completed 6.1659). 
48 J [ohn] Worlidge, System Horti-culture; or, The Art of Gardening, 3rd edn (London: Thomas Dring, 
1688), p. 268. 
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Despite the ambivalence of its author's motivations (is Gurle recommended 
primarily on the basis that he is `a very Eminent and Ingenious Nursery-man' or 
rather because he is Meager's `very loving friend'? ), it is undoubtedly significant 
that The English Gardener contains the first-known use of this precise term in 
publishing history. 50 Little more than a decade before the initiation of the 
Brompton Park enterprise, Meager's presumably unconscious textual introduction 
confirms the nurseryman's germinating social role not only as a competent 
cultivator and seller of plants, but also as one who proves the systematic reliability 
of his wares and services through the organisation of his hot-beds and orchards, 
and the taxonomic assiduity of his printed lists and catalogues. sl 
By the turn of the eighteenth century Captain Gurle was dead (having 
enjoyed a royal gardener's annual salary of two-hundred and forty pounds during 
the final eight years of his life), and Ricketts's star was also fading: a visitor now 
known only as `J. Gibson' commented during 1691 that `he sells his things with 
the dearest, and, not taking due care to have his plants prove well, he is supposed 
to have lost much of his custom'. 52 In the end his nursery seems to have been 
inherited by a relative, James, and sold on during the mid-1710s. 53 Yet if the 
chronicler of the family's decline is to be believed, it may be that the business was 
a victim of its own success. At the same time as Ricketts's own `custom' waned, 
so that of local competitors - perhaps initially attracted by the profits reaped by 
49 Meager, p. 82. 
so See Harvey, Early Nurreymen, p. 4; and above, introduction, p. 18. 
51 See also chapter 3, below. 
52 Gibson, p. 191. Whilst there is no reason to doubt the provenance of this `Short Account', 
neither Gibson nor the source manuscript have since been identified. 
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Gurle and himself - is said to have been flourishing. Samuel Peirson or `Pearson' 
(d. 1701) for example (who laid claim to the best stock of anemones in London), 
is described by Gibson as `moderate in his prices, and accounted very honest in 
his dealing, which gets him much chapmanry'; whilst his neighbour William Darby 
(d. 1714? ) - although castigated alongside Ricketts for his exorbitant rates - is 
praised not only for his skills in cultivation, but also for the aesthetic beauty (`a 
pretty shew') and botanical prowess ('more instructive than any cuts in herbals) 
demonstrated by his herbarium: 
Darby, at Hoxton, has but a little garden, but is master of several 
curious greens that other sale-gardeners want, and which he saves 
from cold and winter weather in greenhouses of his own making. 
[... ] He is very curious in propagating greens, but is dear with them. 
He has a folio paper book in which he has pasted the leaves and 
flowers of almost all manner of plants, which make a pretty shew, 
and are more instructive than any cuts in herbals. 54 
In addition to the sale-gardens of Ricketts, Peirson, and Darby, that of 
Thomas Fairchild (see figures one and two) was also about to shoot to 
prominence in the same district. In later life the Quaker mercer and prominent 
naturalist Peter Collinson (1694-1768) recalled his childhood visits to the nurseries 
of 
Mr. Derby and Mr. Fairchild [... who] had their gardens on each 
side the narrow alley leading to Mr. George Whitmore's, at the 
further end of Hoxton. As their gardens were small, they were the 
only people for exotics, and had many stoves and green-houses for 
all sorts of aloes and succulent plants; with oranges, lemons, and 
other rare plants. 55 
53 See The Daify Courant, 11 May 1715; and Henrey, II, 319. 
54 Gibson, pp. 191-92. The date of Darby's death has been a matter of dispute: see below, 
chapter two, n. 5 (p. 105). 
51 Collinson, `Notes relating to Botany, pp. 271-72. 
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Within such descriptive snatches one can begin to imagine the material histories of 
these nursery-gardens, from the specialist hot-beds and `stoves' of Darby and 
Fairchild (which made `oranges and lemons' blossom and `aloes and succulent 
plants' bloom), to the extensive grounds of Captain Gurle in Spitalfields or the 
partnership at Brompton Park, where the emphasis was on forest and orchard 
trees (although according to Gibson, London and Wise also had a `large long 
greenhouse, the front all glass and board, the North side brick'). 56 For the 
plantsmen who enjoyed the luxury of acres to spare there was obviously money to 
be made from large-scale arboriculture: Peter Collinson notes elsewhere amongst 
his papers that during the early 1740s Lord Petre planted 40,000 trees at 
Thorndon Hall in Essex to `embellish the woods on each side of the avenue', and 
such ostentatious projects could by no means always be self-supplied - the King 
(for example) had paid George London in excess of £1750 for `Elmes, Cypresses, 
Box Trees, Plants &c. ' supplied to the Hampton Court works between 1689 and 
1696.57 On the other hand, if space was at a premium, floristry and exotics could 
also bring rich rewards, despite their labour-intensity and demand for specialist 
knowledge. Transactions completed between George Ricketts and Sir Thomas 
Hanmer in around 1670 reveal that whilst cherry, pear, and apple trees were 
charged respectively at eight, twelve and (again) eight-pence apiece, gillyflowers (or 
clove-scented pinks) cost `18d. the roote', with the `Violett Imperiall' anemone 
priced at four shillings. 58 Moreover, about fifty years later a bill drawn up for the 
Duchess of Beaufort by the horticulturist Richard Bradley proposed an average 
56 Gibson, p. 189. 
S7 'Collinson', p. 274; Hampton Court Palace 1689-1702, ed. by Arthur Bolton and H. Duncan 
Henry, Wren Society Papers, 4 (Oxford: Wren Society, 1927), p. 30. 
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tariff of £1 for each of twenty-four rare species he had had shipped back to her 
from Holland (although admittedly transportation costs from the continent were 
included). 59 
Bradley himself often enlisted the skilled technique and experimental 
precision of Thomas Fairchild in order to resuscitate languishing rarities after their 
long journey from the Low Countries and inevitable detention at the hands of 
custom officers on London's legal quays. 60 It was owing in no small part to this 
expertise in the cultivation of exotics that Fairchild became famed amongst 
gardeners, and his celebrated reputation was advanced and endlessly championed 
- if not disinterestedly - by his admiring associate. 
In the penultimate chapter of 
his Philosophical Account of the Works of Nature (1721), Bradley offered a summative 
assessment of `the most curious GARDENS in Europe'. 61 After briefly applauding 
Henry Wise's supervision of the King's gardens at Kensington and Hampton 
Court, whilst intoning a measured criticism of Versailles (`their Order and 
Contrivance has [sic] been as well Poetically as Mathematically studyd', but they 
can boast `neither Grass-work nor Gravel [... ] which is the Glory of the English 
Garden? ), the writer contends that a `particular Description of our English Gardens 
58 Hanmer, pp. 166-68,171. 
59 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 10 August 1714 (Amsterdam), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 66-67 
(fol. 67r). On Richard Bradley (including details of his travels through Holland) see chapters 4-5, 
below. 
60 On the deleterious effects of British customs policy and officials upon his collections of plants, 
see Richard Bradley, A General Treatise of Husbandry and Gardening. Containing Such Observations and 
Experiments as Are New and Useful for the Improvement of Land. Irith an Account of Such Extraordinary 
Inventions, and Natural Productions, as May Heß the Ingenious in Their Studies, and Promote Universal 
Learning, 3 vols (London: T. Woodward & J. Peele, 1724), II, 265-66. For details of the General 
Treatise's serial publication see below, n. 93. 
61 Richard Bradley, Philosophical Account, p. 181. Amongst the prefatory list of subscribers (not 
pag. ), Thomas Fairchild has underwritten seven copies. 
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for Pleasure, which the Curious, among our Nobility and Gentry have brought to 
Order' would exceed the capacity of `a large Volume' - and consequently he 
dedines even a cursory attempt. 62 Instead Bradley (as befits his own curiosity if 
not his social aspirations) posits a trifold taxonomy of `profitable Garden.?: 
First, those cultivated for Kitchen Uses; secondly, the Nurseries for 
Improvement of Timber, Fruit, &c. and [thirdly] those which are 
disposed for the Use of Physick, and are the Seminaries and Nurseries 
of exotick Planes 63 
These three `Uses' for gardening - loosely distinguishable as the production 
respectively of culinary herbs and vegetables, fruit and timber, and medicines and 
`exotick Plant.? - were to dominate Bradley's literary output throughout the 
succeeding decade, as he promoted improvements in horticulture via the practical 
application of natural philosophical knowledge. During the late 1710s and early 
1720s moreover, he relied heavily on Thomas Fairchild not only for assistance in 
conducting his gardening experiments but also for material contributions when 
writing his many treatises (the arrangement of course aggregated benefits to both 
parties): the nurseryman's knowledge and experience are particularly evident in 
New Improvements in Planting and Gardening (1717-1718) and A General Treatise of 
Husbandry and Gardening (1722-1724). Elsewhere in A Philosophical Account Bradley 
had already found room to refer briefly to his and Fairchild's successful 
propagation of `Orange Trees' by planting their leaves in `fresh Earth'; now in the 
review of `curious GARDENS' he selects his friend and intellectual companion for 
a special mention: 64 
62 Bradley, PhilosophicalAccount, pp. 182-83. 
63 Bradley, PhilosophicalAccount, p. 184. 
64 Bradley, PhilosophicalAccount, p. 41. 
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I esteem the collections we have now in England to exceed all the 
Nurseries in Europe, for profitable and useful Varieties; particularly 
that curious Garden of Mr. Thomas Fairchild at Hoxton, where I find 
the greatest Collection of Fruits that I have yet seen, and so regularly 
disposed, that I do not know any person in Europe to excel him in 
that particular; and in other Things he is no less happy in his Choice 
of such Curiosities as a good judgment and universal 
Correspondence can procure. bs 
He is, Bradley comments a little later, `the ingenious Mr. Tho. Fairchild, a man 
whose nursery - `profitable', `useful', `regularly 
disposed' - stands as a symbol of 
civic order, national pride, horticultural superiority-16 
The certain facts of Fairchild's life emerge mainly from civic records. 67 
Born in the Wiltshire village of Aldbourne in 1667, by the age of fifteen he had 
moved to London where he was apprenticed to Jeremiah Seamer, a City 
dothworker. It is unclear whether Fairchild ever completed the full seven-year 
term of his indentures; but he did not take the Freedom of the Clothworkers' 
Guild (which would have been his by right following a period of dutiful service), 
preferring instead to enter the Worshipful Company of Gardeners by redemption 
(the discharging of a small fee) in 1704. Nevertheless, his status was manifestly 
that of a tradesman rather than of a gentleman -a distinction that would be 
reflected in the tone of his single full-length publication, The City Gardener, and 
which bracketed him far more surely within the ranks of the new commercial 
classes than was the case for men like Rose, Gurle, London, and Wise. That 
Fairchild owned his own nursery in Hoxton at `Selby's Gardens' is uncontested, 
although it is unclear exactly when he moved there: his name appears in the local 
65 Bradley, PhilosophicalAccount, p. 185. 
66 Bradley, Philosophical Account, p. 189. 
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Rates Book for 1703, and (as noted above) in 1722 he claimed in print to have 
worked the same `Spot of Ground' for `upwards of thirty years'. 68 Given that 
Gibson's `Short Account' of 1691 does not mention his business alongside others 
in the district, one can tentatively suggest that Thomas Fairchild traded at Selby's 
Gardens from the early to mid-1690s onwards, remaining in Hoxton until his 
death in 1729. Fairchild's will - witnessed amongst others by Mark Catesby - 
left 
the nursery to his nephew and colleague Stephen Bacon, provided funds for a 
local poor school, and made provision for the preaching of an annual sermon in 
St. Leonard's Shoreditch on `The Wonderful Works of God in the Creation; or, 
on the certainty of the Resurrection of the Dead proved by the certain Changes of 
the Animal and Vegetable Parts of the Creation'. 69 On his own instructions 
Fairchild was buried in the remote corner of a pauper's graveyard just off the 
Hackney Road. 
In 1722 Fairchild published The City Gardener, an inconspicuous octavo now 
acknowledged to be the earliest known work in English to be dedicated to the 
topic of urban horticulture. As such its innovative agenda immediately appears 
distant from that of London's and Wise's Compleat Gardner (for example), which 
61 For a comprehensive biographical account see Leapman, The Ingenious MrFairchild. 
68 Fairchild, City Gardener, p. 5. 
69 An obituary with details of the bequest was printed in The Weekly Journal; or, The British-GaZeteer, 
18 October 1729; whilst The Daily Journal reported on 11 November 1729 that `Stephen Bacon, 
Nephew to Mr. Thomas Fairchild, the late famous Gardener at Hoxton, who bath managed his 
Uncle's Business with Success for these several Years past, succeeds his said Uncle in the 
Gardens, [... ] and supplies Gentlemen with the utmost Care and Fidelity as before. ' For an 
account of Fairchild's legacy see the anonymous The Wisdom of God in the Vegetable Creation: A 
Short Account of a LectureAppointed b`y Mr Thomas Fairchild, of Hoxton, Gardener, in 1730; to be Preached 
in Shoreditch Church, on Every Whitsun Tuesday, for Ever (London: F. Nicholls, 1856). Despite 
historically fluctuating fortunes, the Fairchild lecture is still given annually: see Leapman, pp. 
207-30. 
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addressed itself strategically towards the ample needs of rural landowners rather 
than the somewhat restricted requirements of the more spatially (and financially) 
challenged denizens of large towns. Fairchild's text presents a glorious mixture of 
topographical description and botanical knowledge, incidental hearsay and diligent 
observation, shameless self-promotion and design suggestions. From the outset it 
seeks to establish credentials that move it beyond the marginal, heralding its own 
serious natural philosophical lineage by taking as its starting point the insidious 
effects of smoke pollution in London -- formerly the subject of John Evelyn's 
Fumifugium (1661). Yet whereas Evelyn's stated intention was to secure the 
reformation of public health and the amelioration of city life by improving 
metropolitan air quality via a combination of Parliamentary legislation and 
ambitious suburban `Plantations' (of `such Shrubs, as yield the most fragrant and 
odoriferous Flowers'), Fairchild's response to the issue of `the Smoke of the Sea- 
Coal [which] does hurt to some Plants' was the production of a more modestly 
directed helpmeet. 7° Fumifugium, rhetorically indignant in its allegation that the 
sooty capital `resembles the face rather of Mount , Etna, the Court of Vulcan, 
Stromboli, or the Suburbs of Hell, then an Assembly of Rational Creatures, and the 
Imperial seat of our incomparable Monarch', had already highlighted the obstacles 
to cultivation created by the prevalence of smoky air: 71 
[It] kills our Bees and Flowers abroad, suffering nothing in our 
Gardens to bud, display themselves, or ripen; so as our Anemonies 
and many other choycest Flowers, will by no Industry be made to 
blow in London, or the Precincts of it, unlesse they be raised on a 
Hot-bed, and govern'd with extraordinary Artifice to accellerate their 
70J [ohn] E[velyn], Fumifugium; or, The Inconvenience of the Aer and Smoak of London Di rnpated. Together 
with Some Remedies Humbly Proposed By J. E. Esq; To His Sacred Majestic, and To the Parliament Now 
Assembled (London: Gabriel Bedel & Thomas Collins, 1661), p. 24; and Fairchild, p. 5. 
71 Evelyn, Fumifugium, p. 6. 
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springing, imparting a bitter and ungrateful Tast to those few 
wretched Fruits, which never arriving to their desired maturity, seem, 
like the Apples of Sodome, to fall even to dust, when they are but 
touched. 72 
Now, over half a century later, Fairchild was describing similar conditions, which - 
combined with general horticultural ignorance - meant that `in the London Practice 
of Gardening, I find that every thing will not prosper'. 73 Yet rather than issuing 
ambitious proposals for the legal regulation of coal-powered trades, Fairchild 
opted to take up Evelyn's hint that the smoke's malicious effects could be 
counteracted by the `extraordinary Artifice' of specialist techniques and awareness, 
encouraging Londoners to adapt to the material actuality of town life by growing 
appropriate plants in their `little Gardens'. 74 `Currans', he advised for example, will 
`conform themselves well to the City Smoak'. 75 
From the outset of his introduction, Fairchild struggles with the notional 
legitimacy of city gardening as an activity in its own right. In the experienced 
tones of the nurseryman he assesses `that almost every Body, whose Business 
requires them to be constantly in Town, will have something of a Garden', 
endearingly reporting `the general Love my Fellow-Citizens have for Gardening, in 
the midst of their Toil and Labour'. 76 Yet at the same time, in Fairchild's opinion 
the true value of this mode of horticulture admits some ambivalence. To begin 
with, it seems that the `something[s] of a Garden' so relished by Fairchild's 
`Fellow-Citizens' derive meaning from their capacity to stand in for the non-urban, 
72 Evelyn, Fumifugium, p. 7. 
13 Fairchild, p. 5. 
74 Fairchild, p. 6. 
75 Fairchild, p. 57. 
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for the `Pleasures of this Life' longed for by the town dweller, and habitually 
imagined to subsist in rural `Estates' and `a right Notion of Country Happiness': 77 
I have been therefore advised to give my Thoughts in this Manner, 
that every one in London, or other Cities, where much Sea-Coal is 
burnt, may delight themselves in Gardening, tho' they have never so 
little Room, and prepare their Understanding to enjoy the Country, 
when their Trade and Industry has given them Riches enough to 
retire from Business. 78 
Fairchild recalls anecdotes about `Persons of Quality' who have come up to town 
only to find that `the Sight of good Flowers, and their grateful Smell, has made 
them often wish to be enjoying the Pleasures of their Country Gardens'; and he 
repeatedly enlists civic horticulture and its spaces as spurs to honest `Trade and 
Industry', with their promised rewards of a better life to come. 79 Indeed, a little 
further into the text the notion of rus in urbe is taken a stage further, with the 
suggestion that in some cases city gardens should not only represent the felicity of 
countryside estates, but should imitate their formal strategies, ultimately creating 
the illusion of a truly rural setting 
The plain way of laying out [city] Squares in Grass Platts and Gravel 
Walks, does not sufficiently give our Thoughts an Opportunity of 
Country Amusements; I think some sort of Wilderness-Work will 
do much better, and divert the Gentry better than looking out of 
their Windows upon an open Figure. 80 
Yet if the urban garden gestures towards something it is not, it is also 
granted a currency of its own within the mixed economy of metropolitan life. The 
76 Fairchild, pp. 6-7. 
77 Fairchild, pp. 7-8. 
7e Fairchild, p. 6. Richard Bradley for one seems to have advised Fairchild `to give my Thoughts 
in this Manner': see Bradley, General Treatise, I, 252. 
79 Fairchild, pp. 7-8. 
11 Fairchild, p. 12. 
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subject of the text is of course the city gardener, and Fairchild remains cognisant 
throughout that country retirement is little more than an ideal aspiration for the 
majority of its readers (not to mention its author). The trials and encumbrances 
set before cultivation in dirty, modern London are confronted using the 
perspicuity granted by experience, and the writer expresses genuine delight at the 
instances of judicious management which have delivered horticultural successes in 
the most confined areas of the town. For example, as a result of the intelligent 
implementation of 
the new Way of Pruning [... ] there is now a good Prospect of Figgs 
this Year, at the Reverend Dr. Bennet Ys Garden at Cr pplegate; and 
near the same Place there are now large Figg-Trees growing well, 
tho' they have very little Air. 81 
Elsewhere Fairchild takes pleasure in the `two large Mulberry-Trees growing in a 
little Yard, about sixteen Foot square, at Saals Coffee-house in Ludgate-street, and 
commends the `very good Collection of these succulent or juicy [Aloes]' 
flourishing at the narrow premises of an Aldermanbury apothecary named 
Smith. 82 There is after all, the writer suggests, an intrinsic merit within horticulture 
wherever it is practised; and even in the city there subsists the possibility for the 
gardening subject to reflect on and reimagine his position within the wider cosmic 
order: 
for whoever understands, and loves a Garden, may have Content if 
he will, because he has Opportunity every Day of contemplating the 
Works of the Creation, and of admiring the Power and Wisdom of 
the Creator; which I think is the greatest Happiness. 83 
81 Fairchild, p. 53. 
BZ Fairchild, pp. 53,63. 
83 Fairchild, p. 9. 
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One of the great triumphs of The City Gardener is its commitment to 
providing the widest possible definition of what can constitute a garden in new or 
unexpected urban surroundings, freeing it from the structural constraints of extent 
and expense that characterised rural seats. Not only does Fairchild offer his 
wisdom on the topic `Of Flowers that will grow well in London fit for the 
adorning of Squares', he also sets aside a chapter to consider `Ornaments and 
Decorations for Balconies, and the Outsides of Windows in large Streets', and 
makes clear that this too should be considered a `Branch of Gardening'. 84 
Londoners, he had observed, were commonly given to `furnishing their Rooms or 
Chambers with Basons of Flowers and Bough-pots, rather than not have 
something of a Garden before them'. 85 Of course by persuading his readers that 
they are capable of successfully cultivating `Pots of blossoming Orange-Trees' in 
their garrets (he suggests using `Delph ware' containers, which when planted 
should be `set in Chimneys, or in the Windows'), Fairchild was also intent on 
luring them into his nursery. 86 This is, inevitably, not a publication bereft of self- 
interest - regardless of the author's claim that his already sizeable `Share of the 
as Fairchild, pp. 21,59,60. 
85 Fairchild, p. 7. `Bough-pots' are large ornamental containers for arranging plants, and were 
often displayed in windows. Fairchild's remark was born out at the lodgings of a young John 
Martyn, who wrote around the same time to his (and Fairchild's) correspondent Patrick Blair 
concerning his plans to sustain his habit of botanical experimentation: 
I shall be very much straitned for Room to make my observations: I think to 
fasten a board on ye out side of my study window, upon which I may place a few 
little pots: by this means, tho I cannot Inspect a large number, yet I shall have y' 
advantage of having them constantly under my eye. 
See John Martyn to Patrick Blair, 14 January 1724 (London), `Commercium Epistolicum: 
Botanicum or a Collection of letters and other curious observations in Botany and other parts of 
Natural History past betwixt Dr Patrick Blair fellow of the Royal Society and others his 
ingenious Correspondents', Bodleian Library, Western MSS, 16068, item [1] (not pag). 
86 Fairchild, p. 64. 
85 
Gardening Business' argues against such a reading-87 By promulgating the idea 
that horticulture was an accessible cultural activity, Fairchild was surely hoping to 
drum up business for Selby's Gardens, particularly amongst those middling sorts 
with limited but readily available cash resources to splash out on luxury purchases. 
This, it is implied, is the class of customer most in need of an education based on 
the wisdom acquired through hard-nosed experience: 
I commonly find that those Persons, who chiefly delight in adorning 
their Balconies, and other convenient Parts of their Habitations, 
with Greens or Flowers, have so little Knowledge of the Matter, that 
they too frequently lay out their Money upon those Things which 
will not afford them half so much Pleasure as a Nosegay, or 
common Bason of Flowers. 88 
Moreover, not only do such `Persons' waste their money `too frequently on the 
precarious premise of `so little Knowledge', but (it transpires) they are also 
susceptible to the wiles and shams of the salesman. Fairchild righteously inveighs 
against those `ignorant Pretenders' and `Higglers in Plants', who - whether 
wittingly or otherwise - impose `unwarrantable Goods' upon vulnerable 
consumers. `I and others', he declares, `have seen Plants that were to be sold in 
the Markets, that were as uncertain of Growth as a Piece of Noah's Ark would be, 
had we it here to plant'. 89 Once more an almost uncomfortably scrupulous model 
of commerce is appropriated to the text; although this time it is not to promote 
the incentive of an easy retirement from civic life, but to restore the proper bonds 
of trust and respect which bind businessman and client: 
Perhaps many that have Gardens in London are acquainted with few 
Sorts of the Plants or Flowers, that I have set down for beautifying 
the City Gardens; their best Way therefore to be inform'd will be to 
87 Fairchild, p. 69. 
ße Fairchild, p. 46. 
89 Fairchild, pp. 67,68,69. 
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view the Gardens at Hoxton, and other Places near the Town, where 
they may see all the Variety of Flowers that blow in the Spring, 
Summer, and Autumn Seasons; and then consult with the Gardener 
about those they like best 90 
Horticultural beautification, it seems, has become a predicate of informed 
consumption: the city gardener cannot but benefit from the rise of the 
professional nurseryman. 
In its drive to promote the operational prowess of Fairchild and Selby's 
Gardens, The City Gardener successfully combines persuasive argument with the 
accessibility of both straightforward language and a one-shilling price tag-91 Yet to 
consider this text to be no more than the cynical market-place intervention of a 
profit-hungry plantsman is to underplay both its discursive complexity and the 
writer's obvious passion for his subject-92 More than anything else, the treatise 
betrays enthusiasm: it is run through with the possibilities of social aspiration, the 
opportunities for the most menial of dwellings to possess `something of a 
Garden', the excitements attendant upon the very proximity of urban plots and 
the sociable dispositions of their proprietors. Ultimately it is the strength of 
Fairchild's own experience that lends authority to his advice about adorning 
squares, borders, and window boxes; but it is also clear that his horticultural career 
has not been developed in isolation from other practitioners. Dr Bennet's figs, 
90 Fairchild, p. 66, 
91 Fairchild, title-page. The book must have sold reasonably well: twenty copies survive in public 
libraries alone according to the current edition of the English Short Title Catalogue. Moreover, 
regular advertisements were run in The Daily Post (amongst other papers) both at the time of 
publication in June 1722 (see below), and throughout the autumn of the following year: see for 
example Daily Post, 13 September 1723. 
92 As one historian has noted, The City Gardener `savours somewhat of a purveyor's catalogue, but 
has something of the note of an enthusiast': see Norman G. Brett-James, The Growth of Stuart 
London (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1935), p. 470. 
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Benjamin Whitmill's marigolds, Mr Heyman's auriculas and carnations, Mr. 
Trowel's tulips, Mr Holmes's apple-trees (potted up and on display `at the Record 
Office in the Tower of London'), Mr jobber's ficoides, Mr Smith's aloes - all are 
extolled as exemplary instances of metropolitan cultivation, alongside many other 
descriptions of plants flourishing in public spaces at the hands of unnamed 
gardeners. 93 Fairchild may be generous in his citation of friends and colleagues; 
but then their collective knowledge, successes, and failures are integral both to The 
City Gardener's rich content, and to its insistent, underlying mantra that horticulture 
- especially in town - often works best as a mutually complicit affair. 
Gardening 
need not be prosecuted only in the lonely, rarefied air of the countryside, runs the 
suggestion; rather it can speak to the conventions of modern civic sociability, 
furnishing the citizen with commodities for display, specimens for enquiry, topics 
for conversation. 
The viability of the nursery garden qua business inevitably relies on the 
observation of appropriate codes of behaviour by both proprietor and customer. 
To some extent therefore it is necessarily understood as a sociable space. The City 
Gardener however (particularly in the context of a contemporary boom in 
horticultural writing) implies that the limits of this sociability are contingent upon 
- and at the same time move beyond - the conclusion of quotidian financial 
transactions. By affording opportunities for sales, the nursery prompts other 
types of human commerce: discussions concerning natural philosophical 
principles; demonstrations of botanical anatomy; joint aesthetic assessments of the 
93 See Fairchild, pp. 19,37,44,49,61,62-63. 
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relative merits of grass-plats and gravel walks. In such encounters, the exchange 
of ideas and techniques generates a shared discourse of horticultural learning and 
practice that produces not only stronger, healthier plants, but also an environment 
(and of course an interested public) within which this collected lore can be 
constructed, disseminated, debated, and revised via the press. The spaces of the 
early-eighteenth-century nursery-garden (in other words) were deployed not just 
for the propagation of primroses and plums, but also for the construction of 
publications. 
The major proponent of this localised print culture throughout the 1720s 
(in terms of physical output at least) was Fairchild's loquacious colleague Richard 
Bradley. In one of his more ambitious and lucrative projects, the General Treatise of 
Husbandry and Gardening (issued initially as a periodical in twelve monthly parts 
between July 1721 and June 1722), he enunciates dearly the centrality of just such 
active, discursive networks to the processes of writing and composition: 
Among other Things which I shall insert in this Monthly Treatise, I 
think it very necessary to communicate some useful Observations of 
the often commended Mr. Thomas Fairchild of Hoxton, who has lately 
furnish'd me with some excellent Directions for the Improvement 
of Gardening; which the more I reason upon, the more I am 
perswaded he is in the right; but his Veracity is already as well 
known, as his Skill is unquestionable: And indeed 'tis by conversing 
with such Men who have a true Bent of Genius to their Business, 
and Time and Opportunity for Practice, that a curious Man may 
receive Instruction; and not to have too great an Opinion of one's 
self, which is always an impregnable Bar against Reason, upon 
which the Arts of Husbandry and Gardening chiefly depend. 94 
94 Bradley, General Treatise, I, 128. There are no publication dates on the title pages of the twelve, 
one-shilling octavo issues that make up the original edition of the General Treatise. An advert for 
the first part (designated for April, the first month of the year according to the Julian calendar) 
appeared in The Daiiy Post, 18 July 1721. Advertisements for subsequent numbers thereafter 
appeared in the same newspaper on more or less a monthly basis: see Daily Post, 18 August 1721, 
89 
Bradley does indeed regularly insert the `useful Observations' and `excellent 
Directions' of Thomas Fairchild within the General Treatise, detailing (for example) 
his advice concerning the cultivation of peach-trees and vines against walls; a 
report `relating to Planting of Trees in Clay, Chalk and Gravelly Soils' (intelligence 
enhanced by the contributions of Fairchild's `Brother-Gardener' Benjamin 
Whitmill); and an account of the premature blossoming of flowers and fruits 
growing up against the back of his `Stove' (a sort of artificially heated greenhouse) 
at Selby's Gardens. 95 If Bradley characteristically recognises that friendships with 
expert professionals can make for good copy - especially when one is required to 
produce regular and weighty issues of a journal (each number of A General Treatise 
ran to some fifty octavo pages or more) - somewhat more intriguing is 
his 
representation of the dynamics of his relationship with Fairchild. Predictably 
enough, the writer must first flatter his source, attributing to him `a true Bent of 
Genius' which fully deserves to be `often commended'. Yet beyond this obsequity 
can be detected the codes of politeness, courtesy, and gentlemanly propriety that 
more regularly inform the two men's interactions: Bradley and Fairchild are 
pictured `conversing eruditely and intimately together, and both can in some 
23 October 1721,27 November 1721,22 December 1721,31 January 1722,16 February 1722, 
14 March 1722,4 April 1722, and 31 May 1722 (I have not been able to locate one for the `June' 
issue, which was probably published during September 1721). The final notice, for `March, 
(which compleats the Year)' was published on 14 June 1722. The various issues of A General 
Treatise were collected and republished within a three-volume set under the same title in 1724, the 
first two volumes comprising the parts for April to September and October to March 
respectively, and the third incorporating Bradley's abortive follow-up venture, The Monthly Register 
of Experiments and Observations in Husbandry and Gardening (1722-23). The final incarnation of A 
General Treatise was the reorganised two-volume version of 1726, the title-page for which 
announced: `Formerly publish'd Monthly, and now methodiz'd and digested under proper Heads, 
with Additions and great Alterations'. All quotations have been taken from the 1724 three- 
volume edition. 
95 See Bradley, General Treatise, I, 130-32,231-41; II, 331-34. 
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senses be figured under the epithet of the `curious Man', who seeks to limit the 
disruptive effects of inflated self-opinion Can impregnable Bar against Reason) by 
accommodating and considering the `Business' and `Practice' of others. Here then 
is to be found the very model for the early-modem nurseryman: curious about the 
natural world, reasonable in his thoughts and methods, equally sociable in his 
disposition towards those who come to learn as to those who would buy his 
wares. Bradley meanwhile - proto-journalist, self-fashioning virtuoso -- is no 
passive mirror for his collaborator's `Veracity and `Skill', no transparent receptacle 
into which Fairchild's knowing experience can be distilled. Just a couple of pages 
beyond these remarks about his horticultural conferences at Hoxton, an apologetic 
comment which prefaces a brief flurry of `Observations and Experiments by Mr. 
Thomas Fairchild, asks Bradley's readers to forgive the somewhat miscellaneous 
nature of `this Month's papers'. Amongst the standard words of compunction the 
writer archly slips in a sly suggestion that his `own Practice' might also warrant a 
share in the `Worth and Honour' of his correspondents: 
I hope my Reader will excuse me, if I do not in this Work observe 
so just a Connexion as I might in one of another kind, as long as I 
give him useful Relations of Things, gather'd sometimes from 
Conversations, Experiments, and Letters from Persons of Worth 
and Honour, and sometimes as they happen to arise from my own 
Practice; but an Index may partly make amends. 96 
On 15 June 1722 The Daily Post repeated a notice initially printed in the 
previous day's edition, promoting the final issue of Bradley's General Treatise of 
Husbandry and Gardening. It is not however the only mention of the work to be 
46 Bradley, General Treatise, I, 130. `Indexes to the whole' were indeed advertised alongside the 
final issue on in The Dai5 Post, 14 June 1722. 
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found on that single page of tiny typescript. Immediately below, Thomas 
Fairchild's newly published The City Gardener was advertised for the first time in 
that paper, alongside which the addresses of its publishers' shops were 
conventionally supplied: Thomas Woodward at the sign of the half-moon on Fleet 
Street, John Peele at that of Locke's Head on Paternoster Row. Appended to the 
details of the latter bookseller was an additional line, noting the supplementary 
direction, `Of whom may be had Mr. BRADLEY's Monthly Treatise of 
Husbandry and Gardening for the Year compleat'. 97 The following morning a 
third consecutive advertisement for the General Treatise appeared (`Printed for J. 
Peele'), only this time enlarged with the words `And also the City Gardener. By 
Mr. FAIRCHILD'. 98 Over the course of the next ten days, several numbers of The 
Daily Post ran adverts for either The City Gardener or A General Treatise, each one 
rounded off with the briefest of plugs for the other text. 99 These two books, in 
other words, had come to depend upon innovative forms of mutual interaction 
both to underwrite their internal approaches to practical instruction, and to bolster 
and avow each other's external appearance within the market-place. Not only did 
Bradley and Fairchild share their passion for plants and commitment to spreading 
the botanical parts of natural philosophical knowledge, but the intricate webs of 
commerce and conversation that connected their lives together extended (not 
merely by coincidence) in one direction down the same path, into the very same 
bookshop nestling in the shadows of St Paul's. For John Peele the strategy was 
simply a fleeting piece of good business: two advertisements for the price of one, 
97 Daily Post, 15 June 1722, 
98 Dally Post, 16 June 1722. 
99 See Daiy Post, 18 June 1722,19 June 1722,20 June 1722,23 June 1722, and 26 June 1722. 
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two cheap books sold instead of one. Yet in terms of the careers of Richard 
Bradley and Thomas Fairchild - the horticultural writer and the writing 
horticulturist - it became an instance of sharp thinking with rather more lasting 
resonance, crystallising the individual vectorial positions these two men occupied 
within the intersecting discourses of metropolitan sociability, the science of 
gardening, and London's trade in texts. 
*** 
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Figure 1- John I larris, , 'l clruall Survey of London, 11 "estjiiinslel, 
. 
S'oiil/jn'ark (1700) (detail). 
( )n I larris's map the nursery gardens of Thomas Fairchild and John Cowell 
(formerly that of William Darby) are those circled toi the north of the. `Reel Lyon' 
(and toi the west and cast respectively of `Whitmmres Walk'). `Shoýreditch' and 
'I h()xtoýn' are now Shoorcclitch I ligh Street and I lOxtoýn Street; `Ware Road' has 
I)ca)IuC kingsland Road. 
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Figure 2- Philip Chassereau, An Acta al! Si/my of the Parish of S't. 
Leonan'I iii Shoreditch (1745) (cdetail). 
In (; hassercau's more detailed Vumey the nursery gardens ºLt Themas Fairchild and 
j )hn COwell are those marked `Parker Murden', to the left and right of the `Path 
to Sir George Whitmoýre's' (lust a )ºove 'Workhouse Lane'). 'I {o, xton' follows the 
same trajectory as Hndern-clay I lOxtc, n Street; the Road to hingsland' (formerly 
`Warc Road') is nOw hingsland Road. 
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Chapter Two 
John Cowell of Hoxton and the Great American Aloe 
Beginnings 
By the time that his He was coming to an end, Thomas Fairchild ranked 
amongst the most famous professional nurserymen in Britain. With successes that 
remained unrivalled by contemporaries - in terms of cultivating either exotic 
plants or the respect of London's natural philosophers - he had firmly established 
his career as a pattern for those who were to follow. In fact just as Fairchild 
approached death in 1729, the ambition to secure for himself a similarly modest 
level of wealth and celebrity was to engulf another Hoxton horticulturist. This 
chapter examines the broad range of published materials (newspaper reports, 
printed books, and copper-plate engravings) that developed from a variety of 
sources in response to the unusual flowering of John Cowell's `Great American 
Aloe' during the long summer months of that year. Such was the level of public 
interest in this unexpected phenomenon that Cowell - whose Ivy House nursery 
lay across the road from Selby's Gardens (see figures one and two) - was 
determined to turn the event to his advantage: both financially (by charging visitors 
to view the rarity, and by selling them printed images and descriptions of it) and 
socially (by drawing a genteel crowd, and by emphasising his own credentials as a 
natural philosopher). At first it seemed as if he would be able to cashier profitably 
the cultural capital that had accrued to the nursery-garden over the preceding 
decades, especially given that a London newspaper (The Daily Journal) appeared 
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keen to call attention to its potential for encouraging sociable encounters between 
men of learning, and for providing a fashionable resort for the leisured classes. 
Yet such conditions were by no means stable. Not only did Cowell have to 
manage the precarious balance between an impulsive appetite for monetary gain 
and the more polite demands of erudition and sociability (a tension that he would 
have neglected at his peril), but he also found himself assailed by competitors who 
were keen to manipulate circumstances for their own ends. In particular, his 
encounter with the engraver Elisha Kirkall (who gave the impression of holding 
little regard for established decorums) contested the question of whether Cowell's 
proprietary privileges over the aloe itself also comprised a monopolistic right to 
publish representations of the exotic; and the various public interventions 
produced within this debate would challenge the notion that the nursery-garden 
was an open, accessible space in which inclinations towards curiosity and 
conversation could be freely indulged. 
At the height of the summer of 1729, a provincial paper seized on an 
unlikely snippet of metropolitan news which had been carried by sea from London 
to Spithead on board the `Cornwal Man of War'. Amidst references to a Cabinet 
meeting at Kensington, and a royal command performance at Richmond, Brice's 
Weekly Journal reported to the people of Exeter that 
Mr. Cowel's great Aloe called the Sophy of Persia's Glory, or 
Moses's Candlestick, at the Ivy-House on the back part of Hoxton, 
beginning to blossom, having Twelve Blossom Branches already 
apparent, and as many more expected; it is now aspiring the third 
Story in Height, and 'tis suppos'd will elevate its Summit four Stories 
High; also that it will produce purple Blossoms: This being the first 
97 
of the kind that ever did blossom in England may deservedly be 
accounted the Wonder of this part of the European World. ' 
Whether it was in fact the first of the kind that ever did blossom in England' 
would be left for others to debate at greater length: in this instance the breathless 
enthusiasm of the journalist exonerates such hyperbole. Not only was the 
prodigious height and growth of `Mr. Cowel's great Aloe' (known now as Agave 
americana or `the century plant') to be ranked amongst the marvels of nature, but - 
as the writer suggests - its alluring exoticism and venerable age confirmed its status 
(if a little incongruously) as `the Wonder of this part of the European World': 
It came originally from the East Indies, and has been where it is now 
60 Years, and has just begun its Bloom, which it does only [once] in 
100 Years. It is about 22 Feet high; the Branches issuing from the 
Body resemble Swords; and the Bloom, which lasts twelve Months, 
but is not yet in Perfection, is exceeding curious. 2 
For all the individual fascinations exerted by this peculiar plant - its Twelve 
Blossom Branches', its twenty-two feet in height, its alleged centenarianism - it 
was that final, composite quality of being so `exceeding curious' which was to be 
exploited over the course of the following months by newspaper publishers, print- 
sellers, and indeed by its own proprietor. Yet in seeking to enjoin fame and 
fortune to himself (and no doubt spurred on by the achievements of his 
valetudinary neighbour Thomas Fairchild), John Cowell would soon become 
enmeshed in disputes which he was to claim had `Unjustly and Injuriously invaded' 
I Brice''s Weekly Journal, 1 August 1729, p. 3. This is the earliest printed reference to John Cowel 's 
`aloe' that I have found in contemporary newspapers, although it could conceivably have been 
lifted from an earlier publication. Part of this brief report was repeated word for word the 
following day in the London-based Weekly Journale or, The British-Gateteer, 2 August 1729. 
2 Brice'r, 1 August 1729, p. 3. 
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both his horticultural and (what would now be conceived as) his intellectual 
property. 3 
If little enough is known about the life of George London, Henry Wise, or 
Thomas Fairchild, then virtually nothing can be said with any certainty about that 
of John Cowell. No biographical sketch or obituary has survived (if indeed one 
were ever produced) - so nearly all that is extant in terms of personal particulars 
must be extrapolated from the meagre hints dropped by Cowell's single 
publication, The Curious and Profitable Gardener (1730), and the one anonymously 
written further text which concerns him, A True Account of the Aloe Americana 
(1729). In the dedication to Catherine Walpole which fronts The Curious and 
Profitable Gardener - designed perhaps to represent the polite connections 
he 
enjoyed amongst his clientele - Cowell mentions that `Gardening has 
been my 
Study above Thirty Years'; whilst in the first volume of the main text (under a 
section entitled `Memorandums concerning Vines in Espaliers, or against Walls'), he 
refers to the advantages of growing grapes against the external chimney flue of a 
domestic kitchen, the proof of which he witnessed `When I liv'd at Tibbalds in 
Hertfordshire, about five and thirty Years ago' .4A 
little later on in the book, he 
provides an account of how he came by his `Great American Aloe' in the first 
3A True Account of the Aloe Americana or African, Which Is Nov in Blossom in Mr. Cowell'. r Garden at 
Hoxton [. .. ] The like Whereof Has Never Been 
Seen in Endland Before (London: T. Warner, 1729), 
`Preface' (not pag. ). 
4 John Cowell, The Curious and Profitahle Gardener (.. J To which is Added, an Exact Description of the 
Great American Aloe, its Manner of Blo somin , acrd 
Urea; Together with the Culture of that, and Many Other 
Rare Exotic Plants; with an Account of the Most Beaut jl Kinds of Torch-Thirties, and their Flowers, oc., 2 
vols (London: Weaver Bickerton & Richard Montagu, 1730), I, iv, 117. Catherine Walpole (c. 
1682-1737) was the estranged wife of Sir Robert, and once more a favourite at Court following 
the accession of George II. A surprisingly similar observation about grapes grown at Theobalds 
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place. Cowell had by 1730 `enjoy'd above twelve Years' of working the Hoxton 
gardens where his succulent so flourished, having `bought the Lease, and the whole 
Stock of Plants' from a gentleman (here unnamed) who `possess'd the House [for] 
about four Years' following the death of its previous and long-standing owner, the 
celebrated nurseryman William Darby. 5 If Darby died in 1714 (as is widely 
supposed), then these details correspond neatly: Cowell must have moved into the 
Ivy House (or its precincts) sometime during the early part of 1718, just `above 
twelve Years' before he compiled and published The Curious and Profitable Gardener. 6 
Quite how constructively this paucity of information adds up is unclear. It 
can be hazarded that John Cowell was born during (although maybe earlier than) 
the 1670s, and that he spent at least a few years living in or around the bounds of 
the manor of Theobalds (`Tibbalds' in Hertfordshire. What his role there might 
have consisted of is another matter; yet despite the slight chronological dissonance 
between the two personal claims made in The Curious and Profitable Gardener, the 
accurate viticultural recollections drawn by Cowell from the time of his residence 
in that part of the country imply that this was a period of his life when he had just 
begun to make horticulture his `Study'. In the sixteenth century Theobalds had 
famously been the seat of William Cecil, Lord Burleigh; but following his death, 
is recorded in a letter to Richard Bradley's periodical The Weekly Miscellany For the Impro vement of 
Husbandry, Trade, Arty, and Sciences (London: J Roberts, 1727), 7 (15 August 1727). 
5 Cowell, II, 14. For a brief account of Darby, see above, chapter one, pp. 78-79 
6 The Curious and Profitable Gardener was published in May 1730: see The Monthy Chronicle, for the 
Year MDCCXXX. With Compleat Indexes to the Chronicle, and to the Books Published During that Year 
(London: J. Wilford, A. Ward, T. Wotton, J. Clarke, & T. Astley, [1731]), p. 104. An 
advertisement appeared at the start of the following month in The Daily Post, 1 June 1730. A key 
source for the date of William Darby's death has been Cowell's account of how he inherited this 
plant, and it should be noted that Michael Leapman claims that Darby in fact retired in 1714, 
dying only in 1720: see Leapman, pp. 49-50. 
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Cecil's son Robert relinquished it as part of a property deal with James I, who was 
evidently so pleased with the place that he spent his final days there in 1625.7 
After becoming the residence of the Dukes of Albemarle following the 
Restoration, Theobalds again reverted to the Crown in 1687. Not long after this 
time the palace and park were parcelled off from the rest of the manor, the former 
being gifted to the sometime favourite of William III, Hans Willem Bentinck, Earl 
of Portland (1649-1709); and the latter passing to Ralph, Duke of Montagu (1638- 
1709) upon his marriage in 1690 to Elizabeth Cavendish, the mad widow of 
Christopher Monck, Duke of Albemarle (1653-1688). If John Cowell had any 
connection in the 1690s with either of these two high-profile government 
ministers (as a tenant farmer for example, or a servant), it would seem to have 
been with Montagu rather than Portland. When an authorised engraving of his 
`Famous American Aloe' was finally published in March 1730, the plate would be 
dedicated to Ralph's son John (1688-1749), the second Duke of Montagu and 
possessor of the manor of Theobalds until 1736.8 
At some point during the two decades between the late 1690s and the late 
1710s, John Cowell moved away from Hertfordshire and eventually (or perhaps 
immediately) settled in the vicinity of Hoxton. 9 Here he was later described as 
being accompanied by members of his `Family', and he certainly claims that at the 
7 For the early history of Theobalds (as summarised in this paragraph) see Daniel Lysons, The 
Environs of London: Being an Historical Account of the Towns, Villages, and Hamlets, Within Twelve Miles of 
that Capital. " Interspersed with Biographical Anecdotes, 4 vols (London: T. Cadell jun. & W. Davies, 
1792-96), IV, 29-39. 
8 An advertisement for Cowell's `Print of the Famous American Aloe' was placed in The Daily 
journal, 12 March 1730. 
9 According to Leapman (p. 198), local rates records suggest that Cowell moved to the Ivy House 
from another nursery on Kingsland Road in nearby Shoreditch. 
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time when the great aloe was in bloom there were other people living `in my own 
House'. '° Although neither mentioned the other in his writing, John Cowell and 
Thomas Fairchild thereafter became neighbours and competitors for upwards of a 
decade; and in taking on Darby's small nursery, roughly opposite Selby's Gardens 
on `the narrow alley leading to Mr. George Whitmore's', Cowell was buying into 
what had for some time been a flourishing plant business. Just as William Darby 
(along with Fairchild) had been one of `the only people for exotics' amongst 
London nurserymen, so it seems his successor carried on in the same vein. Not 
only did Cowell continue to cultivate Darby's agave, but according to The Curious 
and Profitable Gardener he was endowed with a significant capacity for growing 
`Extraordinary and Admirable' tropical fruits, having had some success with raising 
and selling papayas ('the Papa-Tree'), as well as demonstrating substantial 
knowledge about pineapples, mangoes, and pomegranates; and indeed he 
petitioned any `Gentlemen who have Dealings in Jamaica and other Parts of the 
American warm Countries' to bring back a `Bonana or Plantain' which could be 
suitably accommodated in `the House I have built for my Aloe'. " Cowell had 
domestic horticultural interests too, attested by the remaining chapters in the first 
volume of The Curious and Profitable Gardener that deal with `the Names and 
Characters of [... ] Soils in England, `Curious Remarks relating to Flower?, and 
`Extraordinary Observations concerning the Management and Pruning of Fruit- 
Trees'. 12 Clearly by the late 1720s he had become well established as a man who 
10 See True Account, Preface'; and Cowell, II, 21. Those whom Cowell describes as living `in my 
own House' may of course have been servants, apprentices, or even lodgers. 
11 Cowell, I, 21,24, and 33-34. In The Weekly Miscellany, 2 (11 July 1727) Richard Bradley had 
remarked upon Cowell's acquisition of `a very extraordinary Collection of China Drugs and Seeds 
lately come from Abroad'. 
12 Cowell, 1,1,46, and 88. 
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avowedly indulged both commercial and natural philosophical inclinations within 
the spaces of his nursery garden; although according to the writer of A True 
Account this did not necessarily translate into a particularly prosperous business 
operation. 13 Within a year or two of the clamour generated by his blooming rarity 
Cowell was in any case probably dead. In 1731 Stephen Switzer described him 
(not unambiguously) as `Mr Cowell, late of Hoxton, Gardener'; and if the writer meant 
simply that he had moved on from his corner of north-east London, nothing more 
is known about him, his family, or his aloe-14 
*** 
Buds 
Such then is all that remains to testify to John Cowell's life, one of 
uncertain origin and unknown end. All, that is, apart from a series of documents 
produced during the period of twelve months or so (from July 1729 until the 
summer of 1730) when his Agave americana and Cereur hexagonus (or `torch-thistle') 
asserted their strange lure over botanically minded Londoners, generating an 
appetite for printed descriptions and eye-witness accounts that for a time could 
apparently be sustained only by the regular updates splashed across the pages of 
13 See True Account, `Preface'. 
to Stephen Switzer, A Dissertation of the True Cythisus of the Ancients. Proving that the Medicago or Cythirur Maranthce (not the Bastard Sena, as Asserted by a Late Author) Is the Plant that was Held in so Great Esteem among the Romans [ .. ]Also a Catalogue of the 
Best Seeds, the Season of Sowing them, and the 
Time of their Perfection (London: Thomas Astley, 1731), p. 4. The publication was nominally 
prompted by a letter about proposed agricultural improvements (including the uses of the 
`Bastard Send or Colutea arborescenr) from one `A. Heron' which Cowell had chosen to include in 
The Curious and Profitable Gardener (I, 6-10). Whether the `Author' mentioned in the title of 
Switzer's Dissertation was Heron or Cowell himself is unclear (although it seems more likely that 
the latter was intended); whilst the adjective `late' once more admits a frustrating ambiguity. 
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metropolitan newspaper The Daily Journal. The first was to surface on 2 August, its 
energetic diction immediately picking up the narrative threads of curiosity and 
exoticism left hanging from the report published earlier that week by Brice's of 
Exeter: 
We hear there has been a more than ordinary Concourse of People 
for several Days past to Mr. Cowell's Garden at Hoxton, where the 
great ALLOES [sic], so fam'd for its being likely to Blossom, is to be 
seen: And the Florists and most Curious Botanists, who come far 
and near to see it, are very much surprized with that extraordinary 
Work of Nature [... ]; the like never having been seen in Europe in 
the Memory of Man. 15 
A few days later the Ivy House was furnishing further copy. The imminent 
flowering of the great aloe (which was at this stage merely `likely to blossom) had 
by now not only been examined by `Florists and [the] most Curious Botanists' 
(who travelled to Hoxton from `far and near'), but was also becoming increasingly 
`fam'd' amongst news-hungry devotees throughout the capital. 16 Suddenly The 
Daily journal had decided to turn John Cowell's horticultural brilliance into the 
story of the month, pouncing next upon his ability and popularity as a flower 
gardener. Within a week the paper had informed its readers that `on Wednesday 
last, being the 6th of August, the Annual Florists Feast was kept at Mr. Cowell's 
Garden in Hoxton', and relayed details of this event at which `Gardeners and 
Gentlemen who are curious in their love of Flowers' were invited to enter into 
competition by showing off their best blooms against each other, the host himself 
being honoured with the `Prize for the best Carnation' for his `Blossom call'd, The 
IS Daily Journal, 2 August 1729. 
16 On the fashionable status of botany (and in particular exotic floristry) during the period see 
gingAttitudes in England, 1500-1800 (London: Allen Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World Chan 
Lane, 1983), pp. 223-41. David Elliston Allen places such tastes more broadly within the context 
of natural history in general: see his The Naturalist in Britain: A Social History (London: Penguin, 
1976), pp. 26-51 
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Glory of Windsor, which was the finest and largest that could be shewn by the 
Assembly'. 17 In addition, the less attentive (or more intermittent) browser was 
reminded that this was no remote instance of the nurseryman's skill: 
besides the famed Aloes, of which Notice has been taken, as above, 
(and which is justly esteem'd the greatest Curiosity of the Age) Mr. 
Cowell has another Exotick Plant [... ] called the Sereus, or, The 
Torch Thistle: It was brought from the South West Coast of 
Africa. 18 
Just like the agave, it transpired that this cereus was also `unexpectedly' producing 
a blossom ('beautifully mixt of Yellow, White, and Purple') such as had `never 
been seen in England, and was wholly unlooked for now, the Plant having been in 
this Garden above 30 Years'. 19 With little warning, it seemed, and an endearing 
combination of hard graft and good luck, John Cowell's hitherto unnoticed 
nursery-garden had become an overnight sensation, the foremost place to be for 
lovers of both award-winning native flowers and strange `Exotick Plant[s]' shipped 
in decades earlier from the distant shores of America and Africa. 
If the Agave americana was ultimately to prove the main attraction, there was 
still a period of an uncertain length to be endured between the initial manifestation 
of its blossom buds and the actual opening of the flowers that these reports so 
confidently presaged. As Cowell would later intimate, the wait was not 
insignificant: whilst the `surprizing Growth of the Flower-Stem and its Branches, 
was performed in about seventeen Weeks' (the first tell-tale sign coming sometime 
17 Davy journal, 8 August 1729. For more on such events see Ruth E. Duthie, `English Florists' 
Societies and Feasts of the Seventeenth and First Half of the Eighteenth Centuries', Garden 
History, 10 (1982), 17-35. 
18 Daly journal, 8 August 1729. 
19 Daily journal, 8 August 1729. 
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during the spring when it `began to open its Crown for flowering'), the plant `then 
was at a seeming Stand for about three Weeks more, while the Flower-buds were 
forming themselves for Blossom'. 20 Given that it would be the last week of 
September before The Daily Journal was able to report that the aloe had `actually 
begun to blow' (that is that the buds had finally started to bloom), the very earliest 
indications of this `surprizing Growth' must have been discovered around the start 
of May 1729. The long-promised flowers themselves would not appear for a 
further two months after the original clamour of public excitement at the end of 
July. 21 In the meantime it was down to the nurseryman's other prominent 
succulent to offer visitors at Hoxton and readers of the Journal the most alluring 
fare with which to sate their scientific curiosity. Cereus hexagonus flowers 
nocturnally, and not surprisingly the phenomenon rapidly commandeered the 
attention of London's cognoscenti. On the night falling between Friday 22 and 
Saturday 23 August (recounted the Journal] `several Eminent Physicians and other 
Learned Gentlemen curious in such Extraordinary Works of Nature' camped out 
at the Ivy House `to see the Famous Exotick Plant called the Sereus, or Torch-Thistle, 
spread out its Blossoms, which, contrary to the ordinary Course of Nature, it does 
not do till after the setting of the Sun'. u Between seven and eight o'clock that 
evening one of the blossoms on the plant `open'd so eminently' that the motion of 
the flower as it bloomed `was plainly to be perceiv'd by the naked Eye', a 
remarkable display in which the torch-thistle continued `as if in an Extraordinary 
20 Cowell, II, 9-10. 
z' Daily Journal, 23 September 1729. 
22 Daiy Journal, 26 August 1729. 
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Hurry, till about 10 o' Clock, when all was quiet again'. 23 The following morning 
`at about half an Hour after 7' the perversity of the cereus's bloom was confirmed 
with pleasing symmetry as its petals began to close `in the same Hurry again', until 
`by about 10 o' Clock the whole Blossom was shut up as before'. 24 So beguiling 
was this occurrence that within seventy-two hours of the report's publication the 
nursery was once more accommodating a natural philosophical soiree. 
On Thursday Night [28 August] there was a great Meeting of 
Gardeners and other curious Persons again at Mr. Cowell's at 
Hoxton, for the farther Observation of that great Curiosity in 
Nature (mention'd in last Tuesday's Paper) called the Cereus, or 
Torch-Thistle: The Meeting, it seems, was occasioned by the 
extraordinary Observation made some time before, by some Learned 
Gentlemen. 25 
This time the congregation included a number who `came prepared to be 
disappointed, nor fully believing that the Motion was possible to be so visible to 
the Eye as had been said in Publick'; but those who were determined not to believe 
everything they had read in the newspapers were to be `disappointed' only in their 
scepticism: 
on the contrary, the whole Company was surprized when the 
unaccountable Phoenomenon, or Appearance, shewed itself; for that 
about half an Hour after 6 in the Evening, the Bud on the Branch 
next adjoining to that Blossom which blow'd last began apparently 
to swell, and in half an Hour more, the Twilight being wholly shut 
in, the outmost Leaves opened one by one. 26 
Within these articles from The Daily Journal glimmers the refraction of a 
broader contemporary debate, an interface upon which quasi-superstitious 
2-1 Daily Journal, 26 August 1729. 
24 Daiy Journar, 26 August 1729. 
25 Daily Journal, 30 August 1729. 
26 DailyJournal, 30 August 1729. 
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expressions of wonder and fastidious habits of rational curiosity collided 27 On the 
one hand the night-time motions of the cereus are figured as `strange', 
`Extraordinary', `contrary to the ordinary course of Nature'; in darkness blooming 
it becomes almost spectral, an `unaccountable Phcenomenon or Appearance'. 28 
Yet the Journal not only writes about the predilections of the `curious', it writes for 
them as well. On both occasions, we are told, `Learned Gentlemen' brought with 
them to the Ivy House `Microscopes' and `several Kinds of Glasses'; and the paper 
is keen to present its own pages as having access to the type of privileged 
knowledge produced by the attentive empiricism of the virtuoso. 29 Looking down 
the barrel of a glass, the eye-witness authority of the newspaper fancies its 
precision magnified to the level of anatomical botany, its language intertwining 
scientific registers with moments of poetic license to describe how on the first 
night `when the Flower began to open, all the Center of the Blossom and the small 
Leaves about the Pistilium, which is in the Shape of a Cross, appeared in a great 
Combustion, or throng Moveing [rid about'; whilst once it was completely `spread 
out in its full Dimension' the whole flower measured `about 7 Inches Diameter, 
curiously intermix'd with Purple, Yellow, and White'. 30 Six evenings later 
meanwhile, the transmogrification of `that great Curiosity in Nature' was further 
set forth in military detail: 
27 The late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries have been characterised as a period when 
the cognitive passions of ' wonder' and `curiosity' interlocked as epistemological drivers of natural 
knowledge: see Daston and Park, pp. 311-16. 
28 Daily Journal, 26 and 30 August 1729. 
29 Daily Journal, 30 August 1729. The epistemological significance to the contemporary 
production of `matters of fact' that resided in a natural phenomenon or philosophical experiment 
being witnessed (and modestly reported) by a polite, learned, and attentive audience of gentlemen 
is discussed in Simon Shapin, `Pump and Circumstance: Robert Boyle's Literary Technology', 
Social Studier of Science, 14 (1984), 481-520. 
30 Daily Journal, 26 August 1729. 
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the outmost Leaves opened one by one; some time after that, the 
small Epices, or Capillary Leaves, (which are so many as not to be 
numbered) began to move like a little Army of Men, which being 
drawn up in a close Orb or Circle, had received the Word of 
Command to extend themselves every Way to a certain Distance. 31 
The results of such reportage are at times confusing - the `small Epices' (or petals) 
which unfurl about the `Pistillium' (the spike or spadex protruding from the stem) 
are somehow innumerable (not an overly accurate insight); whilst the florid image 
of this `little Army of Men [... ] drawn up in a close Orb' requires the immediate 
qualification of the slightly bathetic (but eminently more comprehensible) `or 
Circle'. Nevertheless, The Daily journal clearly anticipates both stimulating and 
connecting with a tangible public interest in the cereus, which demands not only 
flowing prose, but a sophisticated voice inflected by the tones of natural 
philosophical credibility. In doing so the paper must supply both meticulous 
information and continuing coverage: should this unusual exotic go on to yield 
fruit, readers are assured, `we are promised an Exact Account of it'. 32 
By the end of August therefore, John Cowell's rarities had apparently 
become compulsive viewing for curious Londoners; and there is in these reports 
much that is familiar concerning the spaces of the nursery-garden from the writing 
of Thomas Fairchild and Richard Bradley. The skill of the nurseryman is extolled, 
his garden an open laboratory where the learned gather together (Cowell amongst 
them, one supposes) to inspect and anatomise the great aloe and the torch-thistle. 
A scholarly form of sociability transpires as the gentlemen take turns with their 
microscopes, individually scrutinising the cereus flower, collectively agreeing the 
11 Daily Journal, 30 August 1729. 
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times at which it opened and closed, the width of its span in full bloom, the 
variegated coloration of the petals. Horticultural knowledge is garnered as 
friendships deepen with the gloom; long into the night the plant is pored over, 
discussed, contested. Just as Fairchild had suggested, so here the social and the 
scientific flourish best in the company of each other: the city gardener has done his 
job well. 
If stories about a nursery-garden were not about to boost the circulation of 
The Daily journal too dramatically (after all the columns of other newspapers had 
not been absorbed in quite the same way), that did not mean that the headline act 
could not be a money-spinner, nor that it would not benefit from the fuss 
provoked by media attention. The Great American Aloe at the Ivy House may 
have been a hot ticket during the summer of 1729, but there was no way it was 
going to remain a free one - whether or not it was yet in flower. For a start, 
Cowell introduced an admission charge of sixpence for those who came daily to 
see his wondrous exotic - not an enormous fee, but still amounting to about half a 
day's wages for the average labourer. 33 Furthermore, as the number of visitors 
increased so Cowell began trying to sell them souvenir copies of Richard Bradley's 
History of Succulent Plants (1716-1727), which contained plates and descriptions of 
32 Daty Journal, 30 August 1729. 
33 For the entrance fee see the relevant report in The Daiy Journal, 8 September 1729. The charge 
can be compared with those for other entertainments advertised in the London press at the time: 
at Fawkes's Booth in Moorfields, the proprietor demonstrated manual feats of `surprizing and 
incomparable Dexterity', a `curious Musical Clock', and `his little POSTURE-MASTER 
[contortionist], a CHILD of about five Years of Age' all for sixpence (or one shilling for a seat in 
the `Pit) (Daily Post, 28 July 1729); more expensive was the two-shilling ticket to see an elaborate 
`Model of the Temple of Solomon' in a room opposite the `East India Company's Tea 
Warehouse' at the Royal Exchange (Daiy Courant, 4 July 1729); or the pricey five shillings for 
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the agave and cereus (as well as forty-eight other species of cacti and desert plants); 
and he presumably earned himself a commission from Bradley's publisher William 
Mears in the process. 34 How lucrative an arrangement this was for either party is 
unknown, but it should be borne in mind that Cowell would later press on with his 
own plans for printing an account of the great aloe, as well as issuing an official 
engraving of his celebrated specimens. At this point however his priority was to 
ensure that the agave was both accessible to spectators and protected from an 
inhospitable environment, in order that he might bring it to flower as had been 
vouchsafed so publicly. The decision was taken therefore to construct a special 
`Aloe-House' around the plant (the design incorporated a staircase, both to allow 
for appropriate care and to provide a viewing platform) in such a way as to 
optimise the chance of it coming to full maturity. Cowell himself recounted in The 
Curious and Profitable Gardener that in order to `confine the ambient Air from the 
Sides of the Stem, and let the Top of the Plant meet the open Air' he had: 
erected a Frame with Glass in the Front towards the South, keeping it 
open at the top till the Flower Stem grew above it, and then raised 
my Building a Story higher; and as the Plant grew taller, continued to 
raise my Fabrick, till I perceived it was at its full Height, and then 
covered it in. 35 
Moreover, once he had built this oddly shaped and rudimentary greenhouse to 
magnify the effects of the sun, Cowell also prepared to simulate for his agave - in 
which `John Sargeant, Surgeon in Charles-Street, Covent-Garden' would demonstrate his `Figures 
of ARTIFICIAL ANATOMY, In Colour'd Wax' (Daily Journal, 2 July 1729). 
3a See the advertisement in The Daily Post, 13 August 1729. For Richard Bradley's accounts of 
Cereur hexagonus and Agave americana see his The History of Succulent Plants Containing the Aloes, Ficoid's 
(or Fig Maggolds) Torch-Thistles, Melon-Thistles, and Such Others as Are Not Capable of an Hortet-Siccus, 5 
vols (London: Richard Bradley & William Mears, 1716-27), I, 1-2, II (1717), 1-2. 
35 Cowell, II, 16. Cowell could not have added the roof until late in 1729, the writer of A True 
Account of the Aloe Americana (published in October of that year) noting that `he has not yet 
covered the Building at all' (p. 37). 
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a chilly field north-east of London - the climactic conditions of a central American 
winter. A True Account of the Aloe Americana reported in autumn 1729 that 
he is preparing Stoves in the Outside of his Turret, for keeping slow 
and soft Fires at proper Distance from the Plant, which by Pipes 
regularly plac'd for that Purpose, shall convey a due Proportion of 
Heat for Supply of the Plant, and suitable to the Climate from 
whence it may be supposed to come. 36 
Even for a well-established gardener like John Cowell, the outlay demanded by this 
remarkable exotic must have been onerous and unexpected - whether in terms of 
time, labour, glass, timber, pipes, or fuel. There can be little doubt then that in his 
own mind the great aloe was gradually becoming less prize-worthy as an 
`extraordinary Work of Nature', more valuable as a potentially profitable piece of 
property. 
If this was the case, it should not be allowed to diminish too far the 
perceived extent of Cowell's own scientific curiosity in the agave. As The Curious 
and Profitable Gardener demonstrates (or at least purports to), Cowell had diligently 
noted down the dates when significant new growth appeared (the first `certain 
Mark of flowering [... ] was observ'd on the 8th of June'); the incredible rate at 
which the main stem shot up ('about seven Inches taller every Day at first, and 
afterwards about five or six Inches in a Day'); the number of blossom buds evident 
at different stages of its development (up to `three thousand three hundred' by the 
time it was ready to bloom); and - once they had opened - the dimensions and 
structure of the flowers, and the smell and taste of their nectar (`a near Tea- 
16 True Account, pp. 37-38. 
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spoonful of sweet juice, like Honey' being deposited in each one) 37 Yet inevitably 
his focus was being torn, tugged apart between the demand for botanical 
detachment and the lure of financial gain afforded by the crowds who jostled each 
other for the right to share with him in the wonder of his mighty plant. By the 
first week in September (Cowell would later claim) the sixpenny entrance-fee 
policy was offering the nurseryman `the fairest Prospect of possessing an easy 
Fortune for my Life, from the vast Concourse of People that daily resorted to my 
House'. 38 If the methodical procedures of anatomical inspection strove to render 
them more familiar (by producing botanical understanding), Cowell's rarities were 
at the same time being reclassified as truly exotic: refigured as spectacle, the torch- 
thistle and American aloe had become scientific specimens turned London show. 
As such they were bound to arouse the envy of those who quite literally lusted 
after a piece of the action; and before too long another sort of news was to 
emanate from the Ivy House, happenings which - as The Daily Journal 
enthusiastically scandalised - seemed `not to be a Work of Nature, but grosly 
unnatural, and, as we think, a little inhuman, as tending to the Ruin and Undoing 
of an innocent Man, without the least Provocation whatsoever'. 39 
At around seven o'clock on the evening of Friday 5 September 1729, the 
Journal reported, `3 Gentlemen, or Persons appearing as such, came to Mr. Cowell's 
Garden, and demanded to see the Plants'. 40 Two of these dissembling fellows 
37 Cowell, II, 9-10. Leapman (pp. 194-202) succinctly summarises Cowell's account of the great 
aloe. 
38 Cowell, II, 30. 
39 Daiy Journal, 8 September 1729. 
40 Daily Journal, 8 September 1729. 
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coughed up `the usual Price at their going in, being 6d. each, but the third declin'd 
paying at his Entrance, saying he would pay when he came down again' from the 
aloe house. 41 What followed surely surprised astute readers of the paper rather less 
than it had done poor John Cowell and his faithful manservant: 
Upon this, Mr. Cowell's Servant let them go peaceably up Stairs [... ] 
When they came up, they began to lay Hands on the Blossom 
Branches, to pull them off, and one took hold of the Body of the 
Plant, and endeavoured to break it down. The Servant civilly desired 
them not to abuse the Plant, which would be a great Injury to his 
Master; but they continu'd to shake and abuse the Plant, and actually 
pulled off two of the Side Blossom Buds, upon which the Servant 
call'd Mr. Cowell. 
When Mr. Cowell came, he civilly required them to come down, 
which they refused, and swearing at and cursing Mr. Cowell, told 
him, they would break the Alloes down; and keeping Possession of 
the Top of the Stair-Case, abused, kick'd, and bruised the poor Man 
in a barbarous Manner, and one of them drawing his Sword, 
wounded Mr. Cowell in the Neck, and driving him and his Man 
before them, they at length came down, and would have gone away; 
but Mr. Cowell's Friends having fetch'd a Constable, they were 
obliged to tell their Names, and we hear they are bound over to 
answer it at the next Quarter Session. 42 
If the perpetrators of this vicious attack were reluctantly `obliged to tell their 
Names' to the parish constable, they were not to be published here; and neither 
The Daily Journal nor Cowell himself (who later deposed his own similarly indignant 
version of the proceedings) opted to elaborate too far upon their identities. 
Perhaps this had been simply an arbitrary act of mindless vandalism (as the 
newspaper insinuated), or else the result of an unexplained personal vendetta; 
alternatively it may have been an attempt to avenge the lost trade of a rival 
impresario (Cowell himself suggestively put the incident down to `pure Ill-nature'), 43 
41 Daily Journal, 8 September 1729. 
42 Daily Journal, 8 September 1729. 
43 Cowell, II, 32. 
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The consequences certainly seem to have been serious: the nurseryman's stab- 
wounds required him to be `under the Surgeon's hands many Weeks', whilst - as 
he was eager `to inform the World' - he had `prosecuted the Persons that 
committed the Riot', seeing to it that they had `paid pretty well for that' 44 Cowell's 
aloe house meanwhile needed to be renovated and further secured, the staircase 
being `so altered [... ] that whoever would offer any Injury to the Plants, cannot 
now reach 'em'. 45 
However the immediate consequences of this `barbarous' incident affected 
Cowell and his garden, perhaps the most compelling feature of the episode is the 
manner in which the unexpected violence that exploded there was reported, both 
in the Journal and in The Curious and Profitable Gardener. Factually and tonally the 
two accounts are markedly consonant (although Cowell could permit himself a 
little more room for outraged pontification), whilst both invoke accepted codes of 
politeness and gentility in order to condition the reader's response to the terrible 
scene. If the social spaces contained within the nursery's walls are structured 
according to principles of erudition and courtesy - the sort of scholarly sociability 
they have been ascribed above - then any disruption enacted within them 
presumably involves the negation of those rules. Significantly, of course, we are 
told that one of the offenders refused to pay the stipulated admission charge 
(thereby not only foreshortening the day's takings but also bypassing a key 
regulatory measure intended to keep ne'er-do-wells away); but all three are found 
44 Cowell, II, 31,32. Blanche Henrey mistakenly conjectured that Cowell died as a consequence 
of his injuries: see Henrey, II, 336. 
45 Daily Journal, 8 September 1729. 
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guilty of subverting accepted conventions of dress in order to impose upon 
Cowell's honestly attired servant. Into a place where empirical rigour had 
habituated observers to accept appearances at face value marched those `3 
Gentlemen, or Persons appearing as such' (in Cowell's words `three Men, habited 
like Gentlemen'), deceiving the assembled crowd via the appropriation of clothes 
which did not really fit. 46 Only when it was too late did the onlookers remember 
how slippery and easily cashiered are the outward signifiers of a gentleman, how 
behaviour denotes far more reliably both character and the intentions of the heart 
(in this case exhibiting those which `One might have expected [... ] from a Mad- 
man'). 47 
Throughout the two accounts the illogical and crazed actions of the rioters 
(they meaninglessly `abuse the Plant', and foully contemn the respectable Mr 
Cowell) are contrasted with the reasonableness of the gardener and his man, who 
at first futilely address the hooligans `civilly' (the dutiful servant is of course chiefly 
anxious that they will do `a great Injury to his Master'), but are eventually forced to 
back down in the shocking recognition that normal patterns of communication 
and deportment have been transgressed. Instantly ruptured, the atmosphere of 
decent curiosity which Cowell had worked so hard to cultivate amongst his paying 
guests would prove difficult to recover; and he was to suffer thereafter from both 
reduced revenue and the reticence of the `noble Company' which had formerly 
streamed through his gates: 
46 Cowell, II, 30. 
47 Cowell, II, 32. On the decreasing reliability of dress as an index of social distinction during the 
eighteenth century see Langford, `Manners', pp. 281-316 (esp. pp. 302-08). 
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The Violence I had receiv'd, occasion'd all the good Company that 
were ready to see my Curiosities, to leave my Garden; to the great 
Loss, not only of the Money I might have ' gain'd, but, I fear, that 
noble Company might be disobliged. I am the more particular in 
this Account, that I may have an Opportunity of acquainting that 
worthy Assembly thoroughly of the Case. 48 
The Daily Journal had recounted in particular that on the evening of the fracas 
`several Persons of Quality, in 4 or 5 Coaches, were just then come to see the 
Blooming of the Cereus, who seeing the Tumult, went away again' 49 Rather 
belatedly it seems, when Cowell finally issued his own version of proceedings it 
was in the hope that he could attract them back to the Ivy House, and thereby 
reconstitute his nursery as a genteel resort for people of education and fashion. 
Trade and learning, arguably the twin pillars of Britain's commercial 
revolution, had been brought together in John Cowell's garden only to be roundly 
insulted, up-ended, and perhaps (in this instance) irrevocably impeded. 50 In The 
Curious and Profitable Gardener, the writer concludes his remarks upon the `Aloe 
Americana' with a series of moral reflections upon the men who so rudely 
confronted him that September night. Following the attack the nurseryman had 
been horrified both to learn that one of the intruders was in the running to 
become a local `Commission of the Peace', and to have found himself nefariously 
advised against prosecution lest the same man manipulated his juridical influence 
to procure (in Cowell's words) `an occasion of destroying my Aloe, and ruining my 
House'. " In the event his proposed appointment to the bench seems not to have 
41 Cowell, II, 31. 
49 Daiy Journal, 8 September 1729. 
so On this Defoeian construction identified by Larry Stewart see below, chapter three, pp. 207-08. 
51 Cowell, II, 31. 
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been made, the wronged party gladly noting (in a book dedicated, it should be 
remembered, to the Prime Minister's wife) how "tis our Happiness, that the 
Government has so much Wisdom as not to admit of such base, ungenerous 
People, to be the Distributors of their Justice'. 52 Following on from this patriotic 
acknowledgement, Cowell proceeds to pose a number of rhetorical questions or 
further `Sentiments to be consider'd by the true Gentlemen', which are as revealing 
about his attitudes towards himself and his nursery as they are about his 
antagonists. 53 The aggressors are `malicious', `Villainous', `Cowardly', men who 
`clandestinely endeavour to destroy the Goods of a Man who has got them 
honestly' ('do not such Actions carry the face of Folly with them [... ] to insult a 
Man in his own House, whom they never had seen before? '); whilst Cowell 
exonerates his own actions as those of one who has `shew'd himself with Good- 
nature to all Mankind', a fair-minded tradesman and generous benefactor of the 
curious. 54 At the same time, the unwarranted assault of his defenceless agave is 
described as a despicable `attempt to destroy a Man's Estate', accentuating once 
more Cowell's burgeoning tendency to imagine both the exotic specimen and his 
reputation as its cultivator-proprietor to be investments that could feasibly secure 
his family's financial future. 55 
*** 
52 Cowell, II, 31-32. 
53 Cowell, II, 32. 
54 Cowell, II, 32. 
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Blossom and Bloom 
The burly-burly at the Ivy House surely imposed a welcome diversion upon 
The Daily journals coverage of the agave's otherwise pedestrian (if ultimately 
spectacular) botanical journey from blossom bud to flower petal. Finally, on 23 
September 1729, and after much circumlocutory preamble (not to mention an 
estimated `seventy-two Years' that the plant had spent dormant in London 
gardens), the paper informed its readers56 
that the said Aloe is not only growing and shooting out its Branches 
as before, but that it has actually begun to blow; that several of its 
Blossom Buds are fairly and fully opened and spread out; that the 
Epices which usually come out with such Flowers, are fully shot out, 
being near two Inches beyond the Leaves of the Flower, and that 
more Flowers begin to open every Day. 57 
In the hands of the journalist the climactic flowering of Cowell's exotic plant 
becomes all the more dramatic, its gradual metamorphosis made even more 
wonderful following the long, pregnant pause of expectation that preceded it. 
Shored up by the weighty opinions of knowledgeable `Gentlemen', the event also 
conveniently bore out one of the more singular claims that had attended the plant's 
progress: 
We are the willinger to acquaint the World with this Piece of News, 
because the Expectations of the Curious Part of Mankind have long 
been kept in Suspence, upon the frequent Accounts of its growing, 
but with some little Doubt whether it would have Strength to put 
forth its Flower [... ] The Gentlemen who have seen this Part which 
is thus blown out, express'd themselves as extremely well satisfied 
with the Curiosity of it, assuring us, that they believe the like has not 
been seen in this Part of the World; so that it now appears that what 
55 Cowell, II, 32. 
56 Cowell, II, 14. Cowell's estimate of the agave's age is certainly plausible: whilst the species 
flowers after about ten years in its native central American habitat, the process regularly takes 
sixty years or longer in colder climates. 
57 Daly Journal, 23 September 1729. 
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we have formerly published of the Rarity of this Plant, has not been 
without Ground. 58 
For a flower (however unusual) to remain newsworthy, the elements of sustained 
narrative interest ('the Expectations of the Curious Part of Mankind have long 
been kept in Suspence) and horticultural uniqueness ('the like has not been seen in 
this Part of the World') needed to be enlisted in order to justify editorial policy 
(`what we have formerly published of the Rarity of this Plant, has not been without 
Ground'). Indeed, The Daily Journal was aggressively committed to holding the 
`Ground' from which it made its frequent assertions about the age, `Rarity', and 
beauty of the flowering aloe: four days later it denied strenuously a counter-claim 
that other examples of Agave americana had bloomed in London within living 
memory. Relying as ever on scientific judgements made by predictably anonymous 
persons `of Quality' (several of whom seemingly had visited Cowell's garden at 
least once more since 23 September) the journal assured readers that 
These Gentlemen upon this Occasion saw the Blossoms which were 
open to their great Surprize; and one Noble Person in particular 
declared, That it was [... ] quite differing from, and every Way finer 
than those which, as Mr. Bradley relates, blossom'd in the Royal 
Gardens of Hampton-Court, in the Year 1714; and than another 
which blowed in the late Duke of Buckinghamshire's Garden near 
the Park, in 1715, that Person having it seem'd seen them all, or had 
very accurate Descriptions of them. 59 
It is at this point that the putative objectivity of The Daily Journal must be 
weighed in the balance. As the fame of his nursery grew, Cowell had of course 
been trying to flog copies of Richard Bradley's History of Succulent Plants, the second 
`decade' of which depicted the `Aloe Americana' or `Common American ALOE', 
58 Daiy Journal, 23 September 1729. 
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and referred to those the writer had seen in bloom some fifteen years earlier both 
in the grounds of Hampton-Court and in those of the recently constructed 
Buckingham House G0 Given that Bradley had also pronounced this plant to be 
`more common in our English Gardens than any other [Aloe]', it was vital for the 
Journals continuing pretensions to natural philosophical veracity that the Hoxton 
rarity was shown not to be the same species - after all it had declared from the 
very start that a flowering example had never `been seen in Europe in the Memory 
of Man'. 61 By belligerently inserting in its report the `particular' declaration of a 
`Noble Person' - who argued that the agave was both `quite differing from' and 
aesthetically superior to (in `every Way finer than') Bradley's distressingly 
`Common' American aloe - the paper was subordinating the forthright and open 
principles that underpinned experimental natural philosophy (and its technologies 
of description) beneath the private, financial demands of maintaining a fickle 
readership. In the long-term such a position would have been impossible to 
sustain: little more than six months later John Cowell himself was to identify his 
plant as the `great American Aloe of R[chard] B[radley] Dec[ade] 1I. p. 1', conceding 
both that it `has been of a long Date known in Englanif (having been introduced by 
Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir Henry Carew around the turn of the seventeenth 
century), and that it had blossomed in the Lambeth grounds of Antony Vesprit or 
`Versprit' (fl, 1690s) `in the Reign of King EVillzam III', as well as in the two stately 
59 Daily Journal, 27 September 1729. 
60 Bradley, Siiccwlent Plants, II, 1-2. Quite how this direct contest with Bradley's account of the 
aloe came about is unclear. It seems equally possible either that third parties were already 
comparing the actual plant with the plate and description in the History,, or that Bradley had 
publicly made the connection in person (he was after all familiar with Cowell's nursery: see above, 
n. 11). 
61 Bradley, Succulent Plants, II, 1. 
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gardens cited by Bradley during the mid-1710s. 62 Quite, why Cowell had modified 
his botanical opinion between September 1729 and May 1730 is not known 
(although it is perfectly possible that he never concurred personally with The Daily 
Journals stance on the issue); but what mattered to the newspaper's backers for the 
present time was that they reaffirmed a public perception that this was in all senses 
a wonderfully new type of horticultural occurrence. Not simply a matter of 
scientific interest, more than a freak of nature to be exhibited to credulous paying 
guests, the great American aloe of John Cowell had become a lucrative media 
event, reconfigured as a commodity for which an appetite had been provoked and 
was now to be sustained. Having long tantalised readers with a trickle of 
information, a flood of information and representations could now be strategically 
precipitated -- not merely to replenish the organs of natural knowledge, but also to 
saturate the greedy pockets of the nurseryman and his publicists. 
Inevitably at some point even the `Curious Part of Mankind' would have 
their fill of such things. It was vital for The Daily Journal to make good its 
reporters' investment of column inches at the right time; so not surprisingly, when 
A True Account of the Aloe Americana or African, which is now in Blossom in Mr. Cowell's 
Garden at Hoxton hit the bookstalls in October 1729, the imprimatur revealed two 
of the three men behind the venture - T. Warner and Henry Whitridge (the third 
was Cowell himself) - to be amongst the newspaper's four publishers 63 A fifty- 
62 Cowell, I, 1,2,5. Cowell reports that Vesprit's agave was not allowed to flower fully: `either 
through the Fault of the Workmen, or the extraordinary high Winds which follow'd, the Glass 
Case [built around the plant] was blown down, and the Flowering-Stem of the Plant broken from 
the Root' (I, 5). 
63 See True Account, title-page. For the exact publication date and sale price see The Monthly 
Chronicle, for the Year MDCCXXIX. With Compleat Indexes to the Chronicle, and to the Books Published 
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page octavo marked up at one shilling and six, A True Account was the ideal 
product to market both to visitors who came to admire the agave at the Ivy House, 
and to those who had followed the blossoming of the nursery's exotic charges in 
the press: readers could use the text variously to inform and particularise their own 
observations, to refer to their minds at a later date the specimen as they had seen it 
in Hoxton, or to imagine for themselves a plant which they had never actually 
encountered. Inevitably such a pamphlet was a product with a limited shelflife, 
and the whole venture seems to have been a temporary marriage of commercial 
convenience -- it certainly would be unwise to assert too confidently Cowell's 
endorsement of A True Account. On the one hand its penman obviously had the 
ear of the nurseryman and had clearly examined the plant at first-hand (or else had 
an incredibly well-informed source): the text explicitly claims as much, and it is 
difficult to see how it could have been compiled otherwise. The observations 
concerning the aloe and its cultivation one can therefore assume to be reasonably 
accurate, perhaps even supplied by Cowell himself; and undoubtedly (if in 
retrospect ironically) he would also have concurred with its opening assurances 
`that this extraordinary Appearance [the aloe] is not a pretended Wonder, or a 
Thing bluster'd into the World by a Flourish of Words, to raise the Expectations 
of the People, in order to excite their Curiosity at the Expence of their Pockets'. 64 
Yet at the same time, it is worth remarking that whilst A True Account insistently 
revived some of the themes which had so animated the earlier newspaper reports, 
During that Year (London: J. Wilford, A. Ward, T. Wotton, J. Clarke, & T. Astley, [1730)), p. 226. 
A True Account tellingly reproduces a couple of the orthographical tics propounded by The Daily 
Journal the frequent use of the plural form `the Aloe' to refer to Cowell's plant; and the 
description of John Sheffield as `the Duke of Buckinghamshire' (p. 8) rather than (more properly) 
the Duke of Buckingham. 
64 True Account, p. 1. 
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they included those which The Curious and Profitable Gardener was itself unflinchingly 
to contradict when it was published six months later - not least amongst them 
being The Daily journals favourite claim about the `ALOE now in Bloom at Hoxton, 
in the Garden of Mr. Cowell, that `never any one of this Kind blossom'd in this 
Nation before'. 65 
In order to sustain this line, A True Account (in the spirit of pedantry rather 
than of science) took on the method and taxonomy of Richard Bradley's History of 
Succulent Plants. The writer notes a series of rather spurious morphological 
distinctions between Cowell's exotic and Bradley's `Common American Aloe', at 
times severely questioning the judgement of a man who was by then Cambridge 
Professor of Botany -- despite the fact that he was on relatively friendly terms with 
the nurseryman under whose aegis the tract partially appeared, and whose own 
writing would treat the authority of the History with some respect (Cowell even 
listed Bradley amongst a host of worthies responsible for `the Improvement of our 
English Gardens'). 66 Perhaps most bizarrely however (and in another unprovoked 
tilt at Bradley), A True Account is keen to construct a sense of mysterious ambiguity 
around the plant's hitherto uncontested continental origin. The very title of the 
publication proclaims itself unsure as to whether its subject is the `ALOE 
Americana or Africana'; despite the fact that Cowell himself knew the exotic to have 
been brought to Hoxton by William Darby from Vesprit's garden in Lambeth, and 
65 True Account, p. 30. 
66 Cowell, I, 124. For the quibbling with Bradley see for example True Account, pp. 5,14-15,19, 
22,33. It should be noted that Richard Bradley was neither overwhelmingly popular in London's 
natural philosophical circles nor universally admired as a botanist at this time (see chapters four 
and five, below); although The History of Succulent Plants was ironically his one publication of 
lasting scientific value. 
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probably believed that it had been propagated from an offset of one of those 
imported from the Americas by Raleigh himself. 67 By ignoring such hints about 
the agave's provenance - presumably they had not been concealed by Cowell -A 
True Account exudes an air of uncertainty which (if only by creating a distraction) 
adds chimerical weight to the assertion that `such a Plant as this never blow'd in 
England before'. 68 Furthermore, the writer brazenly revises the prevailing 
consensus concerning its identity, producing yet more specious squabbles with 
Bradley's History (concerning the taste of the sap for example) in order to flesh out 
his confused 
opinion, that this is the very same kind of ALOE as that which 
grows in Arabia and Africa, nor is it unlikely to be the same which 
grows in the Island of Zoccatra [Suqutral, tho' perhaps of something a 
differing Sort 69 
Although The Daily journal did not advertise A True Account in its pages, little 
more than a week after the pamphlet's publication it did print a series of `new 
Observations' upon the great aloe, concluding that should the agave survive the 
winter and begin to produce fruit `it will surpass all the rare Exotick Plants that 
ever were kept alive in these Parts of the Worid'. 70 In the same report however, 
the journalist was also to slip in the unheralded remark that the aloe would thereby 
67 True Account, title-page; and Cowell, II, 14. Cowell reports that Vesprit's flowering aloe was 
`said to have come from one of those that were brought hither in Sir Walter Raleigh's Time' (II, 5); 
and also explained the procedure by which new plants could be produced from offsets (II, 29- 
30). 
68 True Account, p. 31 
69 True Account, p. 21. Suqutra (which now falls under Yemeni jurisdiction) lies at the eastern end 
of the Gulf of Aden. The writer (perhaps deliberately) misrepresents Bradley's observations 
about the sweet nectar of the agave's flowers, suggesting that he could not possibly be describing 
the great aloe's caustic sap (which of course he was not), and that therefore he had been dealing 
with another species altogether. 
70 Dai/y Journal, 8 November 1729. 
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exceed `the other Plants [of the same kind] which have blown in England' (hitherto 
Cowell's specimen had of course been lauded as the first to have flowered in 
Britain). 71 Had the nurseryman finally lost his patience with those who preferred 
sensationalism to science, venting his frustration upon his business partners, 
Warner and Whitridge, and extracting this telling (if slight) admission? Whatever 
the reasons for this change of tack, the episode demonstrably evidences the 
familiar tension between a journalist's taste for telling stories and the empiricist's 
insistence on the perspicuous elucidation of facts as they are. It seems unlikely 
that A True Account sold particularly well, despite the fame of the plant it described 
(only four copies are known to have survived, compared with thirty extant 
examples of The Curious and Profitable Gardener); and one wonders whether Cowell 
had reluctantly limited the circulation of a text that offered a manifestly erroneous 
and contentious commentary upon his rarities. Slowly but surely the prospect of 
can easy Fortune' was being supplanted by financial risk, botanical disputes, and 
the predatory instincts of the London press. Already Cowell had had to equip the 
Ivy House against the threat of assault; and whilst nothing so gratuitously excessive 
as the incident of 5 September was to be revisited upon the great aloe or its keeper, 
The Daily journal reported at least two more apparently random (if minor) attempts 
upon the plant's continued health during the following nine months. 72 In addition, 
the nurseryman was now increasingly convinced that he needed to protect the 
71 Daiy Journal, 8 November 1729. 
72 See Daily Journal, 23 September 1729 and 19 May 1730. The first of these told of `a Rumour or 
Report that the said Aloe had been pulled in Pieces by some malicious Persons, who env[ied] Mr. 
Cowel [sic] the happy Success of his many Years Industry'; the second that 
On Sunday last [17 May 1730], a Man well dress'd came to Mr. Cowell's at 
Hoxton, to see his great Aloe, and in a rude manner broke off three of the 
flower Clusters from one of the main Branches, but would not tell his Name or 
Place of Abode, till by Accident both were discover'd. 
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agave not simply from physical attack, but also from unlicensed appropriation and 
published misrepresentation - nor was this merely a matter of restraining over- 
eager newspaper magnates with whom he was embroiled. Clearly there remained 
within reach of his garden those who resented the stranglehold that Cowell sought 
to retain over the profitable exploitation of his horticultural success story; indeed, 
during the autumn months of 1729 they would do their best to force him to loosen 
his grip. 
It initially seems of little moment when A True Account opens with the 
apologetic (and apoplectic) direction that `MR. Cowell would not have troubled the 
World with any Preface to this Work, had it not been, that he is very Unjustly and 
Injuriously invaded in his Property on this extraordinary Occasion. '73 The 
preface's heated language echoes that of the report printed in The Daily journal 
during the previous month (which had opined that the `abuse' of the agave 
`tend[ed] to the Ruin and Undoing of an innocent Man', and recorded the 
manservant's fear that the robbers would do `a great Injury to his Master'); the 
natural expectation of the reader is that there will ensue a renewed diatribe directed 
against the nursery-garden delinquents. Yet it quickly transpires that the injustice 
to which this later text refers is of a rather different nature: the `extraordinary 
Occasion' of which A True Account complains is in fact an instance of canny 
opportunism on the part of `a certain Engraver, who has taken a private and 
imperfect Sketch of this curious Plant, and presented a Print of it to the World'. 74 
Although the `Engraver' in question was known well enough to be Elisha Kirkall 
73 True Account, `Preface'. 
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(c. 1682-1742), he remains assuredly anonymous within A True Account, the writer 
perhaps being wary both of implying that Cowell himself was capable of a similarly 
ungentlemanly action (in this instance by naming and shaming the malefactor in 
public), and of suggesting that readers might want to make their way to the shop in 
Wine Office Court where Kirkall was vending his `Lively Representation of the 
Great American Aloe, now in Blossom at Hoxton, curiously engraven on Copper, 
and printed on a large Sheet of Paper in its natural Colour'. 75 Far from being 
pressed into another courageous defence of the plant itself, Cowell now found 
himself called into a contest about the representation of his agave; it was the 
nurseryman's intellectual `Property' which had been heartlessly compromised by 
this unwarranted publication, the image rights (to commandeer another legal 
concept of late modernity) for the vegetative rarities he had lavishly reared that 
were so brutally assailed. 
Presumably (unlike his physically recalcitrant forbear) Elisha Kirkall had 
paid the requisite sixpence to get into the Ivy House. Whether or not he had 
concealed his commercial intentions from Cowell, it seems likely that he took his 
sketch of the plant quite openly whilst he was there. Four or five weeks before the 
plates of The Great American Aloe went on sale, The Daily journal professed that 'we 
hear some Artists have been at Work to take a Draught of [the agave], in order to 
have it engrav'd at its full Growth'; and Kirkall may well have numbered amongst 
74 True Account, `Preface'. 
75 See Monthly Chronicle, for [1729], p. 206. This was one of at least two longer titles used for the 
engraving in advertisements, although the plate itself simply bears the words 'The Great 
American Aloe'. There is a copy (apparently unique) in the Natural History Museum's Botany 
Library Collections (see the folio compilation `Aloe Americana', 582.4pl74. KIR. F, fol. 2). 
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them. 76 The trade in printed images of flowers, trees, and shrubs is almost as old 
as the press itself, and Kirkall would have been more than aware that a plate of 
Cowell's exotic would find a ready market amongst attentive natural philosophers 
and gentlemen collectors of herbals and fine botanical engravings, as well as those 
whose interest in the agave barely extended (if at all) beyond the fact that it was 
currently one of the more voguish curiosities to be seen in London. 77 Indeed 
throughout his career Elisha Kirkall had proved himself to be a pretty astute 
businessman, becoming one of the most successful practitioners of his trade. An 
innovative artisan, he had invented a method for relief-cutting capitals, headpieces, 
and tailpieces out of the same metal that was used to cast type (thus lucratively 
facilitating an easier, cheaper integration of image and text upon the printed page); 
and had also developed a signature chiaroscuro technique which he deployed to great 
advantage, apparently netting almost £1000 in 1727 for a series of mezzotints 
depicting sea-scapes painted by Willem van de Velde the younger (1633-1707). 78 
Kirkall was moreover an accomplished and sought-after engraver of illustrations 
for books, having a diverse range of credits in his portfolio from Pope's Iliad 
(1715-20) to Richard Bradley's Gentleman and Gardener's Kalendar (1718); and by the 
late 1720s he found himself increasingly commissioned to work on some of the 
most lavish contemporary botanical publications, becoming involved with both 
John Martyn's Historia Plantarum Ranorum (1728) and the Society of Gardener's 
ambitious Catalogue Plantarum (1730) (the latter project being in progress at this 
76 Daiy Journal, 26 August 1729. 
77 For an account of early illustrated herbals (printed in Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries) see Henrey, I, 5-54. 
78 See the brief biographical notes on Kirkall left by George Vertue in his manuscript notebooks, 
transcribed in Vertue Note Books: Volume III, cd. by G. Strangeways, A. Esdaile, and H. Hake, 
Walpole Society Papers, 22 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1934), pp. 6,113. 
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very time). In other words, John Cowell found himself confronted by a 
sophisticated operator; and if his instinctive reaction was not quite to play dirty, he 
and his supporters did set out at least to match Kirkall's alleged underhandedness. 
As The Daily Journals report of 26 August had spelt out, the `Artists [... ] at 
Work' in the Ivy House gardens were engaged in the preparatory stages of creating 
sketches that would later become the templates from which the aloe could be 
`engrav'd at its full Growth'. Given that the horticulturally minded public had 
been cajoled into daily anticipating the plant's unique flowering, it follows that it 
would have been commercially ill-advised to issue either a speculative view of what 
the agave might eventually look like, or even a representation of its immature state; 
only when the aloe's petals had finally deigned to unfurl themselves in the late- 
summer sun did the rush commence to be the first to publish an anatomically 
accurate illustration (taken from the life) of Cowell's fully blooming exotic. It is 
perhaps no surprise that The Great American Aloe (see figure three) went on sale 
startlingly quickly: the Monthly Chronicle dated its issue to 29 September, although 
the signature in the bottom right-hand corner of the plate itself reads `E. Kirkall 
Fecit Sept. = 23.1729', the very day on which The Daily Journal printed its own 
written account of the flowers' grand opening. 79 Given his aptitude for his 
profession, it cannot be discounted that Kirkall finished his design within days or 
even hours of first being able to study the newly florid agave in person; but if that 
was the case, then his graver had worked so swiftly and so determinedly that it 
imputed to its master an accusation that his product was hastily conceived and 
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prematurely executed. Spurred on by Kirkall's seeming disingenuity and 
impropriety, the nurseryman apparently opted to call in his own authorised artist, 
whilst the journal (which studiously ignored The Great American Aloe altogether) 
dutifully informed its readers that 
Mr. Cowell has (we hear) employ'd a very fine Hand to draw an 
exact Draught or Picture of this extraordinary Plant, in order to have 
it curiously engrav'd, and that he purposes to present the said 
Original Picture to his Majesty, as a Rarity worthy of his Majesty's 
Observation; And he is encouraged also to have a fine Print of it 
published with all Speed. which [sic] will have sufficient Marks upon 
it, to distinguish it from any Counterfeit and Cursory Draught, 
which may be taken upon a Transient View of the Plant, before it 
was come to its full Growth. 80 
Bearing in mind the mutual interest in the aloe which Cowell and the 
proprietors of The Daily Journal shared at this time, it is difficult to discern 
(amongst the range of possible motives and progenitors) precisely why or where 
this report originated. The article printed a month earlier that had described the 
initial congregation of `. Artists' at the Ivy House dropped no hint that this assembly 
might in some way constitute a transgressive abrogation of another's property - if 
anything the fact that the soon-to-bloom exotic was garnering such attention was 
presented as confirmation that Cowell's expectations of wealth and the 
newspaper's rhapsodic excitement were both entirely reasonable responses to the 
phenomenon. Yet once the publication of Kirkall's plate was all but effected, the 
engraver's intervention no longer served such a desirable function: suddenly he 
seemed likely to rob both the nurseryman and his then business partners of 
79 Monthly Chronicle, for [1729], p. 206. The earliest newspaper advertisement that I have been able 
to locate for the plate was printed in The Country Journal; or, The Craftsman, 11 October 1729. 
80 Daily Journal, 27 September 1729. 
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potential profits, making good on the labour of others who had nursed not only 
the agave but an eager marketplace as well. The Great American Aloe was a threat 
which needed to be neutered, and the Journals immediate reaction was to find 
Kirkall guilty of unprofessionally issuing a rather `Cursory Draught' of the rarity, 
having relied upon `a Transient View of the Plant' that was unrepentantly stolen 
`before it was come to its full Growth'. 81 The writer implies moreover that Kirkall 
should be classed a `very fine Hand' no more than his engraving can be thought a 
particularly `fine Print'; the furtive, quasi-criminal appropriation of the great aloe is 
contrasted strikingly with the nurseryman's commitment to observing the decent 
protocol of polite sociability. Whereas Kirkall's image (and his entitlement to 
publish it) is to be designated `Counterfeit', Cowell's will be `exact'; where the one 
is about to dupe trusting buyers with a sham product, the other has commissioned 
an artefact ready to satisfy the scrutiny of a king. 
*** 
Wilt and Wither 
It would be in the preface to A True Account of the Aloe Americana that Elisha 
Kirkall was most severely denigrated. Matching the tenor of The Daily journal, the 
writer justifies his injunction that The Great American Aloe is `but a Sketch or 
imperfect Draught' on the relatively reasonable grounds that `the Work of Nature 
itself is not yet perfected or finished, and a perfect Plan can never be taken from 
81 Whilst The Daily journal does not name Kirkall, the paper's target seems obvious. 
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an imperfect Fabrick, so that, at best, it is, as a Spurious so an Unfinish'd Work'. 82 
Yet thereafter the engraving becomes of lesser import within the text, the bulk of 
the calumny being reserved for the character of its creator. Kirkall's actions are 
not only `Injurious and Unjust' but even, `as Mr. Cowell thinks, Unchristian'. 83 
Morally corrupt, the engraver has impeded the fruition of God's blessing, 
interrupting the beneficence of an event that the nurseryman had interpreted to be 
`a singular Gift of Heaven, sent for his Relief in the Midst of his Disasters'. 84 
Cowell had become mired in debt, and the opportunity to profit from his 
American aloe emerged as a lifeline, its utterly unforeseen flowering seeming to be 
supernaturally inspired; prompted to gratitude, he had sought to fulfil the 
responsibilities of stewardship with becoming scrupulousness: 
Accordingly, that he might shew his Sense of the Bounty of Heaven, 
and act as became an Honest Man, on the Occasion of so merciful a 
Providence, he had, with the utmost Integrity, applied the first 
Profits of this great Gift, to discharge honestly those Incumbrances 
which were upon him; and resolved to continue doing so, 'till he had 
fully paid every Man his Due; reserving the Supply of himself and 
Family 'till last. 85 
The familiar tropes of religious diligence and righteous industry here find their 
conjunction in the figure of the `Honest Man'. Viewed from the perspective of 
`Providence', Cowell has been blessed with the aloe not only as a material object 
per se, but also as one that can be repeatedly represented, reproduced, and retailed. 
Moreover, he fully intended to redeem `the Bounty of Heaven' - not only by 
charging visitors to examine the agave in its fleshly reality, but also through selling 
descriptions of it in the forms of texts and pictures. 
82 True Account, Preface'. 
83 True Account, `Preface'. 
84 True Account, `Pre face'. 
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Within the framework of such plans, Elisha Kirkall figures as intruder and 
thief, relieving Cowell of his divinely bequeathed endowment, feloniously arresting 
the execution of his Christian vocation: 
In the Middle of this particular Conduct of Mr. Cowell, for the Truth 
whereof he appeals to the Persons concern'd, who, he doubts not, 
will testify the same in his Behalf, comes this Engraver, and to take 
the Means out of his Hands for finishing his Honest and Upright 
Design, has, as is said above, clandestinely taken and published this 
imperfect Print. 86 
Whether the `Honest and Upright Design' here associated with the nurseryman 
refers to the `particular Conduct' he has demonstrated in discharging the 
`Incumbrances' imposed by creditors, or to the authorised `Print' of the aloe that 
he now intended for the press, is conveniently unclear (perhaps deliberately 
ambiguous). No such uncertainty is allowed to obtain to the depiction of Kirkall's 
actions. Having `clandestinely taken' a sketch of the rarity (albeit via his own 
labour of drawing), the artist has commodified this image using the engraver's 
plate and printing press, before publishing it for sale in a way that will necessarily 
curtail the profits otherwise likely to accrue to the gardener by similar means. In 
doing so Kirkall is more or less convicted by the writer of purloining a tangible 
article from Cowell's possession. As the agave's diligent guardian and lawful 
owner, Cowell believed himself the proprietor not just of the exotic curiosity but 
also of the right to its depiction - and thus the true title-holder over any streams of 
revenue that could be legally generated therefrom. Kirkall therefore was to be 
found guilty of trespassing upon and appropriating to himself another man's 
85 True Account, `Preface'. 
86 True Account, `Pre face'. 
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property - albeit that its parameters were as much intellectual as they were 
physical. 
The argument deployed in the `Preface' to A True Account of the Aloe 
Americana demonstrates how discourses of natural knowledge and genteel 
sociability conventionally closed ranks within and upon the spaces of the nursery- 
garden. An attack initially predicated on the botanical imperfections of a drawing 
unhesitatingly merges with an outright assault on Kirkall's failure to display the 
behaviour required from a Christian; and although the writer ultimately uncovers 
much less to condemn in the engraving than in the means of its production, his 
target is denigrated equally as a bad scientist and an unworthy gentleman. Yet for 
all the lather worked up about the plate's `Cursory' reflection of the plant itself, the 
`imperfect' delineation of its flowers, The Great American Aloe is really rather 
accomplished (no great surprise given its creator's prowess amongst engravers): a 
large, clearly etched mezzotint, it presents a roughly proportionate and well 
composed view of the Agave Americana and Circus hexagonus, inset with precisely 
realised anatomical sections of the former (`A Fruit divided lengthwise; `A Bud of 
it's Natural Bigness'; two `seeds'). 87 It is in fact an additional detail which appears 
most to have offended the decorous sensibilities and commercial intentions of 
Cowell and his anonymous supporter, one which speaks not to the issue of natural 
philosophical accuracy, but to the processes of publication and the technologies of 
patronage. 
87 The surviving example of The Great American Aloe measures approximately 13 x 24 inches. 
Whilst the twenty-feet aloe and eight-feet cereus are shown approximately in scale with each 
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In the top right-hand corner of the engraving - its prominence assured by 
the conspicuous lack of symmetry that Kirkall has afforded it - is the newly 
registered crest of the Sloane family; inscribed beneath reads the legend, `To S .v 
Hans Sloane Bar. t President of the Colledge of Physicians and of the Royal Society; 
and first Physician to his Majesty this Plate is humbly dedicated by E. Kirkall'. 88 
An instance of seemingly innocuous obsequiousness, it transpires that this 
insertion nevertheless could be read as a social violation of the greatest severity, an 
affray from which the counter-offensive launched by A True Account did not hold 
back. Not only had Kirkall implicated a noble defender of truth and knowledge as 
accomplice to his own misdemeanours, but his very forwardness had inevitably 
harmed Cowell's own chances of profiting from Sloane's visible propensity for 
`countenancing' and `encouraging' such endeavours: 
Mr. Cowell believes Sir Hans Sloane, whose Goodness he [Kirkall] has 
abused, in putting his Name at the Front of his Print, whether with 
his Consent or not, would be very far from countenancing or 
encouraging such an Action, especially on a poor Man who had never 
injured or offended him; and it is for the Information and 
Satisfaction of that worthy and honourable Gentleman, as well as for 
Undeceiving the World, that this Preface is prefixed. 89 
Sloane - his `Goodness' shining through as he fulfils his roles as scholar, virtuoso, 
baronet, protector - perfectly and necessarily comprehends the niceties regulating 
intellectual capital, the honesty underscoring gentlemanly business transactions. 
Had he indeed expressed `Consent' for Kirkall's dedication it would only have 
other (once perspective is taken into account), the presence of proportionately small shrubs or 
trees in the background undoubtedly exaggerates the size of both. 
88 Sir Hans and his brother William Sloane registered their insignia with the Royal College of 
Arms in 1726: see Arthur MacGregor, `T'he We, Character and Career of Sir Hans Sloane', in Sir 
Hans Sloane: Collector, Scientist, Antiquary Founding Father of the British Museum, ed. by MacGregor 
(London: British Museum Press, 1994), pp. 11-45 (p. 18). 
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heightened the sense of trust that his exuberant nature might be inclined to 
misplace in such circumstances. The engraver on the other hand has played the 
deceiver: not only has he wronged the efforts of `a poor man', but less forgivably he 
has offended the principles of deferential openness that structure the spaces of the 
nursery-garden and its representations, in which science and sociability otherwise 
interact so productively. In the processes of stealing and printing a quick sketch 
from a Hoxton nursery, Kirkall has conned Cowell, imposed dangerously upon Sir 
Hans, and abused the hallowed conventions that govern polite society; even if 
somewhat troublingly he had also produced an item of value in its quest towards 
enlightenment. 
Why Kirkall chose to create his engraving of The Great American Aloe in 
such a manner is not known, but it is probable that he was simply taking a 
calculated risk. The agave was (temporarily at least) a premier London attraction, 
crying out for the sort of commemoration that was perfectly embodied in the 
commodity provided by his plate: it presents itself at once as botanical study, 
decorative artwork, and fashion accessory. Its cost to the public reflects these 
attributes - at one shilling and sixpence (or two and six for the luxury edition 
`printed on large Imperial Paper'} it was financially accessible yet not universally so, 
likely to attract impulse buyers without setting itself up as a piece of disposable 
ephemera. Meanwhile, Kirkall's distribution network extended not only amongst 
`the Print-Sellers of London and Westminster', but - appropriately enough given 
his product's functions as a prompt to learning and a signifier of refined cultural 
89 True Account, `Preface'. 
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consumption - out into the University cities, via the shops of `Mr. Willmot of 
Oxford, and Mr. Thuriborne of Cambridge' 90 The fact that only one copy is 
known to have survived may well indicate that Kirkall's gamble did not pay off; 
but it cannot be taken as unchallenged evidence that The Great American Aloe was 
an unsuccessful venture. It obviously made enough of a splash to provoke a bitter 
response in some quarters; although if Kirkall was guilty of abrogating someone 
else's property, then he was himself also to become the victim of piracy. Bound 
with the British Library's copy of A True Account of the Aloe Americana is a crudely 
cut, sparsely detailed engraving (figure four) - unmistakably a plagiarised copy of 
Kirkall's publication, right down to the relative positions of the cereus and agave, 
and the inclusion of figures of `One of the Fruits' and a `Fruit divided'. 9' Perhaps 
a third of the size of its model, the print (which bears the words The Great 
American Aloe above 20 Foot high That Blossom'd in Cowell's Garden at 
Hoxton, Oct. 1729) is directed noticeably downmarket, its empty background and 
heavily incised lines aptly accompanying the price-tag of `2 pence black or 3. d 
Coloured . 92 Clearly aimed at satisfying demand amongst a different class of 
consumer (as well as usefully confirming the widespread appeal of the flowering 
exotic), the October date testifies that Kirkall's impression of Cowell's rarities was 
90 See advertisement in The Country Journal; or, The Craftsman, 11 October 1729, which was 
repeated in the following week's edition of the same paper on 18 October 1729. Notice of the 
dedication to Sir Hans Sloane was given only the second time. 
91 The positions of the two plants and of the inset details are reversed in comparison with The 
Great American Aloe, suggesting that the plate used to produce the copies was engraved using 
Kirkall's print as a model. 
92 Also annexed to the same copy of A True Account is a print entitling itself `An exact and 
genuine draught of ye TORCH THISTLE, taken by order of M., Cowel as it blow'd in his 
Garden at Hoxton'. No price or date is supplied, although the plate does carry the names of the 
engraver (`I. Mynde) and the artist (`I. OliphantD; the legitimacy of the claim to Cowell's mandate 
meanwhile would seem to be plausible if unlikely. Whilst nothing is known of the provenance of 
these engravings they could not have been issued with A Tme Account: not only would the 
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considered to be worth emulating (if not exactly imitating), despite the looming 
threat of incurring the nurseryman's intense displeasure. 
Both Elisha Kirkall and John Cowell can be thought of as self-sufficient 
businessmen who were convinced (correctly as it happens) that the commercial 
opportunities afforded by the nursery-garden ran far beyond the simple 
conveyance of seeds, saplings, or horticultural designs, and into the domain of 
crowd-pleasing spectacles and fashionable printed media. The dispute which arose 
between them was of course not at all concerned with the ethical legitimacy of 
actually engraving the agave, but rather with the question of who was entitled to 
profit from the images which this activity produced. Little evidence remains to 
indicate how Kirkall himself reacted to the whole situation, if indeed he thought 
the apoplexy of A True Account to be worth his notice; although an advertisement 
for The Great American Aloe which appeared in The London Journal in December 
1729 does seem to offer something in the way of a diplomatically sympathetic (if 
resolute) response. Following on from the familiar rehearsal of publication details 
and prices, a further sentence adds by way of explanation: 
This curious ALOE is now Blooming in Mr. COWIEL's Garden at 
Hoxton, and though above 40 Years old, did not shoot forth its Stem 
till about eleven Weeks ago, in which short Time it has marvelously 
risen to the height of above 40 Feet, and is now rewarding its 
ingenious and indefatigable Nurse (the said Mr. COWEL) by the 
numerous Resort of the Curious, who are drawn to see it by its well 
deserved Fame. 93 
preface's declamation against unlicensed engraving then ring hollow, but they are not to be found 
with any other surviving examples of the text. 
93 The Londonjournal, 13 December 1729. 
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Kirkall's timing (presuming that he paid for the notice himself, as seems likely) 
initially seems to constitute something of an apology. Printed about seven weeks 
after A True Account went on sale, these words could conceivably be read as 
providing some redress for his part in the alleged `Ruin and Undoing of an 
Innocent Man' by attempting to reinforce Cowell's reputation as a curator of 
rarities. Yet in that case there is something wrong with the chronology which the 
paragraph presents: given that the aloe had begun to `shoot forth its Stem' and 
attract `the numerous Resort of the Curious' in the mid-summer of 1729, the 
stated period of `eleven Weeks' which is judged to have elapsed would suggest that 
the act of writing this piece had occurred some time during September of that year. 
If the text for this advertisement was prepared after all to coincide with the first 
publication of The Great American Aloe (it is not clear whether or not it ran in a 
newspaper prior to December), then far from being the product of contrition or 
regret, it might better be considered as some sort of statement by Kirkall of his 
staunch position on the issue of intellectual capital. Whilst Cowell should be justly 
acknowledged as the agave's `ingenious and indefatigable Nurse', his right to profit 
from the exotic relates most obviously (if it is not explicitly confined) to the visits 
of those `who are drawn to see it by its well deserved Fame'. Though the 
nurseryman must be permitted to gain fairly from the admission fees and increased 
custom which his spectacular exotics have garnered for him, the implication of 
what remains unsaid (not to mention the plate's very publication) is that beyond the 
appropriately regulated confines of the curious sale-garden lies an open market 
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place, in which competing representations of and opinions concerning the 
American rarity can be freely discussed, contested, and traded. 94 
Amidst such a melee of copyright interests and mediated wrangling, it is no 
straightforward matter. to discriminate and interpret John Cowell's personal 
responses to the frenzied enthusiasm of The Daily journal, the vociferous 
championing of A True Account, and the unmitigated defiance of the engravers who 
so stridently undercut the value of his vegetable investment. He is at least not 
liable to be tarred with the same brush used to besmirch Kirkall, for it certainly 
cannot be said that his own interventions in the markets for books and prints were 
premature, hasty, or even timely - despite the fact that the newspapers had yet to 
forsake enlarging upon events at the Ivy House. On 24 January 1730 for example 
The Weekly journal related that 
We hear from Mr. Cowel's in Hoxton, that besides his fine Aloe and 
Torch-thistle, he has another extraordinary Curiosity in his Garden, 
which invites great numbers of People to observe it; namely the 
Holy Thorn, which blossom'd and budded on Christmas Day, and 
continues still to sprout and produce green Leaves and Flower Buds 
to the admiration of all that see it: [... ] and the Aloe is still in such a 
flourishing State, that the curious Gentlemen who daily resort to 
observe it, are of Opinion that it will ripen its Fruit in April or May 
next at farthest. 95 
The journalist picks up themes are that by now commonplace in Cowell reporting: 
the ongoing and spectacular health of the aloe; the sense that the nursery has been 
94 The issue of the copyrights obtaining to prints (as opposed to the intellectual capital arguably 
located in the subject matter of an engraving) was increasingly incendiary. In 1735 a deputation 
of professional engravers spear-headed by William Hogarth (who was enraged by the ready 
availability of pirated editions of The Harlot's Pmgress), successfully petitioned Parliament for 
greater protection - the subsequent Act granted an automatic copyright to a print's designer for 
the fourteen years immediately subsequent to its publication: see Journals of the House of Commons, 
22 (1733-37), 364-476, passim; and Timothy Clayton, The English Print 1688-1802 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1997), pp. 81-88. 
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providentially empowered to produce a succession of horticultural wonders 
(sustained here using the remarkable if familiar narrative of the `Holy Thorn' of 
Glastonbury, which true to the mythological prognosis had conveniently 
`blossom'd and budded on Christmas Day'); the unswerving attentions of nameless 
and unnumbered `curious Gentlemen who daily resort' to Cowell's small Hoxton 
outpost with faithful regularity. 96 Perhaps spurred on by this revival of an old 
story, about a fortnight later The Daily journal offered readers an even more 
incredible (and elsewhere unsubstantiated) account of a horticultural discovery that 
bordered on the alchemical: 
We hear from Mr. Cowel's at Hoxton of a new Scene of Vegetation, 
which surprizes even the most curious Philosophers, as it shews a 
Possibility of Plants growing and flowering without the Assistance of 
any Earth, but purely by a vegetative prepared Liquor, which brings 
great Variety of fine Flowers, and Exotick Plants to the highest 
Perfection, as appears now at Mr. Cowel's Gardens in great 
Numbers of Glass Vessels made on Purpose for this extraordinary 
Performance. 97 
Yet for all this bluster about `extraordinary' gardening 'Performance [s]' - sacred 
and profane - Cowell himself remained silent, allowing others (at times perhaps 
under duress) to promote and acclaim his rarities for him. 
At last, on 12 March 1730, an advertisement appeared in The Daily journal 
for an engraved plate, accompanied by an explanation that was attributed to the 
pen of John Cowell: 
This Day is publish'd, 
95 Weekly journah or, The British-GaZeteer, 24 January 1730. 
96 For Cowell's own account of his Glastonbury Thorn see Cowell, II, 64. On the myth of its Christmas flowering see Roy Vickery, A Dictionary of Plant Lore (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1995), pp. 182-87; and Richard Mabey, Flora Britannica (London: Sinclair-Stevenson, 1996), pp. 
214-15. 
9 Dairy journal, 9 February 1730. 
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Dedicated to bis GRACE the Duke of MONTAGUE, 
The PRINT of the Famous American ALOE, as it Blossom'd 
in Mr. COWELL's Garden at Hoxton, together with the TORCH- 
THISTLE in Flower, the ANANAS, or PINE-APPLE, with its 
Fruit; besides other surprizing Plants from the Indies; curiously 
Engraved on Copper, after an Original Painting, by a Capital Master, 
and finely Illuminated on Imperial Paper, whereby the Curious will 
see how much they have been imposed upon by many spurious 
Prints that have been abroad, which have been only taken at 
Random, and wrong Colour'd. It may be more particularly observed 
at J. Cowell's Garden in Hoxton, where the Originals may be now 
seen in a flourishing State, besides the noted Plants, called the 
Glastonbury Thorn, or Holy Thorn; and great Numbers of other 
Rarities, too tedious to enumerate. 
N. B. This is the only correct Print that is or will be published of the 
Curiosities above-mentioned. J. COWELL. 98 
Almost six months after Kirkall's Great American Aloe had provoked a flood of 
`many spurious Prints', Cowell had at least accomplished part of the plan he had 
apparently framed as a riposte. It is telling to compare the nurseryman's `PRINT 
of the Famous American ALOE' with that published by Elisha Kirkall: similarly 
made up on sheets of `Imperial Paper' (and at two shillings slightly more 
generously priced than the bigger version of the earlier image), the Cowell- 
sponsored engraving selects an equally respectable Bloomsbury gentleman as the 
subject of its dedication - Montagu was widely known as a gardener and 
philanthropist if not obviously as a man of science. 99 In addition, this authorised 
version likewise announces itself as a pictorial representation of the agave that 
shows additional plants on view at the Ivy House as well. Here Cowell trumps his 
rival, exhibiting not just the cereus but also a `PINE-APPLE, with its Fruit; besides 
other surprizing Plants from the Indies', all of them legitimately engraved after `an 
Original Painting, by a Capital Master', rather than having been `taken at Random, 
98 Datry Journal, 12 March 1730. 
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and wrong Colour'd' by those content to deceive `the Curious'. 100 Moreover, 
whilst Cowell (unlike Kirkall) did not advertise any connections with distributors 
operating beyond the City and West End, the engraving was to be available from 
`most Printsellers in London and Westminster'; with the added (and inestimable) 
advantage of also being `Sold by J. COWELL at Hoxton', where (quite naturally) 
`the Originals may now be seen in a flourishing State'. At last, paying guests to the 
nursery would be able to take home an official memento to commemorate their 
day at the aloe house, with the proprietor's determined reassurance that they were 
acquiring the genuine article: `the only correct Print that is or will be published of 
the Curiosities'. 
No copies of The Famous American Aloe have been verified as surviving. 
There is however an unique compilation of engravings, contained in a folio 
marked Aloe Americana and held at the Natural History Museum in South 
Kensington, which includes an unsigned and untitled plate that appears to date 
from the eighteenth century, and (the presence of a dedication aside) answers the 
description that Cowell had set down in The Daily Journal (see figure five). 101 Yet in 
contrast from the heavily marketed Great American Aloe, the later print seems to 
have been advertised only once, meaning all the circumstantial evidence suggests 
99 At 30 x 22 inches, `Imperial Paper' allows for a particularly grand size of printed plate. On 
Cowell's possible connections with Montagu see above, pp. 106-07. 
100 The miscolouring of the cereus flowers is the only specific feature of The Great American Aloe 
which Cowell himself felt justified in explicitly attacking (Kirkall had tinted them `all yellow' when 
in fact the petals were white with peach tips): see Cowell, II, 38. A footnote added that `The 
Right Ones [engravings] may be had of Weaver Bickerton and Richard Mountague' (the publishers of 
The Curious and Profitable Gardener) (II: 39). 
101 Untitled Engraving of Agave americana, Natural History Museum, Botany Library, 582.4p174. 
KIRF , fol. 14. My identification is further corroborated by Cowell's comment that engraved 
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that relatively few of these (admittedly fragile) artefacts were ever produced or 
sold. In truth John Cowell had missed a trick - eager to profit from the attentions 
of `the Curious', he had found it easily done to exact from them an admission 
charge to the Ivy House, far less so to benefit from some of the other potential 
money-spinners which his wonderful rarity proffered. Perhaps ultimately he was 
just too naive to realise opportunely the rapidly fluctuating capital value that was so 
fleetingly located in his fashionable commodities. If the much-vaunted official 
image arrived rather late in the day for most customers, the accompanying 
narrative text (Cowell's Curious and Profitable Gardener) did not come out until the 
very end of the London season, limping onto the bookstalls late in May 1730 when 
many of the wealthier spectators likely to spend a slow afternoon admiring the 
Hoxton succulents (and with enough spare change to afford the not insignificant 
three shillings and sixpence for the nurseryman's new book) would have passed 
out of town for the season altogether. 102 
It is in the literary structures of The Curious and Profitable Gardener that one 
can detect something of the reticence which may have deterred or at least deferred 
John Cowell's public attempts to flog his aloe for all it was worth. The principles 
of polite sociability that (as I have argued) informed the sorts of commercial, 
intellectual, and personal transactions which took place in the nursery-garden 
inevitably prompted a shying away from the more vulgar aspects of profiteering, 
next to the Agave was a variegated aloe (Cowell, II, 16). The plate, washed with watercolours, is 
possibly damaged towards the top and measures 18 x 25 inches. 
102 The Curious and Profitable Gardener was advertised at in The Daily Post, 1 June 1730, underneath 
the deceptive slogan `This Day is publish 'd; whilst the The Monthly Chronicle, May 1730, also included details of the book's publication and price (p. 104). 
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such as the coarse desire for cash. There was therefore something rather awkward 
(if in other ways obviously rewarding) about the way in which Cowell's famous 
American aloe gradually became less a specimen subjected to the anatomising glare 
of curious gentlemen, more the focal show-stopper in a garden of wonders and 
delights where onlookers paid for their entertainment. Yet whilst the nurseryman 
felt free enough to admit that such circumstances provided him with `the fairest 
Prospect of possessing an easy Fortune for my Life' (at least until they were 
disrupted so rudely by agave abusers and pirateering print-sellers), The Curious and 
Profitable Gardener resolutely situates itself as rather more than a means to an end. 
Indeed, despite its pretensions to horticultural utility, and its assertion of the 
authority predicated upon practical experience, the text presents itself not simply as 
a commercial by-product of the sale-garden but equally a polite derivative of the 
writing desk. Of the two individually paginated volumes, the first (and much 
longer) restricts itself exclusively to matters of genuine horticultural debate - the 
relative merits of different soils types, how to manage the cultivation of exotics 
and flowers, the art of pruning fruit-trees. Only once the work has fairly 
established itself as a serious treatise that deals with some of the intellectual and 
practical problems faced by the gardener does it pause for breath to reflect upon 
the very conditions that have made its publication commercially viable. 
Whereas part one the of The Curious and Profitable Gardener self-consciously 
strove to justify its billing as a work of `Study' and `Labours', the second volume is 
quite confessedly both anecdotal and more hastily produced: 103 
103 Cowell, `Preface'. 
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I had not time till now to set down to write, and put my 
Memorandums together, having been employed in designing Plans 
for Gardens, and laying out Grounds for Gentlemen; but as I am 
now favour'd with a Day or two's Leisure, I shall give the Account 
as follows, beginning with the Great Aloe. 104 
Not only does this apology emphasise the contingent nature of the ensuing text 
(although the careful reference to the nurseryman's `Memorandums' does suggest 
something of the strictly organised scientific method he was keen to be seen 
practising), but it is almost as if the nobler demands of Cowell's vocation - the 
exercise of respectful deference and aesthetic judgment required `in designing 
Plans for Gardens, and laying out Grounds for Gentlemen' - have properly 
displaced the baser and more selfish financial potential ensconced within what was 
surely the chance of a lifetime. Meanwhile, by appropriating to himself the mantle 
of authorship, Cowell perhaps hoped to signal his own accession (albeit 
temporary) to the status of a gentleman of `Leisure', available only to those 
successful in birth or business, whilst downplaying the strategic coincidence 
between the publication of his book and the fashionable accreditation recently 
afforded to the Ivy House. Indeed, an adherence to the sociably inculcated forms 
of politeness also frames the account of `the Great Aloe', the importance of 
scholarly submission providing a further reason for the apparently delayed 
appearance of The Curious and Profitable Gardener. 
I have now only to add, that my Aloe has been mistaken by many 
who have observ'd it: and as I had Crowds of People of the most 
curious sort, as well as the most noted Travellers to see it, I judged it 
best to leave my Decision of the matter till I had received their 
several Opinions of it: And I gratefully acknowledge the Favours I 
have receiv'd from many of the Ingenious, concerning several 
Particulars, which relate to its History-105 
104 Cowell, II, 2. 
105 Cowell, II, 28. 
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Only once his own detailed observations had been confirmed by those `of the 
most curious sort' of `People', and his natural `History' of the aloe enriched with 
the `Opinions' of `noted Travellers' (not to mention `the Favours [... ) from many 
of the Ingenious, concerning several Particulars'), could Cowell allow his book to 
broach the public domain, confident that the knowledge it presented had been 
refined within the republic of learning. 
If A True Account of the Aloe Americana turned out to be anything but the 
truth, part two of The Curious and Profitable Gardener reads as a reasonable and even- 
handed rendition of the agave's wondrous growth, blossom, and fame (Richard 
Bradley in particular is reinvested with the status of reliable botanical source). 
John Cowell makes no attempt to establish his exotic as in any way unique in the 
history of English horticulture, being instead anxiously meticulous in his provision 
of detail about the plant's development and morphology; whilst the only credit he 
wishes to appropriate to himself is for `a piece of extraordinary Management I had 
with it about five Years ago', when the aloe had begun to rot `between the Root 
and the Leaves' and required drastic surgery (he successfully amputated the 
infected area and repotted the rarity). 106 Neither does the nurseryman entertain 
any question of the plant's origin: so convinced is he of its transatlantic nativity 
that he devotes several pages to the uses made of it by indigenous central 
Americans who were known to exercise its dense and vicious foliage as a form of 
fortification, whilst deploying the spiky tips and fibrous matter of the leaves in 
order to sew together a kind of rough fabric akin to hemp or flax, which they 
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employed to fabricate nets, hammocks, and purses. 107 Indeed Cowell confesses to 
having been smitten by this plain utility to the extent that he has been at pains to 
obtain `several Purses made of the same Aloe Thread, artful enough [... ] tho' made 
by the Indian', and is now committed to manufacturing a quantity of similar 
material from his own plant, having been apprised by `some Learned Gentlemen' 
of the `genuine Way of preparing it, '. 108 It is in the end this winning tone of 
research and erudition that rescues the book from the indictment of simply being 
authored as a licence to print money (which Cowel 's stated `Prospect of [... ] an 
easy Fortune' might suggest); and repeated print-runs during the early 1730s 
ensured that it enjoyed a degree of relative longevity. When the title for the 
second edition of 1732 was altered to The Curious Fruit and Flower Gardener, the 
transposition confirmed that the text's status as a manual of practical horticulture 
was by then valued far and above its eye-witness descriptions of the American 
aloe, African torch-thistle, and Glastonbury Thorn that had so stirred the curiosity 
of Londoners some three years ear]ier. 109 
*** 
106 Cowell, II, 15. 
107 Cowell, II, 17-18,23. The latter use of the agave allegedly gained it the sobriquet `Adam's 
Needle and Thread' (II, 18), presumably from Spanish missionaries. 
108 Cowell, II, 20. Although presenting an element of risk, the sap of the leaves is also useful, being corrosive enough to `scour Pewter'; although Cowell adds that `no Person in my own 
House, could bear the Torment with patience the next Day after their Work' (II, 21). 
109 The title for the third (and final) edition in 1733 was again slightly altered, this time to The 
Compleat Fruit and Flower Gardener. 
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Death and Decay 
Agave americana is a monocarpic plant: it dies once it has finally put forth its 
flowers and fruit. Neither The Daily Journal nor The Curious and Profitable Gardener 
opted to dwell on this morbid propensity, and very little indeed was reported 
concerning the inevitable (if unforeseen) demise of the aloe following the 
spectacular bloom of September 1729. It does however provide the historian with 
a serendipitous metaphor for the trajectory created by the biography of John 
Cowell. In August 1730 the journal printed two final snatches of news from the 
Ivy House, commenting that `the great Torch Thistles [... ] are now flowering with 
extraordinary Strength and Beauty' and `invite every Day such Crowds of People, 
and especially the Virtuosi and Learned of the Royal Society', congregations `of all 
Ranks' hastening `to admire their Curiosity'. I10 Unfortunately however, the 1730 
performance was but a limp imitation of that on display the previous year: the 
supporting cast had been promoted to centre stage (yet without any new tricks to 
conjure), whilst the only titbit worth communicating concerning the once fabulous 
`Great American Aloe' was the half-hearted boast that its presumably decaying 
`Flower Stem is upwards of Twenty Foot high'. 111 Further to these two brief 
notices nothing more is known of the life of John Cowell. Despite the great flurry 
of excitement which whirred around his Hoxton nursery at the end of the 1720s, 
subsequent histories of botany and gardening have afforded him little or no legacy 
- he earns neither the deference paid to London and Wise, nor the enthusiastic 
fondness shown to Thomas Fairchild (nor even the rakish notoriety attributed to 
Richard Bradley). The flowering of John Cowell's American aloe was at once a 
110 Daly Joiirnal, 10 August 1730 and 18 August 1730. 
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horticultural and a media event, the nexus upon which discourses of fame and 
fashion, commerce, curiosity, and copyright combined to effect cultural 
productions that were at once vibrant, intriguing, and enthralling. Yet whilst the 
nurseryman's considered inclination was to try to restrain the forceful manner in 
which his rarity was so publicly appropriated and represented, and to reaffirm the 
conventional limits of science and sociability that furnished suitable conditions for 
the plant's examination and discussion, the visible urge to profit - itself largely 
incompatible with these limits - ultimately exposed the habitual calm of the ivy 
House's grounds to moments of violent disruption, ensuring that the memory of 
John Cowell as horticulturist, showman, and writer is confined far beyond the pale 
of the polite nursery garden. 
*** 
»> Daity Journal, 10 August 1730. 
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Figure 3- The Great American Aloe (1729) (engraver Nlisha 
Kirkall), Natural History Museum (London). 
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Figure 4- The Great American Aloe /... / that Blo. rsom'd in C, owell'r 
Garden at Hoxton (1729) (engraver unknown), British Library 
(London). 
This engraving appears to be a copy of Kirkall's Great Aiiiericnv Aloe (figure 3), 
compared with which the positions of the Cereus and anatomical details of the 
., gam seeds are shown in reverse. 
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Figure 5- Untitled Engraving of ýJgave fl mericana (engraver 
unknown), Natural I Iistoýry Museum (London). 
This anonymous engraving, apparently dating from the eighteenth century, 
matches the description of that advertised for sale by john Cowell in The Daily 
Jounkul, 12 March 1730. 
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Chapter Three 
`A Society of Gardeners': 
Nurserymen, Networks, and Association 
'A Universal Correspondence for the Promotion of Gardening' 
The bearer hereof Mr. Philip Miller Gardiner is the cause of my 
troubling you with this second Letter I own I am not personally 
acquainted with him [... He] earnestly begs of me that since you 
deservedly have the nomination of an Gardner to the Chelsea 
Garden which I understand is now vacant that I would address you 
in his behalf that at Least you would accept of him as an Candidate. ' 
(Letter from Patrick Blair to Sir Hans Sloane, 30 December 1721) 
When Patrick Blair contacted his long-standing (and long-suffering) 
correspondent Sir Hans Sloane during the winter of 1721-22 via the hands of an 
importunate Philip Miller, he made a slightly startling admission for someone 
intending to flex his influence amongst the nobility and thereby impress a younger 
protege. The two of them were not, he confessed to the baronet, `personally 
acquainted': yet in what followed Blair would try to secure for Miller the 
appointment of a lifetime (literally, it turned out) by stressing to this great patron 
of natural history the integrity of their recently constituted epistolary relationship. 
Philip Miller (1691-1771), then a Southwark florist, had of course taken something 
of a gamble by seeking help from Blair (a physician recently settled in Boston, 
Lincolnshire) in the first place. Unbeknownst to him however, the odds of 
success in this preliminary step towards new employment as `Gardner to the 
Chelsea [Physic] Garden' were perhaps shortened by the fact that some fifteen 
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years earlier Blair had used a similar approach to wheedle himself into the favours 
of both Sir Hans and his ally at the Royal Society James Petiver -- indeed he had 
eventually won himself the subscription of an FRS after persistently writing to 
each of them without any prior invitation or particular encouragement. 2 
In picking up his pen in this way, Philip Miller (like Blair before him) 
demonstrated a promising ability to manipulate the uncompromising technologies 
of patronage, flattering the self-importance of a minor provincial botanist and at 
the same time implicitly buying into his publicly flaunted connections with a 
Bloomsbury grandee. The previous year Patrick Blair had jointly dedicated his 
Botanick Essays (1720) to Sloane (as President of the Royal College of Physicians) 
and Sir Isaac Newton (then President of the Royal Society); and Miller's strategic, 
self-professed attention to that work had certainly produced an admirer in its 
author, whose delicate ego so puffed up with pride that it could barely conceal 
itself: 3 
The reading of my Botanick Essays and the experiments he has 
successfully made in pursuance of what I have advancd there has 
created in Him an earnestness to correspond with me[] I have of 
Late had two Letters from him in which he has shewn such an easy 
and familiar way of expressing his thought such a delight for 
improvements and so much exactness and diffigence in the making 
of observations that I Look upon him to be endowd with a curiosity 
and Genious superiour to most of his occupation. 4 
I Patrick Blair to Sir Hans Sloane, 30 December 1721 (Boston), Sloane MSS, 4046, Pols 167-68 
(fol. 16&). 
2 See for example Patrick Blair to Hans Sloane, 10 September 1705 (Dundee), Sloane MSS, 4040, 
fols 66-67; and Patrick Blair to James Petiver, 26 July 1708 (Dundee), Sloane MSS, 3321, fol. 232. 
3 See the Dedication' to Patrick Blair, Botanick Essay In Two Parts, [... J W7th Many Curious 
Remarks, and Several Dircoverier and Improvements (London: Royal Society, 1720) (not pag). 
4 Blair to Sloane, 30 December 1721, fol. 168v (emphasis mine). 
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Item by item Blair expounds the credit which the younger man has built up with 
him: `an earnestness to correspond'; `an easy and familiar way of expressing his 
thought'; `exactness and dilligence in the making of observations'; `a curiosity and 
Genious superiour to most'. In priming his hand with this winning combination 
of sycophancy, amity, and knowledge, it seems that Miller could not have prepared 
his cards any better; even if his game-plan was in truth always focused on the final 
goal, motivated by the facts that Sloane not only owned the Cheyne estate on 
which the `Chelsea Garden' was planted, but was also about to convey the 
property in perpetuity to the Worshipful Company of Apothecaries - making it 
highly likely that he would hold a casting vote in such affairs as the appointment 
that Miller so coveted. 5 
Sometime during the next few months Philip Miller was indeed taken on by 
the Apothecaries' Company to work at their physic garden in Chelsea, an 
increasingly fashionable village on the banks of the Thames just upstream from 
London. 6 Yet he was not about to cut his ties with the patron whose 
recommendation he had found to be so efficacious, instead maintaining a 
correspondence with him for several years until Blair moved back to the capital in 
5 Sloane granted a perpetual lease of the site to the Company in February 1722 at the rate of five 
pounds p. a., alongside a requirement that the apothecaries annually submitted fifty annotated 
plant specimens to the Royal Society until two thousand different species had been handed over. 
For a summary of the deed and its provisions see [H. Field], Memoirs, Historical and Illustrative, of the 
Botanick Garden at Chelsea; Belonging to the Society ofApothecaries of London (London: R. Gilbert, 1820), 
pp. 28-31. 
6 Field simply dates the appointment to the `spring' of 1722: see [Field], p. 32. On the sad end to 
Miller's career at the Chelsea Physic Garden see Hazel Le Rougetel, The Chelsea Gardener. Philip 
Miller 1691-1771 (London: Natural History Museum, 1990), pp. 152-61. 
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1728, not long before he died.? The relationship was to be of value to both men: 
Blair found someone willing to read, digest, and respond to his often interminable 
epistolary botanical treatises (not to mention the bilious and splenetic squibs upon 
those who questioned his philosophical judgment); Miller discovered an ageing 
and slightly lonely Fellow of the Royal Society who was willing to share his 
sizeable experience and promote the personal interests of an urban plantsman. In 
the representative reaches of the letter therefore they found a jointly accessible 
space in which they could practise the type of horticultural sociability habitually 
located (amongst other places) in the small, urban nursery or physic garden, which 
the restrictions of geography had made impossible for these two men to engage in 
without some means of mediation. The epistolary bond subsisting between Miller 
and Blair during the 1720s moreover provides just one example of how early- 
eighteenth-century horticulturists appropriated a range of discursive apparatuses - 
such as published texts, the familiar letter, and coffee-house conviviality - in order 
to recreate in different forms the spatial conditions of the gregarious garden. 
Keeping one eye on the exigencies of compliment and courtesy, with the other 
knowingly resting on the bedrock of botanical accuracy, their extant documentary 
exchanges provide a testing-ground for the notion that immanent to the pursuit of 
horticultural (and indeed natural philosophical) knowledge during the early- 
modern period was a set of essentially sociable processes. 
7 Richard Bradley mentions having seen Blair and Miller (apparently together) in a letter written 
early in 1728: see Richard Bradley to (unknown], 1 January 1728 ([London]), Sloane MSS, 1968, 
fols 20-21 (fol. 21r). 
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I described in chapter one how The City Gardener and its textual 
interlocutors together represent the kinds of mutually desirable exchange which 
this model sets out: Richard Bradley and Thomas Fairchild deep in conversation at 
Selby's Gardens or John Peele's shop; the Hoxton nurseryman's contacts all over 
London contributing tips on the successful urban cultivation of tender fruits and 
flowers. Through disseminating information and discoveries, and by openly 
acknowledging influential friendships, the books themselves also assumed material 
roles in the processes of co-operative edification; although as my examination of 
the contests played out in public over John Cowell's aloe showed in chapter two, 
the demands of commerce and the allure of wealth imposed complications that 
were liable to disrupt such harmonious idylls of companionship and learning. By 
taking the familiar correspondence of Patrick Blair and Philip Miller as its starting 
point (for reasons both historical and intellectual), this chapter will develop these 
arguments further in order to describe the more formal associative habits adopted 
by some London horticulturists in the period (although Cowell does not 
necessarily seem to have been amongst them), in order to buttress and reconfigure 
the looser, more casual modes of encounter (with people, plants, and print) that 
the nursery facilitated. Above all it will account for the formation and activities of 
the Society of Gardeners, a collective of nurserymen and seedsmen that met 
regularly in a suburban coffee-house (and elsewhere) for botanical discussion and 
demonstration between about 1724 and 1730, and in which Miller was to enjoy a 
pivotal role. By focusing in equal measure firstly upon the Society's genealogical 
roots within other organisations, and secondly upon its single but important 
textual production, the Catalogus Plantarum of 1730,1 will demonstrate how it 
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located itself within a web of material and discursive spaces and practices which 
enabled it to offer a modern response to the inflexible elitism and traditionalism of 
older institutions, exposing thereby their failure to reconcile the simultaneous 
cultivation of a nurseryman's interests in curiosity, commerce, and conversation. 
The extant archive of letters that passed between Philip Miller and Patrick 
Blair is at best patchy, representing only part of a twelve-month period starting 
from July 1724.8 What does remain however, strikes the reader with the range of 
shared interests and intentions that it displays. Blair and Miller had presumably 
maintained their long-distance relationship ever since meeting on paper a couple 
of years earlier, and it is apparent from what survives that their postal exchanges 
extended beyond the epistolary to include physical specimens and books. A letter 
to Blair of 18 August 1724 sees Miller position himself variously as nurseryman, 
intimate, pupil, and author. Having previously dispatched twelve myrtle trees to 
Boston, the writer courteously informs the physician that they will cost him twelve 
shillings; whilst still in the guise of the amiable professional he goes on to 
commiserate with Blair upon the `ill success with your seeds', attempting to cheer 
him with the reassurance that he can expect `an ample supply as soon as the 
Season will permit of rare plants'. 9 At this stage in his career Miller was still 
8 Copies of six letters exchanged between the two men are contained amongst other items in an 
unpaginated manuscript in the Bodleian library entitled `Commercium Epistolicum: Botanicum or 
a Collection of letters and other curious observations in Botany and other parts of Natural 
History past betwixt Dr Patrick Blair fellow of the Royal Society and others his ingenious 
Correspondents', Bodleian Library, Western MSS, 16068. The entire manuscript is unpaginated, 
whilst numerous blank leaves between entries suggest that it remained incomplete at the time of Blair's death. 
9 Philip Miller to Patrick Blair, 18 August 1724 (Chelsea), `Commercium Epistolicurn', item [11]. 
In an earlier letter Miller wrote, `I [... ] have according to your request sent 12 young plants of 
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maintaining his own sale-garden in Southwark as well as working in the 
Apothecaries' Garden at Chelsea; and in his role as metropolitan plantsman he was 
evidently keen to expand his horizons and attract the business of Blair's 
neighbours. Presumably in response to a request laid before him in a recent letter, 
Miller laments that: 
I cannot at present help the Gentleman to a Gardiner but I hope 
between this and Michaelmas I may, if that Gentleman wants either 
fruit trees or Ever greens I can serve him as well as any man, and 
what he hath he may depend on to be right, so if you please to give 
my service to the Gentleman and let him know this youl much 
oblige me. 1o 
This was however more than an assertive (if friendly) invoice sent from 
tradesman to client. Miller also mentioned having dispatched to the fens `a sett of 
Books [... ] which I beg youl except [sic]' - probably a complimentary copy of his 
first attempt at a Gardeners and Florists Dictionary (1724) - and at this point the tone 
of the letter softens. 11 Admitting that his open appropriation of other writers' 
efforts (especially those of Richard Bradley) `has given offence to the Booksellers', 
Miller expresses regret for having `quoted so many authors when I could have 
better explained many things without it', explaining that `this being my first essay I 
chose rather to be modest and stand on other peoples shoulders yn my own'. 12 It 
remains the nurseryman's hope however that despite a rather naive entry into the 
literary market he can go on to greater things, petitioning Blair `heartily' for `your 
Myrtles 2 of a sort &I have sent you a small basket of cuttings of succulent plants': see Philip 
Miller to Patrick Blair, 21 July 1724 (Chelsea), `Commercium Epistolicum', item [15]. 
io Miller to Blair, 18 August 1724. 
11 Miller to Blair, 18 August 1724. The `sett of books' was the two-volume edition of Philip 
Miller, The Gardeners and Florists Dictionary; or, A Complete System of Horticwlture. " [ .. ] To which is 
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assistence in the carrying on so great a work', and adding hopefully that `if you 
have any thing new to advance concerning the nutrition of plants [or] in any other 
part of Gardening I should be glad to receive it'. 13 Above and beyond all of this 
Miller offers some gossipy advice to the older botanist, who was contemplating an 
imprudently vituperative riposte to recent work published independently by 
Richard Bradley and Samuel Dale (junior), the two between them having managed 
to question Blair's strongly held views about plant generation and classification: 
I am glad to hear you are about to answer M: r Bradley and D. C Dale, 
as for M. t Bradley he expresses a great value for you in all company 
and is only willing to carry the subject in hand as far as possible in 
order to put the Curious to make experiments, but for Dr Dale I 
Believe he was put on to writ in such a scandalous manner, by 
several others that would not be seen to do it themselves. 14 
Bradley, a man who `expresses a great value' for the physician `in all company', and 
whose aim is one of public benefit (`to put the Curious to make experiments'), 
deserves (or so Miller implies) a level-headed, botanically judicious response from 
Blair. Dale on the other hand, imposed upon by others `to writ in such a 
scandalous manner', has wilfully undermined the sociable conventions that 
regulate the spaces of the garden and the laboratory (as well as the articulation and 
publication of knowledge), forfeiting thereby the right to be treated with the polite 
respect that supposedly governed natural philosophical debates. ls 
Added, a Catalogue of Curious Trees, Plants and Fruits, from which any Gentleman May Collect at Pleasure, 
what May be Useful or Ornamental to his Gardens, 2 vols (London: Charles Rivington, 1724). 
12 Miller to Blair, 18 August 1724. 
is Miller to Blair, 18 August 1724. 
14 Miller to Blair, 18 August 1724. 
15 Many of the letters in `Commercium Epistolicum' written between Patrick Blair and both Philip 
Miller and John Martyn concern these disputes: see John Martyn to Richard Rawlinson, 16 June 
1754 (Chelsea), `Commercium Epistolicum', item [0]. Rawlinson had come into possession of the 
manuscript in the 1750s, Martyn was responding to a request for information about its contents. 
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For Patrick Blair and Philip Miller - as for so many of their contemporaries 
- the familiar letter provided a discursive space in which rituals of horticultural 
sociability (plant swapping, intellectual deliberation, confidential discussion about 
the characters of others) could be satisfactorily transacted. 16 There is however a 
further fascinating detail in that missive of 18 August 1724, one which gestures 
towards another medium through which these processes of exchange and 
conversation could be directed. The previous evening, Miller had received a pair 
of unknown visitors with a suggestion to put to him. They were hoping to 
inaugurate a kind of gardeners' club, and were anxious for his support: 
Last night I had two Gentlemen they were Strangers to me 
proposing a method of carrying a universal correspondence for the 
promotion of Gardening in general and accordingly I am 
endeavouring to settle a Body of Gardeners which will be ready to 
answer every Gentleman yt: shall want Information in any particular 
branch of Gardening as this proceeds You may expect to hear 
farther from me. 17 
Philip Miller was clearly intrigued by the proposed institution of `a Body of 
Gardeners', and was himself an apposite choice of leader on behalf of the two 
`Strangers': a friend to many of the capital's trading plantsmen, as well as the 
professed disciple of several gentlemen virtuosi of the Royal Society, he was 
undeniably well positioned within the complex metropolitan networks constructed 
around commercial profit and natural philosophical knowledge. Furthermore, 
Miller had already suggested a public commitment to such collaborative 
enterprises, having fronted his Gardeners and Florists Dictionary with the 
endorsement of ten leading colleagues from across the capital: 
16 On the range of such uses for which correspondence was enlisted by a mid-eighteenth-century 
French botanical gardener Andre Thouin, see Spary, Utopia's Garden, pp. 49-98. 
" Miller to Blair, 18 August 1724. 
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We, whose Names are under-written, do approve and recommend this Book, 
intztled The Gardeners and Florists Dictionary, &c. as highly Useful and 
Necessary for all lovers of Gardening. 
Tho[mas] Fairchild at Hoxton. 
Rob[ert] Furber at Kensington. 
Rob[ert] Smith at Vauxhall. 
Sam[ue1] Driver at Lambeth. 
Moses James at Standgate. 
Obadiah Low at Battersea. 
Christ[opher] Gray at Fulham. 
Benjamin] Whitmill at Hoxton. 
Fran[cis] Hunt at Putney. 
Will[iam] Gray Jun. at Fulbam. 18 
Gardeners, and 
Nurssery-Men 
This was of course more than a disinterested meeting of minds, undoubtedly 
having been designed to work benefits both ways: the support of respected 
`Gardeners, and Nurssery-Men [sic]' would hopefully help Miller to sell more 
books, in turn meaning that this privileged group of tradesmen should benefit 
from increased sales of a different sort (not least Robert Furber, whose `Catalogue 
of such Trees and Shrubs, both Exotick and Domestick, as will prosper in our Climate 
was conspicuously inserted amongst the back matter). 19 At the same time it was 
not simply a temporary measure of convenience: in private Miller had already 
mentioned to Patrick Blair that he had re-enlisted his decade of standard-bearers 
to co-operate with him on a much larger project. 
Almost as soon as The Gardeners and Florists Dictionary had appeared on the 
booksellers' shelves during the summer of 1724, its author (or more properly its 
compiler) was expressing some misgivings about the derivative approach that he 
had decided to adopt. On 21 July, four weeks before he was to entertain those 
18 See Miller, Gardeners and Florists Dictionary, I and II, opposite title-page. 
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unexpected guests in Chelsea, Miller wrote to Blair about his anxieties, and 
mentioned plans that were underfoot to rectify matters by emulating his first foray 
into print with a more accomplished publication: 
In this work I have only been a Collector from all the modern 
Books of Gardening, in order to save such persons the trouble as 
cannot afford time nor money to get those several books, but I am 
now about a piece of work which I hope will be very usefull, which 
will be a Collection of the severall wayes of practice now amongst 
the best Gardiners, & those ten persons y: t have recommended this 
book are all concernd in bringing in all their experiments and writing 
all their knowledge. 20 
The `piece of work' which Miller was `now about' refers most immediately to his 
magisterial Gardener's Dictionary of 1731, a publication confusingly similar in form 
and title to the Gardeners and Florists Dictionary of 1724, but materially very different, 
being structured around original enquiry rather than through distilling what was to 
be found in `the modern Books of Gardening' written by others (it is particularly 
noteworthy for the expunction of explicit references to other authors). 21 In the 
opinion of the Swedish botanist Pehr Kalm, a student of Linnaeus who visited the 
Chelsea gardener in 1748, this second Dictionary was far more the product of 
sociability than of study, even if it had taken the horticultural genius of Philip 
Miller to synthesise the practical knowledge and experience that had been shared 
with him: 
An industrious intercourse with other enterprising nurserymen in 
this town and in the country round made him still more proficient. 
But he did not stop with this. [... ] He therefore travelled through 
19 Furber's catalogue runs to twelve pages: see Miller, Gardeners and Florists Dictionary, II, back 
matter (not pag. ). 
20 Miller to Blair, 21 July 1724. 
21 Philip Miller, The Gardeners Dictionary: Containing the Method of Cultivating and Improving the Kitchen, 
Fruit and Flower Garden. As also the Physic Garden, Wilderness, Conservatory, and Vineyard, According to the 
Practice of the Most F, xperience'd Gardeners of the Present Age, 2 vols (London: Charles Rivington, 1731). 
This second Dictionary became the most widely read and re-issued horticultural and botanical text 
of the eighteenth century. 
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the greater part of England, observing everything, but was especially 
careful to inspect all ornamental and kitchen gardens, and to make 
himself at home and acquainted with all horticulturists, for he was of 
the opinion that he could get to learn something useful which he did 
not know before, at least from some of them. 22 
If Kalm was indeed correct in his summary of Miller's research 
methodology, then the Dictionary of 1731 can certainly be read as `a Collection of 
the severall wayes of practice now amongst the best Gardiners', just as the writer 
had hoped. Yet the two letters to Blair of July and August 1724, which announced 
Miller's desire to `settle a Body of Gardeners', and revealed his dedication to 
assembling and consolidating horticultural best practice (`those ten persons y: t 
have recommended this book are all concernd in bringing in all their experiments 
and writing all their knowledge'), were also suggestive of another `piece of work' 
with which he can be associated at this time. In the night-time meeting with two 
strangers, and in the wealth of contacts generated by Miller's personal ambitions 
and thirst for science, lay the genesis of the Society of Gardeners: an organisation 
to be founded - as Miller implied to Blair - on the basis of a `universal 
correspondence', the `promotion of Gardening', and a desire `to be ready to 
answer every Gentleman' with both botanical information and high-quality nursery 
plants. For the next five or six years, members of the Society were to meet on a 
monthly basis at suitable locations around the city (the only site that can be firmly 
identified is Newhall's coffee-house in Chelsea) in order to pursue a mutually 
enriching agenda - intellectually, socially, and financially - of examining, 
22 Pehr Kahn, Kalm's Account of his Visit to England on his Way to America in 1748, trans. by Joseph 
Lucas (London: Macmillan, 1892), p. 109. Kalm comments that Miller had also travelled 
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cataloguing, and systematising the trees, shrubs, and flowers stocked in their 
respective nursery gardens and seed shops. 23 
*** 
'Bodies of Men': Networks and Knowledge 
It can sometimes seem that London was awash with clubs and societies at 
the turn of the eighteenth century, for there were semi-formal groupings given 
over to a whole gamut of pursuits: drinking, dining, politics, satire, music, poetry, 
philanthropy, the improvement of natural knowledge. 24 With the promise of 
becoming enthused by alcohol or invigorated by caffeine, their members routinely 
congregated for conversation in the tavern or coffee-house, public spaces 
accessible to a relatively wide if always controlled range of social classes, yet at the 
same time offering opportunities for a degree of intimacy or secrecy in the form of 
throughout France and Flanders, opining that `no nurseryman has so much advantaged himself in 
learning both the theorie and practique of his business' (p. 110). 
23 This version of the inception of the Society of Gardeners has not (to my knowledge) been 
suggested before; but the chronology of Miller's letters accords perfectly with the claim made by 
the Society in the Catalogus Plantarum of 1730 that meetings had by then been continuing `for the 
Space of five or six Years': see Catalogus Plantarum, tum Exoticarum tum Domesticum, qua in Hortis 
baud Procul a Londino Sitis in Venditionem Propagantur. A Catalogue of Trees, Shrubs, Plants, and Flowers, 
both Exotic and Domestic, which are Propagated for Sale, in the Gardens near London (London: A Society 
of Gardeners, 1730), p. ix[A]. (The pagination of the Preface' to the Catalo, gur Plantarum is 
defective, meaning that two different pairs of pages are both numbered `ix' and `x'. These have 
been distinguished typographically in the publication itself via the late insertion of square brackets 
around the roman numerals denoting the first pair, so that `[ix]' and `[x]' precede `ix' and `x'. To 
avoid confusion I have described the two sets of pages as `ix-x[A]' and `ix-x[B]' respectively. ) On 
Newhall's Coffee-House and the Society of Gardeners see the brief entry in Bryant Lillywhite, 
London Coffee Houser: A Reference Book of Co-(fee Houses of the Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries (London: Allen & Unwin, 1963), p. 679. 
24 The most comprehensive (if not exhaustive) study of clubs and societies during this period is 
Peter Clark's British Clubs and Societies, 1580-1800: The Origins of an Association! World (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 2000), which offers a fuller and more refined exposition of the arguments he 
had outlined in a published lecture of 1986: see Clark, Sociability and Urbanity. 
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a booth or private room. 25 Historians have habitually identified the proliferation 
of such voluntary associations (to use Peter Clark's term) as both productive and 
indexical of new forms of sociability in the early-modern period, and in particular 
of an increased participation in the peculiarly urban (and urbane) homosocial 
mode of human interaction that Jürgen Habermas theorised so effectively (if not 
unproblematically) as an emerging bourgeois public sphere. 26 It is within the 
framework of such arguments that the nurserymen's Society can perhaps be most 
fruitfully examined. 
In formalising their `Body of Gardeners' there was no shortage of examples 
available to Miller and his associates, all of whom were inevitably caught up to 
varying extents within London's pervasive, fine mesh of institutional, commercial, 
intellectual, and social networks. Besides the sorts of contingent literary 
collaborations that some of the participants already engaged in, three types or 
instances of organisation are especially germane when constructing a genealogy for 
the Society of Gardeners. Firstly there were the Corporation of London's 
influential livery companies of merchants, artisans, and tradesmen, which dated 
from medieval times and maintained both their constitutional role in local 
government and their juridical powers for regulating business practices in the 
City's precincts throughout the early-modern period. The Worshipful Company 
of Gardeners, incorporated via two Royal Charters of 1605 and 1616, was one 
25 See Markman Ellis, The Cofee-House: a Cultural History (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 
2004), esp. pp. 56-74. 
26 See Habermas, esp. pp. 27-56. Clark is wary of aligning himself too uncritically with 
Habermas's category of the `public sphere', even if his account is inevitably invigorated by it: see 
British Clubs, pp. 463-64. 
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such guild. Secondly, the Royal Society of London for Improving Natural 
Knowledge was an explicitly high-status voluntary association drawing its 
members from amongst the social elite, and formally incorporated within the 
political establishment via its own Royal Charters of 1662 and 1663. Its regular 
meetings of minds, and its commitment to disseminating the results of the 
enquiries they prosecuted and sponsored, drew widespread praise and derision 
alike. Finally there was the heterodox range of clubs and societies, a miscellany of 
relatively autonomous voluntary associations whose generally fluid constitutions 
reflected and moulded the new sociable structures typically available within the 
coffee-house, where such groups (including the Society of Gardeners) often 
assembled 27 
The depth of the relationship that existed between the Society of 
Gardeners and the Worshipful Company of Gardeners ironically proves rather 
tricky to fathom, chiefly because of the absence of substantial, contemporary 
documentary records concerning either organisation. 28 Furthermore, a slight sense 
of incongruity initially emerges when attempting to reconcile the formation of the 
Society with the ongoing jurisdiction of the Worshipful Company - after all, why 
`settle a Body' of metropolitan horticulturists dedicated to `the promotion of 
Gardening' when one already existed? The Company's founding Royal Charter, 
granted by James I on 18 September 1605, had responded to a perceived need to 
27 This genealogy is not exclusive. One could also (for example) consider the tradition of `florists' 
feasts' (involving a mixture of carousing and competition), such as that hosted by John Cowell in 
1729 (see above, chapter two, p. 110). 
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defend both the integrity of professional horticultural practice and the rights of 
clients and consumers, by establishing a guild which was to approve and monitor 
apprenticeships, enforce quality controls over the freshly gathered fruit, 
vegetables, and flowers on sale in the City's markets, and regulate the standards of 
design, labour, and plantations provided by those contracted to lay out the 
growing number of public squares and private grounds in and around London. 29 
The Charter inveighs magisterially against miscreants who brazenly `practise the 
trade crafte or misterie of Gardening' without any meaningful training or title to 
do so: 
being therein ignorant and unskillfull having not bene brought up in 
the said trade or misterie or ever bene apprentice therunto to the 
great hindrance and deceipt of many our loving Subiects who doe 
sett the said persons on worke, thinking that they have good skill in 
the said trade or misterie. And whereas the said persons doe daylie 
sell unto our loving Subiects into sundrie the parts of our 
Domynions and Countries deade and corrupt plants seedes storkes 
and trees to the verie great deceipt and losse of our saide Subiects. 30 
The traditional solution implemented to counter such malaise was civic 
incorporation; and the Charter duly declared `That the Gardiners inhabiting within 
the aforesaid Cittie of London and within sixe miles compas thereof from 
henceforth hereafter shalbe indeede [sic] and in name one body politique 
perpetuall'. 31 These institutes - along with the subsequent Ordinances of 1606, 
second Charter of 1616, and Royal Proclamation of 1634 - still remained in place 
during the 1720s when the Society of Gardeners began meeting, theoretically 
28 The Guildhall Library, which holds extant records pertaining to the Company's early history, 
demonstrates a documentary lacuna for the period between the late 1680s and mid-1760s. No 
manuscript records survive (to my knowledge) concerning the Society of Gardeners. 
29 The first Royal Charter (1605), written on one side of parchment and replete with James's seal, 
is held amongst the Guildhall Library MSS, 03401. 
30 Gardeners' Charter (1605). 
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compelling any aspiring nurseryman or seedsman to take the Freedom of the 
Company in order to preserve his legitimate commercial status within the capital. 32 
Yet just how many had in fact subscribed themselves to its tenets is a matter for 
conjecture: according to one estimate, only fifty out of some five-hundred 
gardeners working in the west London area at the turn of the eighteenth century 
were enlisted as members of that `one body politique perpetuall', the remainder 
presumably conducting their trade unchecked and with impunit. 33 
The truth is that the Worshipful Company was toothless, failing those it 
was nominally designed to protect, and delivering for the gardeners of London 
neither firm policing nor enhanced social status. Ever since its inauguration it had 
struggled to clamp down on the unauthorised journeymen and higglers who plied 
their labour and grew their wares outside of the City limits, not least in the 
outlying villages upstream (especially Kensington, Chelsea, Fulham, and 
Hammersmith). Although the Company's relatively lively seventeenth-century 
history does supply a few examples of successful law enforcement (such as the 
acquisition of a warrant from the Corporation in 1632 against those acting in 
contempt of the guild's statutes, and the upheld prosecution of unlicensed market 
gardeners in the Mayor's Court during the early 1650s), the over-riding narrative is 
one of inefficacy and inefficiency. 34 As such its debility represented a victory of 
sorts for the Corporation of London, which repeatedly refused to accept the 
31 Gardeners' Charter (1605). 
32 A summary of the provisions made by both the original Charter and these succeeding measures 
can be found in Melvyn Barnes, Root and Branch: A History of the Worshipfx! Company of Gardeners of 
London (London: Worshipful Company of Gardeners, 1994), pp. 30-39. 
33 See Barnes, p. 41. 
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Company as one of its own, and mysteriously delayed the official enrolment of its 
second Charter until July 1659, over forty years after it had been stamped with 
King James's seal of approval. 35 Perhaps the City's anti-Stuart bias had been 
piqued by the original Freemen's decision to approach the Crown prior to waiting 
upon the Court of Aldermen; or maybe it feared increased prices and attendant 
unrest if cheap methods of food production were curtailed by the Gardeners' 
edict. 36 Even as it grudgingly recognised the guild's constitution, the Corporation 
again opted to neuter its role within the wider realm of City administration by 
declining to grant the Livery status necessary for the Company to participate 
meaningfully in local government. 37 A series of failed applications to the Mayor 
and Aldermen for greater recognition during the second half of the seventeenth 
century culminated in further frustration, until a published petition of 1701 finally 
expressed the Gardeners' desire to bypass the City authorities altogether, 
beseeching Parliamentary support for an Act that would grant the Company 
independent powers to oversee the horticultural professions nationwide. The 
writer of this pamphlet (combatively entitled Adam Armem rhetorically enquires 
`Why the Corporation hath not put their Laws in Execution, for regulating those 
Enormities which have been and are committed? ', before concluding that the 
absence of any legal injunction had allowed the City of London to ignore the royal 
mandate, pointedly suggesting that `the said Corporation hath wanted the 
assistance of an Act of Parliament to give them Power to put those Laws in 
34 See Barnes, pp. 36-38. 
35 See Barnes, p. 39. 
36 These two hypotheses accounting for the City's antagonistic stance towards the Worshipful 
Company are suggested respectively by the work of Barnes, p. 34; and Thick, p. 23. 
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execution, which by the King's Letters Patent [the Worshipful Company] had 
Leave to make'. 38 Unfortunately for the Gardeners' Company, no such `Act of 
Parliament' was forthcoming, and in all probability the episode further alienated 
the sympathies of the Aldermen and Mayoralty. The Worshipful Company limped 
on until the 1830s, but never having secured its own hall (it had originally 
depended upon accommodation rented from other public bodies), its Quarterly 
Courts were reduced to congregating in taverns and coffee-houses, and gradually 
failed to attract the presence of any members whatsoever. 39 
Whatever the shortcomings of the Worshipful Company, it was not 
completely without relevance for the members of the Society of Gardeners. The 
provisions of its Royal Charters might have stalled without ever creating their 
desired impact, but over one-hundred years after they were framed, the concerns 
regarding standards of goods, labour, and training that had precipitated them were 
still current in the mind of those with an interest in the public reputations of 
gardeners and gardening. 40 Amongst the members of the Society, Thomas 
Fairchild in particular had published his anxieties about the quality of the plants 
sold by some of his competitors, not to mention the detrimental effect upon the 
37 See Barnes, pp. 39-41. Barnes also provides a useful contextual summary of the Corporation's 
civic structures, and in particular of the significance of the Livery (see pp. 16-25). 
38 Adam Armed, p. 2 
39 According to Barnes, p. 44, the rot had really set in by July 1782 when no-one attended the 
quarterly meeting. As far as contemporary accounts go, two publications of the mid-eighteenth 
century briefly mention the Gardeners' Company amongst far more detailed accounts of other 
London guilds; both focus on its lack of hall and Livery: see A New and Compleat Survy of London. 
In Ten Parts (London: S. Lyne & J. Ilive, 1742), p. 1037; and Walter Harrison, A New and Universal 
History, Description and Survey of the Cities of London and Westminster, the Borough of Southwark, and their 
Adjacent Parts (London: J. Cooke, 1775), p. 500. The Worshipful Company of Gardeners was 
revived in 1890, and granted a Livery of the City the following year; today it maintains an 
essentially ceremonial role. 
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trade sustained in the guise of provincial gardeners who hastily accepted and 
inadequately fulfilled contracts in urban grounds, without first apprising 
themselves of the local environmental conditions that might affect their work. 41 
Around the same time as Fairchild was writing, his friend Richard Bradley inserted 
into the periodically issued General Treatise of Husbandry and Gardening (1721-23) a 
pointed letter from a correspondent named `L. Musgrove', apparently with the 
design of reminding metropolitan gardeners about the regulatory powers 
nominally possessed by the Worshipful Company. In the forlorn hope of 
revivifying the guild's membership and thereby combating the most persistent 
abuses of its ordinances, `Musgrove' concludes: 
I have given you the most remarkable Passages in the Gardeners 
Charter, in order to have them publish'd if you think fit, amongst 
your Observations in Gardening and Husbandry: I am perswaded 
you will oblige many of the Gardeners by it, for all of the regular 
Professors have not every Day the Opportunity of consulting the 
Powers granted them; and the Practitioners who have at present no 
Interest in the Charter, may be inform'd of the Company's Power 
over them, and prevent Losses which else might happen to them 
[... ] All this I submit to you, because you have already in your 
Writings promoted the Gardeners Welfare in many Instances, and it 
may be a Means of joining with the present Company of Gardeners 
a Set of ingenious and able Persons, which may add to its Honour 
and Reputation. 42 
As late as the 1720s therefore, the Worshipful Company of Gardeners could still 
claim to represent the opinions of contemporary practitioners - it was just that it 
did so extremely ineffectively. This was of course a consequence of external 
constraints as well as internal failings, and Fairchild was one of those seemingly 
40 Such complaints had also become staple gripes of texts by practical horticulturists: see for 
example London and Wise, Compleat Gardner, pp. iv-v; and Switzer, Nobleman, pp. xviii-xx. 
41 See Fairchild, City Gardener, pp. 66-68. 
42 Bradley, General Treatise, I, 145-47. Musgrove notes that the Gardeners' Company currently met 
`in the Irish Chamber, Guild-Hall (I, 143). 
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intent on registering a protest about the Corporation's obstructive attitudes when 
he joined six other Freemen of the Company to cast his vote in the City's election 
of their Members of Parliament during April 1722 - something that only those 
enrolled within liveried guilds were entitled to do. 43 Nevertheless, the fact remains 
that the Company was ultimately powerless to supply the needs of Fairchild and 
his associates (notwithstanding their efforts to the contrary perhaps); and whilst 
the formation of the Society of Gardeners reveals a continued commitment 
amongst the horticultural fraternity to the principle of association, it also seems to 
show that several of their number had grown impatient with the old-fashioned 
agenda of securing the right to enforce firmer juridical controls, in favour of 
adopting a flexible constitution and seeking more dynamic means of intervention 
within the knowledge economy and commercial market-place. 
It is quite possible that the assemblies or `Courts' of the Worshipful 
Company of Gardeners first brought together many of those who went on to play 
a part in the Society itself, although it is unlikely that they borrowed therefrom the 
forms of over-determined hierarchy, arcane ritual, and interminable bureaucracy 
that arguably dented the guild's authority from the outset. The Royal Society of 
London on the other hand offered a newer and (to some extent) sleeker model of 
collective that probably exerted a far greater influence upon the operation of the 
Society of Gardeners, even if the auspicious Thursday night meetings at Crane 
43 See The Poll of the Livery Men of the City of London, at the Election for Members of Parliament, Begun 
Tuesday, Apri! the 10th, 1722, and Ended the Saturday Following: Shewing who each Person Poll'd for; and the Names of those who Appear'd to be Bad Pollerr at the Scrutiny (London: T. Payne, 1722), pp. 184,197. 
The seven gardeners numbered amongst some two-hundred and fifty or so `bad Pollers', men described by the writer of the preface as `Pretenders to liberty and Monarchy" (not pag. ). 
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Court did not exactly offer the sort of place where members of the latter 
organisation would be generally permitted to congregate or enabled to network - 
they were after all essentially regarded as manual tradesmen, and not educated 
professionals Oct alone titled gentlemen). Whilst the Royal Society's status as a 
public body and its Royal Charters of incorporation (particularly those of 1662 and 
1663) suggest structural parallels with the ancient Universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge and the City livery companies, it was in some ways a very modern kind 
of organisation: outwardly convened in the national interest, sustained solely by 
the donations and efforts of volunteers, and dedicated uniquely to research in the 
field of natural philosophy. 44 Moreover, its methodology and reputation both 
relied heavily upon the Fellows' commitment to scientific accountability, 
represented most clearly in the famous motto `nulliur in verba' (`on no-one's word'), 
and realised via the demand that claims made by individuals should be justified in 
public before a meeting of the Society, through the presentation of an experiment 
or specimen. Although the Royal Society in fact depended on words rather 
heavily in order to acquire, communicate, and publish the knowledge it was so 
intent on improving and promoting (through private letters or printed journals, for 
example), in its early decades it nevertheless pioneered and strove to retain at the 
heart of its proceedings an innovative mode of assembly focused (albeit 
imperfectly) around empirical demonstration, open debate, and scrupulous record- 
keeping. 45 
44 See Hunter, Establishing the New Science, pp. 1-15. Amongst other things, Charles II had granted 
the Royal Society the rights to bear a seal and a coat of arms, to correspond with foreigners, and 
to license its own publications. 
45 The early Royal Society's gradually waning commitment to and energy for conducting 
experiments at its regular meetings is comprehensively dealt with in Marie Boas Hall, Promoting 
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Of course the Royal Society's commitment to an actual programme of 
experimentation was less solid in practice than it remained in theory, despite 
regular attempts to revive its centrality within meetings 46 Neither was the 
experimental method - nor the `matter of fact' that it was deemed to discover (or 
produce) - universally accepted de facto as an appropriate means for deriving 
philosophical knowledge about the natural world. Rather, as Simon Schaffer and 
Steven Shapin convincingly point out in their project for `situating scientific 
method, and controversies about it, in a social context', the approach was long 
contested and furiously refined before finally being accepted (and then taken for 
granted) in a manner which now seems so familiar that its authority appears 
somewhat dangerously ahistorical. 47 In any case, it was neither practicable nor 
affordable for the Royal Society to repeat complex experiments ad infinitum; and as 
observations were increasingly circulated and discussed solely 'in verba', so systems 
of `credit' needed to be established against which the relative reliability of any 
given assertion could be tested. 48 Foremost amongst these were the transparency 
(or otherwise) of the rhetoric used in reporting; the material reproducibility of the 
processes described; and (not least) the putative reliability of the personal (or 
Experimental Learning: Experiment and the Royal Society, 1660-1727 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991). Hall's brief account of the Society's inception and early history is also 
useful: see her entry for the `Royal Society of London', in Encyclopedia of the Scientßc Revolution from 
Copernicus to Newton, ed. by Wilbur Applebaum (New York: Garland, 2000), pp. 582-85. 
46 See Hall, Experimental Learning, pp. 9-23. 
47 Shapin and Scaffer, p. 14. Shapin and Schaffer locate their argument about epistemological 
modulations in the intellectual confrontations between Robert Boyle and Thomas Hobbes that 
impacted heavily upon the Royal Society in its first decade. For a slightly different angle on the 
scientific `matter of fact' in this period see Shapiro, esp. pp. 139-67. 
48 On `credit' see above, introduction, n. 54 (p. 35) 
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institutional) source. 49 Indeed it seems to have been inherent within the Royal 
Society's post-Restoration manifesto for generating an atmosphere of peaceable, 
and above-all gentlemanly sociability (designed to transcend the participants' 
potentially contrary religious or political persuasions), that distinctions of social 
status themselves were equated with those of relative creditability: `it is not the 
case that the Fellows of the Royal Society treated mechanics and gardeners as 
philosophers, or that they regarded the testimony of artisans on a par with that of 
gentlemen'. 50 Ironically, as Stephen Pumfrey has explained, it was not that such 
`mechanics', `gardeners', and `artisans' could not be seen privately to perform the 
work of the experiment; rather that for the intellectual capital which they advanced 
to be valued as highly as possible, it needed to be mediated by - in effect 
accounted in public to - the genteel Fellows who were their professed social 
superiors and (quite often) their paymasters. 51 
The distinction identified by Pumfrey as having been constructed between 
servant-mechanics and gentlemen virtuosi focuses specifically on individuals who 
were contractually employed either by the Royal Society per se, or by specific 
Fellows: he contends in fact that the burden of experimental activity completed in 
the Society's name between 1660 and about 1730 was undertaken by no more than 
49 For an account of Boyle's manipulation of literary and social `technologies' in order to 
supplement and replicate the authority of his material experiments in pneumatics, see Shapin and 
Schaffer, pp. 22-79. On the rational style of reporting experiment and observation favoured by 
the Royal Society see Shapiro, pp. 160-65; see also Michael McKeon, The Onginr of the English 
Novel 1600-1740 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1987), pp. 100-05. 
50 Shapin and Schaffer, p. 131. Shapiro (pp. 139-43) is less certain about the prevalence and 
centrality of such attitudes within the early Royal Society. 
51 See Stephen Pumfrey, Who did the work? Experimental philosophers and public 
demonstrators in Augustan England', British Journal for the History of Science, 28 (1995), 131-56. 
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a dozen men. 52 Moreover, his description of the mechanic's ungentlemanly 
engagement in activities demanding `manual skill and dirty, sweaty labour' 
undoubtedly corresponds with the day-to-day rigours of horticulture, and there is 
certainly evidence that Fellows of the Royal Society mined the experiences and 
scoured the gardens of contemporary nurserymen in order to resource their 
investigations into the mysteries of plant life. Again Thomas Fairchild is the most 
important (but not the singular) example here: James Petiver explored Selby's 
Gardens when compiling catalogues of local plants for the Philosophical Transactions, 
and dried specimens collected from Fairchild's nursery survive amongst Sloane's 
massive herbarium; whilst Patrick Blair and Richard Bradley repeatedly 
appropriated the Hoxton gardener's observations and experiments concerning 
practical botany for their own publications. 53 Amongst these must be counted 
Fairchild's most celebrated achievement, his cultivation of a so-called `Mule' 
(Dianthus cayophyllus x barbatus), the earliest botanical hybrid known to have been 
raised artificially, and first documented by Bradley in 1717 amongst his own 
speculations about sexual reproduction in plants: 
the Carnation and Sweet William are in some respects alike, the Farina 
[pollen] of the one will impregnate the other, and the Seed so 
52 Pumfrey, pp. 140-46. According to Michael Hunter's research, some 551 Fellows (including 
foreign members) had been elected between 1660 and 1700 alone; whilst it can be extrapolated 
from his analysis of the Royal Society's own printed lists that there were on average around 170 
domestic Fellows enrolled (or re-enrolled) each year for the same period: see Michael Hunter, The 
Royal Society and its Fellows, 1660-1700: The morphology of an early scientific institution, 2nd edn (Oxford: 
British Society for the History of Science, 1994), pp. 124,133-233. 
53 See James Petiver, `Some Farther Account of Divers Rare Plants, Lately Observed in Several 
Curious Gardens about London, and Particularly in the Company of the Apothecaries Physick- 
Garden at Chelsey', Philosophical Transactions, 27 (1710-12), 416-25 (pp. 424-25); The Sloane 
Herbarium: An Annotated List of the Horti Sicci Composing it; with Biographical Accounts of the Principal 
Contributors, ed. by J. E. Dandy (London: British Museum, 1958), p. 129 and passim; Richard 
Bradley, New Improvements of Planting and Gardening, both Philosophical and Practicah Explaining the 
Motion of the Sap and Generation of Plants: With Other Discoveries Never Before Made Publick, for the 
Improvement of Forest-Trees, Flower-Gardens, or Parterres, 3 vols (London: W. Mears, 1717-18), passim; 
and Blair, Botanick Essays, passim. 
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enliven'd will produce a Plant differing from either, as may now be 
seen in the Garden of Mr. Thomas Fairchild of Hoxton, a Plant neither 
Sweet William, nor Carnation, but resembling both equally, which was 
raised from the Seed of a Carnation that had been impregnated by the 
Farina of the Sweet Wlilliam. These Couplings are not unlike that of 
the Mare with the Ass, which produces the Mule, and in regard to 
Generation, are also the same with Mules, not being able to multiply 
their Species, no more than other Monsters generated in the same 
manner. s4 
The precise `Couplings' orchestrated under the practised hands of the nurseryman 
engender new `Monsters', aberrations of nature precluded from imposing 
themselves upon the world by their providential inability to reproduce. 55 Yet 
whilst Bradley the writer is eager to elicit a sense of the marvellous from his 
account of this `Plant neither Sweet William, nor Carnation', it is also crucial that as a 
gentleman botanist (to Fairchild's mechanical horticulturist) he locates the 
creditable site of knowledge production not within the wondrous sale-garden of 
Hoxton so much as in the text of his New Improvements of Planting and Gardening, 
with its exact representation of experimental procedure, intent observation of 
physical qualities, and analogous comparison with another, more familiar natural 
philosophical phenomenon. 
So enamoured were some of the Fellows with Thomas Fairchild, that he 
was graciously given `leave to be present' (as the official minutes put it) at two 
separate meetings of the Royal Society-56 On the first such occasion, the evening 
sa Bradley, New Improvements, I, 24. 
se Depsite Bradley's suggestion of experimental precision, it appears that Fairchild had first 
observed the hybridisation occuring naturally: see Royal Society Library, Journal Books of the 
Royal Society MSS, XI (1714-20) (copy), pp. 438-39 (the manuscript is paginated in the style of a 
book). 
56 See RS Journal Book, XI, p. 437; and XII (1720-26), p. 457. For a fuller account of these two 
meetings see Leapman, pp. 9-34,179-82. 
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of 4 February 1720, the gardener must have felt like the specimen undergoing 
microscopic examination by the assembly. It appears from the Journal Book that he 
was consigned to sit in relative silence whilst Patrick Blair held court, discoursing 
about his own recently published theories of plant sexuality and nutrition which 
had drawn explicitly upon the nurseryman's original research. The curious 
horticulturist turned mute assistant, Fairchild seems only to have been called upon 
during this performance when required to produce a `Specimen' of his new breed 
Ca. plant [... ] of a Middle Nature between a Sweet William & Carnation July 
flower'); although somewhat touchingly he had also carried with him `a Peice of 
Wood in which a Chrisolites [chrysalis] had burryed it self and form'd a Case or 
Coffin to Lodge in, till its Transmutation into a Moth, for which he had thanks'. 57 
Clearly the role of gentleman natural philosopher had been firmly assumed by 
Blair - and the credit presumably was all the Scot's. Yet four years later Fairchild 
would return to speak himself, at a time when Blair had removed to Boston and 
Bradley had effectively fallen from grace. 58 On 2 April 1724 he followed up a 
presentation upon the `freezing of water in Vacuo' by Daniel Fahrenheit (one of 
Pumfrey's dodecade of mechanics) with an account of `Several new Experiments 
in Gardening in Order to prove a Constant circulation of the Sap in Trees and 
Plants'. 59 Fairchild had long been feted by botanists as a serious authority in this 
aspect of vegetative anatomy, even though his `Experiments in Gardening' were 
probably prompted by the commercial imperative to seek ever more reliable and 
effective methods for propagating and improving his valuable stocks of forest and 
57 RS Journal Book, XI, pp. 438,441. 
58 On Richard Bradley's fluctuating reputation as a botanist see chapters 4-5, below. 
59 RS Journal Book, XII, pp. 460-61. 
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fruit trees. 60 Of the four trials he reported upon to the Royal Society, three 
involved examples of one arboreal species being successfully inarched or 
otherwise grafted onto another, with attendant observations that supposedly 
proved `the Constant circulation of the Sap' throughout their conjoined products. 
Yet the fourth was rather different, and gestured towards a more abstract (and 
almost whimsical) fascination with the science of his trade, Fairchild recounting 
the tale of `a Viburnum with its head planted in the Earth, wherein the top 
branches were Converted into roots and the roots into branches'. 61 In the playful, 
otherwise meaningless experimental manoeuvres of a virtuoso - the exhibition of 
wonder as route towards esoteric learning - the nurseryman was perhaps signalling 
an aspiration to become more than somebody else's drudge, a quest of emulation 
which had assisted him finally to find his own public voice that evening. 
The horticultural display that the nurseryman `produced' must have carried 
some weight with his audience, for the Royal Society's `Journal Book' recalls how 
he was paid a double honour: `Mr Fairchild had thanks and his Paper ordered to be 
printed. '62 Shortly afterwards, Fairchild was no doubt delighted to discover that 
`An Account of Some New Experiments, Relating to the Different, and 
Sometimes Contrary Motion of the Sap in Plants and Trees' was indeed amongst 
60 Fairchild's paper in the Philosophical Transactions professed his intentions to `make barren Trees 
fruitful, and decaying Trees healthful, and render the System of Gardening and Planting more 
useful to the Publick' - horticultural advances that were no doubt to his own professional benefit 
as well. See Thomas Fairchild, `An Account of Some New Experiments, Relating to the 
Different, and Sometimes Contrary Motion of the Sap in Plants and Trees', Philosophical 
Transactions, 33 (1724-25), 127-29 (p. 127). 
61 RS Journal Book, XII, p. 461. 
62 RS Journal Book, XII, p. 461. It is unclear from the minutes whether Fairchild had brought 
any physical specimens of the plants with him on this occasion. 
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the contributions to issue 384 of the Royal Society's Philosophical Transactions. 63 
One wonders whether for a while he secretly anticipated an invitation to become 
part of that august institution, or whether instead he always comprehended (and 
even approved of) the mechanisms of exclusion that restricted fellowship on the 
grounds of birth, wealth, and profession. Wherever his feelings lay, by the time 
that the Society of Gardeners first congregated - perhaps late in the summer of 
1724 - Fairchild possessed unquestionable cachet amongst his colleagues, being not 
only the elder statesmen in their midst, but also a published author, and (however 
briefly) a recognised visitor at Crane Court. Whilst such first-hand experience was 
not exactly a pre-requisite for the gardeners to gain an understanding of how the 
Royal Society ran their meetings (indeed if he had attended on one of the more 
sparsely attended evenings then it may have detracted from the somewhat 
imperious impression of those occasions created by the papers of the Transactions), 
it seems highly likely that he would have shared with the nascent club his own 
opinions about the forms of demonstration, expression, regulation, and recording 
implemented there. The Royal Society might have suffered from social elitism and 
an epistemological antipathy towards the types of commercially inspired scientific 
endeavours pursued by these professional horticulturists (being unable to reconcile 
them with its vision of polite, unsullied learning), but nonetheless its example was 
surely influential in determining the shape, ambitions, and procedures of the more 
modest Society of Gardeners. 
63 For publication details see above, n. 60. 
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The structural limitations (and indeed sociable opportunities) presented by 
the Royal Society prompted the manifestation of a number of often short-lived 
committees and offshoots dedicated to particular fields of knowledge. 64 Many of 
the active Fellows developed their intellectual interests through a whole host of 
networks and associations, institutional and informal. Amongst the most 
mysterious of the latter sort can be numbered the Temple Coffee-House Club, 
composed from a group of men who habitually congregated around Hans Sloane 
when at Crane Court. First excavated by the dedicated (and still unpublished) 
efforts of George Pasti, an American PhD candidate in the early 1950s, the 
Temple Club was almost immediately celebrated as an example of one of the 
earliest natural history societies in the world. According to Raymond Stearns (who 
like Pasti had accessed the Sloane manuscripts deposit at the British Library), the 
`Temple Coffee-House Botany Club' had been founded as early as 1689, probably 
by Sloane himself just after he returned from a brief posting as physician to the 
Governor of Jamaica 65 Stearns (acknowledging his debt to Pasti's narrative) 
describes a fully fledged voluntary association boasting upwards of forty members, 
amongst whom were counted many prominent Fellows of the Royal Society: 
Martin Lister, Tancred Robinson, Nehemiah Grew, William Sherard, Samuel Dale, 
James Petiver, and (of course) Hans Sloane. From a series of incidental references 
(to coffee-houses, compatriots, and curiosities) that they filtered out from the 
miscellaneous correspondence of this loose international coterie of 
64 On the Society's many committees convened during the 1660s see Hunter, Establishing the New 
Science, pp. 73-101; on the new clubs instituted by Hooke in the wake of his quarrel with Henry 
Oldenburg see Hall, Promoting Experimental Learning, pp. 17-19. 
65 See Raymond Phineas Stearns, `James Petiver: Promoter of Natural Science', Proceedings of the 
American Antiquarian Society, 62 (1952), 243-65. 
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contemporaries, Pasti and Stearns reconstructed (in the case of Stearns, around 
Petiver in particular) an organisation that congregated weekly on Friday evenings 
for learned conversation and the exhibition of specimens in a favourite watering- 
hole, and for good measure occasionally factored in Sunday herborisings over the 
ten, twelve, or perhaps even twenty-five years during which the club met. With its 
relatively relaxed approach to constitutional matters, and international links with 
an assortment of admiring natural historians, the Temple Coffee-House Club was 
determined as comprising just one of the several official and unofficial organised 
wings that crystallised within the margins of the Royal Society of London. 66 
The account of the Temple Coffee-House Club that Stearns made public 
has been widely accepted by historians of both botany and early-modern clubs, 
although it is not without its detractors. 67 Foremost amongst them has been the 
entomologist Les Jessop, whose scepticism in the face of manifest enthusiasm led 
him back to the manuscript letters (most of them written to or by Hans Sloane or 
James Petiver) which Pasti and Stearns had painstakingly gleaned, eventually 
concluding that the elaborate organisation which these earlier scholars had 
dutifully restored (and subsequently bequeathed to the history of science as both 
originary and exemplary of its type) was little more than a chimera, the convenient 
imagining by a pair of over-zealous readers of what lies between the lines. 68 
Jessop correctly points out that only two of the numerous documents cited by his 
predecessors ever make any concrete references to a natural history club meeting 
66 Steams, pp. 253-54. 
67 See for example Allen, Naturalist, pp. 10-11; and Clark, British Clubs, pp. 63,74. 
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at the Temple Coffee-House, and justly opines that `Pasti and Stearns did not 
strictly separate activities certainly attributable to the club at the Temple Coffee 
House from activities undertaken generally by the group of naturalists that existed 
in the London area [at the time]'. 69 For Jessop, the Club (if it existed at all) was 
likely to have been a brief and almost intangible affair, a collective identity that 
coalesced gradually around a coterie of Royal Society Fellows who took to 
gathering on a formal basis for a couple of years (although maybe more) during 
the late 1690s and early 1700s. Yet if his criticisms of Stearns and Pasti are 
apposite, it is at the same time odd that neither Jessop nor anyone else involved 
within the debate at any stage has sought to interrogate contemporary published 
sources; especially given that there exists a satirical tract of 1700 that not only 
confirms the existence of the club (and its meeting time and place), but also 
situates Hans Sloane and James Petiver firmly at its centre. 
William King's anonymously issued The Transactroneer (1700) is ultimately far 
more interesting for its withering attacks on institutional natural philosophy than 
for its incidental and residual reference to the Temple Coffee-House Club; but its 
witty `Philosophical dialogue between a `Gentleman' (the reasonable, open-minded 
defender of truth) and the Transactioneer' himself (a ludicrous caricature of 
Sloane, then editor-in-chief of the Philosophical Transactions) may also serve at last to 
provide some resolution to an occasional but ongoing research problem: 
68 Les Jessop, `The Club at the Temple Coffee House - facts and supposition', Archives of Natural 
History, 16 (1989), 263-74. 
69Jessop, p. 273. The two manuscript letters are David Krieg to James Petiver, [undated], Sloane 
MSS, 4067, fol. 7; and William Vernon to Hans Sloane, 24 July 1698 (Maryland), Sloane MSS, 
4037, fols 102-03. 
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Transact. I can never be to seek [sic] where to begin then, as long as 
there is such a Personage as Mr. J[ames] Pe4ive]r in the Philosophical 
World. He's a F[ellow]. of the R[oya4. S[ociety]. indeed! I made him 
so. 'Tis my way of Rewarding my Friends and Benefactors. We 
now begin to call it Our Royal Society (mus Pet. C. 5. ) One would never 
think it that looks upon him, but he's certainly the Darling of the 
Temple-Coffee-House Club. 
Gent. Pray what's that? 
Transact. Oh lay! Why don't you know? Where can you have lived? 
Why you must be an utter Stranger to Philosophy, and allpretty 
Thingr? never heard of the Temple Club? Oh for shame, let's see you 
there a Friday night. I'm President there, and I'll assure you there 
are many odd Things. And Mr. Pe4ive]r is, Gad he's every thing. He's 
the very Muffti, the Oracle of our Club. For my part I never saw 
any thing like him exactly. 70 
One must of course be wary of granting such squibs an epistemological capacity to 
represent historical facts that lies beyond their status as temporary satire; and 
perhaps the Transactioneer's behest that his interlocutor should wait upon `the 
Temple-Cofee-House-Club' one `Friday night' can do little more than verify the basic 
hypothesis that a sociable group of similarly minded natural philosophers was 
meeting regularly together in a London coffee-house on Friday nights around the 
turn of the eighteenth century. 71 So much concerning the Temple Club remains 
inscrutable - in terms of its rules, membership, aims, objectives, precise meeting- 
place, and level of public openness (or otherwise); yet even the distorted traces of 
its existence that are glimpsed here mark it out as a significant precedent within 
70 [William King], The Transactioneer, with Some of his Philosophical Fancies: in Two Dialogues (London: 
`Printed for the Booksellers of London and Westminrtee', 1700), pp. 33-34. Petiver was not noted 
for his good looks: see Zacharias von Uffenbach, London in 1710: Fmm the Travels of Zacharias 
Conrad von Ufenbach, trans. by W. H. Quarrell & Margaret Mare (London: Faber & Faber, 1934), 
pp. 126-27. 
7' The 'Temple Coffee-House' itself has not been firmly identified: perhaps the most likely 
locations are the 'Temple Coffee-House' known to have stood at Clifford's Inn Gate by 1702; or 
else a prominent coffee-house in the Temple itself, such as the Grecian on Devereux Court, 
popular with Sloane and other Fellows of the Royal Society: see Lillywhite, pp. 243-45,568; and 
Jonathan Harris, 'The Grecian Coffee House and Political Debate in London, 1688-1714', The 
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the pre-history of the Society of Gardeners, blending as it did the associational 
practices of the aristocratic Royal Society with the casually convivial environs of 
the coffee-house. This motion towards the demotic in fact formed the nub of 
King's assault, the final lambaste of his pamphlet being reserved for `A Discourse 
of Coffee', a paper recently submitted to the Philosophical Transactions (by John 
Houghton, the journalist and historian of trades) that had celebrated the 
popularisation of coffee for its stimulation of commerce, conversation, and 
(ultimately) the improvement of knowledge. 72 The `Gentleman' of King's dialogue 
unfortunately remains studiously unmoved by this excitable eulogy (which the 
`Transactioneer' quotes to him at length), damning the quality of learning 
emanating from either the coffee-house or (it is implied) those branches of the 
Royal Society that have been refashioned in Sloane's image. Houghton's 
`Discourse' (he concludes) is `a Tale fit to be Related only amongst Old Women, 
and Mechanicks', revealing no more than `any Coffee-Woman knows [... ] without 
the assistance of your Friend to inform her'. 73 
It is crucial to the success of King's lampoon that Hans Sloane himself is 
successfully identified in the reader's mind with the Temple Coffee-House Club, 
and thus with the kinds of personal interactions and scientific knowledge that it 
was disparagingly deemed to produce. As the Royal Society's Second Secretary 
since 1693, Sloane claimed to have been charged with reinvigorating the 
London journah A Review ofMetmpolitan Society Past and Present, 25 (2000), 1-13 (pp. 1-2). See also Jessop, p. 274. 
72 John Houghton, `A Discourse of Coffee, Read at a Meeting of the Royal Society', Philosophical 
Transactions, 21 (1699), 311-17 (esp. pp. 316-17). 
73 [King], p. 87. 
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Philosophical Trancactzonr, the periodical instituted by founding Fellow Henry 
Oldenburg (c. 1619-1677) in 1665, and now virtually appropriated as a corporate 
organ in which was published any research or correspondence considered 
noteworthy either by the Society, or else (which was not necessarily the same 
thing) by the journal's editor. 74 The Transactions (and eventually the Royal Society 
itself) arguably flourished under Sloane's stewardship, although there were those 
like William King (then as now) who believed that the unpalatable cost of 
enhanced institutional stability and profile was the subordination of the Society's 
founding focus on experimental philosophy to the physician's obsessions with 
natural history and social status, and a pitiful submission to his unruffled 
propensity for manipulating channels of patronage and preferment. 75 
Nevertheless, Sloane's seal of approval retained an inestimable appeal for others 
possessing scientific inclinations. Given the prominence of Sir Hans within the 
Royal Society (not to mention his past affiliation with the Temple Coffee-House 
Club), it was hardly surprising when a young John Martyn (1699-1768) audaciously 
approached him by letter in September 1725, optimistically inviting him take on 
the office of President to his own pet project, the London Botanical Society: 
If you would do [the Botanical Society] the honour to accept of that 
title; it might be a means of greatly promoting that Science. Bodies 
of men can do more in Sciences without doubt than private persons; 
not to mention the perpetuity of them, which must be a 
74 The Royal Society only officially assumed corporate responsibility for the Philosophical 
Transactions in 1752: until this point it had technically been published on the private initiative of 
the two secretaries. On the journal's early history see Hall, Promoting Experimental Learning, pa sim; 
and Dwight Atkinson, Scientific Discourse in Sociohr, rtorical Context: The Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society of London, 1675-1975 (Mahwah: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1999), pp. 17-27. For Sloane's 
account of his commission to take on the Transactions see his Treface' to Philosophical Transactions, 
19 (1695-97) (not pag. ). 
75 A modern, scholarly biography of Hans Sloane is apparently wanting, although of undoubted 
value is E. St. John Brooks, Sir Hans Sloane: The Great Collector and his Circle (London: Batchworth, 
1953). For the best recent account of Sloane's life see MacGregor, pp. 11-45. 
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considerable advantage. I am very sensible that there are none 
among us at present but obscure persons; tho I hope we shall not 
always remain such. Had we the protection of your name, others of 
more considerable note would be ready to join with us. Far be it 
from me to expect that you should give your self the trouble to 
attend our weekly meetings: I know full well that none of our 
enquiries are at present fit to entertain so learned and eminent a 
person. 76 
Deploying a mixture of strategic flattery and the lure of posterity in his attempt to 
make good his correspondent's altruistic dedication to an overwhelming personal 
passion, Martyn also signals a conventional cultural faith in the efficacy of `bodies 
of men' to achieve `more in Sciences [... ] than private individuals'; even if he 
proceeds to deflate such confidence by suggesting that Sloane would be welcome 
to enjoy the prestige of acting as President without needing to take `the trouble to 
attend' the tedious `weekly meetings'. 77 
In the event (and despite the generous exemption that Martyn was 
offering), Sloane was wise enough to turn this presidency down, perhaps 
computing that with Isaac Newton on his last legs he would soon be in a position 
to fulfil the equivalent office within the Royal Society (of which he had by now 
been a Fellow for upwards of forty years). Moreover, the health of the Botanical 
Society was faring little better than that of Sir Isaac, its `perpetuity' unlikely to have 
been assured even with Sloane's patronage; yet despite its brief life-span this 
coffee-house club would exert a direct influence upon the meetings and practices 
of the Society of Gardeners. According to a fulsome memoir penned by his son 
16 John Martyn to Sir Hans Sloane, 20 September 1725 (Pancras Lane), Sloane MSS, 4048, fols 
62-63 (fol. 62'). 
77 In later life Martyn would co-found the Grub-Street Journal and succeed his rival Richard Bradley 
as Professor of Botany at Cambridge (see below, chapter 4). 
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Thomas, in 1721 John Martyn had met Johann Jakob Dillenius (1687-1747), a 
German botanist recently domiciled in England, and together they inaugurated 
a meeting of botanists in London, under the name of the Botanical 
Society. They had meetings at first at the Rainbow Coffee-house in 
Watling-street, but afterwards in a private house, every Saturday at 
six in the evening; and in the year following [i. e. 1722] formed 
themselves into a more regular body with a president, secretary, and 
a body of laws 78 
It is indicative of their pre-eminence within and co-ordination of the club that 
Dillenius and Martyn assumed the two principal offices respectively, presiding 
over and recording the activities of the Botanical Society during the next few years. 
Furthermore such appointments also demonstrate that the Society (perhaps in 
imitation of the Royal Society itself) was intent on appropriating to itself a level of 
organisation which was hierarchical, sophisticated, and ambitious. The secretary at 
least appears to have fulfilled his role with due punctilio, evidenced by a single, 
surviving manuscript volume that contains twenty-one entries pertaining to 
Botanical Society business for the period between October 1724 and March 1727 
(roughly equating to the second half of its life-span). 79 The precise design of these 
records is unclear: David Allen has described them as a `Minute Book', although 
the absence of any information concerning precisely who was present at meetings 
or where the group had convened on the dates entered (if indeed it had) - not to 
mention the curious smattering of assemblies documented - maybe hints 
78 John Martyn, Dissertations upon the. Eneidr of Virgil, ed. by Thomas Martyn (London: Lockyer 
Davis, 1770), p. viii. The biographical memoir constitutes Thomas's `Preface' to John Martyn's 
post-humously issued Dissertations, and appears to be a significant motive underlying their 
publication. Lillywhite's sole citation of a contemporary reference to the `Rainboe Coffee House' 
on Watling Street dates from 1723 (p. 475). 
79 See `Botanical Society of London 1724-1726', Natural History Museum MSS, BOT. The 
manuscript is paginated by hand in the style of a printed book until fol. 20, from which point 
onwards it has been continued by an archivist in more conventional style. The existence of the 
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otherwise (for example, ten `meetings' have been noted from October 1724 until 
April 1725, and a further five during the autumn of 1726, yet there is only one 
entry between September 1725 and July 1726). 110 It is indeed more likely that this 
neatly kept, scrupulously dated quarto comprised a sort of botanical register (akin 
to the Royal Society's register of experiments); for above and beyond anything else 
it is meticulously concerned to catalogue accurately those plants that had been 
either brought before the group for inspection, observed growing wild by 
members, or sent to or from correspondents in the form of seeds. 81 If it were to 
be thought of in this way, the volume's anomalous chronology could 
accommodate more comfortably stretches of time when sporadic gatherings may 
have persisted without producing any data worthy of preservation in a dedicated 
ledger; although the volume would still fall short of upholding Thomas Martyn's 
assertion that the Botanical Society had congregated faithfully on a weekly basis 
for five or six years. 
Besides detailing the various epistolary and seed exchanges which the 
Society conducted with fellow botanists throughout Great Britain and Ireland 
(including Patrick Blair in Boston), the manuscript notes of the register-book 
suggest that there was an orderly emphasis at meetings on determining the 
book was brought to light in Phyllis Edwards's brief memorandum, The Botanical Society (of 
London), 1721-1726', Proceedings of the Botanical Society of the British Isles, 5 (1963-64), 117-18. 
80 See David Elliston Allen, John Martyn's Botanical Society: A Biographical Analysis of the 
Membership', Proceedings of the Botanical Society of the British Isles, 6 (1965-67), 305-24; and `Botanical 
Society of London 1724-1726', passim. The one entry between between September 1725 and July 
1726 is dated 15 January 1726, and details `A Catalogue of Seeds sent to D., William Stephens 
Professor of Botany at Dublin' (pp. 6-7). 
91 For the distinction between the Royal Society's Uournal-Books' (for recording minutes), 
`Register-Books' (for recording experiments), and `Books of Letters' (for recording 
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taxonomy, features, and uses (or `virtues) of plants gathered, grown, or sighted 
locally; and that where possible, physical examples were compared with herbals by 
the Society's favoured authorities, John Ray and Johann Bauhin. Again parallels 
with the practice of the Royal Society are never far away, and Thomas Martyn 
appears correspondingly eager to highlight the botanists' combination of 
individual demonstration with joint inspection of botanical specimens, all 
members being expected to contribute the knowledge they had acquired as a result 
of their own particular research: `Every member in his turn was obliged to exhibit 
a certain number of plants to the company, to make observations upon their 
characters, and to set forth their various uses'. 82 Many of the submissions (at least 
during these later years of the Society's existence) seem to have been made by 
Martyn himself - on 10 October 1724 for example: 83 
The Secretary demonstrated before the Society the Rosa Sylvestris 
alba cum aliquo rubore folio hirsuto J. B. 2.44 gather'd by him in 
Newington Common. & that also which the same Author sets 
down as a variety, differing from the other by having streight (not 
crooked) prickles: which was first observed in Bishops' wood by M 
Qoseph] Harris. 
He shew'd also the Rosa canina Sylvestris unico Hore & fructu Mer. 
observ'd by him in several places about London. 84 
correspondence), see The Charters and Statutes of the Royal Society of London for Improving Natural 
Knowledge [1662-63] (London: Royal Society, 1728), pp. 71-72. 
82 Martyn, p. ix. As will become evident, a similar practice was central to meetings of the Society 
of Gardeners. 
83 According to Thomas Martyn the Society stopped meeting during 1726 (p. ix); the last entry in 
the minute book is for 4 March 1727, although admittedly this simply acknowledges receipt of a 
letter from William Stephens in Dublin, whilst the date entered perhaps confusingly reads `March 
4.1726. ' (i. e. old style): see 'Botanical Society of London 1724-1726', p. 19. 
84 `Botanical Society of London 1724-1726, p. 1. The plants presented by Martyn are probably 
different varieties of dog-rose (Rosa canna). It should be noted that Thomas Dale also seems to 
have prosecuted some secretarial duties for the Society; perhaps (in imitation of the Royal 
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Whether or not it became instituted as an official activity of the Society, 
`herborising' (the undertaking of an organised, usually rural excursion to observe 
plants growing in their natural habitat) was evidently also a crucial component of 
its members' engagement with the practice of botany. 85 The register-book sets 
down five `catalogues of plants' compiled during such jaunts - two to Dulwich 
(nine sorts of fungus were detailed on the first occasion, and about sixty different 
plants on the second), and one each to Grantham (eighteen plants), Chatham and 
the Isle of Sheppey (twenty-four noted over the course of three days), and 
Rochester and Sheerness (fifty-two species recorded during two days of 
herborising). 86 Whilst this mode of fieldwork might appear self-evidently to be a 
key process of enquiry via which the thorough scrutiny and classification of 
vegetative life is best pursued, it is important to understand that official 
herborisings were at this time one of the more innovative methods exercised by 
the Worshipful Company of Apothecaries to provide centralised training for local 
apprentices in the identification and medicinal qualities of native plants. 87 Indeed 
such events probably helped to prompt the formation of some of the more 
important networks of amateur botanists that existed at this time, amongst which 
the London Botanical Society might plausibly be counted: of the seventeen 
members listed by Thomas Martyn, the vast majority were engaged in medical 
Society) the club had latterly appointed two secretaries, variously responsible for keeping minutes 
and registers, and for managing correspondence. 
85 The practice also prompted satirical detraction: see for example Ned Ward's account of an 
`Odiferous Society of Pink and Tulip Worshippers, who can walk ten miles to see a new Stripe in a 
Clovegilli flower', in [Edward Ward], The Secret History of Clubs: Particularly the Kit-Kat, Beef-Stake, 
Virtuosos, Quacks, Knights of the Golden Fleece, Florists, Beaus, &c. with their Original Characters of all the 
most noted Members thereof (London: Q. Phillips? ], 1709), p. 256. 
86 See Botanical Society of London 1724-1726', pp. 2,4,8,9-10, fols 21-22. 
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careers of some kind, whether as physicians, surgeons, or apothecaries. 88 
Moreover, amongst those within the Society who were not immediately involved 
in such lines of work was one further very important employee of the 
Apothecaries' Company, who is known also to have been a keen herboriser during 
the 1720s: the Chelsea physic gardener - and founder member of the Society of 
Gardeners - Philip Miller. 89 
The London Botanical Society was not of course strictly organised in order 
to abet or improve the lot of dispensers of physic; rather it seems to have been 
both beneficiary of - and benefactor to - the overlapping philosophical and 
professional interests in natural sciences displayed by the growing ranks of 
eighteenth-century men of medicine. 90 As such its programme of botanical 
inspection and erudite conversation - not to mention its origins at the Rainbow 
on Watling Street - can be aligned productively with the Defoean axis that Larry 
Stewart identifies as a vital component of London's coffee-house culture, that 
which The Compleat English Tradesman (1726) posited between `Trade and Learning 
[... ] the two chief steps, by which our gentlemen have rais'd their relations, and 
87 David Elliston Allen provides a useful summary of the institutional organisation of 
herborisings in this period (within which he mentions the London Botanical Society): see 
Naturalist, pp. 6-13. 
18 See Martyn, p. ix; and Allen, 'Botanical Society', pp. 309-20. Allen counts twenty-three 
members, including the names of all the men mentioned in the minute book (whatever their 
capacity), several of whom are not mentioned by Thomas Martyn. 
89 See Miller to Blair, 21 July 1724, for the writer's apologetic complaint that `I had wrote to you 
sooner but have had the Misfortune going a herborizing by water to get a very sore leg which has been troublesome to me'. 
90 For an account of the institutional interest of early-modern physicians in natural philosophy 
(and particularly natural history) see Harold Cook, `Physicians and Natural History', in Cultures of Natural History, pp. 91-105. 
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have built their fortunes' 91 In particular Stewart locates the dynamic conjunction 
of these `two chief steps' within the courses in mathematics and philosophy 
hosted by public lecturers like John Harris and Francis Hauksbee, who found a 
ready clientele - in venues such as the Marine Coffee-House on Birchin Lane - 
amongst both gentlemen and artisans willing to pay the hefty subscription costs of 
up to two or three guineas; and in many ways, the coffee-house itself can be said 
to have offered a type of social space that facilitated the creative interaction of 
people and knowledge, in which the mutual interests of science and sociability 
were both promulgated and exploited, often in conjunction with the purposes of 
the market-place. 92 Each of the organisations examined above - the Worshipful 
Company of Gardeners, the Royal Society, the Temple Coffee-House Club, the 
London Botanical Society - enlisted the possibilities of association in order to 
further a specific agenda derived from a combination of such practical and 
discursive drivers; from each of them (with the exception of the Temple Club) can 
be traced personal connections with the Society of Gardeners. Yet that Society 
was no mere culmination or project of these other (in some cases much grander) 
groups. Instead it was born out of social frustration and opportunism, the desire 
for friendship and closer co-operation, and a thirst for cerebral and commercial 
development. 
91 [Daniel Defoe], The Complete English Tradesman, in Familiar Lettern Directing him in All the Several 
Parts and Progressions of Trade (London: Charles Rivington, 1726), p. 371. See Larry Stewart, `Other 
Centres of Calculation, or, Where the Royal Society Didn't Count: Commerce, Coffee-Houses 
and Natural Philosophy in Early Modern London', British Journal for the Hirtoy of Science, 32 (1999), 
133-53 (p. 135 and passim). 
92 John Martyn charged three guineas for first-time subscribers to his botany courses: see for 
example his Proposals for a Course of Botany in London (London: John Martyn, 1728). Subscriptions 
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`A Body of Gardeners' 
What then was the Society of Gardeners? Who (beyond Fairchild and 
Miller) were its members, where and when did it meet, and how did it represent 
itself? If Philip Miller's brief epistolary reference to his reception of `two 
Gentlemen' or `Strangers' offers one way into its history, and the organisational 
genealogy established above provides another, then the Society's own explanation 
for its collective endeavour marks out a third, complementary route. Miller's 
letters aside, the most pertinent documentary evidence that survives comes in the 
form of the Society's single publication, the Catalogus Plantarum (or `Catalogue of 
Plants') of 1730. The preface to the Catalogus states that the Society decided to 
`meet together Monthly at some Places conveniently situated' - including it would 
seem) Newhall's Coffee-House in Chelsea - drawing into the upmarket centres of 
town life an assortment of horticultural dealers whose grounds were dotted all 
around the perimeter of London (if slightly weighted towards its south-west) (see 
figure six). 93 The membership was wide-ranging if not all-embracing (John Cowell 
being one conspicuous absentee): it included Christopher Gray and John 
Thompson from the bottom of King's Road; Francis and Samuel Hunt whose 
long-running family firm would be based in Putney for several generations; 
Richard Cole and Obadiah Lowe of Battersea; Moses James of Stangate Street in 
Lambeth and Samuel Driver from the Old Kent Road; Thomas Fairchild, his 
nephew Stephen Bacon, and Benjamin Whitmill of Hoxton; William Hood at the 
Wheatsheaf on Hyde Park Corner, George Singleton at the Neat-Houses Gust 
were to be collected by Martyn's friends amongst the book-selling fraternity: George Strahan, the 
Innys brothers, and Charles Rivington. 
11 See Catalogus Plantarum, pp. x[AJ, x[B]. 
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south of the Palace of Westminster), and Robert Furber at Kensington Gore. 94 
This convivial networking by men otherwise relatively remote from one another 
foreshadows a type of modern metropolitan mobility, the Society of Gardeners 
itself presenting an exemplary instance of the kinds of intellectual, financial, and 
sociable aspirations available to the new professional classes of tradesmen and 
entrepreneurs who were gleefully exploiting the seams of opportunity unearthed 
by early-eighteenth-century London's continuing mercantilist convulsions. 
The material improvements and juridical deregulation in spheres of 
national life such as transport and communications that were the hallmarks of 
Britain's commercial revolution may have dealt tantalising promises of profits to 
these men, but profound business problems were surfacing as well. The most 
pressing difficulty to confront the operation of the nursery and seed trades ever 
since their post-Restoration surge was commensurate with a challenge that had 
confounded empirical botany during the same decades. The issue was one of 
language, or more precisely of nomenclature: how could the ever-proliferating 
number of vegetative species known to European scholars be described and 
systematised in a way that everyone could (in theory) understand? The 
accomplished advances of learned late-seventeenth-century botanists such as 
Nehemiah Grew, Marcello Malpighi, John Ray, and Rudolf Camerer admittedly 
had led to a much greater understanding of the essential anatomical structures and 
sexual functions of the flowers and seeds produced by (most) plants; and there 
94 I derive this information from two sources: primarily from the title page of Catalogus Plantarum, 
but also from Ray Desmond, Dictionary of British and Irish Horticulturalists: including Plant Collectors, 
Flower Painters, and Garden Designers (London: Natural History Museum, 1994). 
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was an increasingly widespread anticipation that the occurrence of related 
characteristics in different species could be analysed and grouped together in order 
to form the basis of a universal taxonomic system. 95 However, there was as yet no 
great consensus as to what this comprehensive classificatory framework would 
look like (the stunning simplicity of Linnaeus's binomials would not begin to make 
itself known until the mid-1730s); the array of competing methods that had been 
proposed by eminent and respected authorities like Joseph Tournefort and Robert 
Morison resulted only in a welter of confusing, esoteric, and (worst of all) 
exceedingly lengthy names, which even the most leisured and intelligent of 
students struggled to commit to memory. 96 
For the time being, institutional botany's failure to suggest a practicable 
solution to this confusing inadequacy of terminology proved genuinely damaging 
to the prosperity of a small but significant number of horticulturists, as well as to 
the aesthetic composition of a handful of English country parks and the culinary 
facility of kitchen gardens. At the same time, these circumstances also presented 
an absorbing enigma to compel the imaginations of those given to a natural 
philosophical bent. As A. G. Morton has explained: 
Interest in botany was not only roused by the stream of new plants 
from abroad, but also by a further upsurge of horticulture and 
95 Grew, Malpighi, and Ray are specifically cited by the Society as `useful' authorities in the field: 
see Catalogirf Plantamm, p. vi. For an accessible summary of the work of these men see A. G. 
Morton, History of Botanical Science: An Account of the Development of Botany from Ancient Times to the 
Present Day (London: Academic Press, 1981), pp. 178-220. 
96 Patrick Blair cited (for example) titles attributed to the `Garden Cucumber' (`Cucumis sativus vu4 
maturofructu subluteo') and pumpkin or `Pompion' (`Cucurbita foliir a. peris sine Ziccha flore luteo'): see 
Blair, Pharmaco-Botanologia, V (1727), 215. Linnaeus's key works in presenting the binomial system 
were his Systema Naturae (1735), and above all the Species Plantarum of 1753. On the emergence of 
this new taxonomy see Morton, pp. 259-76; for a frank assessment of Linnaeus's career see Lisbet 
Koerner, `Carl Linnaeus in his time and place', in Cultures of Natural History, pp. 145-62. 
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gardening, ministering to the appetites and the fashionable tastes of 
both the new middle class and gentry, and a refurbished aristocracy. 
For these reasons botany was, throughout the eighteenth century, a 
leading and officially encouraged science. 97 
Morton conceives of the eighteenth century's `interest in botany' as lodged firmly 
within the mind; but for the members of the Society of Gardeners (who sought to 
orchestrate and benefit from the widespread `upsurge of horticulture and 
gardening) it inevitably extended to the pocket. The published work of 
contemporary nurserymen had long bemoaned the hurdles that faced those trying 
to build up reputations of accountability and relationships of trust with their 
customer base in an environment where not only could nobody agree about what 
plants should be called, but from system to system (and from region to region), 
the same or a similar name might be applied to two, three, or even more species. 
Messrs Looker, Field, Cook, and London, the founders of Brompton Park, had 
recognised this immanent barrier to commercial success at the time of setting up 
in business in 1681; and almost half a century later the Society of Gardeners was 
still grappling with a similar obstacle: 98 
Gentlemen very often send to Nursery Men for the same Kind of 
Fruit, Plant, &c. which they already have growing in their Gardens, 
tho' under a different Name, and when they have the true Sort sent 
them for which they write, upon its appearing to be the same with 
what they before had, they presently conclude that the Nursery Man 
who supplied them, was either a Knave or a Blockhead, when in 
Reality the Fault was their own, in depending too much upon their 
Author's Name, without examining whether it pass'd under more 
Names than one amongst the Gardeners. 99 
97 Morton, p. 234. 
98 'The Advertisement of Roger Looker, Moses Cooke, John Feild & George London. To all 
persons of Quality and others who are Lovers of Planting of Fruit-Trees, &c. ' (1681), Harley 
MSS, 6273, fols 50-56 (fols 51-). 
99 Catalogus Plantaram, pp. ix-x[A]. The Society's choice of rhetoric is remarkably similar to that 
employed by George London and Henry Wise in The Compleat Gardner (p. iii), 
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Individuals within the Society doubtless shared indignant -anecdotes with each 
other, describing the personal humiliation experienced when being condemned as 
`a Knave or a Blockhead', and (what perhaps felt worse) for dutifully issuing self- 
important `Gentlemen' with the very goods `for which they write', only to find 
themselves roundly and unfairly criticised for sending `the same Kind of Fruit, 
Plant, &c. which they already have growing in their Gardens' (and which the same 
genteel clients had erroneously labelled `under a different Name'). 10° Such 
accusations of ignorance were undoubtedly galling for proud and principled 
professionals who could claim quite legitimately (if with futility) that they had only 
been doing their jobs. Moreover, there was a growing belief that matters were 
further compounded (albeit that opportunities for sales increased respectively) by 
a rising tide of desirable foreign introductions: `forasmuch as there are new Kinds 
[of Plants] annually introduced into the English Gardens, (especially those near 
London) from different Parts of the World, there was Reason to fear that the 
Confusion would still be greater'. 101 
For nurserymen in particular, the immediacy of this seemingly intractable 
`Confusion' was constantly reasserted in two ways. In the first place, a century or 
more of detailed exploration, especially (but not uniquely) in the new world of 
North America, had unearthed a cornucopia of previously unimagined trees and 
shrubs, almost all of which were brought back to avid European collectors, natural 
historians, and gardeners who then struggled to accommodate them within 
100 Similar accusations had been laid publicly at the door of the nursery-trade in Langford, Plain 
and Full Instructions, ist edn (1681), pp. 1-2 (see above, introduction, pp. 18-20). 
101 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
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existing taxonomies. 102 Secondly, the many species of native or European fruit- 
trees and shrubs already long domiciled in plantations across Britain were often 
attributed local names which varied across the country, whilst their Latin 
descriptives changed depending on whether one consulted Ray, Morison, or 
Tournefort. As the reach of metropolitan (and some larger provincial) nurseries 
gradually extended nationwide, there could be no guarantee that the English 
monikers for an identical species of apple tree or anemone would be the same in 
London, Lincoln, and Lancaster. The shifting tastes of moneyed horticultural 
consumers continually demanded a greater variety of exotic and domestic 
products; but given that lucrative transactions with country estates often relied 
heavily on written correspondence, how could these plants (as the Catalogus 
Plantarum enquired) be accurately ordered by clients or dispatched by suppliers? 
Whilst the propertied and academic Fellows of the Royal Society were essentially 
free to consider the issue of botanical nomenclature an intellectual enigma, one to 
be solved over time by repeated observation, theorisation, trial, and error, those 
working gardeners about to create their own Society perceived that such leisured 
procrastination was beyond their means. If established public institutions did not 
appear to be about to help them out (for beyond the Royal Society the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge offered little substantial encouragement to natural 
philosophy, whilst the Worshipful Company of Gardeners was already inextricably 
and hopelessly stunted by City politicking), then they would have to try to do 
something about it for themselves. However, the Society of Gardeners thereby 
undertook more than simply to compensate the shortcomings of others: rather the 
102 See Morton, pp. 234,237. 
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pressure exerted by the commercial demands facing its members had uncovered 
regions as yet not fully chartered by human understanding, and in which London's 
ambitious nurserymen were keen to establish their own independent scientific 
credentials - even if the knowledge produced in the process was necessarily 
motivated by notions of profit as well as those of progress. 
One important solution which the capital's plantsmen had already 
implemented in order to attempt to negotiate the problems of distorted and 
perplexing taxonomies was to appropriate the technology of print within an 
evolving strategy of publishing sales catalogues. The first examples of such trade 
lists appeared either as appendices or supplementary chapters in books on 
horticultural topics, the earliest known to have survived being that for the nursery 
of Captain Gurle, found in Leonard Meager's English Gardener (1670). 103 Meager 
praises as `divers' the range of `rare and choice Plants' on offer at Gurle's Brick 
Lane gardens, an intentionally complimentary suggestion that his friend is the 
vendor of a bewilderingly exotic array of varieties; but the adjective might equally 
apply to the system used for arranging them in the directory which follows. In no 
discernible order, Meager proceeds to recite broad categories of fruits with which 
the reader can be furnished at the `Great Nursery', providing specific, local 
descriptions under conventional, generic, English headings such as `Cherries', 
`Plums', `Apricocks', and `Peaches'. The common names invoked to advertise the 
103 Meager, English Gardener, pp. 82-88 (see also above, pp. 75-77). There were of course detractors; London and Wise implied that the representations afforded by seedsmen's `Printed 
Catalogues', were no substitute for examining the plants themselves in a nursery garden: see Compleat Gard'ner, p. I For a comprehensive history of horticultural catalogues in the period see 
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goods on offer may well match those which would generate so much confusion 
for the sales clerks at Brompton Park and members of the Society of Gardeners - 
surely relatively few buyers would have known what sort of plant they could 
expect to see delivered were they bold enough to write for the type of cherry here 
described as an `English Ciliegiberrylin, as big as an indifferent Apple'. 104 Not 
surprisingly, nurserymen soon began to implement more effective techniques for 
explaining to their customers precisely what was available. 
Perhaps the most significant development in the layout of nurserymen's 
trade catalogues was their publication not only of those idiomatic names for plants 
which the gardeners of London used amongst themselves, but (printed alongside 
them) corresponding Latin terms which the rural gentleman-reader - often 
imagined within the text as both a botanist and a classicist - might be expected to 
understand. When Philip Miller edited Robert Furber's `Catalogue of [... ] Trees 
and Shrub' for his 1724 Dictionary, he was clearly bearing in mind the strategic 
importance of such flattery: 
for the general Satisfaction of Gentlemen, which are skill'd in 
BOTANY, I have endeavoured to give Authentick Names opposite 
to the English, that it may be Useful to every Body, the Gardeners 
understanding what Gentlemen mean when they write for any of the 
following PLANTS, and that Gentlemen may understand what the 
Gardeners mean when they call any of the following PLANTS by the 
Names used amongst them. 105 
John Harvey, Early Gardening Catalogues: with complete reprints of lists and accounts of the 16th - 19th Centuries (London: Phillimore, 1972), pp. 14-35. 
104 Meager, p. 83. I have been unable to identify the `Ciliegiberrylin', if indeed the variety 
survives. 
101 wer, Gardeners and Florists Dictionary, II, back matter (not pag. ). 
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The polarisation of `Gentlemen' and `Gardeners' (seen already in London and 
Wise's Retzr'd Gardner, and reflected in Pumfrey's distinction between virtuosi and 
mechanics) is invoked to gesticulate towards the possibility of forming a mutual 
`understanding' between the two groups of men, the `Catalogue' thereafter 
marrying up the chosen botanical or `Authentick Names' for Furber's trees with 
the `English' ones preferred by the apparently less educated nurseryman. The list 
that follows is consequently `Useful to every Body', alphabetically categorising 
Furber's stock according to his own preferred nomenclature, whilst a parallel 
column details a Latin equivalent for each name, often supplying Miller's bookish 
source in order to forestall confusion even further. Yet such an addition also 
signalled that on his own territory at least the gardener increasingly held sway over 
the gentleman: in order to produce such a text he had to master both the colloquial 
and the scientific registers of `Botany', gradually achieving the sort of growing 
confidence in his own knowledge that culminated in the outburst from the Society 
of Gardeners in 1730, which blamed not the knavery of the nurseryman for 
mismatched orders, but the lop-sided learning of well-heeled customers who 
`depen[d] too much upon their Author's Name'. Increasingly well-read, the 
professional horticulturist was beginning to exploit the potential of printed media 
not only to sell his wares but also to stake out his own aspirations within the world. 
A useful guide for the prospective client it may well have been, but Furber's 
`Catalogue' also demonstrated the determination of the `Gardener' to mould 
himself as `Gentleman'; although this humble octavo (perhaps intended to be given 
away gratis to regular patrons of his business) barely presaged the far more socially 
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ambitious and ostentatiously costly enterprise that would engender the Catalogus 
Plantarum. 
In his study of the human urge to classify, Ordering the World (1981), David 
Knight argues that whilst budding natural philosophers in early-eighteenth-century 
France tended to believe that the necessary patterns for the right-naming of the 
works of nature could be detected in the rational recesses of the human mind, 
their counterparts in England considered that the key to a precise linguistic register 
lay in the empirical observation of its productions. 106 Knight's familiar postulation 
certainly correlates with the experimental approach propounded by the Royal 
Society of London, not to mention the practices of other organisations that chose 
to imitate (or at least be influenced by) its methods, such as John Martyn's 
Botanical Society and the Society of Gardeners. Indeed, the Catalogus Plantarum 
singles out the inspection of specimens as a vital component in the process of 
comprehending the intricacies of plant life, arguing that the genesis of the Society 
stemmed in part from a group decision that the soundest way to reconcile exotic 
introductions within accepted British typologies would be `to compare such 
Things as should be received from abroad, with those already in the English 
Gardens, and to discover where the real Difference (if any) lay, and to take Notice 
in what Particulars it did consist'. 107 This focus on scrutinising morphological 
`Particulars' - the distinctive physical differences and similarities between species - 
gestures towards the studious activity at the heart of the Society of Gardeners, 
106 See David Knight, Orderin 
26. 
g the IForli A History of Class fing Man (London: Burnett, 1981), p. 
107 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
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which initiated itself upon a procedural basis that indicated no small degree of 
formal resemblance with both its humble and its illustrious antecedents: 
FOR the better carrying on this Design, a certain Number of 
Gardeners situated near the City of London, who may be presumed 
to have as great Variety of all the different Kinds of Trees, Shrubs, 
Plants, Flowers, and Fruits, in their Possession, as any Set of 
. 
pe) can boast Gardeners of their Number in England (or perhaps Euro 
of, came to a mutual Agreement to meet together Monthly at some 
Places conveniently situated; at which monthly Meeting, each 
Person of the Society brought all the several Kinds of Plants, Flowers, 
and Fruits in their various Seasons, which were there examined and 
compared by all the Persons present, who entered down in a 
Register the Names, Descriptions, &c. of all the various Kinds 
which were from Time to Time brought. 108 
For five or six years during the second half of the 1720s therefore, fifteen or 
twenty nurserymen and seedsmen gathered monthly in the London area (in a 
coffee-house, or perhaps a garden), each member presenting before the group a 
specimen of a sapling, flower, or shrub offered for sale in his own shop. Known 
appellations could then be discussed, botanical authorities consulted, distinctive 
characteristics explored, and a Latin and common name finally agreed upon and 
recorded. There was no over-ambitious attempt to frame a completely new 
taxonomic structure; rather the focus was restricted to naming - on the basis of 
customary practice, basic science, and collective pragmatism - those plants that 
the membership between them `propagated for Sale, in the Gardens near 
London'. 109 
By deliberately writing its own history in this way (not that this narrative 
necessarily misrepresents how affairs had transpired) the Society signalled a series 
108 CatalogusPlantarum, p. x[A]. 
109 Catalogus Plantarum, title-page. 
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of vital constitutional provisions and associational habits which structured the 
official business and personal relationships that it facilitated. Members were 
expected to mutualise their respective stocks of Trees, Shrubs, Plants, Flowers, 
and Fruits' as jointly held intellectual (if not commercial) capital, and to participate 
fully in the exhibition, examination, and critical discussion of `all the several 
Kinds'. They could however expect to gain from as well as contribute to the club. 
Meetings would be arranged (as to time and place) on the basis of general 
convenience; through the medium of polite conversation (runs the implication) 
consensus was also to prevail in the conclusions that were drawn from the 
botanical demonstrations; learning and best practice would be freely shared; 
sodality and friendship -a brotherhood of gardeners - would result. The specific 
emphasis on creating a `Register [of] the Names, Descriptions, &c. of all the 
various Kinds which were from Time to Time brought' meanwhile reflects 
another of the Royal Society's innovations, and perhaps had been derived directly 
from the London Botanical Society via the testimony of Philip Miller. In the 
Gardeners' own `Register' however resides a powerful symbol for the aim that 
gradually became central to the Society: determining useful, suitable, descriptive 
names for nursery plants that could be readily adopted by traders and clients alike, 
and conveniently systematised into a publishable form. Not was this taxonomical 
index the only `Register' that the organisation designed to compile: they decided to 
assemble a portfolio of images as well, for if clients were able to order goods by 
referring to an accurate pictorial representation rather than relying on an uncertain 
local or botanical name, then a more satisfactory transaction was arguably bound 
to ensue. As plans to publish a Catalogus Plantarum coalesced, so there crystallised 
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in the Gardeners' minds an insistence that if this book was to portray sufficiently 
their intellectual, horticultural, financial, and research endeavours, then it had to be 
styled as not just a list of plants that could be bought but a saleable product in its 
own right, one that was educational, erudite, and aesthetically pleasing. a text to 
delight and instruct the reader, as well as to prompt purchases. 110 At what was 
surely a great cost, they employed the Dutch flower painter Jacob van Huysum (c. 
1687-1740), who was set to work illustrating the most intriguing and valuable of 
the plants cultivated by individual members: "' 
HAVING pursued this Method [of meeting] for the Space of five or 
six Years, the Society at last came to a Resolution to have the 
various Kinds of Plants, Flowery, and Fruits drawn and painted by an 
able Hand, at their own Expence, which being performed, there is 
now a very valuable Collection of those Drawings in the Possession 
of the said Society. 112 
Whilst the extent of this `Expence' is now unclear, it must have been quite an 
undertaking (albeit a shared one): van Huysum - who presumably did not come 
cheaply - painted at least thirty botanical plates of these `various Kinds of Plants, 
Flowers, and Fruit? in watercolours and gouache, and the Society would later also 
have to defray the charges for the engraving of the illustrations that made the final 
publication. 113 Fortunately the text of the catalogue would not prove so expensive 
to produce - the records of the meetings would themselves be appropriated for 
110 To this extent the success of the Gardeners' plan surely demonstrates greater longevity than 
they could have envisaged - at the time of writing, Donald A Heald Books (New York) is 
offering a copy of the Catalogus for sale at the price of $35,000: see <www. donaldheald. com/ 
books/books_text_01. php? cat=Botany&sortfield=&pg=5> [accessed 7 June 2005]. 
»> The allegedly dissolute Jacob was the brother of the more famous Dutch flower painter Jan 
van Huysum (1682-1749): see Mark Laird, `Exotics and Botanical Illustration', in Sir John 
Vanbru«b and Landscape Architecture in Baroque Endland 1690-1730, ed. by Christopher Ridgway and 
Robert Williams (Stroud: The National Trust, 2000), pp. 93-113 (pp. 107-08). 
112 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
113 Robert Furber, Peter Casteels, and Henry Fletcher later claimed to have sunk around £500 in a 
similar venture, their Twelve Months of Flowers (1730): see below, pp. 237-39. 
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this purpose, the processes of collaborative discussion and empirical observation 
being refigured as an act of collective writing: 
THIS being done, [the Members] came to a further Resolution to 
publish the Observations they had made and minuted down from 
Time to Time, in the Register of the Society; and having some Time 
deliberated concerning the Method of doing it, it was at length 
resolved, that we could not do the Publick better Service than to 
make a just Catalogue of all the various Trees, Plants, Flowers, and 
Fruits that were in the Possession of the several Members of the 
Society, and had been at several Times produced and examined by 
them. 114 
The Catalogus Plantarum, tum Exoticarum tum Domesticum, quiz in Hortis baud 
procul a Londino Sitic in Venditzonem propagantur (or Catalogue of Trees, Shrubs, Plants, 
and Flowers, both Exotic and Domestic, which are propagated for Sale, in the Gardens near 
London - the primary, Latin title intoning its authors' learning) was published in 
1730, the fruit of the Society's labours over the course of more than half a decade 
of association. A secondary title-page declared further that this was in fact just 
`Part I' - in order to off-set the mounting costs of printing, engraving, and 
coloration the Society envisaged issuing four volumes of the Catalogus, focusing 
respectively on hardy trees and shrubs, plants requiring a green-house for the 
winter, the most tender exotics, and finally flowers (in all, a classificatory paradigm 
for gardeners rather than botanists). 115 It was the individual title of the initial 
instalment, Catalogus Arborum, Fructicumque, &r., or A Catalogue of Trees and Shrub r, 
both Exotic and Domestic, which are Hardy, enough to bear the Cold of our Climate in the 
Open Air, that the Society of Gardeners opted for when announcing their 
114 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
Its For an outline of this scheme - explicitly designed to avoid `a very expensive Undertaking' - 
see Catalogus Plantarum, p. xi. 
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publication in the newspapers for the first time - the proud advertisement in The 
Daily Journal both boasted of the illuminated `Fifty Beautiful Trees and Shrubs, 
which were designed by the Famous Mynheer Van Huysum, and are represented 
in their proper colours', and supplied the addresses of various booksellers stocking 
the work as well as that of the Society itself (`at Newhall's Coffee-House, in Great 
Chelsea'). 116 In the event, `Part I' was the only issue ever to be completed; 
nevertheless it defines both the artefactual quality and the systematic structure 
which the entire work was expected to observe. A beautiful folio publication 
(priced at an extravagant Cl 11 :. 6d. ), the Catalogur Plantarum is a sumptuous and 
luxuriantly created item, adorned with twenty-one coloured copper-plate 
engravings (taken by Henry Fletcher and Elisha Kirkall from van Huysum's still- 
lifes), and shaped by the simple determination of its authors both to instruct 
themselves and to make further discoveries in the language of science, avoiding 
for good further accusations of being `either a Knave or a Blockhead'. 117 Such 
pretensions are indeed signalled from the outset: the Catalogus (as had been John 
Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding) was dedicated to Thomas Herbert 
(1657-1733), eighth Earl of Pembroke, sometime President of the Royal Society, 
and proprietor of `those noble Gardens at Wilton, where are a greater Number of 
the Trees here treated of [... ] than can be found in any one Garden in this 
Kingdom besides'; whilst even before reaching this fulsome panegyric, the reader 
had already encountered the main title-page's classical epitaph from the third of 
116 Daiy Journal, 17 February 1730. 
117 The price for copies of the Catalogut (sold `Stitch'd) was supplied in an advertisement in The 
Daily Journal, 24 April 1730. Kirkall's seven plates were printed in colour following the method he 
had pioneered for John Martyn's Historia Plantarum Rariorum (1727); Fletcher's fourteen plates 
were printed more conventionally in black and white, then coloured by hand. 
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Virgil's Eclogues, expressing the largesse both of nature and - it would seem - of 
the nurserymen's intellect (`Et nunc omnis ager, nunc omnis parturit arbos; I 
Nunc frondent Silvx, nunc formosissimus annus'). lts 
The text of the Catalogus Plantarurrm rehearses the trees and shrubs 
propagated for sale by members of the Society according to the appointed Latin 
genus, ordering them alphabetically (and avoiding thereby broader arguments 
about the taxonomy of natural life) before supplying a common English name and 
further information concerning the plant's morphological characteristics and 
variant species. Typographically the Catalogus is deliberately precise and consistent, 
for each genus entered the Latin title is given in lower case lettering, followed by 
the English sobriquet in more prominent small capitals (`that it may appear at the 
first View, to such Persons who have not been acquainted with the Latin Names'), 
and a short (italicised) generic description (the `Characters') of the plant in 
question. l"' For example, the first plant listed under the letter C is `Captifolium; 
HONEYSUCKLE, or WOODBIND'; 120 
It bath a climbing Stalk, which twists its self about whatsoever Tree stands near 
it. The Flowers are tubulous and oblong, consisting of one Leaf, which opens 
toward the Top, and is divided into two Lips, the uppermo ct of which is again 
divided into two, and the lowermost into many Segmentr. The Tube of the 
Flower is bent somewhat resembling a Huntsman's Horn; they are produc'd in 
Clusters, and are very sweet. 121 
118 Catalogus Plaatamm, title-page and p. iv. The epitaph comes from Virgil, Edoguer, iä: 56-57, and 
can be translated `And now the whole field, now all of the tree burgeons; I Now the woods are 
bursting into leaf, now is the fairest moment of the year'. 
»9 CatalogusPlantarum, p. ix[B]. 
120 Modem taxonomy still describes the honeysuckle family as Caprifoliaceae, the different species 
of flowers which the Society goes on to describe presumably belong to the genus Lonicera. 
121 Cataloger Plantarum, p. 14 (italics retained as in original). 
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The official statutes of the Royal Society, recently published in full for the first 
time, had dictated that `in all Reports of Experiments [... ] the Matter of Fact shall 
be barely stated, without any Prefaces, Apologies, or Rhetorical Flourishes; and 
enter'd so into the Register-Book'; and the Catalogus (here as elsewhere) similarly 
implemented a suitably sparse register: the `Flowers are tubulous and oblong', their 
single `Leaf [... ] opens toward the Top' and bifurcates `into two Lips' before again 
dividing (`the uppermost [... ] into two, and the lowermost into many 
Segments'). 122 Allusion and metaphor are concomitantly restrained, implemented 
only when necessary to assist explication - the `Tube' of the flower therefore 
appears `bent somewhat resembling a Huntsman's Horn'; although even here the 
language teeters precariously towards the `Flourishes' of the poetic or conjectural, 
dangerously testing the prescriptive demand for precision. 
Beneath such `Characters', the Catalogus printed numbered lists of preferred 
specific names in lower case roman font, along with the relevant botanical source 
(as in Furber's earlier `Catalogue' in Miller's Didronary); each of these is succeeded 
by a litany of respectfully rejected terms (in italics), and finally further English 
cognomens, again in small roman capitals (and to the preponderance of which is 
fastened the instructive reminder `vulgo' to press home the popular nature of its 
usage). Twelve species of `Caprifolium' are offered; for depictions of eight of 
these the reader is directed to an illustration at the back of the book (and in 
between the text proper and the coloured plates is inserted `an Index of the English 
122 Charters and Statutes, p. 48. Perhaps the most famous natural philosophical injunction against 
floridity in discourse (and particularly in speech) was found in Thomas Sprat, The History of the 
Royal Society of London, for the Improving of Natural Knowledge (London: J. Martyn, 1667), pp. 111-16. 
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Names of the several Plants therein treated of, referring to the Latin Names, which 
were disposed into an Alphabetical Order thro' the whole'). 123 As with many 
other entries, eight species of woodbind also carry `a short Account of their 
Culture and Uses, to prevent the Trouble of turning from one Book to another'. 124 
Whilst the preface insists that these informative additions responded to the 
solicitations of `several curious Persons', they also provide incidental testimonies 
to the skill of members of the Society. t25 Such insertions are by no means 
ubiquitous, but we do learn that the `Russian Honeysuckle' (or more properly 
`Caprifolium; non perfoliatum, floribus speciosius) was `rais'd from Seeds 
(brought from Russia several Years ago) by Mr. Fairchild of Hoxton'; whilst 
elsewhere it is remarked that the `Seeds of [the Carolina Kidney Bean Tree] were 
sent from South Carolina by Mr. [Mark] Catesby, Anno 1724 [... but] hath as yet only 
flower'd in the Garden of Mr. Robert Furber, of Kensington'. 126 Further evidence of 
the Gardeners' self-fashioning as accomplished botanists (as well as horticulturists) 
is discovered in brief references to herborising expeditions: of the `Oak-Leav'd 
Honeysuckle' it is claimed that `we have taken it up out of the Woods near 
Duhvich, and find it continues the same, since it was transplanted into the Gardens 
as before'. 127 
123 Catalogus Plantarum, pp. ix[B], 89-90. 
124 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
125 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
126 Catalogus Plantarwm, pp. 15,55. The plants referred to are varieties of Lonicera tatarica and Glycine frutescens respectively. 
121 Catalogus Plantarum, p. 15. The `Oak Leav'd Honeysuckle' is a variant species of Lonicera 
Fenclymenum. 
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As in Fairchild's City Gardener, praise for friends and patrons is indulged in 
order to bear witness to the patterns of sociability, exchange, and deference that 
structured sections of the wider horticultural community (and target readership for 
the text). The Catalogus notes that the `Manured Olive' (Olea satrva) `hatte produced 
ripe fruits (in the Garden of the late Lord Lechmere at Cambden House near Kensington) 
in the open Ground'; and that there are `Specimens' of the `Flowering Ash' 
(Fraxinus ornus) `now in Possession of the worthy Encourager of Botanical Studies, 
Sir Hans Sloane, Bart. '. 128 Moreover, the intentions behind this mode of eulogy had 
already been emphasised by the Society in their prefatory comments: 
Nor have we herein forgot to take Notice of the Gardens of those 
worthy Patriots of Horticulture, where many of the Trees here treated 
of, are now in a flourishing Condition, or grown to a considerable 
Magnitude; to which Persons (as we have before said) the Nation as 
well as we are indebted for introducing many new Species of Trees 
among us, the Advantages of which would be no difficult Matter 
here to set forth, were it necessary. 129 
`Horticulture' is to be imagined in spatial terms, its principal benefactors the 
`Patriots' of a realm whose interests overlap with those of the `Nation' of Britain, 
and which are advanced by such `Advantages' as the `introducing many new 
Species' (the Society points historically to `Bread-corn', and contemporaneously to 
`Sugar-Cane' and the `WY>ater-Oak of Carolina, which -- unlike its English 
counterpart - flourishes `by a Bog or Marshy Spot of Ground'). 130 In its outward- 
looking, pragmatic internationalism, `Horticulture reflects the cosmopolitan 
128 Catalogu r Plantarum, pp. 33,52. 
129 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[B]. 
130 Catalogus Plantarum, p. x[$]. On the politically charged nature of the term `Patriot' in 
contemporary discourse see Christine Gerrard, The Patriot Opposition to UY/alpole: Politics, Poetry, and National Myth, 1725-1742 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), pp. 3-18. 
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commercialism of other prosperous trades in London at the time: `by the Products 
of different Climates, we behold, as it were, a new World'. 131 
*** 
'The judgments of our Readers' 
What then was the legacy of the Society of Gardeners? How was the 
Catalogus Plantarum to be received, and why was its production so abruptly 
arrested? After all, one senses genuine co-operation through the presentation of 
its carefully selected notes and appellatives, the collective effort of both empirical 
and onomastic endeavour slowly revealing itself across the pages of the text. 
There has however been a general tendency amongst bibliographers of garden 
history effectively to attribute the Catalogus to the pen of Philip Miller, even if the 
evidence for such an assertion is at best questionable. 132 Miller would go on to 
become the most famous former member of the Society, both as a long-serving 
gardener at Chelsea, and as a botanical writer; but this does not amount to a 
necessary claim that the Catalogus was all his own work. It does of course seem 
clear from his correspondence with Patrick Blair that he was instrumental in 
establishing the Society of Gardeners; whilst a document published over seventy- 
five years after it had lapsed suggests (albeit via the testimony of a long-dead 
horticulturist) that Miller may also have been its most important scribe. In June 
M Catalogus Plantarum, p. xi. It has been noted of the species listed in the Catalogus that `the 
majority [... ] were products of the American colonies': see June Butler, `America -A Hunting Ground for Eighteenth-Century Naturalists with Special Reference to their Publications about 
Trees', Papers of the Bibliographical Society ofAmerica, 32 (1938), 1-16 (p. 5). 
132 See Henrey, 11,211-13,111,118. 
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1807 the Gentleman's Magazine published some `Critical Remarks on Botanical 
Writers' by the late agricultural commentator Richard Weston (1732-1806), which 
claimed that James Gordon (c. 1708-1780) - the one-time proprietor of a famous 
nursery in We End - had told him that Miller was `clerk' to the Society. 133 It is 
true that there are congruities which can be identified between some of the entries 
in the Society of Gardeners' Catalogue Plantarum and those of the Cataloger 
Plantarum Ofcinalium quae in Horto Botanico Chelseyano Aluntur (or `Catalogue of 
Officinal Plants Growing in the Chelsea Physic Garden') (1730) which Miller 
published and dedicated to his employers in the very same year, but at the same 
time they are neither identical in terms of the species they detail (the Society 
expressly excluded plants that were cultivated only at Chelsea), nor even always in 
total agreement (for example, the English counterpart for the specimen that both 
describe as `Grossularia; spinosa, sativa' is given as `The Large Manur'd 
Gooseberry' by the Gardeners, but denoted using the more refined `Common 
Gooseberry' by Miller). 134 Moreover, whilst Miller's approach to the layout of his 
Chelsea Catalogus echoed the typographical consistency of the Society's publication 
it was not exactly alike: his is an unannotated numbered list of the officinal Latin 
names (in alphabetical order) for plants growing at the Chelsea physic garden, to 
each of which is ascribed respectively a botanical source, list of synonyms, and 
English equivalent. Given that the preface to the Society's Catalagur Plantarum is 
defiantly undersigned (in no discernable order) by twenty different gardeners, it 
would be overly incredulous to reject their statement of joint authorship out of 
133 Richard Weston, `Critical Remarks on Botanical Writers' (1802), Gentleman's Magajne, 77 
(1807), 518-21 (p. 520). 
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hand; in any case, if Weston's memory of a distant conversation with someone 
who had probably only met Miller after the Gardeners had disbanded does serve 
to highlight- the contribution of one particular member, there is a considerable 
irony therein. Weston's `Remarks' aimed to excoriate Miller's imperfect and 
market-led acceptance of Linnaean binomials for his Gardeners Dictionary of 1768 
(the last edition that he revised personally); whilst his invocation of Gordon's 
remark attempted to establish not that Miller was solely responsible for the 
Catalogur Plantarum, but instead that he had contrived to appropriate to himself the 
credit due to more noble colleagues by publishing as his own `the first edition of 
his Dictionary, from the papery entrusted to his care' by the discontinued Society of 
Gardeners. 135 
For reasons different from those surrounding its authorship, the scientific 
value of the Catalogue Plantarum is also inevitably contestable - in this case because 
the ultimate emphasis was upon generating sales and improving business practice. 
At the end of the day the Cataloger was never going to be seen from the 
134 See Catalogus Plantarum, pp. x[B], 37; Philip Miller, Catalogus Plantarum Ofcinalium quae in Homo 
Botanico Chelseyano Aluntur (London: [no pub. ], 1730), p. 133. 
135 Weston, p. 520. The writer adds cryptically that `Mr. Gordon would say nothing more on the 
subject. ' In December 1807 (the same year as Weston's `Remarks' appeared) Thomas Martyn's 
preface to a new edition of Miller's Dictionary offered more charitably (and presumably not by 
coincidence) that during the early-eighteenth century several `persons were united in a Society for 
the improvement of Gardening; that Mr. Miller acted as their Secretary, and that this work was in 
some degree the produce of their joint efforts': see Philip Miller, The Gardener' and Botanist's 
Dictionary; Containing The Best and Newest Methods of Cultivating and Improving the Kitchen, Fruit, and 
Flower Garden, and Nurrery; of Performing the Practical Parts of Agriculture; of Managing Vineyards, and of 
Propagating all Sorts of Timber Tires, 9th edn, ed. by Thomas Martyn (London: F. C. & J. Rivington & 
others, 1807), p, i. Compiling a new Dictionary had of course been a motivating factor behind 
Miller's involvement in the Society. Miller's `Proposals for Printing by Subscription, The Gardeners 
Dictionary' appeared in February 1730, the same month as the Cataloger Plantarum went on sale - if 
anything this confirms his substantial involvement in the Society's publication: see The Monthly 
Catalogue; or, A General Register of Boo ks, Sermon r, Plays, and Pamphlet ; Printed or Reprinted, either at 
Landon, or the Two Universities, 4 (1730), 25-28. 
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perspective of the outside world as a piece of ground-breaking botanical work; and 
the Society of Gardeners manfully declined to duck the admission either that their 
book was at heart a trade catalogue, or that the basic criterion for a plant's 
inclusion was its availability for purchase: 
We do not propose to mention the many different Species of Trees 
and Plants, that are either in the publick Botanick Garden, nor that 
may be in the Possession of some curious Gentlemen, that have 
large Collections of these Things; but only as are actually in the 
Nurseries of the Persons belonging to this Society, and from whom 
any Gentleman may be furnished with any of the Particulars here 
treated of, by directing their Letters for the Society of Gardeners to 
Newhall s Coffeehouse in Chelsea, near London, at the easiest Rates, 
and may be ascertained of their right Kinds. 136 
pedes of Trees and Plants, that [... ) are actually in the The Catalogus's focus on 'S 
Nurseries of the Persons belonging to this Society' (along with the salesman's 
reassuring patter that they can all be obtained `at the easiest Rates) does not 
automatically make it redundant as a work of science - after all, it does list and 
clarify the botanical nomenclature, physical virtues, and morphological 
characteristics for upwards of one-hundred and twenty genera of trees and shrubs, 
as well as the Latin and common names of more than five-hundred and fifty 
species (whilst also supplying accurate coloured engravings of fifty six of them). 
Furthermore, its claims to horticultural utility and precision were genuinely 
purposeful. The Society of Gardeners was understandably keen to emphasise 
from the outset how the quality of its members' practical experiences acted to 
guarantee the reliability of the Catalogus Plantarum (not to mention the plant- 
ordering service that was being set up from Newhall's coffee-house): 
It was a Remark of a late excellent Author, "That Men in their 
several Arts and Professions, in which they have been educated, and 
136 Catalogur Plantarum, p. x[A]. 
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excercis'd themselves all their Days, must be suppos'd to have a 
greater Knowledge and Experience, than others can usually have; 
and therefore, if thro' Want of Capacity or Honesty they do not 
either lose, or belie their Opportunities and Experience, they are in 
respect of those Things, to which they have been bred and inured, 
more to be relied upon. " As to the first of these, i our Capacities, 
we must submit to the judgments of our Readers, but with Regard 
to the latter, we can positively say that there are not any Rules or 
Directions herein given, but what have succeeded with us, upon 
several repeated Tryals and Observations. 137 
If the Catalogu.? s citation of the `late excellent' William Wollaston's The Religion of 
Nature Delineated (1722) (a widely read contemporary work of moral philosophy) 
once more signalled its writers' polite pretensions to learning, it was also making a 
serious point. Wollaston had argued that establishing philosophical `Probability' as 
to the truth of things (in those complex or contingent circumstances where 
comprehending them with `Certainty' is not possible) relied upon the exercise of 
observation and reason in conjunction with each other, a tenet here extended by 
proxy to the processes for determining horticultural best practice. 138 Book- 
imbibed wisdom and superior mental ingenuity may arguably qualify others to 
dispute some of the Gardeners' taxonomical attributions (their `Capacities' they 
`must submit to the judgments of our Readers'); but when it comes to `Rules and 
Directions' for cultivation - and (it would seem) the analytical assessments made 
of individual specimens - those same `Readers' should be prepared to `submit' 
themselves to the authority of the `several repeated Tryals and Observations' made 
by the skilled members of the Society. 
137 Catalogur Plantarum, p. x[A]. The anonymous citation from a `late excellent Author' can be found in [William Wollaston], The Nature of ReI ion Delineated ([London]: [n. pub. ], 1722), p. 42. Wollaston (1660-1724) was keenly commited to the deistic principles of the natural religion he 
propounded. 
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Once more there is a delicate frontier to maintain between deference 
towards the polite, well-schooled client and the self-assurance of the particular 
knowledge possessed by those who have `excercis'd themselves all their Days' in a 
single professional field. The frontispiece of the Cataloger Plantarum is at pains to 
respect this slippery boundary in its presentation of a gardener (probably a 
contractor of some sort) conversing with a lady and gentleman of fortune and 
fashion in the topiaried formal grounds of their home (see figure seven). Despite 
the well-clipped appearance of the hedges and walks, this is not an idyll formed 
without labour: the gardener's working status is articulated by the tradesman's 
apron that he wears; the ladder and watering-can, tools of the horticulturist, are 
both in evidence; and the proof of their expert management is revealed in an 
abundance of juicy fruits and delicate flowers. It is however the confrontation 
between the three figures that is the most compelling element of the image. 
Whilst the young couple command the centre of the engraving, displaying an 
interested involvement in the design of their garden, and controlling the dynamics 
of the encounter in terms of status, wealth, and property, they are both in some 
senses ultimately bound to the expert guidance of the visiting nurseryman, who 
gently sways their own opinions by dint of his considerable experience. As such 
the illustration avers that the Society has finally realised Philip Miller's vision of a 
suitably instructed `Body of Gardeners which will be ready to answer every 
Gentleman yt: shall want Information in any particular branch of Gardening'. The 
contrast presented by this warm, open scene with the closed, institutional 
formality demonstrated by the frontispiece of Miller's independent Catalogus 
138 See Wollaston, pp. 40-43. 
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Plantarum (figure eight) could not express more forcefully the Society's 
commitment to the accessibility of their entrepreneurial botany over and above the 
haughty elitism of academic natural philosophy. The iconography employed by 
this latter text meanwhile pronounces a very different set of cultural claims, its 
depiction of the heavily gated entrance to the Chelsea Physic Garden 
emblematising its writer's position as the professional custodian not only of 
officinal plants and exotic rarities, but also of the erudition that his engagement 
with them produces, Such specimens are available to the reading public only with 
the permission of the gatekeeper and the instruction of a savant, two roles that (as 
the Latin title-page intimates) are being rolled into one within the figure of the 
gardener-gentleman, Philip Miller. 
At such historical distance it is virtually impossible to calculate the effect 
which the Society's Catalogus Plantarum had on the gardening public, although it 
must be admitted that its influence on contemporary botanical thought and 
publications seems to have been pretty negligible. Perhaps potential buyers were 
put off by the price tag, or maybe the sentiments of its intended readership (the 
more genteel class of natural philosophers and horticulturists) were offended by 
the brash appropriation of scientific endeavour for the benefits of commerce. 
Book-sellers were commissioning and producing an ever-increasing number of 
scholarly herbals and catalogues in these years, which arguably made the 
Gardeners' own venture superfluous to the requirements of either party. On the 
other hand, the fact that the project was apparently discontinued after only one 
volume of the Catalogus had been issued may not simply be a consequence of a 
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lack of public encouragement or the economics of publishing. In 1729 Thomas 
Fairchild, the most celebrated nurseryman of the decade (and presumably a central 
figure within the organisation), had died; whilst Philip Miller himself was 
dedicating increasing amounts of his time to both the Chelsea Physic Garden and 
his own writing, apparently discarding his seed and floristry business in the 
process, and perhaps therefore also divesting himself of any real stake in the club. 
In the meantime of course, existing internal tensions may have been exacerbated 
to breaking point by the fact that individual members were also competing 
tradesmen. 
As a literary product however, the Catalogus Plantarum need not necessarily 
have died: during the following three years, Robert Furber thought it worthwhile 
to pursue further the method of combining strategic marketing with incursions 
into the luxury end of the book market, via the fashionable colour plates of his 
Twelve Months of Flowers (1730) - engraved by Henry Fletcher (d. 1744) from the 
still-life oil-paintings of the Dutch artist Peter Casteels (1684-1749) - and the 
follow-up set of Twelve Months of Fruits (1733). 139 Although the designs were 
obviously intended to advertise Furber's extensive nursery stock (he actually 
claimed in 1733 to have `completed my Collection of the various Kinds and different 
Sorts of FRUITS produced in this Kingdom'), the collaborators apparently all 
invested equally in the earlier collection. 140 In February 1735 Fletcher claimed 
139 See [Twelve Months of Flowers] (London: Robert Furber, Peter Casteels, & Henry Fletcher, 1730), 
and [Twelve Months of Fruits] (London: Robert Furber & Peter Casteels, 1733). For the best 
account of these publications see Clayton, pp. 130-34. 
140 Robert Furber, A Short Introduction to Gardening; or, A Guide to Gentlemen and Ladies, in Furnishing 
their Gardens. Being Several Useful Catalogues of Fruits and Flowers (London: H. Woodfall, 1733), p. iii. 
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before a parliamentary committee (investigating whether copyright legislation 
should be extended to protect engravers) that the enterprise had cost the three of 
them a total of five hundred pounds - although given that over four-hundred and 
fifty readers subscribed at two guineas per copy it was obviously money well spent 
(further sets of engravings were sold off at an even more exorbitant £2 12: 6d). 141 
Purportedly in order to demonstrate his gratitude to subscribers, but no doubt also 
to channel and inform their purchasing power, Furber also wrote a pamphlet 
listing the multitude of plants that had been depicted; and if the title was slightly 
misleading, then the subtitle certainly reinforced its design. A Short Introduction to 
Gardening; or, A Guide to Gentlemen and Ladies, in Furnishing their Gardens. Being Several 
Useful Cataloguer of Fruits and Flowers (1733) presented several permutated tables of 
the specimens which had been displayed across the twenty-four plates of Flowers 
and Fruits (according to the time of the year when they reached `perfection', the 
geographical aspect preferred by each, and the most suitable methods of 
cultivation). Tellingly, it assumed the authority not simply of Furber himself, but 
also of the sociable network of professional and amateur practitioners - surely 
including the Society of Gardeners - who had informed the choices he had had to 
make concerning the representation and descriptions of his products: 
In making this Collection, I have been generously supplied with 
Choice of the finest Fruity, and Increase of the same, as well as 
greatly assisted in comparing and naming them, by a great many, both 
of Gentlemen and Gardeners, who are not only good judges of the 
Wilfred Blunt has claimed that `Robert Furber was a nurseryman, and his book nothing more nor 
less than a sumptuous catalogue of the plants he stocked': see Sacheverell Sitwell and Wilfred 
Blunt, Great Flower Books 1700-1900: A Bibliographical Record of Two Centuries of Finely-Illustrated Flower 
Books, 2nd edn (London: H. F. & G. Witherby Ltd, 1990), p. 31. 
gal Journals of the House of Commons, 22 (1733-37), 380; Fog's Weekly Journal, 25 September 1730; The 
Country Journal, or, The Craftsman, 17 April 1731. Uncoloured sets were also available at a more 
modest £1 Sr. 
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Culture, but exquisitely nice in distinguishing the Flavour, and most 
minute D erence of the several Sorts of Fruits, and no Name has been 
inserted at the Bottom of the Plates, or in the following Cataloguer, 
but by their unanimous Opinion and Consent. 142 
Once more the distinct categories of `Gentlemen and Gardener? surface, only to 
merge again within the nurseryman's rhetoric. Is Furber really referring to two 
sets of people, or to separate social roles assumed by the same individuals? The 
apparent distance between those who are `good judges of the Culture of fruits, and 
those who are `exquisitely nice in distinguishing' tastes, suddenly collapses within 
the discursive space that horticultural practices construct: `no Name has been 
inserted [... ] in the following Catalogues but by their unanimous Opinion and 
Consent'. 
At the same time as the success of Furber's lavish, illuminated folios 
perhaps was proving the viability of continuing the Catalogur Plantarum, a series of 
prurient satires predicated upon it (that appeared throughout the 1730s) confirm 
that the Society had definitely achieved some level of public prominence - albeit 
an undesirable one. The Natural History of the Arbor Vitae, or, Tree of Life (1732), a 
two-penny single-sheet folio nominally sold on behalf of a `Company of 
Gardeners', playfully burlesques the format of the Catalogur in order to describe a 
fictional plant, first providing details of `The Description and Place', and then 
progressing to The Names and Virtues'. 143 Suspicions regarding the true direction 
of this prose `Description' are prompted almost immediately: 
142 Furber, Short Introduction, p. vi. 
143 The Catalo, gus Plantarum (p. 79) includes references to two genuine species of the so-called 
`Arbor Vitx' or Thuya occidentalis. 
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The Tree of life is a succulent Plant, consisting of one only straight 
Stem [... ] Its Fruits, contrary to most others, grow near the Root; 
they are usually no more than two in Number, their Bigness 
somewhat exceeding that of an ordinary Nutmeg, both contained in 
one strong Siliqua, or Purse, which together with the whole Root of 
the Plant is commonly thick set with numerous Fibrille, or capillary 
Tendrilr. 144 
Despite its coarse humour, The Natural History cleverly mocks the language of the 
Cataloguc Plantarum, combining the registers of considered empirical enquiry with 
an erudite scientific terminology (the tree boasts `one strong Siliqua' and 
`numerous Fibrilla') and a series of helpful comparative metaphors (the two 
`Fruits' for example are slightly bigger than `an ordinary Nutmeg'). The 
methodology of a conventional herbal is further developed as the writer supplies 
tips on cultivation (In Winter it is not easy to raise these Trees without a hot Bed, 
but in warmer Weather they stand well in the open Air), as well as the plant's 
virtues and cultural uses: 145 
Some Virtuosi have thought of improving their Trees for some 
Purposes, by taking off the Nutmegs, which is however a bad way; 
they never seed after, and are good for little more than making 
Whistles of, which are imported every Year from Italy, and sell 
indeed at a good Price. 146 
Having jibed at the castrate of the opera-house, the text retains its mode of pseudo- 
botanical disquisition to turn upon two other leisured resorts of the town - the 
prostitute and the pleasure garden - as part of its ongoing, pseudo-censorious 
exploitation of contemporary sexual mores. The `female Arbor Vitx', a shrub 
144 The Natural History of the Arbor Vita', or, Tree of Life (London: J. Crage, 1732), p. [i]. The skit is 
commonly attributed to the satirist Thomas Stretser: see Peter Wagner, Eros Revived Erotica of the Enlightenment in England and America (London: Secker and Warburg, 1988), p. 193; Flora, ed. by Charlotte Grant, in Literature and Science, 1660-1834, ed. by Judith Hawley, 8 vols (London: 
Pickering & Chatto, 2003-04), III (2003), 61-62. 
las Natural History, p. [i]. 
146 Natural History, p. [i]. 
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known by the officinal name of `Frutex vulvaria', has also been examined and 
apparently found to be unfortunately susceptible to contagious diseases that are 
then too easily passed onto its male counterpart. As the Natural History laments, 
`these venemous Vulvaria are but too common in most Gardens about London; 
there are many in St. James's Park, and more in the celebrated Gardens at Tfaux-hall 
over the Water'. 147 
The Natural History of the Arbor Vita was to resurface in several textual 
guises over the following fifteen years, each version increasingly interested in 
protracting its use of pornographic innuendo rather than further dissecting the 
horticultural subjects of the original squib. A versified edition was published in 
the early 1730s (its formal transformation instantly undermining its parodic 
capacity), whilst re-worked sections would also emerge in The Natural History of the 
Frutex Vulvaria (1732? ), the seventh edition of A New Description of Merryland 
lay'd (1746). 148 In these later incarnations the focus (1741), and the Teague-Root Dis 
upon obscenity inevitably undercuts what is actually funny about the initial Natural 
History, in which the satirist's blatant allusions to human genitalia are intended 
147 Natural History, p. [1], [iij. 
148 See The Natural History of the Arbor Vitae or, The Tree of Life; Vers . 
fi'd and Explain'd Addressed to 
the Ladies by a Member of a Society of Gardeners (London: J. Wilkinson, [1732? ]); The Natural History of 
the Frutex Vulvaria, or Flowering Shrub: as it jr Collected from the Best Botanists both Ancient and Modern. 
By Philogynes C/itorides, Botanist, and One of the Missionaries of the Society of Jesuits for Propagating Knowledge 
in Forrign Parts (London: W. James, [1732? ]); A New Description of Meºryland Containing, a 
Topographical, Geographical, and Natural History of that Country, 7th edn (Bath: J. Leake, 1741); Teague- 
Root Dirplay'd" Being Some Useful and Important Discoveries Tending to Illustrate the Doctrine of Electricity, in 
a Letter from Paddy Strong-Cock, Fellow of Drury-Lane, and Professor of Natural Philosophy in M King's 
College, Covent Garden, to W[illia]m IY/[atso]n, FRS, Author of a Late Pamphlet on that Subject (London: 
W. Webb, 1746). These and other related erotic tracts are reprinted in The Geography and Natural 
History of Mid-Eighteenth Century Erotica, ed. by Patrick Spedding, in Eighteenth-Century British Ero tica, 
ed. by Alexander Pettit & Patrick Spedding, 10 vols (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2002-04), III 
(2002). Confusingly the original Natural History of the Arbor Vitz is not amongst the facsimiles 
presented. 
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intelligently to lampoon fashionable (if largely correct) botanical theories of plant 
sexuality. Richard Bradley (a friend to and champion of several members of the 
Society of Gardeners) is seized upon for example, not so much as a direct target, 
but as a symbolic proponent of the new notions of plant generation: in his 
enduringly popular New Improvements of Planting and Gardening (1717), he had 
described the reproductive parts of angiosperms in explicitly sexual terms 
(particularly by referring to different components of the gynoecium as the `Uterus', 
`Ovary', and even Vagina'), which the writer of the Natural History seems to have in 
mind. 149 By publicising its clubbable fascination with this nakedly transgressive 
science, the Society had thereby exposed itself to abuse on two parallel fronts: not 
only was its Catalogus Plantarum a questionable product of the pedantic disciplines 
of the new experimental science, but behind its conventional homosocial strictures 
were hidden a perverse and sublimated obsession with the life of the libertine. 
Whatever can or cannot be discerned about the reception of the Catalogur 
Plantarum, the Society of Gardeners and their extraordinary book surely exhibit a 
rare glimpse of a peculiarly hortulan form of eighteenth-century sociability. Not 
only do they suggest intricate ramifications for critical assessments of the 
contemporary worlds of commerce, coffee-houses, association, and institutional 
natural philosophy, but they also permit the researcher to tap into a relatively 
obscure yet pulsating vein of the social history of literary production. Behind the 
posture of scholarship, the lists of forgotten plant names, and the sheets of costly 
149 Natural History, p. [ij; Bradley, Nerv Improvements, I: 16,18. See also Wagner, Eros Revived, pp. 
192-96. 
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engraved figures, the Catalogur Plantarum restores an otherwise lost segment of the 
world of early-eighteenth-century artisanal industry, ineluctably resonating with the 
bustling sound of a group of tradesmen learning to talk with one another. 
* 
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Figure 6- Known Business Locations of Seed-shops and Nurserie! 
Run by Members of the Society of Gardeners. 
"Che numbered boxes show the approximate locations of the members' respective 
businesses (see key below map). The map used is John Rocyue, =1 P/, rnr o%' the Cities o 
I Jmdon and LJ"estrinster and Boroi h of'Southwark (1746). 
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Figure 7- r'rontispiece to the Society of Gardeners' C, ataaloii s 
Plantaren! (1730) (engraver I lenry Fletcher). 
The epitaph conics from `Moretum' (The Salad'), a poem commonly attributed toi 
Virgil, and translates as `A scanty spacc ]it was], but replete with diverse herbs'. 
,. /'Ii///, ',, ; '(/; %/ /('! //'( /Y//(, l //r'/7'/. t. 
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Figure 8- Frontispiece to Philip Miller, Catalojns Plantaru»i 
O#icinaliurn quae in Ilorto Botanico Cbelscyano'Montur (1730) (engraver 
A. Motte). 
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PART TWO 
THE CAREER OF RICHARD BRADLEY, 
GARDENER & GENTLEMAN 
233 
Chapter Four 
'Too much of the Block Head'? 
Richard Bradley and the Curious Gardens of 
Campden, Canons, and Cambridge 
Preamble 
In part one of this dissertation, `Nurserymen, Networks, and Knowledge', I 
described how an identity was gradually constructed for the professional 
metropolitan nurseryman in London around the turn of the eighteenth century. 
The interrelated processes which this comprised I both connected with the 
personal opportunities and growing wealth generated by the city's commercial 
revolution, and situated dynamically amidst contemporary discourses of natural 
philosophical enquiry, polite sociability, and the business of publication. Chapters 
one to three demonstrated how ideas about and experiences of the nursery garden 
were not simply directed towards slaking the thirst for financial profit, but 
incorporated interlocking habits of scientific investigation and sociable activity, 
whilst also showing how instances of representation predicated upon such spaces 
were variously enlisted - by both horticultural practitioners and outsiders - to 
uphold, contest, and undermine this version of the curious concepts, 
conversations, and conduct facilitated therein. In the second section of this thesis, 
The Career of Richard Bradley, Gardener and Gentleman', attention is shifted 
away from the sale-garden and its proprietor (although figures like Thomas 
Fairchild continue to linger in the background) in order to explore these themes 
further, at once extending the contexts established within part one - by turning to 
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the setting of the physic garden or `garden of experiments', for example - and 
locating them intriguingly within the life of the most prolific horticultural writer 
from the first half of the eighteenth century. By focusing on the printed works 
and extant manuscript correspondence of Richard Bradley, chapters four and five 
produce a biography that dissects his authorial and epistolographic behaviours as 
evidence that the progress (or otherwise) of the new sciences frequently relied on 
interpersonal networks characterised by the discursive intermingling of matters of 
public knowledge with affairs of private friendship. 
In order to trace how Richard Bradley's ambitions for achieving 
respectability waxed and then waned (despite his achievements as a writer and a 
surprising appointment to the inaugural Chair of Botany at the University of 
Cambridge), the research for part two of this thesis has ranged amongst the 
material histories and representational strategies of some of the texts that he 
published and the surviving letters that he wrote and received. Much has of 
course been written about the vast systems of correspondence built up around 
figures like the intelligencer Samuel Hartlib, Henry Oldenburg (first Secretary to 
the Royal Society), and Sir Hans Sloane (arguably Oldenburg's most illustrious 
successor); ' in considering similar exchanges managed by Bradley, my undertaking 
has been to describe a man whose epistolary and social dispositions were 
sometimes liable to test rather than to reciprocate the norms of genteel language 
I For Hardib's epistolary networks see Mark Greengrass, `Archive Refractions: Hartlib's Papers 
and the Workings of an Intelligencer', in Archives of the Scientific Revolution: The Formation and Exchange of Ideas in Seventeenth-Century Europe, ed. by Michael Hunter (Woodbridge: Boydell, 1998), 
pp. 35-48; for Oldenburg see Hunter, Establishing the New Science, pp. 245-56 and passim; for Sloane 
see Goldgar, pp. 18-26, and MacGregor, p. 19. 
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and activity that incessantly regulated the polite boundaries of learning. 2 My 
discussion of Bradley - as a writer, horticulturist, and gentleman - is informed by 
his significant relationships with both Sloane (chiefly in chapter four) and 
(especially in chapter five) the Charterhouse apothecary James Petiver (1663-1718), 
an infatuated natural historian and somewhat proud Fellow of the Royal Society 
who singularly (if not selflessly) devoted his bachelor lifetime to compulsively 
hoarding anything and everything that he considered to be of even the remotest 
financial or intellectual value in the interrelated prosecution of his vocation and 
favourite hobbyhorse. 3 Communicating by letter with sailors, travellers, traders, 
naturalists, colonial governors and British emigrants, from whom he fashioned an 
international army of hunter-gatherers, Petiver amassed huge, chaotic collections 
of books, insects, plants, seeds and drawings from all over the globe; the attendant 
correspondence which he accumulated (and naturally kept) is a fascinating record 
of the lives, opinions, and actions both of himself and those he relied upon for his 
specimens of fossils, flora, and fauna. 4 Such letters present an intercourse 
between the linguistic registers of scientific enquiry and familiar intimation that 
again illustrates how the development of western life sciences in general (and 
2 On the often overlooked centrality of correspondence to the Royal Society's scientific method 
during the period in which Bradley was operating, see Andrea Rusnock, `Correspondence 
Networks and the Royal Society, 1700-1750', British Journal for the History of Science, 32 (1999), 155- 
69. On familiar correspondence during the period see below, chapter five, pp. 309-11. 
3 The best biographical account of Petiver remains Stearns, `James Petiver: Promoter of Natural 
Science'; also of use is Henry Trimen and William T. Thistleton, Flora of Middlesex: A Topographical 
and Historical Account of the Plants Found in the County: With Sketches of its Physical Geography and 
Climate, and of the Pmg rr of Middlesex Botany during the Last Three Centuries (London: Robert 
Hardwicke, 1869), pp. 379-86. 
4 The contents of Petiver's disorderly cabinet (including his correspondence) were sold by his 
sister to Sloane for £4000 shortly after the apothecary's death in 1718 - subsumed within this 
larger collection, they were eventually amongst the founding deposits of the British Museum, 
whilst the manuscripts form a major constituent of the British Library's Sloane deposit.. see 
MacGregor, p. 23. On the relationship between correspondence and archives see Michael 
Hunter, `Introduction', in Archives, pp. 1-20 (pp. 16-17). 
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horticulture in particular) came to depend upon personal and personable 
communities of amateurs and experts, merchants and virtuosi - albeit in rather 
looser forms than the institutional paradigms surveyed in chapter three. For 
James Petiver, participation within this type of intricate model of association 
became in equal parts a scientific and a social pursuit (and one that his obsessive 
practices determinedly archived); whilst for Bradley such conditions both offered 
the material rewards of success and precipitated his final downfall, his collapsing 
prospects as a gardener ultimately effected by his inability to perform as a 
gentleman. 
*** 
'A Young Gentleman one M' Bradley' 
In 1717 Bernard Lintot published an unsigned Letter from a Gentleman in the 
Country to his Friend in Town. The pamphlet's anonymous penman appropriated the 
conversational form of the familiar letter, a device designed to authenticate the 
claim of impartiality obtaining to the critical sentence he was about to pass upon 
two recent gardening books, by investing it with the frank tones of an intimate 
correspondence not necessarily intended for publication: 
You was very kind in letting your last of the 11th instant be 
accompanied with Mr. Bradley's and Mr. Collins's late Performances. 
And because you have desired my poor judgment of them, 
especially of the latter, I will venture to give it and that without the 
least degree of Prejudice or Partiality. 5 
5A Letter from a Gentleman in the Country to bis Friend in Town: Concerning Two Books Lately Published by 
Mr. Bradley, and Mr. Collins, Treating of Planting and Gardening (London: Bernard Lintot, 1717), pp. 5- 
6. 
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If the rural writer of the Letter has benefited from the metropolitan situation of his 
`Friend', who has sent up from a London bookshop the `late Performances' of 
Richard Bradley and Samuel Collins, he now prepares to respond in kind, the 
experience of managing a country garden or estate perhaps underscoring the `poor 
Judgment' he modestly offers in return. Bradley, a young and urbane Fellow of 
the Royal Society, was enthusiastically regarded by many during the 1710s as a 
rising star amongst horticulturists; and the Letter opens by making him the subject 
of a munificent eulogy that praises his polite habits of curiosity: 
I own I am much taken with the Design of Mr. Bradley, and bis 
Manner of treating the Subject, in a Practical and Philosophical Way; 
expressing his Thoughts all along with so much Modesty, and 
Deference to the Opinion of others, being ready (as he saith) to insert 
curious Remarks from others, and declaring that Information is always 
welcome to him [... Ne is a Person of very comprehensive Genius, 
and has a sound and experimental Knowledge in vegetable Nature; 
yet always writes with great Candour and Ingenuity, and expresses 
himself like a Gentleman, like a Scholar, and like a Christian. 6 
Bradley is extolled as a paragon of the Republic of Letters - his own `Thoughts' 
are framed with `Modesty', as he welcomes the free flow of `Information' and `curious 
Remarks from others' that he will willingly `insert in his own published texts. 
Moreover, such activity is far from that of selfish endeavour - instead the first 
volume of Bradley's New Improvements of Planting and Gardening (his contribution to 
the `late Performances' in question) is undeniably informed by a noble `Deference 
to the Opinion of others'. 
This brief laudation having subsided, the tone of the Letter alters abruptly. 
Samuel Collins, an `obscure Squire of Archester' and otherwise unknown author, 
6 Letter, pp. 7-8. 
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finds himself treated rather differently, his foray into the realms of print censured 
for the rude rusticity of his language and a ramshackle approach to the natural 
world, which provide a dramatic contrast with the `sound and experimental 
Knowledge' mediated via the `Candour and Ingenuity' of Bradley.? `I wish I were 
able to say as much of our Brother-Gardener, Mr. Collin', thunders the epistoler, 
`who [... ] writes with a very different Air, and I am afraid will rather disgust and 
nauseate, than please and gratifie all modest Inquirers'. ' The Letter thereafter 
proceeds to single out Collins disapprovingly as it energetically engages with a 
vigorous horticultural debate about the most effective means for protecting tender 
garden fruit-trees from winter frosts, emerging as a supporter of the Yelvertoft 
cleric John Laurence whose suggested method for doing so had been attacked in 
Coffins's essay, Paradise Retriev'd. " Plainly and Fully Demonstrating the Most Beautiful, 
Durable, and Beneficial Method of Managing and Improving Fruit-Trees againrt Walls, or in 
Hedger, Contrary to Mr. Lawrence, and Others-9 Through its forthright remonstrations, 
the Letter constructs itself as the third (and it would transpire final) publication in a 
brief but increasingly bitter skirmish -a dispute that began by seeking to address 
problems of physical science (how frost forms) and practical gardening (how to 
safeguard non-hardy plants from its effects), but descended into a bruising tussle 
in which the chief targets became the reputations and integrity of the combatants. 
7 Letter, p. 17. 
8 Letter, p. 8. 
9 Samuel Collins, Paradise Retriev'd Plainly and Faly Demonstrating the Most Beautiful, Dura ble, and 
Ben ficial Method of Managing and Improving Fruit-Tires against Walls, or in Hedges, Contrary to Mr. 
Lawrence, and Others upon Gardening (London: John Collins, 1717). Bradley by contrast had praised 
Laurence's recent remarks on the circulation of the sap in plants, for which commendation the 
Letter is arguably repaying him: see Bradley, New Improvements, I, 6-7. The horticultural works of 
both men were thereafter to pay each other passing complements. 
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The confrontation that momentarily engulfed John Laurence and Samuel 
Collins traded not so much upon the horticultural knowledge and skill they were 
able to demonstrate as upon their respective capabilities in reconciling the values 
of polite manners, measured rhetoric, and creditable witness which had been made 
the hallmarks of early-modern natural philosophical discourse. As this chapter 
recounts, the pressures exerted upon the progress of learning by those weighty 
niceties of sociability that structured conventional habits of curious enquiry (whilst 
remaining liable to undermine the purity of its practice), also manifested 
themselves repeatedly throughout the strained career of Richard Bradley (d. 1732), 
the city horticulturist who was deemed to present such a stark antithesis to Samuel 
Collins. 10 Bradley, a man by turns both virtuoso and mountebank, concocted from 
his passage through life a melange of outlandish schemes and miserable failures, his 
pursuit of learning and fame constantly convincing him to manipulate channels of 
patronage and sociable intercourse with an audacious disregard for caution; whilst 
the opportunities for advancement that subsequently came his way were regularly 
undermined by his own financial profligacy and a pathological incapacity to keep 
his promises. In order to stave off the disheartening demands of creditors, 
Bradley turned to writing popular treatises and periodicals on topics associated 
with botany, agriculture, and gardening; yet the calling of a hack he deemed too 
lowly either to support his genteel aspirations or to bolster his connections within 
courtly circles. Instead Bradley dreamed of obtaining access to a level of wealth or 
sponsorship that could establish him permanently in his own private, experimental 
10 The precise year of Bradley's birth is unknown. An unsubstantiated but plausible (and 
therefore often accepted) date of 1688 is provided in Donald McDonald, Agricultkml ll%riterrfirm 
Sir Walter Henkt' to Arthur Young: 1200-1800 (London: Horace Cox, 1908), p. 170. 
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garden, where he could live truly `like a Gentleman, like a Scholar, and like a 
Christian'. 
Richard Bradley was (as will become clear) a man of obscure background, 
who persistently cultivated a string of patrons amongst politicians, the gentry, and 
aristocrats, probably capitalising on the possibilities afforded by a small sinecure at 
Court. An active Fellow of the Royal Society (under the protection of a 
prosperous merchant), Bradley deployed a tour of the Low Countries in 1714 
(dealt with at length in chapter five) alongside his early attempts at publishing 
horticultural and botanical texts in order to signal both a public dedication to that 
open transfer of information and understanding upon which the Republic of 
Letters was supposedly founded, and a private commitment to its citizens whose 
acquaintance he considered of value - the type of mutual contract that arguably 
kept the notion of such an international body alive. To this extent his connections 
and publications exemplify the polite `commerce de lettrer' that Anne Goldgar has 
imputed to the habits of networking practised by European scholars of the late- 
seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries, who `made of the practical necessities 
of learned life a true bond' founded upon `the exchange of service for service, 
book for book, friendship for friendship'. 11 Yet if one overriding consequence 
which transpired was that `the most important concern of members of the 
Republic of Letters was their own conduct', then trouble was never going to be far 
away from Bradley. 12 For a start, his constant money-troubles caused him always 
to keep one eye (however reluctantly) on a different sort of `commerce from that of 
" Goldgar, p. 26. 
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letters, in the shape of the market for books, pamphlets, and journals; and if his 
works evoke a free-spirited approach to disseminating the wisdom of others 
amongst a wider audience, it was also true that the acquisition of a voluminous 
correspondence could proffer a prompt remedy in the case of a chronic shortage 
of journalistic copy. 13 More seriously, Bradley's life-long disinclination to face up 
to his debts, coupled with a rash readiness to renege on assurances solemnly 
issued, gradually crippled his reputation, his propensity for improper `conduct' 
purchased at the heavy price of foregoing the affable associations with 
contemporaries and long-lasting legacy for posterity with which he had designed 
to characterise his interactions within the conversible world. 
Bradley demonstrated many of the traits which would inspire James Petiver 
with a desire for ongoing communication. A young, aspiring British botanist, 
ambitious to increase in learning, reputation, and wealth through a mixture of 
acquiring genteel patronage and prosecuting successful scientific publications, 
Bradley was elected Fellow of the Royal Society on 1 December 1712, whilst 
Petiver himself was sitting as a member of its governing Council. 14 The 
apothecary had in fact already written to his friend William Sherard - then 
working for the Levant Company in their Smyrna (Izmir) factory - about `a Young 
Gentleman one M, Bradley', adding with some approbation that he `can design 
12 Goldgar, p. 6. 
13 For Bradley's liberal use of correspondents' letters (apparently always acknowledged) in his own 
publications, see for example General Treatise, passim, and the short-lived periodical The Weekly 
Miscellany (1727). 
14 The key steps in Bradley's election to the Royal Society were completed on 24 November and I 
December 1712 when he was approved by the governing Council and general body respectively. 
for the former see Hans Sloane's notes of the Council meeting, Sloane MSS, 3342, fol. 112; for 
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very well [and] has already engraven severall Quarto Tables of the Aloes Ficoides 
& other Succulent Plants' (presumably he referred to Bradley's printed proposals 
for publishing an illustrated Treatise of Succulent Plants). " Quite why the study of 
botany and horticulture were of such personal importance to this `Young 
Gentleman' however are issues which have teased would-be biographers for the 
past fifty years. 16 The fact that there is apparently no credible, extant information 
relating to his early background has necessarily exacerbated their frustration, and is 
itself illustrative of the problems which have been encountered: for while it 
indicates that Bradley's family was probably not a prominent or noble one, the 
testimony of his own writings (if it is to be believed) insists that his upbringing 
provided leisure enough for him to indulge a `Natural bent of Genius' which `even 
from my Childhood' had prompted `a passion for Gardening and Plantint. 17 
Beyond such nostalgic reminiscence the absence of corroborating documentation 
presents a methodological ultimatum to the historian, who must choose either to 
the latter, Royal Society Library, Journal Books of the Royal Society MSS, X (1702-14) (copy), p. 
431. 
15 James Petiver to William Sherard (draft), 27 September 1712 (London), Sloane MSS, 3338, fols 
92'-94' (fol. 93r); R[ichard] Bradley, A Treatise of Succulent Plants. Containing, the Ficoides, Melocardui, 
Cerei, and Such Others as are not Capable of an Hortus-Siccus; All Carrfuly Drawn after the Originals, and 
Engrav'd on Copper Plates; with their Characters, Descriptions, and Manner of Culture (London: Joseph 
Archer, William Newton, Thomas Shallmardine, & Luke Stokoe, [1710]). The proposals for the 
text which was later issued as A History of Succulent Plants (1716-27) were presented before the 
Royal Society on 14 June 1710, the minutes noting that `the Society will encourage him all they 
Can': see RS Journal Book, X, p. 243. 
16 The most significant biographical sketches of Bradley published during the twentieth century 
are: H. Hamshaw Thomas, `The Rise of Natural Science in Cambridge', Cambridge Review, 58 
(1937), 434-36; Will Tjaden, `Richard Bradley, F. R. S. 1688-1732. Succulent Plant Pioneer. ', Bulletin 
of The African Succulent Plant Society, 8-11 (1973-76), passim (which makes the fullest use of the 
available manuscript resources); and Henrey, II, 424-54. In addition John Edmonson has recently 
published `Richard Bradley (c. 1688-1732): An Annotated Bibliography, 1710-1818', Archives of 
Natural History, 29 (2002), 177-212, a thorough guide through Bradley's voluminous publications. 
17 Richard Bradley, Nev Improvements, I, `Preface' (not pag. ). In the General Treatise of Husbandry and 
Gardenin,, For the Month of July [1721], Bradley commented of agriculture and gardening that for 
`the Course of Fifteen Years [... ] I have been a Lover of these Studies': see Bradley, General 
Treatise, I, 174. Taken together at face value these statements suggest that the writer was in his 
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preserve the relative silence of the past or else to chance that he hears in its echoes 
his own informed speculations. Caroline Davidson has therefore derived from 
Bradley's books a familiarity with the topographies of Essex, Hertfordshire and 
Cambridgeshire which suggests to her that they were his childhood playgrounds; 
whilst John Edmonson (the writer's most comprehensive bibliographer) is drawn 
to the romantic possibility that Richard was related to the feted astronomer-royal 
James Bradley (1693-1762) -a connection for which no evidence (barring the 
most obvious of the circumstantial variety) can be supplied. 18 
Any attempt to reconstruct a life as sketchy as Richard Bradley's must 
however at some point indulge in the practice of educated guesswork. My own 
biographical account begins with the supposition that he is the `Mr Bradley att 
Kensington' to whom James Petiver addressed a short note drafted at noon on 
Tuesday 4 October 1709: 
If to Morrow prove as fine a day as this I intend to do my self ye 
Honour to wait on you after dinner, & if Buisness call you not 
abroad I shall be proud to kiss yt hands. 19 
The assumption that he was planning to wait on Richard Bradley that autumn 
afternoon is not altogether unreasonable: these few words aside, Petiver left no 
mid-teens around the year 1706, at which time the interests which were to absorb his adult life 
were beginning to blossom. 
18 See Richard Bradley, The Country Housewife and I1rdy'. r Director. Parts I and IT, First Published in 1727 
and 1732 Respectively; here Reproduced in Facsimile from the 1736 Edition, ed. by Caroline Davidson 
(London: Prospect, 1980), p. 11; and Edmonson, p. 177. 
19 James Petiver to Mr [? Richard] Bradley, 4 October 1709 (Aldersgate Street) (draft), Sloane MSS, 
3337, fol. 78r. Whilst surviving letters written to Petiver are clearly authentic, those described as 
being from him are cited from his own draft copies. There is therefore a methodological 
question about the extent to which we can be sure that they were ever sent. When it comes to 
the longer pieces dispatched to Bradley, their replies often indicate that Petiver's mail had been 
delivered; but one must effectively accept on trust that shorter notes such as these, presumably 
taken across London by an errand-boy or manservant, ever made it out of the copy-book. In this 
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sign of having corresponded with anyone else of that surname during the three 
decades or so that his papers cover, and an established link with Kensington can 
be coupled to the horticulturist just a short time later. When Bradley was 
proposed for election as a Fellow during a general meeting of the Royal Society on 
20 November 1712, his principal advocate was the then-active member Robert 
Balle (f1.1660s-1730s), fifth son of the Devonshire gentleman Sir Peter Balle and a 
successful merchant who had spent much of his life in Leghorn (Livorno). 2° In 
March 1710 Balle had paid Robert D'Oyley £2550 for the recently truncated 
Campden House estate, a Jacobean mansion to the west of Hyde Park surrounded 
by approximately sixteen acres of land. 21 The D'Oyleys themselves only procured 
Campden in 1708, and were responsible for breaking up a much larger one- 
hundred-acre property; which being not only suitably grand, but also conveniently 
situated in the vicinity of Kensington Palace, had been occupied for much of the 
1690s by Princess Anne and her last surviving child, William, Duke of Gloucester 
(1689-1700)22 During the very-early-eighteenth century, around the time of 
Anne's accession to the throne, the mansion became the temporary London 
residence of Juliana, Dowager Countess of Burlington and her son Richard Boyle, 
instance however, it is of more significance that Petiver knew of a `M° Bradley att Kensington' 
than whether the latter ever actually received this request. 
20 See RS Journal Book, X, p. 429. For an account of Balle's life that focuses on his activities as a 
merchant Fellow of the Royal Society, see N. R. R. Fisher, `Robert Balle, Merchant of Leghorn 
and Fellow of the Royal Society (CA. 1640 - CA. 1734)', Notes and Records of the Royal Society, 55 
(2001), 351-71. 
21 On the history of the estate see Northern Kensington, ed. by F. H. W. Sheppard, Survey of 
London, 37 (London: Greater London Council, 1973), 49-57; and Margaret R. Toynbee, `William, 
Duke of Gloucester and Campden House, Kensington', Notes andQueries, vol. 192 (1947), 244-48, 
267-72. Campden House itself stood within the lines of the square now formed by Sheffield 
Terrace (north), Hornton Street (west), Gloucester Walk (south) and Kensington Church Street 
(east). 
22 According to Toynbee the Denmarks were renting Campden House by September 1690 and 
retained their tenancy until at least 1700; it was Anne's and George's principal London home until 
1692, and William's until 1697: see Toynbee, pp. 267-68. 
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who as the third Earl (from 1703) would win praise for the design features of his 
gardens and villa at Chiswick, as well as for the neoclassical restyling of the 
family's Piccadilly home. The pedigree revealed by Campden House's tenants 
immediately prior to its acquisition by Balle conveys the sense of heritage and 
social standing that he was buying into: just ten years earlier, his home had been 
the demesne of the Queen of Great Britain. 
Bradley's connections with Balle clearly ran beyond those of casual 
acquaintance. In a letter dispatched to Petiver from Holland in 1714, Bradley 
referred to a responsibility he retained for supervising a garden in the vicinity of 
BaUe's home, mentioning to his friend that 
I hope you will make one Day some Busyness to Kensington to 
View the State of My plants there & Overlook the Auriculas & 
please to Send me some Acc. t of them for I fear my Trustee is not a 
Trusty Steward. 23 
Several such missives written around this same time instructed Petiver to 
`Remember me to Mr Balle' (whom he would have encountered regularly at Royal 
Society gatherings), whilst Bradley's earliest commercial publications, dating from 
the late 1710s, made frequent anecdotal reference to work that he had carried out 
in the grounds of Campden House. 24 Both the first decade of Historia Plantarum 
Succulentarum (1716) and The Gentleman and Gardener's Kalendar (1718) were 
dedicated to the man who seems variously to have been benefactor and friend to 
Bradley; most tellingly the encomium contained in the latter praises Robert Balle 
23 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 10August 1714 ([Amsterdam]), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 66-67 
(fol. 66v). 
24 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 23 June 1714 ([Amsterdam]), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 58-59 
(fol. 58v). The letter is dated 4 July (NS). 
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as such, assuring him that as the knowledge exhibited in the following pages was 
chiefly derived from `Observations and Experiments which have been made in 
your Curious Gardens at Cambden-House, they cannot properly appear in Publick 
under any Patronage but Yours. '25 It is not improbable therefore that Bradley's 
Kensington concern of 1714 was the upkeep of these same `curious Gardens'. 
Indeed, by the time that the merchant had nominated him for fellowship of the 
Royal Society in 1712 - what higher reward for an enthusiastic gardener would 
redound so well to an aspirational sponsor's credit? - the pair must have been 
acquainted already for at least several months; so it seems likely that Bradley had 
overseen sections of the grounds at Campden House during most of Balle's period 
of ownership, probably continuing to do so until the estate was sold to the 
Attorney-General Nicholas Lechmere in 1719.26 Such an arrangement 
undoubtedly would have suited both men, Bradley creatively enjoying a free reign 
to prosecute his horticultural `Observations and Experiments' as will or whim 
dictated, Balle basking in his prestigious status as a liberal promoter of natural 
philosophy, news of his personal and cerebral largesse suitably disseminated via 
25 Richard Bradley, The Gentleman and Gardener'r Kalendar, Directing what is Necessary to be Done in 
Every Month, in the Kitchen-Garden, Fruit-Garden, Nue ery, Management of Forest-Tires, Green-House and 
Flower-Garden (London: W. Mears, 1718), pp. i-ii. The Kalendarran to four editions by 1724 (it was 
also reprinted in several later versions of Bradley's highly successful New Improvements of Planting 
and Gardening), and for a while superseded Evelyn's Kalendarium Hortense (first published in 1664) 
as the horticultural handbook of choice. For the dedication to the Historia, see Bradley, History of 
Succulent Plants, I, To my Honour'd Friend, Robert Balle, Esq' (not pag. ). 
26 A unique publication of 1718 confirms that as far as the Royal Society was concerned Bradley's 
residence was then in Kensington: see A List of the Royal Society of London: Instituted by His Majesty 
King Charles II. for the Advancement of Natural Knowledge. With the Place of Abode of Most of its Members. 
As also an Advertisement, Shewing what Subjects Seem Most Suitable to the Ends of its Institution (London: J. 
Morphew, 1718), p. 13. The exact location was however unspecified - unlike that of Balle, given 
as `Camden-House, near Kensin5ton'. 
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the pages of his protege's printed books into the international public arena of 
polite learning-27 
Unfortunately (given the viability of this hypothesis) the surviving draft of 
Petiver's self-invitation to Kensington dates from October 1709 - several months 
before Balle had purchased his grand town house. What then was Bradley's earlier 
association with the area? One intriguing possibility, which would also elucidate 
Petiver's hyperbolised profession that `I shall be proud to kiss yr hands' (a formal 
courtesy generally reserved for monarchs and men of state), is that Bradley was 
employed within the Royal Household, holding a station which required his 
intermittent presence at Kensington Palace and perhaps even permitted him to 
make use of its accommodation at other times. Whilst Petiver's adversaria yield 
very few brief memoranda along the lines of the short note under interrogation - 
perhaps it was a form of communication he rarely resorted to, or (more likely) one 
for which he tended to eschew first making rough copies - several similar 
messages that he received from Bradley do survive for the period from 1712 to 
1715, gesturing at long dismembered contexts, tantalising with their fragmentary 
information. One of the most compelling of these is simply dated `Aug[ust] 10', 
from `Brook Green', just north of Hammersmith. Its substance relates to the 
postponement of a projected trip abroad, yet it is the opening words which 
surprise the reader: 
Her Maij: tie [Queen Anne] haveing Comanded my Attendance at 
Windsor I must content my Self with the thoughts of Seeing 
27 On this latter aspect of the relationship between Balle and Bradley see Fisher, pp. 358-61. 
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Amsterdam Gardens Some other time. You may Easyly Guess how 
much I am dissapointed after the Character You Gave me of them. 28 
If Bradley's receipt of a royal command supplies one shock, then his 
disappointment at it produces another. One can only assume that this was not the 
first occasion on which he had been required to attend `Her Maij: tic'; and an 
attempt to establish the precise date of this missive more firmly is of assistance 
here. The letter must have been sent in 1712 or 1713, the Augusts of these years 
being the only two falling between Petiver's sole journey to Holland in 1711 and 
Bradley's 1714 visit. Reports in The London Gazette, a government-directed, Court- 
focused newspaper, detail that whilst Anne and her retinue had already settled into 
Windsor by 10 August 1712, a year later it was the very date of their official retreat 
westwards. Was the writer `Comanded' to be part of the general movement of 
personnel? 29 An anonymous directive to an employee would certainly be a more 
bitter frustrator of plans than a personal request from the Queen; and the records 
of successive Lords Chamberlain from the first two decades of the eighteenth- 
century reveal that there were a number of Bradleys (all of them perhaps related) 
engaged during these years within the troupe of twenty-four Musicians-in- 
Ordinary. One `Richard Bradley' already held such a position at the outset of 
Anne's reign, a post he eventually resigned in February 1717 in favour of his son, 
Arthur; but of more interest is the progress of another `Bradley Jun. ', installed on 
10 November 1705 `upon y. e D: [eath] of M. r [Daniel] Short'. 30 When George I's 
28 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 10 August [1713] (Brook Green), Sloane MSS, 3322, fol. 154 
(fol. 1541). 
29 London Gazette, 26-29 July 1712 and 8-11 August 1713. The latter records: `Hampton-Court, 
August 10. This Day Her Majesty went from hence to Windsor'. 
30 National Archives (London), untitled establishment books from the Lord Chamberlain's 
department, LC 3/5, fols 14v-15f, & LC 3/7, fol. 14v. 
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second Lord Chamberlain, Charles Paulet (1661-1722), Duke of Bolton, drew up a 
register in 1715 of those appointed to roles newly within his gift, two of the names 
amongst the list of `Musitians' were those of `Richd Bradley Sen r' and `Richd 
Bradley JunT' (no other Bradleys appearing alongside them). 31 It is the latter man 
who can be identified almost certainly with the prominent horticultural writer of 
the same name. 
Further details can be enlisted to support this proposition. Not only does 
it explain both his residence in Kensington prior to the arrival of Robert Balle at 
Campden House, and the royal dictat calling him to Hampton Court during the 
early 1710s, but it also makes sense of Bradley's hope (expressed in December 
1714) that he would be able to conjure an opportunity upon which to `present the 
Princess' (probably Caroline, wife of George William Frederick, Prince of Wales) 
with some engravings of `beetles', and of a fleeting reference to the opinions of his 
`friends at Court' some years later. 32 In addition, the circumstance would help to 
account for the presence of two Musicians-in-Ordinary - Arthur Bradley 
(Richard's brother? ) and John Bannister - amongst the subscribers to one of 
Bradley's most ambitious publishing projects, A PhilosophicalAccount of the Works of 
Nature (1721), as well as for the author's capacity to attract high status patrons 
during the early years of his natural philosophical career. 33 If Bradley was in the 
pay of royalty meanwhile, his particular vocation would not seem to have been an 
31 NA, LC 3/7, fol. 15?. 
32 [Richard Bradley] to James Petiver, 4 December 1714 (`Montpelier), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 81- 
82 (fol. 821); Richard Bradley to Sir Hans Sloane, 23 June 1722 ([London]), Sloane MSS, 4046, fol. 
251 (fol. 251x). 
33 Richard Bradley, PhilosophicalAccount, The Names of the Subscribers' (not pag. ). 
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onerous one -a contemporary guide to such matters pronounced of the King's 
musicians that `they attend at all Balls, Birth Days, &c, when they are commanded; 
but their Places are liable to little Trouble, and no other than a sort of Sine Cure'. 34 
Furthermore, besides the prospect of time on his hands, the job would have 
rewarded him with a modest but decent annual salary of forty pounds, as well an 
allowance of £16 2s. 6d. each St Andrew's day `in consideration of his Livery'. 35 
Richard Bradley senior meanwhile - perhaps the writer's father or uncle - had 
been in service since the time of William and Mary, operating as a Page of the 
Backstairs before graduating to the rank of Musician. 36 Did the Richard Bradley 
whom my research concerns grow up as part of a family employed in maintaining 
the homes of royalty? As a child and young man had his `Natural bent of Genius 
[... ] for Gardening and Planting' found favour amongst those absorbed in 
orchestrating the continental redeployment of the grounds at Hampton Court, 
Kensington Palace, and Princess Anne's Campden House? Did his attention to 
the great and the good and his aptitude for horticulture later bring Bradley to the 
notice of Robert Balle, an ageing but mercurial neighbour of the Queen, and a 
man equipped with land, resources, and a curious disposition? 
34 The Present State of the British Court; or, An Account of the Civil and Military Establishment of En land Containing New and Exact Lists of All the Officers of His Majesty'r Houshold, the Army, and Navy; and also 
of the Several Branches of the Revenue (London: A. Bell, W. Taylor, & J. Osborn, 1720), p. 41. 
35 Present State, pp. 41-42; NA, LC 3/7, fol. 15; NA, Warrant Book for the Great Wardrobe, LC 
5/46, fol. 2r. The relevant royal warrant stipulated that a musician's livery should consist of `fourteen Yards of Camblett [Camlet] to make a Gown, One Furr of Budge [lambskin] for the 
same Gown, Likewise Eight Yards of Damask for a Jacquett and three Yards of Velv. t for a doublett' (LC 5/46, fol. 21). 
36 See National Archives, 'The humble Pet ^ of Elizabeth Bradley Daughter of Rich .d Bradley Deceased', State Papers, domestic series 35/78, fols 12-14 (fol. 131). 
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This activity of inventive inference, of embellishing the past and posing 
unanswerable questions, is necessarily the lot of one who would be a reader of 
letters and a reader of lives. What is not in doubt is that by 1717 Richard Bradley's 
currency amongst British botanists and gardeners had demonstrably increased in 
value. He was by then a well-established Fellow of the Royal Society, his letters 
and papers from time to time finding an audience at Crane Court and even 
appearing in the Philosophical Transactionr. 37 The first two `decades' of his History of 
Succulent Plants (1716-17) contained accurately engraved plates and precise 
descriptions for twenty exotic species, many of them detailed in print for the first 
time; whilst the first volume of the New Improvements of Planting and Gardening had 
audaciously presented before a wider public some of the daring new ideas being 
propounded concerning the sexual generation of flora ('the first Hint' of which 
`Secret' he declared to have been `communicated to me several Years ago by [... ] 
Robert Balle, Esq. "), and the movement and function of sap in trees and shrubs. 38 
In 1714 Bradley had travelled widely in Holland, establishing friendly relationships 
with leading Dutch natural historians and gathering plants and observations that 
would absorb him for years to come, and in 1718 he was to venture abroad again, 
apparently accompanying Balle on a visit to the Jardin du Roi in Paris. 39 In the 
37 See for examples the entries in the Royal Society's Journal Books for 25 June 1713 (RS Journal 
Book, X, p. 500), 16 December 1714,13 January 1715,24 March 1715,4 August 1715,28 June 
1716,12 July 1716 (RS Journal Book, XI (1714-20), pp. 36,41,57,79-70,132,134). See also 
Richard Bradley, 'Observations and Experiments Relating to the Motion of the Sap in 
Vegetables', Philosophical Transactions, 29 (1714-16), 486-90; and Richard Bradley, 'Some 
Microscopical Observations and Curious Remarks on the Vegetation, and Exceeding Quick 
Propagation of Moldiness, on the Substance of a Melon', Philosophical Transactions, 29 (1714-16), 
490-92. 
38 See Richard Bradley, History of Succulent Plants, I-II (1717); and Bradley, New Improvements, 1,1-27 
(esp. p. 12). 
39 On Bradley's Dutch adventure see below, chapter five. Evidence for his visit to France comes from a variety of sources: see Bradley, General Treatise, II, 264; Robert Balle to Sir Hans Sloane, 7 
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meantime, Bradley had ingratiated himself into the powerful favour of Thomas 
Parker (1667-1732), Baron Macclesfield (the Lord Chief justice, and about to 
become Lord Chancellor), dedicating to the him the second volume of New 
Improvements of Planting and Gardening. Now he was intent upon securing the 
friendship of James Brydges (1674-1744), Earl of Caernarfon (and soon to be 
Duke of Chandos) -a man of almost unparalleled monetary wealth, considerably 
less sense, and an overwhelming urge to transform his estate at Canons (about ten 
miles north-west of London, near Edgware in Middlesex) into the most talked 
about property in the land. 4° 
From the outset of his literary career, Bradley sought to manipulate the 
material possibilities of the book in order to flatter potential sponsors, often 
directing his fulsome dedications towards such Fellows of the Royal Society as 
Balle, Parker, and Sloane - figures arguably noted as much for occupying positions 
of influence within government or society and a general love of opulence as for 
any genuine credibility as men of science. 41 He had also begun to turn his 
attention to the enviable purse and prestige which endowed Brydges, another like 
luminary who had been elected to the Royal Society in 1694 but was now widely 
known in Court circles as a favourite of John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough, 
under whose patronage he had amassed as much as , x, "700,000 (in commissions and 
January 1719 (Paris), Sloane MSS, 4045, fols 181-82 (fol. 181'); `Harbin', p. 21. See also Fisher, 
pp. 359,361-63. 
40 On Parker's interest on behalf of Bradley see James Brydges to Richard Bradley, 24 November 
1717 (copy), Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, ST 57, XIII, pp. 86-87 (p. 86); James Brydges to 
Richard Bradley, 8 August 1718 (copy), Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, ST 57, XV, pp. 295-96 
(p. 295). 
4' Sloane was the subject of Bradley's dedication to The History of Succulent Plants, 11 (1717). 
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kickbacks) whilst Paymaster of the Forces Abroad between 1705 and 1713.42 
Brydges consolidated his fortune during the late 1700s and early 1710s by 
investing in land all over England, and he was now ready to spend. Between 1715 
and 1725 he laid out in excess of £160,000 to reconstruct the main house at 
Canons Park (which he had acquired in 1709) as a fashionable neo-Palladian 
mansion, furnishing it with costly paintings (by Titian, Rubens, and Holbein), 
planting extensive formal gardens in the surrounding grounds (replete with formal 
lawns, jets d'eau, and an ornamental canal), and hiring a small army of household 
staff (including liveried guardsmen, an orchestra, and a choir) to serve and 
entertain not only himself and his family, but also the many guests and curious 
visitors that were drawn through the estate's imposing iron portals. 43 
James Brydges was instinctively somewhat anxious around money, but he 
was no financier rn fact at his death he left his son facing debts of £45,000); and 
his commitment to conspicuous consumption on the grandest scale had 
indubitably come to Bradley's notice. 44 During the summer of 1717 the writer 
42 On Brydges's career and finances see P. G. M. Dickson and J. V. Beckett, The Finances of the 
Dukes of Chandos: Aristocratic Inheritance, Marriage, and Debt in Eighteenth-Century England', 
Huntington Library Quarterly, 64 (2001), 309-47; for biographical information (with particular 
reference to the works at Canons) see C. H. Collins Baker and Muriel Baker, The Life and 
Circumstances of James Brydges, First Duke of Chandos, Patron of the Liberal Arts (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1949), esp. pp. 114-62; and Joan Johnson, Princely Chandos: James Bgdges 1674-1744 
(Gloucester: Alan Sutton, 1984), esp. pp. 144-54. 
43 See Dickson and Beckett, pp. 315-17. A roll of household staff at Canons drawn up on 1 
January 1721 included ninety-five names, not counting Brydges's own family members: see 
Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, ST 44, I, pp. 27-34. Amongst Canons's admirers was John 
Macky, a writer particularly taken with the ostentatious use of ironwork throughout the grounds: 
see his A Journey through England In Familiar Lettern, from a Gentleman ben to bis Friend Abroad, 2 vols 
(London: T. Caldecott &J. Pemberton, 1714-22), II, 5-10. Defoe's Tour was even more effusive, 
describing the house as `the most Magnificent in England, whilst likewise 'the Gardens are so well 
designed [... ] that they are not to be out done in England: see [Defoe], Tour, II (1725), iii, 8-12 
(the `Letters' are separately paginated). 
44See Dickson and Beckett, pp. 328-31. 
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personally dispatched to Canons a copy of his latest book, New Improvements of 
Planting and Gardening -a gesture appreciated by the park's proprietor, who was 
particularly impressed by Bradley's `New Invention, whereby more Designs of 
Garden Platts may be made in an Hour, than can be found in all the Books now 
extant' (New Improvements supplied an engraved plate covered with a random 
assortment of geometric patterns, and proposed that by opening a hinged mirror 
to a suitable angle and then moving it over the face of the image, it was possible to 
derive unique, symmetrical plans for any number of quadrilateral, hexagonal, or 
other-shaped parterres). 45 In his brief but cordial response, Brydges displayed a 
promising volition to secure more familiar relations with his new correspondent: 
I return you thanks for yr oblidging present & wish you'd give an 
opportunity of doing it by word of mouth, that at ye same time I 
may have ye little knowledge in gardning & planting improv'd by yr 
conversation. 46 
Bradley's `oblidging present' of a horticultural text had appealed to Brydges by 
constructing him as a man of both intellectual curiosity and substantial property. 
In return the writer earned himself something far more valuable - the anticipation 
of intimate interaction with a fabulously rich courtier, one who hoped to inform 
the works underway at his principal seat by having his `little knowledge in gardning 
& planting improv'd' by `conversation' with Bradley himself. 
Bradley now had his foot in the gates of Canons Park and was eager to gain 
further ground that autumn. Using the intermediary interest of Lord Parker as 
leverage, perhaps backed up by charming words of his own, he had soon managed 
45 See figure nine and Bradley, New Improvements, II (1717), title-page; see also pp. 1-7. 
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to win Brydges's sympathy for an inability to remit some unspecified debts, and at 
the same time had virtually talked himself into a job in Middlesex. Little more 
than a couple of months after their initial contact Brydges wrote again, assuring 
Bradley that: 
if You think You are not safe from the persuits of yor Creditors 
where You are, You shall be very welcome here and as I am going to 
make pretty large plantations, upon the plan You have laid down, 
Yo= supervising of them will be a means to prevent mistakes. 47 
The letter `enclos'd' in addition something that was even more precious than these 
warm words: `a Note upon M= Zollicoffre, who lives with Me for 50L' 48 If 
Brydges's generosity appears excessive, it can only be assumed both that he 
believed Bradley's `Creditors' to be acting unreasonably, and imagined that in 
persuading him to direct the remodelling of his `large plantations' at Canons he 
was getting the most brilliant and desirable young gardener and designer that the 
market had to offer. The correspondence between the two men thereafter 
continued, for a while to the satisfaction of both: by the summer of 1718 Brydges 
was thanking Bradley for `the Advice you give me about the Mustard Seed' and 
more broadly for 'ye Trouble you have been so good to take ab. t Cannons', 
sending him a further `enclosed Note as a small mark of my Thankfulness'. 49 
Bradley meanwhile had obviously bestowed upon his latest admirer another 
`Present of the Book of Gardening you have lately put out' - perhaps The 
Gentleman and Gardener's Kalendar, but more likely to have been the third and final 
46 James Brydges to Richard Bradley, 7 September 1717 (copy), Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, 
ST 57, XV, p. 25. 
47 Brydges to Bradley, 24 November 1717, p. 86. 
48 Brydges to Bradley, 24 November 1717, p. 87. Zollicoffre worked as Brydge's librarian. 
49 James Brydges to Richard Bradley, 9 July 1718 (copy), Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, ST 57, 
XV, p. 275. 
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volume of New Improvements of Planting and Gardening, a work which fittingly was 
also inscribed to the author's newfound patron. 50 Then, for a period of about 
twenty months, the usually scrupulous records of the Brydges household offer 
nothing more concerning their relationship, which presumably proceeded on a 
more immediate footing whilst Bradley directed affairs in the gardens at Canons. 
Nothing, that is, until the moment of its terrible dissolution at the very close of the 
decade. 
James Brydges maintained an extensive epistolary network, but he was not 
an habitually loquacious correspondent. His outraged letter to Richard Bradley of 
16 December 1719 was therefore as remarkable for its length as it was for its 
vitriol. Far from having found the writer `a means to prevent mistakes' whilst 
redeploying his extensive plantations, the recently ennobled Duke of Chandos 
indignantly indicted Bradley's miserable performances as gardener, gentleman, and 
friend: 
Your Carriage & Management of the Concern You undertook at 
Cannons, hath been such, as gave Me reason to apprehend there 
was more Foundation for the Reports wch have been spread abroad 
to your Prejudice, than I cou'd have thought possible from ye 
Character I had heard of You; & tho' I know very well that part of 
ym viz. concerning your going away w. th such a Sum as 2000. L was 
not true, & don't question but that you'l give a just Acc. t of the Sum 
of [sic] you have had impressed to You vizt 460. L yet there are other 
Points which carry along w. th them an Imputation, & from which it 
doth not occur to Me how you can justify your self. 51 
N Brydges to Bradley, 9 July 1718, p. 275; Bradley, New Impmvements, III, To die Right 
Honourable James, Earl of Caernarvon' (not pag. ). 
51 James Brydges to Richard Bradley, 16 December 1719 (copy), Huntington Library, Stowe MSS, 
57, XVI, pp. 407-10 (p. 407). 
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The charges are severe and twofold: Bradley's shortcomings were those of 
`Carriage & Management' alike. Brydges then chases through a litany of 
complaints. Besides the small problem of the missing , 460, the landowner had 
been presented with charges `due to Carters & Workmen about 240. E besides 
other Bills which I have reason to fear are still standing out' (the labourers having 
been `employ'd' by Bradley `for almost 5 Months without ever paying them one 
penny); the account books that should have been kept with meticulous care are 
nowhere to be seen, `whereby I am left at the Mercy of those People to be charged 
w. th whatever they please'; and Bradley had failed to source reasonably priced 
contractors (perhaps hinting at a further suspicion of corruption), having 
`convenanted to pay 24 [shillings] per Rodd for Garden Walling, whereas at this 
Instant I pay but 19 for House Walling'. 52 Damningly, even the work that had 
been completed was slip-shod (and almost risibly so) - `the little Bason you 
order'd to be made in y9 Garden is done after so unworkmanlike & unskillfull a 
Manner y. t y. c Earth is all fallen in'; moreover (Brydges bemoaned) an order of 
`Elms W. Ch I ought to have seen 2 Months ago at Canons, I have heard nothing of 
yet'. 53 Most damaging for Bradley however is the assessment that the Duke has 
arrived at concerning his practical horticultural expertise and enthusiasm, which 
seem to have been not so much underwritten as misrepresented by his successes 
as a garden writer: 
I think it is above a Month since you have been down [to the 
Garden] whereas the Ananases ought to have been above that Time 
ago brought into the Hot House, & if I had let them stay any longer 
in the Beds they had been all rotted in the Roots. 54 
52 Brydges to Bradley, 16 December 1719, pp. 408-09. 
53 Brydges to Bradley, 16 December 1719, p. 409. 
54 Brydges to Bradley, 16 December 1719, p. 409. 
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So keen to publish his knowledge of exotic plants, Bradley had displayed no 
discernable talent when it came to caring for them - only Chandos's own 
intervention prevented his `Ananases' (pineapple plants) having `all rotted in the 
Roots'. Indeed the gardener had left himself no route back into Brydges's favours, 
his actions instead amounting to the cardinal sin of publicly imputing an unjust 
nature to his patron, heaping `a great deal of scandal on your self & Me, & raising 
a very just uproar all the Country over'. 55 Bradley had not just ruined his own 
reputation; more dangerously, he had threatened the polite capital of an eminent 
nobleman. 
The Duke of Chandos was evidently so upset at his altercation with the 
roguish Richard Bradley that he felt unable to post his letter directly, sending it 
instead via the hands of his chaplain jean Theophilus Desagul. iers (1683-1744). 56 
Thereafter extant documentation remains silent on both sides, disclosing nothing 
further concerning the fall-out from this remarkable incident; although it is surely 
no coincidence that from 1720 onwards the most painstaking weekly accounts of 
the outdoor works were religiously drawn up, a stark contrast from the evidentiary 
lacuna that drastically curtails what can be known about the state of the grounds 
during Bradley's brief tenure. 57 Brydges's new gardener, Tilleman Bobart (a 
student of George London and Henry Wise), accordingly fulfilled his duties at 
ss Brydges to Bradley, 16 December 1719, p. 408. 
56 See James Brydges to jean Theophilus Desaguliers, 16 December 1719 (copy), Huntington 
Library, Stowe MSS, 57, XVI, p. 410. On the relationship between Brydges and Desaguliers, sec 
Larry Stewart, The Rise of Public Science: Rhetoric, Technology, and Natural Philosophy in Newtonian Britain, 
1660-1750 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. 214-20. 
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Canons satisfactorily (if not always to critical approbation); Bradley meanwhile 
returned to the study, enlisting an imposing register of subscribers for his 
Philorophical Account of the Works of Nature, a wide-ranging and beautifull y illustrated 
quarto that comprised his only serious attempt to extend his credentials as a 
natural historian beyond the limits of the botanical. 58 His public standing as a 
gentleman however was on the slide, and worse was to come. In June 1722 he 
wrote despairingly to Hans Slone, bewailing an `Unfortunate Affair at Kensington 
whereby I lost all my Substance, My Expectations and my friends', and describing 
how he had ever since `Endeavour'd to support my Self at the publick Expence' 
by turning his hand to writing popular works on gardening for the press. 59 Whilst 
such hack employment was not to Bradley's taste, it had apparently enabled him 
`to pay about two hundred pounds debt'; yet he lamented bitterly that `what I have 
lost by booksellers [... ] would have done as much more', and opined 
melodramatically that he may as well venture himself to exploring the most 
indomitable regions of the globe, for `to live upon Expectations at home is as bad 
as it can be to venture ones life among Savages abroad'. 60 
The precise nature of the `Unfortunate Affair at Kensington' is not known; 
but it is not to Bradley's advantage that several possibilities suggest themselves. 
57 See the accounts of payments to gardening staff and contractors at Canons for the period 1720- 
1725: Huntington, Stowe MSS, 63 (2 vols). 
58 Whether or not the offence was directly intended, there was a widespread contemporary belief 
that the allegedly tasteless neoclassical excesses of Canons were the satirical target for Pope's 
contemptuous account of Timon's Villa' in his poetic epistle To Richard Boyle, Earl of 
Burlington' (1731): see Maynard Mack, The Garden and the City: Retirement and Politics in the Later 
Poetry of Pope, 1731-1743 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969), pp. 121-26; and George 
Sherburn, "Timon's Villa" and Cannons', Huntington Library Bulletin, 8 (1935), 131-52. Others 
were however dazzled by the scale of the improvements: see above, n. 43 
59 Bradley to Sloane, 23 June 1722, fol. 25 
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Robert Balle had long since sold Campden House, and having been declared 
bankrupt in March 1721 on the back of the South Sea crisis, was now a voluntary 
exile in Italy. 61 Perhaps he had left Bradley as his agent in Britain, to ward off 
angry creditors; maybe he had lost some of the horticulturist's own money 
(whether begged, borrowed, or stolen) after persuading him to buy up more over- 
priced stock than he could afford. On the other hand, James Brydges might have 
been hounding his former gardener in private and embarrassing him in public, 
threatening him with a law-suit until he made reparation for all that he had mislaid 
at Canons Park. At some point before 1727 (it is unclear exactly when), Bradley 
had apparently lost (or surrendered) his place as a Musician-in-Ordinary; and 
although dismissals for disciplinary reasons were uncommon, it is not impossible 
that he was fired at the Duke's instigation. 62 Finally, a petition presented to 
George I during the 1720s by one Elizabeth Bradley, daughter of the late Richard 
Bradley (sometime page, musician, and `Pensioner' or bodyguard), requested the 
outstanding wage of L48 7s. Od. - `Besides other Mony 
due in Other Offices' - 
which was owed to her father at his death by John Montagu, the Keeper of the 
Great Wardrobe. 63 Elizabeth acknowledged that she was `Reduced to a Very 
Miserable Condition throw her Fathers Death and [h]as now Nothing to depend 
60 Bradley to Sloane, 23 June 1722, fols 251-. 
61 See Fisher, p. 354. 
62 Bradley's name does not appear in any of the rolls of musicians drawn up following the 
accession of George II: see for example NA, untitled establishment books from the Lord 
Chamberlain's department, LC 3/12, fol. 18r, LC 3/13, fol. 18t. On the disinclination of the 
Court to sack (or promote) such post-holders see J. C. Sainty and R. O. Bucholz, Officials of the 
Royal Household 1660-1837,2 vols, Office Holders in Modern Britain, 11-12 (London: University 
of London Institute of Historical Research, 1997-98), I, pp. xlv-lii. 
63 'The humble Pet .n of Elizabeth Bradley', 
fol. 13r. The petition is undated, but is addressed to 
George I via the Trincipall Secretary of State' Viscount Townshend. Taken together with a 
reference to the authority of Robert Walpole, this means it must have been submitted between 
1721 and 1727. 
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upon to put herself in Business' -a situation that would not have redounded to 
the credit of her near relations (if indeed Bradley the horticulturist was one of 
these), whatever their own financial hardships. 64 Whether or not any of these 
solutions approach the true cause of Bradley's distress, it is obvious from his letter 
to Sloane that he felt trapped in a double bind of debt and disgrace. Unable to 
unshackle himself from the `restraint of Booksellers', Bradley's past behaviour had 
also disrupted his prospects, let alone his dream of a future given over to 
horticultural enquiry -a vision he had captured succinctly in the short confession 
to his confidant that `to free My Self [... ] I would Chuse to have a Garden of 
Experiments'. 65 
*** 
The Professor and the Physic Garden 
Ever since Bradley had recognised that his days of horticultural research in 
the `Curious Gardens at Cambden-House' were dwindling, he had focused his 
energies upon uncovering a patron as indulgent as Robert Balle who would be 
prepared to establish him within a similar space. The key to his disagreement with 
Brydges in fact seems to have stemmed from this simple aspiration: whereas the 
Duke of Chandos foresaw visitors to Canons being awed by long avenues and 
extensive vistas, or amused by intricate border-work and ludic fountains, Bradley 
hankered after a practical piece of ground (accompanied by unlimited resources) 
wherein he could pursue his programmes of experimentation in plant nutrition 
64 The humble Pet. - of Elizabeth Bradley', fol. 131. 
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and reproduction. On one occasion his silver tongue had even won him the 
opening he craved; yet he sorely lacked the pragmatism necessary if he was to 
realise his goal, as Brydges's ferocious final letter revealed: 
You may remember it was w. th a good deal of Reluctancy I enter'd 
upon this Project of a Physick Garden & Hot House, You assur'd 
Me at first the Expence wou'd not be above 200.1 if so much, 
afterwards at my desire that you wou'd consider better of it, you told 
Me You had very exactly computed ye Expence of every Article, & 
y. t you wou'd undertake, if the managem. t of it was left to You, it 
shou'd be wholly finisht by the middle at furthest of Oct. = & for the 
expence of at most 500. L You have already had 460. L of Me, instead 
of Oct. it is now the latter End of Dec. = & not yet finisht. 66 
As so often in his life, Bradley's powers of persuasion far outshone his capacity for 
diligence and organisation: the longed-for `Project of a Physick Garden & Hot 
House' (not to mention a healthy budget of five hundred pounds), so suddenly 
within his grasp, was pressed beyond his reach by a self-defeating inability to make 
good his word. Once again, opportunities were not what was wanting - rather a 
failure to respect the boundaries of a gentlemanly contract, to follow the 
guidelines established by a patron far superior in wealth, power, and influence, had 
obstructed the possibility of prosecuting the scientific investigations for which 
Bradley so evidently possessed real talent. 
The `Project of a Physick Garden' was to become thereafter Bradley's all- 
consuming obsession. In the June issue of his periodical General Treatise of 
Husbandry and Gardening (confusingly published in the autumn of 1721) he confided 
in his readers that whilst he had in the past `met with some generous 
Encouragement to pursue the Study of the Nature of Plants and Soils [... ] my 
65 Bradley to Sloane, 23 June 1722, fol. 25 1 P. 
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own Expences upon that Occasion only has amounted to upwards of Two 
Thousand Pounds' - an outlay he had encumbered 
himself with altruistically `for 
the [... ] Advantage of the Publick' as he sought to frame and conduct `a Course of 
Experiments in Husbandry and Gardening' (although as he also admitted, `Affairs 
of another kind hinder'd me from prosecuting this Design'). 67 Unwilling to risk 
his private assets (such as they were) a second time, Bradley suggested that the 
surest way of procuring the progress of horticulture in Britain would be to have `a 
Garden erected at the publick Expense' for the use of all `Students in Gardening', 
indicating generously that 
I should be ready for my Part always to assist in such an useful 
Design; and if any Noblemen or Gentlemen are willing to contribute 
to such an Undertaking, and will be pleased to send their Thoughts 
of it directed to me at the Publisher's of these Papers, I shall take an 
Opportunity of informing them, from Time to Time, what 
Encouragement it meets with. 68 
If Bradley's `Unfortunate Affair' letter (sent to Sloane during the following 
summer) hinted that there had been at best an insufficient number of `Noblemen 
or Gentlemen' willing to offer their `Encouragement' to this scheme, it cannot be 
said that it was because of an absence of ideas on the part of the would-be curator. 
In fact the writer had assembled a twelve-point `Method [... ] for such a Garden', 
including provision for collecting specimens of soil types from all over the 
country; the assembly of stoves, hot-houses, and other artificial devices with which 
to replicate different climatic conditions; purchasing models of ploughs, carriages, 
and instruments for draining land; cultivating a diversity of exotic specimens from 
66 Brydges to Bradley, 16 December 1719, Pols 407-08. 
67 Bradley, General Treatise, I, 121,123. On the publishing history of the General Treatise above, 
chapter one, n. 93 (p. 94) 
68 Bradley, General Treatise, I, 124. 
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all over the planet, and trees planted at every season of the year; prioritising spaces 
for the experimental cultivation of corn, fruit-trees, and vines; and building in 
facilities for studying both distempers and the circulation of the sap in 
vegetation. 69 The chances of winning the sizeable degree of revenue necessary for 
such a design were perhaps stacked against Bradley, given his track-record of 
running up debts and riling supporters; nevertheless, he saw fit to treat his 
ongoing ambitions with the gravity of genuine anticipation. 
Bradley demonstrably envisaged the `Garden of Experiments' for which he 
yearned as a space uncomplicated by the compromising demands of the 
booksellers, who had both prescribed an excessive voluminosity for and 
proscribed the subject matter of his horticultural publications. Moreover, whilst 
Bradley displayed the utmost regard in public for the opinions of nurserymen like 
Thomas Fairchild and Benjamin Whitmill, himself he saw as a gentleman, far 
above the sullying activities of the trader that arguably hampered the production 
of botanical knowledge which could reasonably be effected within the confines of 
the sale-garden. Blind to (or careless of) the limits upon intellectual freedom that 
patronage itself enforced, he imagined that his own standing as a genteel natural 
historian could be instantly reasserted were he only to generate the supposedly 
disinterested investment of members of the nobility and gentry - an 
accomplishment that would testify to his acumen as man of sociability as well as of 
genius. One of the hopes expressed by Bradley around this time was that `those 
who study the Arts of Gardening and Husbandry [... ] who are well skill'd in their 
69 See Bradley, General Treatise, I, 124-27. 
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Profession, may be rank'd with great Philosophers, and deserve Honour, rather 
than what the generality of Gardeners commonly meet with from the Publick'; and 
it seems that he had indeed long thirsted himself for the `Honour' of quite literally 
being `rank'd with great Philosophers'. 70 For some years Bradley had aimed at 
being selected as a Professor of Botany at either Oxford or Cambridge -a 
seemingly ludicrous desire given his lack of university education, but nevertheless 
a commission that might instantly restore him to the dais of public respectability 
whilst coincidentally legitimising his appeals for funds to open a site for the 
experimental study of horticulture. Although attempts to burrow his way into the 
corridors of Oxford had fallen short on at least two occasions (in 1717 and 1723), 
Cambridge presented a more reasonable opportunity for Bradley to achieve such 
an appointment, being hitherto without the endowment of a botanic garden or 
those expectations of disciplinary tradition that both safe-guarded and conveyed 
value upon the role at the rival institution. 71 Thus it transpired in November 1724 
- on the back of supportive lobbying from those Royal Society grandees still 
sympathetic to his cause, not to mention some much-contested vouches on the 
part of the candidate himself - that Bradley found himself installed as the first 
`Professoris Botanici' of Cambridge University, gifted (or so he thought) with the 
ideal position from which finally to set himself up in the rarefied environs of an 
academic physic garden. 72 If the Seat conferred no guarantee of material rewards 
70 Bradley, General Treatise, I, 123. 
71 Bradley asked Brydges in 1717 and Sloane in 1723 for their support in approaching the 
university authorities: see Brydges to Bradley, 8 August 1718; and Richard Bradley to Sir Hans 
Sloane, 17 October 1723 (`Meares Coffee House in King Street, Holborn'), Sloane MSS, 4047, 
fols 73-74. 
72 For details of Bradley's `Grace' - the formal pronouncement under which a degree or post is licensed to an individual - see Endowments of the University of Cambridge, ed. by John Willis Clark (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1904), p. 194. 
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it likewise made few significant demands, being a purely honorary position; yet for 
Bradley the placement would ultimately lead only to further disgrace. 
Richard Bradley retained the Cambridge professorship for almost exactly 
eight years until his death in 1732. He laboured throughout to earn the 
proctorship of a research ground that (as he fancied) would confer glory upon 
himself, his job, and the university; but he was also miserably dogged by creditors 
and stained by past failures. Letters sent sporadically to Sloane during the 1720s 
returned incessantly to these interwoven themes of social status and natural 
philosophical ambitions. Writing from East Anglia in 1726 (yet conspicuously 
omitting any reference to his academic duties) he owned that `I want very much to 
gett out of the Booksellers hands and Not to Write So much as I do for the 
publick', hinting tactlessly how `I would Much rather have what I do in the hands 
of a Gentleman than to be publisht'. 73 Late in the following summer - almost 
three years on from his investiture - Bradley revealed that he was reluctantly 
continuing to stall when it came to the discharge of his official commitments, 
divulging to Sir Hans the minutiae of his latest deal with the `Booksellers', and 
intoning optimistically that 
when I can gett this Settlement my Design is to Sett aside a part for 
the Payment of My Debts & to Settle Att Cambridge where I can 
have a little piece of Ground & read Lectures which would also be 
very Advantageous [... ] but I must be free of my debts before I can 
appear and as I am at present I am Sure I can discharge all I owe for 
one hundred pounds to be Lay'd down at once[. ] If that could be 
raised among my friends &I should then Apear like other Men. 74 
73 Richard Bradley to Sir Hans Sloane, 6 November 1726 (Newport), Sloane MSS, 4048, fols 212- 
13 (fol. 212v). 
74 Richard Bradley to Sir Hans Sloane, 29 September 1727 ([London? ]), Sloane MSS, 4049, fols 
38-39 (fol. 38v). 
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It was inevitable in these circumstances that the writer's questionable qualifications 
and personal credibility would eventually call into question his suitability to `have a 
little piece of Ground & read Lectures' in such exalted surroundings. In the event, 
such an attack upon his character surfaced almost belatedly in March 1730 when 
the Scriblerian-inclined Grub-street Journal published a satirical review - 
authoritatively posturing, it should be noted, as a letter from a Cambridge resident 
- of Bradley's recently issued Course of Lectures upon the Materia Medica: 75 
It was particularly obliging in our worthy Professor to print these 
Lectures; seeing not above 3 or 4 of our Students had the pleasure 
of hearing them read. [... B]efore I was got thro' the second page, I 
was charm'd with the full-assurance of our soon having a Physick 
Garden; and such as one as will become the worth and grandeur of the 
University. Which, no doubt, will be easily effected, if the money 
raised on this occasion, be intrusted in the hands of our Professor, 
whose Oeconomy is equal to his Learning, and whose integrity will 
be as beneficial to us, as his knowledge. 76 
Bradley is cruelly scurrilised: his optimistic `full-assurance of our soon having a 
Physick Garden' becomes that which charms, as insubstantial as his `integrity' and 
`knowledge', the dissolution of the horticulturist's dreams hopelessly transparent 
to the satirist, woefully ignored by his target. The Professor's neglect of 
`Oeconomy' meanwhile had returned to haunt him, publicly disrupting (as he was 
all too acutely aware) his aptitude for fulfilling the formal duties of college life. 
Yet despite his disastrous inability to stay afloat financially, notwithstanding his 
75 R[ichard] Bradley, A Courre of Lectures upon the Materia Medico, Ancient and Modern. Read in the 
Phyrick Schools at Cambridge, upon the Collections of Doctor Attenbrook and Signor Vrgani, Deposited in 
Catherine-Hall, andQueen''s-College (London: Cha. Davis, 1730). 
76 To the learned Mr. Bavius', Grub-street journal, 19 March 1730. For a resume of the critical 
debates surrounding the newspaper's authorship see Alexander Pettit, q be Grub-street Journal 
and the Politics of Anachronism', in PhilologicalQuarterly, 69 (1990), 435-52. It is now widely held 
that Pope's involvement was minimal, and that chief editorial control over the Journal rested with 
the non-juror Richard Russel, a responsibility he shared with John Martyn during the first year or 
so of its publication (1730-31). 
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socially and intellectually withering incapacity `to Apear like other Men' of 
politeness and substance, the authorship of the Grub-Street article should not be 
overlooked. Its penman was the Journals joint-editor, John Martyn; and he had his 
eye on Bradley's job. 77 
Prior to H. Hamshaw Thomas's mid-twentieth-century reappraisal of the 
horticulturist, the standard story told about Richard Bradley was that of a 
charlatan, a con man, an uneducated charmer. It is with John Martyn (1699-1768) 
and his son Thomas (1735-1825) that responsibility for this partisan and 
uncharitable (if not entirely unjustified) version of Bradley's biography chiefly 
rests. In a memoir of his father, published nearly forty years after Richard Bradley 
had died, Thomas (then the third Professor of Botany at Cambridge) insistently 
picked up the tenor of The Grub-street journal to round on his predecessor's 
accession to the Chair, claiming it was achieved `by means of a pretended verbal 
recommendation from Dr. [William] Sherard to [then Master of Trinity College] 
Dr. [Richard] Bentley, and pompous assurances that he would procure the 
University a public Botanic Garden by his own private purse and personal 
interest'. 78 Bradley of course had a propensity to talk up his connections and 
abilities, but further unwarranted derision awaits: the lectures on the materia medica 
are relocated from the Physick Schools to the `Bull Inn', whilst Bradley's 
competence in languages is scorched by the allegation that his name was appended 
77 For details of John Martyn's written contributions to the paper (most of which appeared in 
1730), see Raymond Williamson, `John Martyn and The Grub-Street Journal, with particular 
reference to his attacks on Richard Bentley, Richard Bradley and William Cheselden', Medical 
Hirtoy, 5 (1961), 361-74. 
78 Martyn, Dissertations, p. xliv. 
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to a translation of Xenophon's (Economics (1727) simply to allow his publishers to 
cash in on his popularity as an author (an ongoing prominence that Martyn 
declines to discuss). 79 Even Bradley, consummate politician that he was, was 
unlikely to have wheedled his way into a university Grace in quite this manner. 
Whilst Bentley may have admired such a display of nerve, he would surely not 
have taken on trust a reported `verbal recommendation' of the magnitude that 
Thomas Martyn suggests, especially one mediated by an applicant whose 
ambiguous background and lack of equivalent experience were (one presumes) 
already being overlooked on the basis of his evident marketability and some 
generously concrete references from Fellows of the Royal Society. For all his 
faults, Bradley still knew his stuff, sold well in the bookshops, networked 
effortlessly, and was genial company: qualities which on the surface translated into 
a genuine fitness for the roles of communicative teacher, competent fundraiser, 
energetic project manager, and high-table socialite. 
Despite (or perhaps because of) these latent strengths, the Martyns clearly 
came to despise Bradley and all that he stood for - from the opportunism which 
had reaped him career opportunities and publishing successes, to his methods of 
experimental botany that dissented from their high-brow obsession with 
taxonomy. Bradley's preoccupation was practical horticulture: he had a passion 
for seeing things grow, for proving himself outstandingly capable in the arts of 
cultivation, for improving the tools and techniques requisite both to enhance local 
production and to domesticise exotic rarities. Of his thirty or so publications, only 
79 Martyn, Dissertations, p. xlv. 
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the Historia Plantarum Succukntarum (1716-27) presented the lavish plates and 
erudite parallel descriptions (English and Latin) consonant with the form of the 
traditional herbal. 80 Instead Bradley's first love (notwithstanding the tastes of the 
market-place) determined that practical instruction in gardening and husbandry 
would underpin his works; taken together as a collection of texts they show that 
his knowledge of vegetable physiognomy and seventeenth-century botanical 
systems was adequate rather than remarkable, deemed to be of significance only 
when they could be implemented to direct the reader as to how plants might be 
made more useful - or even better, more profitable. In the preface to A Sunny Of 
the Ancient Husbandry and Gardening, Collected from Cato, Varm, Columella, Vigil, and 
Others (1725), one of his first publications as Professor of Botany and solemnly 
prestigious in its choice of subject matter, Bradley outlines a manifesto of priorities 
for his new professional situation. In place of proposals to publish an innovative 
paradigm for resolving the many competing schema then used in plant 
classification (which might have been expected), he thoughtfully appropriates the 
authority of the ancients in order to identify a predictable yet perversely modern 
approach to learning, one propelled by the promises of widened access to 
expertise and universal economic benefits: 
[In the ancient world] Husbandry was accounted a Study so 
extremely beneficial to the Commonwealth, that Persons of the 
highest Rank and Figure did not only promote the Practice and 
Improvement of it among the Common People, but took a Pride to 
distinguish themselves by such new Inventions and Contrivances as 
might add any thing to an Art of so general Advantage [... A] 
Country well managed in point of Husbandry, might bring as much 
I The Historia was published in five `Decades' between 1716 and 1727, with a few copies from 
the print-run hand-coloured by the author. For the history of its publication the introductory 
essay to Richard Bradley, Collected Writings on Succulent Plants, cd. by Gordon D. Rowley (London: 
Gregg Press, 1964), pp. vii-xx. 
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Profit to the People as their foreign Trade, although the latter was 
upon the best footing. 81 
Far from being the peculiar resort of `the Common People', `Husbandry' was 
worthy of the ongoing esteem of `Persons of the highest Rank and Figure'. By 
regenerating such cultural conditions, Bradley could rightfully recover the social 
pre-eminence after which he hungered, whilst the entire nation would prosper - 
not on the basis of unreliable `foreign Trade', but by virtue of native, homegrown 
`Inventions and Contrivances'. 
Bradley's emphasis on acquiring the dirty hands of a gardener over and 
above the learned diction of the book-bound scientist was anathema to the 
Martyns, steeped as they were in the physico-theological tradition of John Ray and 
his contemporaries, where faith in the notion of a stable and benevolent Creation 
found its expression in grand attempts to chart and categorise the entirety of 
nature. The idea of the fixity of the species, whose totality would eventually be 
mapped and their respective proper purposes thereby divined, was itself in the 
process of being secularised by the enlightenment culture of eighteenth-century 
natural philosophy; but its legacy, a crowd of contradictory texts and polyvalent 
taxonomies, provided the arena of analytical anatomy and systematic 
nomenclature in which John and later Thomas Martyn thrived, assisting its 
requisition as the suitable province for the maturing academic discipline of 
81 Richard Bradley, A Survey of the Ancient Husbandry and Gardening, Collected from Cato, Vamro, 
Columella, Virgil, and Others the Most Eminent IY/riterr among the Greeks and Romans (... J IY/ith a Preface, 
Skewing the Use of Husbandry, and the Necessity of Erecting Publick Gardens (London: B. Motte, 1725), 
`Preface' (not pag. ). 
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botany. 82 Certainly their elitist tendencies (and one suspects those of their future 
employers) would have balked at Bradley's stated intention to develop university 
courses that could provide some sort of vocational training for young 
agriculturists: 
I think Britain might yet be brought to a much greater Perfection in 
Agriculture than it is at present, if our Farmers had Opportunities 
and judgement to try Experiments, or had some fix'd Place, where 
they might see Examples of all Kinds of Husbandry, as a School, for 
their Information; which I hope to compass, as soon as a Physick 
Garden is compleated at Cambridge, where [... ] a little Room may be 
spared for Experiments tending to the Improvement of Land. 83 
For the Martyns the space of the `Physick Garden' was rather more privileged than 
the open `School' of `all Kinds of Husbandry' for which Bradley had tirelessly 
quested those past seven or eight years; it was instead a place for quiet observation 
and scholarly herborising, for the subjugation of aesthetics and commerce to 
science - certainly not for the rumbustious physicality of `Experiments tending to 
the Improvement of Land'. Yet although there is something endearing about the 
possibility that their antipathy towards Richard Bradley was essentially 
methodological, their attacks sometimes seem more snide than the frosty 
reassessment of an old incumbent whose aims and achievements appeared 
unimpressive in the cold light of history. By February 1727 John Martyn was 
positively gunning for his rival, provocatively proposing an alternative series of 
botanical lectures in Cambridge to those which Bradley himself planned to stage; 84 
82 For a brief redaction of these two competing approaches to botany in early eighteenth-century 
Cambridge, see S. M. Walters, The Shaping of Cambridge Botany: A Short History of Whole-Plant Botany 
in Cambridge from the Time of Ray into the Present Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1981), pp. 15-29. 
83 Bradley, Amy, `Preface' (not pag). 
84 See John Martyn, Proposals for a Course of Botany in the University of Cambridge (London: John 
Martyn, 1727), and also Martyn, Dissertations, p. xi. 
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and whilst Thomas consistently refused to adumbrate the reasons behind this 
attempted feud (it is not known whether the elder Martyn's animosity was ever 
reciprocated), one wonders whether his father's pugnacity stemmed from a 
gnawing irritation that the professorship had not been offered either to himself or 
(perhaps more likely given that he was barely twenty-five when Bradley took up 
his post) a respected mentor such as Patrick Blair, whose own over-inflated 
ambition of harmonising the classification of officinal plants was bequeathed in 
the incomplete Pharmaco-Botanologia. 85 
Despite the absence of any kind of salary, Bradley's retention of his Seat 
conferred upon him not only the opportunity to profit from conducting lectures, 
but also a considerable measure of scientific prestige and much-needed social 
status that he could exploit when introducing himself into new circles or 
instructing the type-setter of the title-page to his latest book. These perquisites 
cannot but have deflated and enraged anyone prone to doubt his legitimacy as a 
respectable authority and personality. Time and again the unrealised research 
garden at Cambridge symbolically re-emerges as the site of contests over his 
methods and reputation, its spatial potentials - as an arboretum, nursery, or model 
farm - demarcating the divisions between enemy camps. Terminological choices 
are revealing here: for whilst Bradley's `Physick Garden' stresses utility and the 
production of medicines, in the `botanic garden' described (and eventually realised) 
by Thomas Martyn, scientific order and studiousness are paramount. H. 
Hamshaw Thomas has certainly viewed the demonstration ground's putatively 
85 For publication details for the Pharmaca$otanolo, gia see above, chapter one, n. 4 (p. 51) 
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different uses to be fundamental to the ensuing assault waged against the first 
Professor: 
Bradley's botany, as may also be seen from the many [... ] works 
which he published, was the botany of Malphigi, Grew and Hales, 
and not the botany of Ray. There is some evidence that he was but 
little interested in the names of plants, and it is highly probable that 
the botanic garden which he promised to provide was not a botanic 
garden in the post-Linnean sense, but a place where experiments on 
growing plants could be made and demonstrated. 86 
Spurred on no doubt by nostalgic reminiscences of Campden House (and perhaps 
by less forgiving memories of the debacle at Canons), Bradley indefatigably 
refigured his project for indulging the predilections of polite enquiry as an act for 
the common good. In public he exhorted those `Gentlemen, who are inclin'd to 
become Founders of it or Contributors to it, [to] communicate their Intentions to 
the Reverend Dr. Savage, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, that their 
Benefactions may be laid our upon this new Foundation'; 87 and as ever he 
remained no more discreet in his private correspondence, once more badgering 
Sloane with the suggestion that `if some Great Personage would Raise a Publick 
Physick Garden there it would be honour to the founders, be Usefull to the 
University as well as profitable to Me'. 88 
If the years of the mid- to late 1720s tendered to Bradley the first plausible 
chance of realising his `Garden of Experiments' for almost ten years, he had 
created too many enemies in the meantime to expect an untarnished victory. In a 
mysterious letter of 1 January 1728 he indicated that the scale of the opposition he 
86 Thomas, `Rise of Natural Science, p. 435. 
87 Bradley, Survey, `preface' (not pag. ). 
81 Bradley to Sloane, 29 September 1727, fol. 38t. 
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was facing had become all too apparent. Alluding to his part in a Royal Society 
intrigue that had embroiled its new President the previous month (Sloane 
succeeded Newton immediately following his death in 1727, and Bradley had 
apparently been charged with canvassing votes to help secure his re-election at 
November's Annual General Meeting), the Cambridge professor implored his 
anonymous addressee not to believe those who affirm that `I had Abandon'd your 
Interest'. 89 Unduly at pains to emphasise his constancy to Sir Hans - whom one 
would assume to be the recipient but for the writer's repeated use of the third 
person when referring to him - Bradley discloses how desperately vital to him this 
`Interest' really is: 
Even as I am, I am Envied by some people who would not have a 
Physick Garden Erected at Cambridge, and are jealous you would 
contribute towards it; and for that reason would Even tell you 
Mischief rather than truth; It would be generous to acquaint me who 
is the Robber of my Reputation on this Occasion; or that you would 
look upon him if he Can not clear himself from my Charge against 
him, as a man that would pick your pockett 9° 
Bradley's habitual epistolary tone of cheerful, hardy optimism is displaced by the 
distresses of anxiety and paranoia. Which potential benefactor was he so fearful 
of upsetting - and who could have so `Envied' him that they were trying to block 
the bankrolling of the physic garden at Cambridge in order to revel momentarily in 
his distress, stalling the kind of public-spirited enterprise otherwise generally 
lauded by Fellows of the Royal Society? Had he detected an actual threat, or was 
it just that repeated failure - in this instance as an academic - was taking its toll on 
Bradley, bedevilled as he was by the financial problems that assailed him 
throughout his adult life? 
89 Richard Bradley to [? ], 1 January 1728 ([London? ]), Sloane MSS, 1968, Pols 20-21 (fol. 20'). 
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At the time when he wrote so fearfully about `the Robber of my 
Reputation', Bradley's most recent money-spinning venture had been The l'>eekfy 
Miscellany For the Imoromment of Husbandry, Trade, Arts, and Sciences (1727), an 
innovative, regular newspaper dedicated to land management and gardening. 91 
Despite his conviction that he had `a prospect of Carrying it on to good 
Advantage', Bradley inevitably relied on others - namely Sloane and the horologist 
Christopher Pinchbeck (c. 1670-1732) - to bail him out by paying the stamp duty 
legally requisite for such publications, and the `prospect' collapsed in November 
1727 after just twenty-one numbers had been issued 92 Was it therefore any more 
than the self-deluding feints of a worried mind that prompted Bradley's unease in 
place of new-year celebrations - or had he managed to eaves-drop on a very real 
whispering campaign, one intended to thwart his plans and ultimately to unseat 
him? As the most influential figure amongst Britain's growing ranks of natural 
historians, Sir Hans Sloane had the ear of almost all of his wealthy compatriots 
prone to displaying the sort of conspicuous generosity flaunted when endowing 
worthy institutions with property or capital, and he revelled himself of course in 
such flamboyant acts of patronage. 93 There were many who might have handed 
over a letter like this one in order to furnish him with information or else to seek 
90 Bradley to [? ], 1 January 1728, fols. 21v-21, (emphasis as in original). 
91 For publication details for The EVeekly Misce/hrnj see above, chapter two, n. 4 (p. 105) 
92 Richard Bradley to Sir Hans Sloane, 22 September 1727 ([London]), Sloane MSS, 4049, fols 31- 
32 (fol. 31'). The IVeeky Miscellany was published on a folded half-sheet, making it four pages 
(quarto) in length. As such each copy required a halfpenny government stamp before sale was 
permitted under Bolingbroke's Stamp Act of 1712: see Michael Harris, London Newspapers in the 
Age of Wa4 ok: A Study of the Origins of the Modern English Press (London: Associated University 
Presses, 1987), pp. 19-31. 
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his advice; and given that Sloane later purchased the papers and collections of 
scores of those who predeceased him, hazarding a guess at Bradley's addressee (if 
indeed it was not the baronet) would be fairly pointless, even discounting the 
dozen or so Fellows ruled out by his references to them. Divining the `Robber' of 
Bradley's `Reputation', the `man that would pick your pockett', is arguably equally 
difficult: but the weight of the evidence that can be mustered points defiantly to 
John Martyn. 
This assertion of Martyn's guilt admits one particular refutation, and it must 
be dealt with. Less than four years earlier he had privately defended Bradley 
against a vehement attack intended for publication by Martyn's early patron 
Patrick Blair, who compiled a disproportionately violent and personal response to 
Bradley's New Experiments and Observations relating to the Generation of Plants (1724) 
(itself the gentlest of replies to one of the physician's own papers in the 
Philosophical Transactionr). 94 Martyn's letter to Blair conveys the barbed tone of a 
libellous tract which the younger man was determined to keep from the press: 
You tell [Mr Bradley] that the herbwomen in Covent Garden taught 
him how to make the monthly directions for the Kit . 
hin. [... ] But 
above all that expression does there not appear too much of the 
Block head in this comparison I must needs gives great offence. 95 
93 Following his purchase of the Cheyne estate Sloane had provided the Apothecaries' Company 
with a perpetual peppercorn lease on their Chelsea Physic Garden in 1722: see above, chapter 
three, n. 5 (p. 166) 
94 Patrick Blair, `Observations upon the Generation of Plants, in a Letter to Sir Hans Sloane, Bart. 
Pr. COIL Med. ', Philosophical Transactions, 31 (1720-21), 216-21; and Richard Bradley, New 
Experiments and Observations Relating to the Generation of Planft: Occasion 'd by a Letter Lýrtely Publish 'd in 
the Philosophical Transactions, by Patrick Blair, M. D. F. RS (London: T Corbett, 1724). See also 
above, chapter three, pp. 171-72. 
95 John Martyn to Patrick Blair, 23 June 1724 (London), 'Commercium Epistolicum: Botanicum', 
item [7] (emphasis as in original). 
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Having already described his interception of the manuscript in the shop of Blair's 
publisher George Strahan, Martyn goes on to urge that the book should be 
withdrawn from printing. 
for my part I can see no ill Language or want of decency in Mr 
Bradley's pamphlet; no: he treats you with great civility [... and] 
alwayes speaks of you with great Respect in all Companies &I could 
wish you would give the same turn to your writings. 96 
If in 1724 John Martyn thought it proper to defend Bradley's name and 
deportment as consistent with qualities of `decency', `civility' and `Respect' 
(although he was surely also motivated by the wish that his friend might preserve 
some vestige of the same attributes), what was it that inspired the change of heart 
which caused him to turn on a man he once admired, to angle at divesting him of 
the last remnants of professional credibility? 
John Martyn's hardened attitude must have been triggered at some point 
between the time of this letter to Blair and the considered offensive against the 
Lectures upon the Materia Medica published six years later in the Grub-street journal. 
Thomas's biography of his father may hold some clues as to how this came to 
pass. In 1727, he tells us, John was chosen as a Fellow of the Royal Society, 
having previously demurred on the (alleged) grounds of not wishing to see the 
honour cheapened. 97 Had this conferral emboldened him with a puffed-up sense 
of his own capacity for knowledge and his right to pass judgement on the 
credentials of colleagues and associates? Not long beforehand Martyn had also 
given his first botanical lectures in London; now with the help of William Sherard 
96 Martyn to Blair, 23 June 1724. 
97 Martyn, Dissertations, p. x. 
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and Hans Sloane he was performing a similar function at Cambridge, blatantly 
usurping the privilege of the intransigent Bradley. If Sherard and Sloane had 
backed the latter's cause with Bentley in 1724, they were no doubt by now 
frustrated that their recommendation had failed to reward their faith in him; whilst 
John Martyn, ever more confident of his ability to do the job, was irked that he 
was wearing someone else's gown without receiving any of the academic plaudits 
which he felt he deserved. Perhaps Martyn considered that Bradley had defaulted 
on his university commitments, treating an ancient body with contempt and 
showing himself to be no longer worthy of epithets such as `decency' and `civility'; 
as his own reputation was gradually enhanced with the publication of the first 
decade of the lavish Historia Plantarum Rariorum (and a raft of other texts), he 
undoubtedly anticipated that an invitation to replace the Professor was 
imminent. 98 If this was indeed the case, news that Bradley might finally be closing 
in on funds for a physic garden was not what he wanted to hear (the acquisition of 
such a facility would surely overshadow Martyn's own minor teaching 
achievements); and it is possible that late in 1727 Martyn set about plotting to 
mislead and unsettle those whom Bradley was courting for contributions. The 
hopeful preface to the Materia Medica (published in 1730) carried Bradley's familiar 
averment that he had 'fix'd upon' a `proper Place for a Garden [... that] will in all 
Probability be purchased, and secured to the University by Act of Parliament'; yet 
the stay of execution afforded to his position at Cambridge was not matched by 
the materialisation of this `Probability', to which extent Martyn's campaign had 
98 John Martyn, Historia Plantarwm Rariorum (London: Richard Reily, 1728-37). Of the fifty 
engravings, thirty were taken from paintings by Jacob Van Huysum; the publication itself was one 
of the first attempts at printing in colour from copperplates. 
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triumphed. 99 Such an outcome is sorely tainted however by Thomas's later, 
nonchalant admission that in 1731 his father's own plans to set up a `botanic 
garden' in the city very nearly came to fruition: had he been prepared to share his 
resources and contacts with his nemesis, John Martyn might also have succeeded 
in seeing his name (rather than that of his son) memorialised amongst the eventual 
founders. 100 As so often in the complex, competitive world of curious enquiry, 
where the interests of knowledge, status, and propriety irresolutely encountered 
each other, private pride and public reputation had conflicted with the progress of 
natural philosophy, breakdowns in individual and institutional modes of sociability 
undermining the confidence of those outside investors who were so crucial to the 
Cambridge garden project. 101 
By the end of 1732 Bradley was dead-102 A surviving petition to Sloane 
from one Mary Bradley, describing herself as `Unfortunately Married to the said 
D! Bradley between two and three Years since', suggested that his end was 
characterised by almost wilful penury and typical tragedy, coming `at his Lodgings 
99 Bradley, Materia Medea, p. 3. 
100 Martyn, Dissertations, p. xix. 
101 The methods and outcomes produced by Bradley's ambitious and fanciful schemes for 
developing research gardens at Canons, Cambridge, and elsewhere - not to mention those for 
determining the longitude and establishing Caribbean coffee plantations that are discussed in 
chapter five (below) - suggestively align him with Larry Stewart's cast of projectors, whose 
questionable financial, technological, and philosophical acumen both dynamically prompted and 
disastrously hindered profitable curious enquiry during the period: see Stewart, Public Science, pp. 
3-30,46-52,285-310, and passim. 
102 A notice supplied in The Daily Post, 8 November 1732, dates Bradley's death to Sunday 5 
November. 
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in Charter house Lane after a long and tedious fitt of Sickness'. 103 She had, she 
lamented 
brought him a Considerable fortune But soon after her mariage to 
the said Dr Bradley was Oblidged to Sell and Dispose of her 
household Goods Plate Jeweils & other furniture for payment of his 
Debts and Other Incumbrances and Since was Oblidged to Live 
with him ready Furnished Lodgings in and about London. 104 
Moreover, Bradley's costly treatment had even forced her `to Sell and make away 
with her Wearing Apparell', leaving `nothing left her that would fetch her Six 
pence And having a Child to Maintain & Every way Destitute of Support'. 105 
Whether or not the plight of the widowed Mary and her fatherless child was public 
knowledge, The Grub-street Journal offered little sympathy upon the writer's passing, 
its insensitive obituary noting that `The book-sellers have lost a good easy pad'. 106 
At the same time its former editor John Martyn all but had his academic post; 
although he still had to fight for it. Perhaps smarting from the dilatory ways of 
their inaugural appointee, the University authorities chose to cast suspicion upon 
the nature of Martyn's recent associations with Richard Russel and the journal, 
indexing them as the traits of a Jacobite and a non-juror. A letter sent to him 
three or four weeks after Bradley's death warned that 
Upon the whole we have thought it better to decline the farther 
prosecution of this affair, as it is much controverted, purely 
honorary, and what I think you do not much set your heart upon, 
except you could receive it by way of compliment. 107 
los Mary Bradley to Sir Hans Sloane, [December 1732] ([London]), Sloane MSS, 4058, fol. 50 (fol. 
50*). 
104 Mary Bradley to Sloane, [December 1732], fol. 50r. 
105 Mary Bradley to Sloane, [December 1732], fol. 50t. 
106 Grub-street Journal, 9 November 1732. 
107 [Richard] Arnald to John Martyn, 30 November 1732 (Emanuel College, Cambridge), in 
Martyn, Dissertations, p. lvi. 
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The knock-back must have been a shock, unalleviated by the euphemistic 
reassurance that any appointment would be `purely honorary' (as the first 
incumbent had found to his cost). John Martyn's vigorous reply - also 
reproduced in Thomas's memoir - both asserted that he begged to differ with the 
Fellows at Cambridge, and provided an aggressive account of his residual 
indignation at Bradley's attitude to the office that contrasted with a supreme sense 
of his own qualification for the task: 
I thought the University would never have made any difficulty in 
giving me an empty title in a Science which I had restored, after it 
had been totally lost among them, and had continued to teach for 
six years with much labour and little profit. 108 
The following year his persistence paid off, and in February 1733 Martyn became 
the second Professor of Botany after formally swearing his allegiance to the House 
of Hanover and the Church of England. He would occupy the Chair at 
Cambridge for around thirty years, although rather perversely he pursued formal 
lecturing duties for only one or two of them until 1734 or 1735; after all, as his son 
notes, he was at that time `labouring under great disadvantages for want of a 
botanic garden'. 109 
John Martyn's distaste for Bradley, putatively legitimated by the insight of 
acquaintance, was so authoritatively voiced by his son's memorial to him that it 
was thereafter long represented as objective narrative. One predictable 
consequence was that Bradley was cast as spiv, liar, and ignoramus in the pages of 
the original Dictionary of National Biography, not to mention the humourless 
108 John Martyn to [Richard] Arnald, 5 December 1732 (Chelsea), in Martyn, Dissertations, p. lvii. 
109 Martyr, Dissertations, p. xxii. 
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footnotes and asides necessitated by his incidental appearance in research focused 
elsewhere. 110 It is only following H. Hamshaw Thomas's rehabilitative efforts 
during the mid-twentieth century, with its positing of the Martyns as deliberate 
defamers of Bradley, that the horticulturist has generally been extended a more 
balanced appraisal. Thomas himself thought his subject deserved `a permanent 
place in the history of botanical discovery owing to his work on the experimental 
production of plant hybrids' (although his protectionism verges on the retributive 
when sniping that `any original work that the Martyns may have done has been 
long forgotten'); whilst amongst later Bradley fans Caroline Davidson has 
commended his `irresistible desire to communicate useful information to his 
fellow men', and Gordon Rowley lauded `a man of considerable originality, ability 
and industry' whom he wishes was remembered as `one of the outstanding British 
plant-biologists'. "' Whilst it is heartening that the more libellous moments of the 
Martyns' prosopography have been rectified, the reciprocal concern is that those 
who would now champion Bradley belie their own vested interests in constructing 
a credible (and exciting) historical lineage for their field of enquiry, be it 
experimental botany, cookery, or succulent plants: for the facts that constitute 
Bradley's biography leave him tenuous enough for us to read him as hero or 
villain, inventive genius or uneducated chancer. The hunch that history has been 
unkind to him, when predicated upon a generous sense of sympathy with his 
110 See Benjamin Daydon Jackson's entry for Bradley in the old DNB, as well as (for example) 
passing references in George Cornelius Gorham, Memoirs of John Marlyn, . 
FRS., and of Thomas Marlyn, B. D., F. RS., F. LS., Professors of Botany in the University of Cambridge (London: Hatchard & 
Son, 1830); D. A. Winstanley, Unreformed Cambridge: A Study of Certain Aspects of the University in the 
Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1935); and R. T. Gunther, Early Science 
in Cambridge (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1937). 
111 H. Hamshaw Thomas, `Rise of Natural Science, p. 435; Davidson, p. 9; Rowley, p. xx. 
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interests and eccentricities, must be treated with some circumspection: publicising 
the private correspondence of Bradley and Martyn may disrupt the received 
narrative of the former's scurrility, but the gaps and questions that the events at 
Campden, Canons, and Cambridge discover have bequeathed a story which 
remains multifarious, tenebrous, unresolved. Even the most comprehensive 
extant evidence for any period of his life - the European travels of 1714 which he 
recounted in his epistolary exchanges with Petiver (examined in the final chapter 
of this dissertation) - illuminates too limited a period of time to allow us to 
produce a portrait that is truly capable of reflecting his whole career. Whether this 
leaves us seeing Richard Bradley as a creditable intellectual or churlish impostor is 
however ultimately far less compelling a matter than the enthralling instance he 
has left behind of the curious self-fashioning of an early-modern scientific mind, 
driven by a love of gain and gardens to exercise both charm and fraudulence, 
writing and secrecy, in order to secure its improvement and elevate its stature. 
*** 
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Figure 9- Plate from Richard Bradley, New Imprommentc of Plait/iitý 
and Gardening, 11 (1717) (engraver unknown). 
Bradley's `New invention, whereby mare. Designs of Garden Platts º»ay be made 
in an }lour, than can he found in all the Rooks now extant'. The hinged niirrnr 
('Fig I') is to be mewed over geometric patterns (such as in `Iii; 1111') in ()t-tl(, r I() 
create symmetrical designs for garden beds and parterres ('Fig III'). 
A Fi(.. II. 
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Chapter Five 
The Virtue and Use of Coffee 
'My incoherent way of Writing' 
Shortly before six o'clock on the morning of 8 May 1714 Richard Bradley 
boarded a ship in Harwich that landed him twenty-six hours later at `Helvoot 
Slug's' (Hellevoetsluis) in the Netherlands, fifteen miles south-west of the town of 
Delft where he arrived that evening (9 May) having journeyed all day via Bride 
and Maassluis. Following a single night's rest, Bradley left Delft to stop off briefly 
in Leiden before settling (on the twelfth) in Amsterdam, the city in which he was 
to reside thereafter for the best part of six months - in fact he remained on Dutch 
soil for the duration of this European jaunt, notwithstanding several promises to 
himself and others that he would travel onwards to visit Flanders, France, and 
Italy-' During the course of his sojourn Bradley maintained a lively 
correspondence with James Petiver, his regular missives to London dealing with a 
mixture of horticultural, topographical, and personal interests, incessantly 
amplified by the ongoing theme of an impecuniosity that contrasted markedly with 
his optimistic confidence in various get-rich-quick scams. Yet despite the depth of 
information that these letters offer (and indeed the relative completeness of this 
local archive), their writer never makes clear precisely how he defined the purposes 
behind his lengthy trip of a lifetime - an omission that continuously exudes a 
I For Bradley's account of his journey see Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 11 May 1714 
(Leyden), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 49-50. 
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mysterious, pervasive aura of uncertainty and suspicion around any critical attempt 
to scrutinise his motives, means, or movements. 
It initially seems conceivable that Bradley intended to conduct a kind of 
scaled-down Grand Tour on a shoestring budget. He certainly enjoyed mixing 
with the travelling gentry, even if his hopes of joining them were constantly dashed 
by a lack of funds: 
I have met here many English Gentlemen who are posting for Italy 
And it may be I shall Riggle my self into some of their favours, And 
take the tripp with them but that much Depends on a healing Letter 
from your side the herring pond. ' 
Oblique appeals for cash cloaked under conceits such as that of the `healing Letter' 
littered Bradley's diction during those months (as at other times of his life); his 
desire to be seen as a gentleman on the verge of - even deserving - the 
independence guaranteed by wealth both lay behind his obligatory recourse to 
prosaic invention when discussing money worries, and explains the impression 
that there is an unspoken agenda behind the expedition. Yet whatever his 
pretensions, Bradley was no Grand Tourer. He had after all left his wife and their 
children back in London, and the desire to procure a fortune for himself and his 
family provides a far more likely rationale for his travels. Holland was a renowned 
centre both of the emergent scientific discipline of botany, and of the trade in rare 
and fashionable plants; and Bradley aimed to implement and augment his own 
horticultural knowledge in order to fuel the commercial enterprise of acquiring 
fine exotics for wealthy English clients such as Mary, the Dowager Duchess of 
2 Richard Bradley to Jaynes Petiver, 20 July 1714 (The Hague), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 62-63 (fol. 
621). 
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Beaufort (1630-1715). 3 Petiver he cast as go-between, an agent in Britain who (in 
return for the occasional specimen and the odd complement paid on his behalf to 
prominent collectors of curiosities) would ensure his affairs on the other side of 
the Channel were managed appropriately. In particular, he was to be charged 
repeatedly with the importance of checking up on Thomas Fairchild (the Hoxton 
nurseryman being entrusted with nearly all of the plants Bradley shipped home), as 
well as of encouraging Mrs Bradley to tout for further sales opportunities 
whenever possible: 
pray Lett my Spouse see this & Desire I may likewise here from 
her[. ] I Desire she will acquaint the Dutchess of Beaufort I am 
surrounded with Curious plants & only wait her Graces 
Commission. 4 
Yet even in the innocuous lines of this first bulletin penned from the continent (on 
11 May), there is presaged a sense of the future threats desperately presented by 
Bradley's frequently contradictory impulses to his (apparently) ill-defined Dutch 
project. On the one hand he was eager to signal to his natural historian friend the 
boon of being `surrounded with Curious plants'; on the other, he was already keen 
to instil in his trading partners at home the financial imperative (for the whole 
enterprise, it would transpire) that resided in swiftly securing `her Graces 
Commission' to buy lavishly and at profit on the Duchess's behalf. 
3 On the importance of the Dutch Republic and its botanic gardens for the progress of 
horticulture at this time see William Thomas Stearn, `Botanical Gardens and Botanical Literature 
in the Eighteenth Century', in Catalogue of Botanical Books in the Collection of Rachel AfAfasters Miller 
Hunt, ed. by Jane Quinby and Allan Stevenson, 2 voll (Pittsburgh: Hunt Botanical Library, 1958- 
61), II, pp. xli-cxl (esp. pp. xlvii-lxiv). See also n. 32, below, p. 304. 
Bradley to Petiver, 11 May 1714', fol. 50r. 
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Despite such looming concerns, Bradley's letters from Holland are typically 
playful, irreverent and outlandishly humorous, conveying the breathless language 
and morally ambivalent tone of the picaresque rogue narratives for which he 
betrays a taste when writing from The Hague that `I have been in all the famous 
coffee houses on the plain here & particularly at that of the famous Rozelli who is 
the Author of that Divirting piece Entitled Les Adventures de Seignr Rozelli'. 5 
Unusually for one of Petiver's correspondents he appears far more comfortable 
when deploying literary tropes or classical allusions than in referring to botanical 
treatises, and in his physical absence from London he was to appropriate a number 
of such writerly strategies to his dispatches, producing comic stories to describe his 
day-to-day adventures, manipulating the memories of himself that his friends at 
home retained, and remoulding his own image through relating the possibilities for 
change and development afforded by foreign lands and new experiences. Bradley 
apologised moreover for an apparently conscious transgression of standards of 
orthography and grammar on the grounds that such behaviour was a side-effect of 
the subjective renegotiations which arose from the conditions of travel itself, 
begging that `I hope you will pardon my incoherent way of Writing, but I believe 
the Great Varietie of this Country may in Some measure plead in my behalf. 6 If 
5 Bradley to Petiver, 20 July 1714, fol. 62r. The letter is dated 31 July (NS). Bradley refers to the 
Memoirs of the Life and Adventures of Signor RoreM, At the Hague [ .. 
] The whole being a Series of the most 
diverting History, and surprising Events, ever yet made Public. Done into English, from the Second Edition of 
the French (London: John Morphew, 1709). An enlarged English edition had also appeared in 
1713. On the relationship between picaresque and rogue narratives see the critical introduction 
to Richard Head, The English Rogue (1665), ed. by Michael Shinagel (Boston: New Frontiers Press, 
1961); and McKeon, pp. 90-91,96-100. 
6 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 9 June 1714 (Amsterdam), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 52-53 (fol. 
52'). The letter is dated 20 June (NS). For an overview of the potential for rhetorical freedom 
afforded by travel writing during this period see Chloe Chard, Pleasure and Guilt on the Grand Tour. 
Travel IY/riting and Imaginative Geography 1600-1830 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1999), pp. 1-39. 
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the newness residing within `the Great Varietie of this Country' had excited the 
structures of his `Writing' as well as those of his personality, then its `incoherent 
way' reflected not only the haphazard route which he steered across the Low 
Countries but would also come to signify his adroit exploitation of epistolary 
space. As such, the wandering and juxtapositions that Bradley permitted his use of 
language and subject matter within the relatively controlled confines of the letter 
were suggestive of a natural and transparent form of representation, something 
akin to conversation in fact; and to that extent his epistolary disposition was not 
technically innovative so much as broadly conventional. 
The final chapter of this thesis interrogates Bradley's missives from 
Holland in order to reassemble the narrative of his life there. After sketching 
briefly the contemporary vogue for familiar letter-writing, it examines the 
intellectual, social, and financial preoccupations that structured his visit, asking 
how his encounters with virtuosi and his experiences within an array of garden 
spaces (especially the Amsterdam Physic Garden) both depended upon and 
subverted those modes of curiosity and sociability that have been identified 
elsewhere in this dissertation as characteristic of the new discourses of 
horticulture. In so doing, particular attention is paid to the ways in which he 
availed himself of the letter's literary and material forms as he attempted to explain 
and justify his sometimes wayward behaviour to his friend (and indeed to himself); 
whilst Bradley's habitual fascination with exotic specimens and his allied 
propensity for forming pragmatic hortulan relationships are thereby concurrently 
re-examined. If the elements of intrigue and glorious failure in his flamboyantly 
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daring plan to set up in business as a coffee entrepreneur are all too familiar, they 
also permit some final speculations about the tensions he discovered (or else 
constructed) between his public roles as a gardener and a gentleman - Bradley 
being instinctively drawn to and repelled by the commercial opportunities inherent 
within plantsmanship, and concomitantly torn as a writer between his liberal 
desires to share knowledge freely, and a private necessity to safe-guard the secrets 
of trade. 
The long eighteenth century witnessed phenomenal growth in the writing 
and publication of familiar correspondence, the currency enjoyed by 
epistolographic manuals and volumes of printed letters -, both exemplary and 
prurient - reflecting its widespread cultural appropriation as a mode of polite 
interlocution.? Improving standards of literacy and developments in the postal 
service, alongside the greater statutory freedoms gradually being afforded to 
speech and the press, facilitated epistolary activity and exchange by easing the 
demands placed upon both the writing sender and reading recipient. 8 Howard 
7 Amongst the very different and broadly popular contemporary collections of correspondence 
see Qohn] Dennis, Letters upon several Occasions. Written by and between Mr Dryden, Mr. lY7ycherly, Mr. -- 
---------, Mr. Congreve, and Mr. Dennis. Published by Mr. Dennis. With a New Translation of Select Letters of 
Monsieur Volture (London: Sam[uel] Briscoe, 1696), which assembled letters passed between 
literary wits; [Charles Gildon], The Port-boy Rob'd of his Mail; or, The Pacquet Broke Open. Consisting of 
Five Hundred Letters to Perrons of Several Qualities and Conditions with Observations upon Each Letter. 
Publish 'd by a Gentleman Concern 'd in the Frolick (London: John Dunton, 1692), which is based 
around the comic fiction of a gang who offer satirical social commentary by stealing private 
correspondence and commenting upon its contents; and [Samuel Richardson], Letters Written to 
and for Particular Fiiendr, on the Most Important Occasions. Directing not only the Requisite Style and Forms to 
be Observed in Writing Familiar Letters; but how to Think and Act Justly and Prudently in the Common 
Concerns of Human Life (London: C. Rivington, J. Osborn, & J. Leake, 1741), a manual of moral 
conduct that barely conceals its intentions by posing as a guide to letter writing. 
8 On the history of the Post Office during the late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries see 
Alan Marshall, Intelligence and E. ipionage in the Reign of Charles IT 1660-1685 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994), pp. 78-95; Kenneth Ellis, The Post Office in the Eighteenth Century: A Study in 
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Anderson's and Irvin Ehrenpreis's account of `The Familiar Letter in the 
Eighteenth Century' (1966) observed the significance of such historical contexts 
before turning to the aesthetics of epistolarity, asserting that the familiar letter 
became more conversational in tone as the eighteenth century progressed (a 
modulation they associated with a growing taste for nature aestheticised) 9 Such 
an argument is suggestively born out by contemporary texts - the sentence passed 
on Edmund Curll by Alexander Pope to excoriate the publisher's piratical 1735 
edition of his Literary Correspondence pronounced that `printing private letters in 
such a manner, is the worst sort of betraying Conversation'; a declamation that was 
echoed conceptually (if not emotionally) by one of the first principles enunciated 
within the pages of The Complete Letter Writer (1755), which stated that `When you 
set down to write a Letter, remember that this Sort of Writing should be like 
Conversation'. 10 There is a sense that epistolography was being deployed 
increasingly to detail information of a personal nature: its most commonplace 
strategies have been described as comprising the revelation of private selfhoods 
not otherwise displayed, the passing of comment upon the circumstances of one's 
family or courtship, assessments of the intricacies of social life, and discreet if 
audacious attempts to analyse the psychological constitution of strangers and 
acquaintances alike. '1 At the time that Bradley and Petiver were corresponding in 
Administrative History (London: Oxford University Press, 1958); and J. C. Iiemmeon, The Hirlory of 
the British Post Office (London: Oxford University Press, 1912), pp. 27-38. 
9 Howard Anderson and Irvin Ehrenpreis, The Familiar Letter in the Eighteenth Century: Some 
Generalisations', in The Familiar Letter in the Eighteenth Century, ed. by Anderson, Ehrenpreis, and 
Philip B. Daghlian (Lawrence, KS: University of Kansas Press, 1966), pp. 269-82. 
10 Letters of Mr. Alexander Pope, and Several of his Friends (London: J. Knapton, L. Gilliver, J. 
Brindley, & R. Dodsley, 1737), `Preface' (not pag. ); and The Complete Letter. Weiter; or, New and Polite 
English Secretary. Containing Directions to Write Lettern on all Occasions, in a Polite, Eay, and Proper 
Manner (London: S. Crowder & H. Woodgate, 1755), p. 2. 
11 See esp. Anderson and Ehrenpreis, `Familiar Letter'. 
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other words, such intimate exchanges were culturally liable to display a frankness 
that was at once performative, representing not only `the self to others' (as 
Anderson and Ehrenpreis would have it), but also acting (as Elizabeth Cook has 
opined) upon the writer-subject herself, `not to reflect a pre-existing subjectivity 
but rather to produce and organise it in various ways'. 12 
Stylistically speaking Bradley's epistles are themselves casual and amusing, 
and indeed demonstrably conversational in terms of idiom and subject matter. 
Although at times he confides in and plots with Petiver, elsewhere he plainly 
intends to entertain his reader, talking up his plant-collecting achievements, and 
tantalising him with stories of his personal prowess amongst the finest society. In 
so doing he intermittently cuts a rakish figure of himself - uncomfortably at odds 
perhaps with the notion of the itinerant botanist in search of improvement - and 
demonstrates to his friend that a little financial hardship was no impediment to his 
talent for keeping grand `company': 
the King of Prussia Left [Amsterdam] this Morning after having 
been 3 days Incognito, I was in his company with some officers & 
did not know it til it was too Late however the company I keep you 
may see is not Dispisable [... ] [H]is Maj"e of Prusia was In all the 
publick places in town, under the Character of a Count & had two 
or three pleasant frolicks w. ch my next shall Give You an Acc. t of. 13 
Not unusually Bradley failed to keep his word: his `next' (sent just a week later) 
added no further gossip about the royal `frolicks'. At the same time, he had surely 
recounted the episode not so much for the sake of passing on tittle-tattle, as to 
12 Anderson and Ehrenpreis, p. 278; Elizabeth Heckendorn Cook, Epistolary Bodies: Gender and 
Genre in the Eighteenth-Century Republic of Lettern (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996), p. 
7. 
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reflect upon the extent and mobility of his own social status. If the King's cameo 
appeared somewhat fanciful, it evokes nevertheless a believable version of 
contemporary European high-life, a world of masquerades and disreputably 
`Incognito' aristocrats. Already known at Court in Britain (although to what 
extent it is admittedly unclear) Bradley now claims to have ingratiated himself with 
the intimate circles of Frederick William 1 (1688-1740); and whilst the King of 
Prussia's ability to evade his detection might initially have prompted 
disappointment (`[I] did not know it til it was too Late'), under the 
epistolographer's pen the let-down becomes a triumph. Far from being 
`Dispisable', his friends in Amsterdam are the noblest in town: Bradley had not 
hankered after the favour of the royal retinue but represents himself as having 
simply fallen in with them, naturally at ease with `the Character of a Count', 
innocently staggered to learn that all the while he had had the ear of a Prince. 
Masks and impersonation, knowingly overstated euphemisms, staging the 
self for others: Bradley's letters depend on such strategies and facilitate readings 
that accommodate the account of eighteenth-century epistolarity propounded by 
Anderson and Ehrenpreis. Wittily observant yet seemingly insouciant, Bradley 
calls upon correspondence to supply the place of real conversation with Petiver, 
deploying the tonal informalities and interpersonal frankness otherwise reserved 
for telling tales to a friend in the tavern or coffee-house. The engaging humour 
that is a constant feature of his longer pieces results not only from the events and 
opinions that the traveller comes across, but is also constructed through his 
13 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 13 July 1714 (Amsterdam), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 60-61 
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representations of them, blending actual experience with cultural reference -a 
stylistic trait exemplified by the description of the `true Originall Dutchman', a 
fellow passenger who amused Bradley during a journey from The Hague to 
Utrecht: 
In My Late Voyage I was Much Diverted with a true Originall 
Dutchman he is about 7 foot high & as fat as a Hogg, his 
countenance Seems to Declare that Silenus Got him in a Drunken 
fett on a Well fed Sow & that he Was Suckl'd by the foggs of the 
place til he became the Great Lump I saw. 14 
With his mixture of the bawdy and the misanthropic Bradley is admittedly raising 
an unsavoury laugh, mocking a fat man not being the height of gentility. On the 
other hand the image is inventive and coarsely funny: in picturing the progeny of a 
pig and a satyr - conceived in lecherous inebriety and 
`Suckl'd' on the North Sea 
`foggs' which dominate the landscape - Bradley exhibits the capacity of his 
imagination, converting base potential for mirth into genuine comic effect. As in 
the case of his anecdote about the King of Prussia, part of the intention in 
communicating observations of the publicly accessible world to others is to allow 
for the opening up of psychic spaces in which private subjectivities can be 
reshaped, and where the writer can express (or as Bruce Redford would have it, 
perform) `the self to others'. 15 If in the former instance Bradley's concern was to 
enhance his social standing back in London by accentuating a persona of 
amiability and sophistication, then here he is keen that the mythologised 
(fols 60-611). The letter is dated 24 July (NS). 
14 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 26 July 1714 (Amsterdam), Sloane MSS, 3322, Pols 64-65 (fol. 
651). The letter is dated 6 August (NS). 
11 Redford sets out some of the parallels between the performativity of the letter and the stage 
during this period: see Bruce Redford, The Converse of the Pen: Acts of Intimacy in the Eighteenth-Century 
FamiliarLetter (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986). 
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`Dutchman' is seen as an `Originall' not only of nature or of Holland, but also of 
his own genius. 
The issue of where these abstract, `psychic spaces' can be located - in 
whose minds the writing subject is to be reassessed - is problematised by the 
questionable nature of Bradley's audience. The letters that concern this chapter 
were undoubtedly written by him and sent to Petiver, but they are not simply 
rendering the public world for private consumption by a single individual. It 
seems clear for a start that Mrs Bradley often read them as well. The 
transportation of mail in packet boats across the Channel was not a completely 
reliable service, especially when freight was involved; and the rates of dispatch - 
along with the cost of purchasing ink and paper - would have been a 
consideration for someone with little money to spare-16 It was natural therefore 
for Bradley to request that his wife be shown any news of his health or latest 
venture (as well as lists of support tasks for her to perform) which he was relating 
to his friend; and the reverse was also true, for she evidently communicated to 
Petiver anything that came her way. 17 Of at least equal importance however when 
assessing Bradley's readership is the fact that by the late 1690s James Petiver had 
made himself the nexus of an international web of correspondents, building up a 
network of the kind central to the scientific project of the Royal Society. 
16 Sailing packets travelled twice weekly between Harwich and Helvoetsluis - the route was 
particularly efficient following the investments made under William III, which reflected its 
obvious strategic importance at the time. The boats also carried paying passengers: presumably 
this was Bradley's means of transport to Holland. For a brief account of sending post and goods by packet see for example Hemmeon, pp. 109-25. 
17 See for example James Petiver to Richard Bradley, 10 June 1714 (Aldersgate Street) [draft], 
Sloane MSS, 3340, fol. 53r, in which the writer comments, `I was last Night with y' Lady, where 
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Epistolography itself was integral to the structures of London science -a process 
that Petiver documented by hoarding up his collection of manuscripts - and he 
regularly took with him a sample from the week's post-bag when he made his way 
to Crane Court on a Thursday evening. Under these circumstances a bulletin from 
Bradley would not have been excluded, containing as it did details of the latest 
discoveries and advancements in natural history, reassurances about the welfare of 
a Fellow, and a turn of phrase so often calculated to please: 
Yf very welcome & Acceptible Letter came to my hands on Sunday 
Morning last, wch as soon as I read communicated it immediately to 
yr Lady, who both congratulate yr safe arrival on ye other side ye 
Herring Pond, as does also our Worthy Friend Mr Ball to whom I 
read it Yesterday in ye Royall Society & gave also ye Perusall of it to 
Dr Sloan who with Smiles salutes you. 18 
Bradley must have been conscious that his `welcome & Acceptible Letter[s]' would 
be handed over for the `Perusall' of a small if loosely regulated group of familiar 
associates; and when writing he would no doubt have borne in mind a number of 
functions to be fulfilled amongst them. At the same time as informing Petiver 
about the extent to which he was profiting from the hospitality of the apothecary's 
contacts, Bradley could both comfort his distant `Spouse' and pursue the 
possibility of further sales to the likes of Sloane, Balle, and the Duchess of 
Beaufort. 
The conventions of familiar correspondence allowed Bradley to present 
himself to his readers in different guises - he became by turns wit and botanist, 
by r Letter I understand to my great Surprize you have not recd mine of ye 21UU of May a Coppy 
of which I therefore again send you. 
11 James Petiver to Richard Bradley, 21 May 1714 (Aldersgate Street) [draft], Sloane MSS, 3340, 
fols 23L-25r (fol. 23'). 
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dandy and student. Of course it would be wrong to intuit that epistolographic 
theories and fictions were his conscious concern during the course of the jaunt: 
rather his written performances inside the representational reaches of the letter 
indicate how playing one's self out within the real world both determines and is 
determined by the meanings of actual spaces. The garden in its many forms 
provided a series of key sites for Bradley's activity in Holland, open as it was to 
different uses and constructions; and - like the familiar letter - its multivalency 
permitted both its depiction and realisation as somewhere affording a range of 
experiences: aesthetic, commercial, scientific and social. One of the most acutely 
obvious examples of this proves itself to be disturbingly amusing as it ratchets up 
the epistolary appropriation of picaresque convention. For reasons not made 
entirely clear (and which therefore deepen suspicions about his duplicitous 
character), Bradley had taken to using a pseudonym in unknown company prior to 
his departure from England: a brief note to Petiver (dated 5 May 1714) is signed 
`yours in haste[, ] Geo[rge] Grant', whilst a week later he tells of how [in Harwich] 
on `the 7th one M. = Grant a person in a Black wigg Was Invited to Dinner with the 
Candidates for Parliamt [&] was Entertain'd with Roas'd Westphalia hamm & the 
Complement of being like his Brother the Occulist[. )'19 A letter posted around the 
same time to Petiver by John Lufkin (f1.1699-1716), an Essex naturalist to whom 
the apothecary had written introducing Bradley, shed some light on this cryptic 
anecdote when he mentioned one `Mt Geo: Grant also Mt Richd Bradley', and 
confirmed thereby that his guest had been masquerading as a relative of the 
19 [Richard Bradley] to James Petiver, 5 May 1714 (Harwich), Sloane MSS, 4065, fol. 160 (fol. 
160x); and Bradley to Petiver, 11 May 1714, fol. 491. 
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sometime royal optician Roger Grant (d. 1724). 20 Moreover, the salutatory `Smiles' 
of Sloane's response to the dining exploits of `a person in a Black wigg' (for this 
was the letter from Bradley that Petiver had `read [... ] in ye Royall Society) suggest 
that there was already in existence a circle of acquaintances who openly held the 
secret to his identity, convivially laughing together at the harmless fun enjoyed in 
the name of this rather ridiculous invention. 
In Holland however George Grant was to be invested with graver 
significance and issued with a new title, when he was co-opted by Bradley's brazen 
impersonation of a physician. Life (perhaps deliberately) imitated art as he 
followed the lead of Signior Rozelli, whose peddling of a miraculous `ExpuLrive 
Sudorifick Remedy' to unsuspecting and wealthy Londoners Bradley had seemingly 
read about. 21 Although this somewhat desperate contingency was indubitably 
enforced by the conditions of mounting debt, it is significant that Petiver was 
asked to imagine it conversely as an unavoidable consequence of spending too 
much time (as opposed to money) collecting medicinal and other plants in the 
Amsterdam Physic Garden, Bradley almost complaining that `the people here will 
have me a Doctor whether I will or no'. 22 As far as he was concerned, his identity 
had been reconstituted by the publicly engineered architectonics of the spaces he 
was frequenting, a process that Bradley was content to spur on after the slightest 
effort of restraint had been countermanded. So uncomfortable would he have 
20 John Luftkin to James Petiver, 11 May 1714 (Colchester), Sloane MSS, 4065, fol. 161 (fol. 161'). 
21 See Memoirs of the life and Adventures of Signor Rotelli [-j The Second Edition comcted, enlarged with 
an Appendix of two whole Sheets, and adorn'd with curious Cutts (London: John Morphew & J. 
Woodward, 1713), pp. 335-40. 
22 Bradley to Petiver, 23 June 1714, fol. 59'. 
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found it to acknowledge openly the financial pressures he was under (to himself or 
to others) that this risky performance, carried on at intervals until his return to 
England, must instead be refigured as an extension of his playful disposition: 
to carry on the jest I desire you will favour me with the Recipes of 
some Medcines for the Venereal Distemper for here are some 
English Gentlemen who Now and then Receive that Favour & 
won't be persuaded to take Dutch pills I know a little of the Method 
where it is but beginning, as the Salts, Lenitive Electuary, & want the 
Reciept of Campher pills. 23 
With no absence of encouragement from Petiver - who supplied the wanted 
pharmacological 'Receipt[s]' as well as advice about how to repair `a Swelling in ye 
Testicles' (`Purge & bleed largely anointing ye part with [... ] Oil of Elder & when 
Buboes begin to suppurate [apply] ye Common Caustick of Soap) - Dr Grant was 
thereafter to make intermittent appearances amongst the English gentry visiting 
The Hague and Amsterdam. 24 In doing so (one imagines) he would assuage 
Bradley's creditors somewhat more convincingly than his patients' illnesses. 
The narrative of Grant's specious practice as physician (with the collusion 
of a liveried London apothecary at that) has been more fully taken up elsewhere by 
critics keen to remind the modern reader of the fluid medical context in which he 
operated; 25 yet Bradley clearly understood the dishonourable nature of his activity, 
even as he attempted to rewrite it as an opportunity for further learning and 
development: 
23 Bradley to Petiver, 23 June 1714, fols. 59r and 58' (marginal addition). 
24 James Petiver to Richard Bradley, 3 August 1714 (Aldersgate Street) [draft], Sloane MSS, 3340, 
fols 5v-6v (fol. 6r). 
25 Several biographical sketches of Bradley have drawn heavily upon his account of these events: 
see Frank N. Egerton, `Richard Bradley's Illicit Excursion into Medical Practice in 1714', Medical 
History 14 (1970), 53-62; and Leapman, pp. 60-72. 
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D.,, [Frederick] Ruysh teaches me Anatomy, & with my own Smatch 
of Botany I begin to smell a Little Quackish, & lett me tell you the 
Very Mountebanks here wear Embroader'd Coats & full bottom'd 
Perukes, &I only want to have seen the courts of Europe to be at 
least Equal with them besides as I am a stranger here, Novelty 
pleads a little for me. 26 
The writer's shameless identification of himself as `a Little Quackish', his ironic 
aspiration to join the `Mountebanks' with their modish clothes, elegant wigs and 
regal connections, is less an attempt to forge virtue from necessity than a desire to 
keep his correspondent on the side of his `Jest' by using the force of farce. 27 He 
had in fact become so immersed in his elaborate alter ego that on 20 July 1714, a 
week after informing Petiver of his progress in `Anatomy', Bradley had to spell out 
`the Cant to be observ'd by my friends in England' in case any of Grant's 
acquaintances should happen to bump into one of them - no doubt in 
conversation the bewigged doctor made liberal use of both his friendship with 
Sloane and his Fellowship of the Royal Society. Grant was to be characterised as a 
`Doct. r in Physick, bred at Oxford, in a Black periwigg, a great Virtuoso & now 
travelling for the Improvement of Naturall Knowledge', and not surprisingly 
Bradley was eager that this alibi was circulated and adhered to. 28 Already he had 
`Patients' on his books, including a gentleman who had covered the cost of his 
passage to The Hague and `now treats me Nobly, will carry me back, &I believe 
pay me well'; in the event that clients or contacts visited England (one of them in 
26 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 60". 
27 Francis Guybon defined a `Quack' as `a frivolous and vain Tatler', the word `applicable to all 
Persons of any Profession, who ostentatiously pretend to a great deal of Skill and Knowledge in 
Matters which they are really ignorant of or do very little understand': see Fran[cis] Guybon, An 
Essay Concerning the Growth of Empiricism; or, The Encouragement ofQuack. s. WY/herein the Present State of 
Phyrick in this Kingdom is Fairly Represented; with Some Reasons for the Necessity of a Regulation in the 
Practice of it (London: R. Parker, 1712), p. 3. 
21 Bradley to Petiver, 20 July 1714, fol. 63r. 
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fact turned up to visit Petiver carrying a letter of introduction from Grant) it 
would become essential that `a Certain D. = you know off must be a D. = in 
Conversation . 29 
The ability to incorporate the agency of George Grant, `Doct., in Physick', 
within the body of Richard Bradley, was (whilst advantageous) still insufficient to 
support the excessive budgetary demands of an ambitious lifestyle which would 
eventually destroy its progenitor. It did however enable Bradley to store up a fund 
of tales with which to enrich his letters, positively encouraging a sense of hilarity: 
I have had a Patient who about ten Months agoe Got a Mishap[. ] I 
follow'd the prescrib'd method but the Camphir pills only three in a 
day made him piss allmost every minute & with the Greatest pain so 
that he was Quite broaken hearted & that which was worse as soon 
as he had Gott a little relief from them a Violent Cholick seiz'd him 
which I have Cook'd up for two Days & he is almost recover'd[. ] It 
would make you Laugh if you had seen my Grave way of Managing 
him & how much the Good Opinion of the Physitian works the 
Cure there was ["]Dear D. ' Stay with me for I am half dead when 
You Leave me Drink what you will you are welcome pray Call for a 
flask of Burgundy &I will assure you I will make it worth your 
while[" [... ] [Y]ou may judge of the State of Physick in holland 
when the first Physician writes after this maner. 30 
The tactful description of the patient's ten-month old `Mishap' suggests a case of 
`the Venereal Distemper' had been encountered once again, no doubt imbuing the 
`first Physician' in Holland with an unwarranted sense of moral superiority that in 
turn was supposed to legitimise the painful effects of the reprehensible treatment 
which Grant prescribed, before allowing Petiver to `Laugh' at the visual comedy of 
the doctor's administration of a `Good Opinion' that is taken so seriously and 
29 Bradley to Petiver, 20 July 1714, fol. 63; Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 21 August 1714 
(Amsterdam), Sloane MSS, 4058, fol. 55 (fol. 55r). This latter letter is dated 1 September (NS). 
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rewarded so generously. A trope of self-representation (Bradley becoming Grant), 
which putatively began as a by-product of the garden's spatial complexities ('the 
people here will have me a Doctor whether I will or no'), had now been given the 
rein to wheel away towards a life of its own, embracing in its course all the risks 
and opportunities that such momentum brings. Whereas Bruce Redford writes of 
how the familiar letter's formal conventions permit the consciously theatrical 
performance of the self to others, here it is the case that a mask worn amongst an 
unconscious public has been removed in the private spaces of conversational 
correspondence. In other words when writing to Petiver, Bradley divests himself 
of the publicly displayed personality and profession of George Grant - even if at 
the same time he is privately playing out a more sophisticated range of subjective 
formulations, proving himself as adept picaresque narrator, breathtaking 
adventurer, flagrant impostor. 
*** 
'Many pretty Gardens' 
The 1714 letters do of course contain some more conventional instances of 
how Bradley shaped and was shaped by his ideas about and encounters with 
gardens. As an horticulturist and would-be gentleman - that is as Richard Bradley 
rather than George Grant - it is not surprising to find that he regularly noted 
down his observations upon cultivated spots when writing to Petiver. From the 
time of his initial travels around the country, moving from Hellevoetsluis (through 
30 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 10August 1714 ([Amsterdam]), Sloane MSS, 3322, fols 66-67 
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Brielle and Maassluis) to Delft, such places are made to constitute defining 
moments in the local topography: 
the Brill is well fortified & as all other towns I have since seen 
beautified with handsom Canals with walks of Lime trees on Each 
Side through Every Street [... ] [F]rom thence we had a Scuit [barge] 
down the Maise to Marsland-Sluis for 22 Stivers we ariv'd there at 2 
in the afternoon the Exact time for the Departure of the tract scuit 
for Delph't whither we had a pleasant passage along a canall with 
many pretty Gardens on the Side & ariv'd at 4.31 
The `walks of Lime trees' and `many pretty Gardens' which are taken in (and 
which seem to make his passage all the more `pleasant') quite naturally draw the 
writer's eye; although their appeal is perhaps here addressed less to the whimsical 
imagination than to the fact that they allow him to orientate himself in strange 
surroundings. The contemporary Dutch style in gardening, popularised amongst 
the English nobility following the accession of William and Mary, would have 
been eminently familiar to Bradley; no doubt he had found its intricately 
symmetrical parterres, planted gravel walks, and geometric topiary echoed in the 
legacy of Anne's recent tenancy of Campden House. 32 Later during his stay, his 
pontifications upon landscape architecture would serve more sociable ends when 
(with seeming nonchalance) he called upon Henry Bentinck, second Earl of 
Portland (1682-1726) to view his estate near The Hague: 33 
The house of My Lord Portland is in the mids [ri j of as pleasant a 
Wood as I have seen the Orangerie is the best in Holland & the 
Gardens with the Waterworks & fine views cut through the 
(fols 66L-66v). 
31 Bradley to Petiver, 11 May 1714, fol. 49". On the `tract scuit' or trekschuit public transport 
network in Holland from the mid-seventeenth century onwards see Jan dc Vries, Bager and 
Capitalirm: Passenger Transportation in the Dutch Economy, 1632-1839 (Utrecht: H. E. S., 1981). 
32 On the relationship between Dutch (and later French) and English formal gardening at the turn 
of the eighteenth century see Hussey, pp. 18-26; and John Dixon Hunt, Garden and Grove: The 
Italian Renaissance Garden in the English Imagination, 1600-1750 (1986), 2^, ed. (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), pp. 103-222. 
33 Bentinck was later created Duke of Portland in 1716. 
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plantation[] My Lady Portland My old friend treated me with some 
tea, & Invited me to Dine but Occasion would not Allow. 34 
Bradley presents himself after the fashion of the aristocratic tourist and English 
courtier (not a whiff of the `Quackish' could be exuded here), exercising the 
birthright to drop in on an `old friend' and take `tea', then regrettably forbidden by 
the whirl of `Occasion' from staying on for dinner. There was presumably an 
existing connection that he was able to exploit, for later on he visited Henry's 
step-mother `the Lady Dowager [... ] who Invited me to Dinner & Shew'd me all 
her Gardens which I think much the most Entertaining for Variety of Walks grotts 
& cascades of any in this Country'; although if there was an historic link with the 
Bentincks it is more plausible that it pertained to a period of service or patronage 
than anything quite so cosy as Bradley implies. 35 Nevertheless, in the family 
gardens his expertise could still master those of his hosts, his estimations of Lord 
Portland's `Orangerie' ('the best in Holland) and of the Lady Dowager's `Walks 
grotts & cascades' ('the most Entertaining [... ] in this Country) being designed 
purposefully to demonstrate both the refinement of his aesthetic taste and his 
capacity to mobilise it for the purposes of his social aspirations. 
Plants and pleasure, money and wealth: the themes drawn out within these 
garden descriptions are bound inextricably within Bradley's trip as a whole. If 
their promise can anywhere be said to have reshaped the mind of the traveller and 
to have stimulated his ambition, then surely it is in the herbaries of Holland's 
wealthy enthusiasts and institutions. James Petiver had visited the Low Countries 
34 Bradley to Petiver, 20 July 1714, fols. 62v-". 
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in 1711 where he acted as proxy for Hans Sloane at the auction of Paul Hermann's 
cabinet, and during his three-month stay he managed to make the personal 
acquaintance of prominent University botanists and anatomists such as Frederick 
Ruysch (1638-1731), Caspar Commelin (1667-1731), and Herman Boerhaave 
(1668-1738), as well as the important merchant collectors Albert Seba (1665-1736) 
and Levinus Vincent (1658-1727), and the artist and natural history illustrator 
Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717). Bradley carried letters to each of them, and was 
evidently commissioned to bolster the networks of exchange (not just of written 
correspondence but also of curious specimens and rarities) which Petiver had 
previously set up; although once these introductions had been effected, the 
younger man apparently came to see the main potential beneficiary of such 
contacts as himself. Within a few weeks of his arrival he had met many of the 
apothecary's friends, marvelling at their museums and amicability. George Grant 
was certainly to be kept well away from these strategically valuable and socially 
illustrious companions, amongst whom Bradley played the bright young 
horticulturist (fittingly displaying a respectable degree of medical inquisitiveness) 
making his rounds of respected Professors of Anatomy and Botany. He had of 
course - as courteously as possible - also tried his hand at pumping their 
generosity for all he could get. 
On 9 June Bradley began writing to Petiver from Amsterdam with the 
confession that 
35 Bradley to Petiver, 26 July 1714, fol 64v. Jane Martha Temple (1672-175 1) married Henry's father Hans Willem Bentinck (1649-1709) in 1700 (his first wife Anne had died in 1688). 
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'tis with Dificulty (notwithstanding my Great Skills in Opticks) that 
I have hitherto preserv'd my eyesight, the Darling Beauties of those 
Cabinets I have seen are sufficient to blind the World. D., Ruise has 
with a pure English Good Nature Given me Severall fine things, & 
by his repeated favours I am Still in Expectation of more: his Son is 
Likewise as hearty, &I am not only in Expectation of Sharing his 
Collection but also of some others He addresses me to. D. = 
Comelin has Generously Given me full comission to take what I 
think proper from the Garden, (from the Nettle to the Coffee tree) 
&I am now making the best Use of my time in drying all the plants 
of that Curious place. 36 
In Leiden liberality was admittedly slightly more restrained, Bradley reporting 
I made my first adress of D. f Boorhave who with much Civility 
Receiv'd me, & gave me Recomendation to a good Ordinary to 
Dine, afterwards he was my humble Serv. t in the Garden where I 
feasted on Novelties with much Satisfaction, I compass'd some rare 
plants at that place & his new catalogue which is just publish'd, he is 
in high Esteem for Anatomy & Medicin, I was there 4 Days & at my 
Departure got a glass of Wine out of him, his Collection of Shells is 
fine he is Civil in his Way but not Like D. = Ruysch (... ] Myn heer 
Vincant is retir'd to Harlem but does us the favour to Shew his 
Cabinet here 3 times per week which is very Surprising. I will doe 
your Comission to him by the first Opertunity as well as the others 
you mention. 37 
When meeting with Boerhaave and Commelin (if not explicitly with Ruysch or 
Vincent) the `Garden' became for Bradley a place where new knowledge was to be 
acquired, interests nurtured, experiences shared. A sense of the mingling of 
aesthetic indulgence with scientific wonder pervades as he describes how he 
`feasted on Novelties with much Satisfaction, [and] compass'd some rare plants', 
taking care not to be dazzled by these `Darling Beauties'. Professionalism, 
etiquette, and deference are each observed and are expected to work both ways: 
Commelin `Generously' allows Bradley only to `take what I think proper from the 
Garden'; whilst Boerhaave attends him as `my humble Serv. "', although giving 
36 Bradley to Petiver, 9 June 1714, fol. 52r. 
37 Bradley to Petiver, 9 June 1714, fols 521-v. 
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away no more than a `glass of Wine' (and reluctantly at that it would seem). The 
varying degrees of enthusiasm with which Bradley finds himself entertained may 
be explained by differences in personality, vocation, or his hosts' contrasting 
experiences of the scatterbrained but persistent Petiver. Yet the treatment he 
receives is at worst `Civil': behaviour within these garden spaces is regulated not 
only by the norms of polite society but also by a deeply inculcated notion that 
developments in botany and horticulture typically relied on the sociability of 
communicative practitioners as much as on the energies of solitary genius. 
Communication, networking, interpersonal skills: the conditions of early- 
modern curiosity were often precariously contingent upon the lives of individuals 
and their ongoing sustenance of key relationships. Meanwhile, although 
intellectual capital was on the whole prized and esteemed, it was not always 
effectively hidden or patented by those who had produced it (as the case of John 
Cowell so forcibly exhibited). The relative munificence which Bradley 
encountered in the warders of the Amsterdam Physic Garden (where he evidently 
spent a great deal of his time) encapsulates this. It would have been from this 
`Garden' that he was given `full comission' by Caspar Commelin (then Professor 
of Botany at the University of Amsterdam) to source a steadily growing cache of 
unusual and exotic plants both for his own stock and for sale in England; and 
Bradley refers regularly in his letters to the liberality of the civic authorities 
responsible for the oversight and upkeep of the grounds, at one point explaining 
that `even the Cuttings I have Sent [... ] I could not Compass without the 
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friendship of the burgher masters'. 38 Of course the `friendship' in which Bradley 
had invested was a co-operative affair, the burgomasters' bounty predicated in part 
upon reciprocation. In the same breath he puts Petiver in expectation of being 
required to facilitate this dynamic process: `I believe by the Next post I shall have 
a List of What plants they want here which I shall send by the first in order to 
have them Return'd from my Stock'. 39 On this occasion Bradley was not about to 
default on his word - though when the specimens 
finally arrived four weeks later 
(`the Miracle which is above all the rest'), he was required to test the utility of his 
newfound acquaintances even more soundly: 
I was three times on board the Vessell for the plants & the Schipper 
would not Deliver them so that I was forced to apply to My Good 
friend Burgher Master Pancrass who is Comissary of this Garden & 
President of the Stad house to Give Orders for their Delivery he 
was very much Displeas'd at the ill Manners of the Schipper & from 
the Stad house Sent two Messengers with the head Gardner & two 
others to Call upon me & take them by force which in an hour 
Afterward was done & the Captain of the Vessel Sumon'd to 
Appear before the Lords this Day [... ] [The burgomasters] are 
Wonderfully Pleas'd with the joys & Sedums & desire to Keep 
Correspondence with me. 40 
Pancrass's impatience for new acquisitions at the Physic Garden, his sense of 
propriety (being `very much Displeas'd at the ill Manners of the Schipper'), and his 
understanding of the informal contract he had undertaken to uphold (reflected in 
his `desire to Keep Correspondence with me'), became the levers by which Bradley 
was able to appropriate and exercise municipal power to himself, returning to 
`board the Vessell' with a retinue of reinforcements prepared to take his plants `by 
38 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 61'. 
39 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 61'. 
40 Bradley to Petiver, 10 August 1714, fol. 66v. The two burgomasters referred to are Gerbrand 
Pancrass (1658-1716) and Jacob Hoeuft (1660-1717). Tjaden comments that Bradley's `Joys' and 
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force'. His horticultural and petty trading ventures had ceased to operate as 
isolated events, instead infringing upon the conventions of local life as the 
solidarity that was grounded in the sociable garden spilt out to displace accepted 
patterns of freight and delivery, articulating the significance of vegetative rarities 
within the fiscal and knowledge economies of early-eighteenth-century Holland. 
Bradley also recounted to Petiver how burgomasters Pancrass and Hoeuft, having 
been embarrassed by their compatriot the `Schipper', later `treated me with a 
Mellon & Very Good Burgandy in their Chamber at the End of the Green 
house'. 41 Presumably their conversation together did not happen upon a later, 
somewhat caddish admission in Bradley's letter. His problems at the quayside had 
stemmed in fact from a refusal to observe customary practice at the docks, which 
he had neglected in favour of insisting upon a rather exacting type of `honour': 
what makes this Honour a Miracle is that your humble Serv. t had 
but four Schillings in his pockett when he went on board with the 
H[ortus] Medicus Gardener & therfore would not Give the Schipper 
any thing to Drink therfore could not have them Deliver'd till the 
Aboved application was made thus you See a Man may have honour 
without money. 42 
Deepening friendships, procuring interest, and mutualised knowledge; all 
transpire as activities integral to Bradley's experiences in the Amsterdam Physic 
Garden. A clear impression of this is created not only by his narrative 
descriptions but also by the language which he chooses when writing to Petiver. 
Whereas many of the letters which the apothecary received over the years 
`Sedums' were probably varieties of carnations and crassulaceae (possibly Aeonium aroboreum) 
respectively (see Tjaden, `Richard Bradley', 9 (1974-75), p. 8). 
41 Bradley to Petiver, 10 August 1714, fol. 66v. 
42 Bradley to Petiver, 10 August 1714, fol. 66g. 
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concerning horticultural or botanical matters properly employed the stiff, exacting 
tone and vocabulary of the natural philosophical treatise - the precision and 
(perhaps most importantly) the originality of observation being paramount - 
Bradley's tone is pacy, his choice of words instinctive and easy, and his 
preoccupation with events too great to allow him to linger meaningfully over the 
finer points of anatomical detail. As a consequence his breathless excitement 
when communicating any information that is potentially of scientific note results 
in this latter quality being lost in the registers of familiarity: 
Lett [M. r Fairchild] know that I so much Depend on his 
Understanding that I Design to Give him the trouble of about 20 
new sorts of Aloes & as many Ficoides & Cerei among w. ch is his 
beloved Diamond tree with some Seeds of that, & the Coffee, a 
Cupple of Strip'd Bays, & the Canded tuft tree finely Edged but to 
give him these would Make him mad, therefore out of pure pitty I 
shall only desire he will raise them for me, & as they breed with him, 
I shall lay some of their Bastards to his Charge -I have the Arabian 
Jessamin in My Chamber in flower & Aloes in Every Corner. 43 
Bradley's frantic acquisition of horticultural and social capital anxiously 
overpowers any residual concern he might have had for the exactitude in which 
botanists generally delighted - after all once they reached England the exotic trees 
and desirable succulents which he planned to send home could be examined by 
Petiver and Fairchild at their leisure. If the writer has paid any attention to these 
sentences at all then it is in sending up the nurseryman's green-fingered obsessions 
and his own restricted circumstances: to make Fairchild a gift of `his beloved 
Diamond tree [... ) would Make him mad', so better to do things gradually and 
allow him to keep any `Bastards' that the wisdom of his dependable 
43 Bradley to Petiver, 9 June 1714, fol. 53'. Tjaden identifies the `Diamond tree' as Merembyanthemum cystallinum (Tjaden, `Richard Bradley', 9 (1974-75), p. 8); the `Canded tuft tree' 
was possibly a type of tropical fern or palm. 
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`Understanding' can propagate. Bradley would however have been wise to take 
the care with his choice and dispatch of plants that he did with his prose. 
Eventually having reported in a letter of 13 July (about five weeks later) that a 
collection of specimens has been sent to London on the `Lady Mary Smack [... ] 
Directed for You & joyn'd to a Large parcell Directed to M. = Fairchild', Bradley 
was to find that Petiver's receipt lacked equivalent enthusiasm. 44 Not only did the 
apothecary complain that the contents of the `parcell' were unmarked, he also 
lamented that `They are much damaged by lying so long & close together'; and 
rather more damningly expostulated, `I find amongst ym so many common English 
wild Plants & severall others wch are in Chelsey & other Gardens weh you need not 
have given yr Selfe ye trouble to Collect'. 45 
Richard Bradley's letters to James Petiver are studiously flippant in their 
melding of familiar jests and lively description with horticultural amazement and 
money worries; but then intellectual self-development, calculating 
acquaintanceship, and commercial opportunism were ineluctably intertwined in his 
infectious strategies for delivering the equally important ends of scientific 
progress, enhanced personal reputation, and financial independence. One of the 
many murky intelligences with which Bradley tantalised his friend in London 
(although he remained careful not to reveal too much) first surfaced in a letter of 9 
June, which bore the undertaking that `in about a Weeks time I hope to furnish 
you with Somthing which may be Agreable to the Royal Society, in Mathematicks 
with Some Acct of a Manuscript now in the Hands of a Jesuit relating to the 
44 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 60t. 
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South Sea' 46 In his next communique (actually written a fortnight thence on 23 
June) he offered more: `I am every Night with 2 Jesuits who tell me they have 
found the Longitude &I hope to send it you next post with some Designs' 47 
Bradley's curiosity, his undoubted ambition, and (no doubt) his straitened 
circumstances must have been fired by the feverish speculation then surrounding 
the passage of a British parliamentary Bill, which aimed to establish a `Board of 
Longitude' that would administer a massive 020,000 reward payable to anyone 
who could invent a reliable means (accurate to within one half of a degree) for 
measuring longitude at sea. 48 Unlike many of the promises and puzzles with 
which Bradley frustrated his readers, this topic - and presumably its monetary 
incentive - had absorbed him sufficiently that he came back to it again a month 
later: 
Since my Last to You [... ] I met with a person I have formerly 
Mencon'd with whom I have had many hours Discourse concerning 
the Longitude. I have Since I have been here Seen Many Curious 
Attempts towards the Discovery of that great Knowledge, which 
with the Sentiments of the Learned in England which I had in 
Memory I Made Shift to confute him in Some points w. Ch he at first 
Seem'd to build upon, Since that we have brought it so near that in 
Speculation tis Good, but whether in practice it will be so We Leave 
to the Opinion of the Royall Society, we are both Equally Concern'd 
in it & have Sent some acc. t of our Design to S., Isaac Newton by 
the post of this Day Was 7 night we should be glad to know how it 
is Receiv'd & Approv'd by a Letter. 49 
Newton's `Opinion' was potentially valuable not just as President of the Royal 
Society, but because he had also been personally involved in producing the 
45 Petiver to Bradley, 3 August 1714, fol. 5''. 
46 Bradley to Petiver, 9 June 1714, fol. 52v- 
47 Bradley to Petiver, 23 June 1714, fol. 58''. 
48 See Derek Howse, Greenwich Time and the Discovery of the Longitude (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1980), pp. 50-52. The Bill received royal assent as one of the last Acts administered under 
Queen Anne on 20 July 1714. 
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technical report which had prompted the legislation just six weeks earlier, and he 
was naturally to sit on the Board of Longitude which the Act would set up. Quite 
what Sir Isaac made of the formulations of Bradley and the Jesuit is not known 
(although one certainly leans towards a `Speculation' which concludes differently 
from their own); Petiver mentions nothing relating to this episode at any stage, 
and the government prize itself was only reluctantly awarded to the horologist 
John Harrison (1693-1776) over half a century later. 50 What is of interest here 
however is that Bradley had obviously been designing for some time to further the 
demands of both science and his pocket by persistently and manipulatively 
intriguing `with a person I have formerly Mencon'd', gaining his confidence and 
discovering the secrets of his `Manuscript' in eager anticipation of the 
advancement of learning and (implicitly) the accruement of wealth. That Petiver 
should be the one in whom Bradley confides about this charm offensive is 
indicative both of the value of the friendship to the two men, and of the 
significance imputed to intimate correspondence for constructing spaces where 
private knowledge and surreptitious activity could be safely disclosed. 
There is however much more of the clandestine about Bradley's Dutch 
adventures than a smattering of late-night, wine-sodden conversations in dingy 
canal-side taverns or the early-morning administration of quack physic at the 
bedsides of easily duped aristocratic playboys. He may well have over-played the 
element of secrecy in order to excite further the ludic register of his letters; but an 
inescapable air of mystery pervades these events of summer 1714, transcending 
49 Bradley to Petiver, 26 July 1714, fol. 64g. 
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that which inescapably accompanies a modern reader's attempts to piece together 
a fractured tale, and emphasising Bradley's rhetorical self-construction as intrepid 
scammer, picaresque adventurer, dilettante intriguer. Four days before he had 
even left London for Harwich (assuming during his journey the slippery alias of 
George Grant) he had sent a note to Petiver, summoning him to an out-of-town 
tavern: `Do me the favour to Come & meet me at the 2 fighting Cocks in S. t 
Georges fields because I want to talk with you a Little this Afternoon but mencon 
nothing at that place of my Design for Holland'. 51 This Southwark inn (indeed 
this area of London) does not seem to have been part of Petiver's habitual ambit, 
nor was it convenient for Bradley to reach from his own lodgings in Fountain 
Court Oust off the Strand) - somewhere in town would 
have been a far more 
appropriate venue for any straightforward rendepvour. 52 Even if there is a perfectly 
innocent explanation behind the choice of location, the instruction to `mencon 
nothing at that place of my Design for Holland' foreshadows unmistakably 
Bradley's intention to spirit himself off in disguise and on the quiet, suggesting 
that there was somebody at least whom he did not wish to alert to his proposed 
movements or whereabouts. It is easy to suppose that this furtive approach to the 
meeting was connected with Bradley's interminable and ruinous cash-flow 
problems, though it cannot be categorically accepted in the absence of firm 
evidence. What can be demonstrated on the other hand is that there are two 
so Harrison received £10,000 in 1765 and £8,750 in 1773: see Howse, pp. 71-72. 
51 Richard Bradley to games Petiver], 27 April [1714] ([London]), Sloane MSS, 4058, fol. 51'. The 
recipient is not identified by name, but the note's contents and some manuscript annotations in 
Petiver's hand put the matter beyond reasonable doubt. Similarly the year is not given, but the 
day - Tuesday - is, matching that on which 27 April would have fallen in 1714, and again bearing 
out the substance of the letter. 
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subjects to which Bradley consistently returned in the letters from Holland, which 
may just be linked with his shady exit from British shores. The first (as has already 
been shown in part) was money; the second (somewhat more exotically) was 
coffee - and in particular the coffee trees which were then growing 
in the 
Amsterdam Physic Garden. 
*** 
Raising the Wind 
Coffee was one of the most widely desired luxury commodities being 
imported into Europe during the early-eighteenth century. Indeed its popularity as 
a drink to be taken socially - either with friends or whilst conducting business - 
meant that in the emerging metropoles of London, Paris, and Amsterdam it was 
swiftly becoming regarded as something of a staple; the thronging city coffee- 
house itself is now habitually read as a site which partly facilitated the 
transformation of accepted patterns of sociability and economic exchange. 53 With 
so many purveyors who were competing for general custom still relying on a 
limited influx of raw goods, coffee was potentially a seller's market: the restriction 
for anyone wanting to make money on the back of such favourable conditions was 
that the only commercially viable supply of beans came from the plant's native 
52 St George's Fields was an area to the southeast of Lambeth Marsh, and is not to be confused 
with the district northwest of Marble Arch that is more usually given the name today (an 
appellation which post-dates this period). 
53 On the coffee-house as location for and engine of a seventeenth-century English public sphere 
see Steve Pincus, ' "Coffee Politicians Does Create": Coffeehouses and Restoration Political 
Culture', Journal of Modern History, 67 (1995), 807-34; for a lengthier and more complicated 
interpretation of the sociability of these new urban spaces see Ellis, Coffee-House. 
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country of Yemen (then commonly known in Britain as `Arabia Felix'). In order 
to reach Europe, coffee either had to be bought directly from Arab merchants in 
Mocha (Al Mukha) and then shipped around the Cape, or else acquired from 
middlemen elsewhere, such as the Turks and Egyptians who had it brought up the 
Red Sea to south-easterly Mediterranean ports, or the Indian traders who sailed 
great cargoes across the Arabian Sea for sale in markets on the subcontinent. 
Whatever their route, limited availability, locally fixed prices, and exorbitant 
transportation costs meant that the value of coffee beans remained high (albeit to 
some extent artificially). Anyone with the entrepreneurial flair necessary to meet 
the challenge of finding an alternative, cheaper source would be sitting on a 
goldmine. 
This thought seems to have implanted itself in Richard Bradley's mind. In 
the letters to Petiver he discusses the coffee trees and dried cuttings which he 
examined in (and later with some difficulty procured from) the Physic Garden 
more often than he refers to any other scientific specimen or interest which then 
occupied him - the plant is mentioned by name (seventeen times all told) in every 
dispatch but one of the nine which were written following his arrival in 
Amsterdam. 54 Nor does he shrink from pronouncing the underlying basis of his 
curiosity: Bradley intends to perpetrate blatant industrial espionage, effectively 
54 A further letter which came to Petiver's hands at this time is discounted in my tally of nine, 
being but a short note of introduction written by Bradley on behalf of a third-party. 
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designing to undercut the Vereenigde Oostindische Compaignie's (otherwise the 
United East India Company's) prime position atop the European coffee trade: 55 
My Greate Desire to Introduce these plants in England is chiefly 
founded on the Wise councele of a Good friend of yours & mine 
who has more than once put it in my head [that] the Westindies will 
produce that plant as well as the place it comes originally from, it 
will be a Shorter Cut than to sail round Africa & for the other 
advantages it might bring I leave to the Wise. 56 
The wheeze is transparent: Bradley planned to make off with a tree from the 
Dutch gardens, initially in order `to Introduce these plants in England', and then 
to secure financial backing for creating a coffee plantation in `the Westindies' that 
would generate a less costly and more accessible supply for European markets; 
`the other advantages it might bring' self-evidently apply to the future of his own 
material circumstances and those of his prospective partners. One wonders 
whether Bradley's description of the `Wise' person (so alert to such financial 
benefits) intentionally resonates with that of the impetus behind the whole 
scheme, the `Wise councele of a Good friend of yours & mine'. Was Bradley 
sincerely intriguing with a third party, running the risks attendant on acquisition in 
order to share in the rewards of the harvest - or was this just another over- 
optimistic proposition, founded on a piece of foolhardy speculation that 
inordinately ignored the devils in the detail? In all fairness there was money to be 
made in the commodity: within ten years of Bradley's sketchy scheme the triumph 
of the Dutch continental plantations would be all too evident as Javan coffee 
ss See C. G. Brouwer, Dutch-Yemeni Encounters: Activities of the United East India Company (IOC) in 
South Arabian Waters Since 1614 -A Collection of Studies (Amsterdam: D'Fluyte Rarob, 1999), esp. 
pp. 223-28. Of all the European maritime powers the Dutch Republic had the longest standing 
ties with the Yemeni authorities after establishing a factory in Al Mukha in 1620; whilst coffee 
sourced from the VOC's experimental plantations on Java increasingly found its way onto the 
Amsterdam markets. 
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production surpassed in bulk for the first time the quantity of beans that the VOC 
imported from Yemen. 57 There is however no way of identifying the `Good 
friend' who had helped Bradley to concoct the ruse, and it is therefore impossible 
to estimate how far that acquaintance intended to involve himself (or herself) 
beyond the ideas stage in order to turn a vague plan into a valid business 
opportunity with a real chance of success. Whilst it is plausible that the suggestion 
originated with Hans Sloane, who had spent fifteen months during the late 1680s 
in the Caribbean (as physician to Christopher Monke, second Duke of Albermarle 
and then Governor of Jamaica), where an intellectual interest in the medicinal 
properties of Theobroma cacao helped him to overcome a physical distaste for 
drinking cocoa and supposedly led to his invention of a more palatable milk 
chocolate beverage, there were many others amongst the cognoscenti of the English 
Court and Royal Society who had a nose for a good deal and who were on familiar 
terms with both Bradley and Petiver. Unfortunately the letters of neither man 
offer us any further hints about the friend's identity. 
What is not in doubt is that Bradley became so fascinated with the plant 
whilst he was in Holland that his research and enquiries into its nurture and trade 
garnered enough detail to allow him to begin writing up A Sbort Historical Account of 
Coffee, a text later fronted with `An exact Figure of the Tree, Flower and Fruit, 
taken from the Life; done at Amsterdam' and published sometime during the 
56 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 60r. 
57 Brouwer, p. 227. 
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spring of 1715.58 The book's provenance is discussed in greater 
detail below; in 
the meantime it will be read as providing an accurate contemporary insight into 
Bradley's factual knowledge about the culture of coffee, and his particular 
awareness of the intrinsic obstacles faced by anybody who wished to 
involve 
themselves in its wholesale. Foremost amongst these were the problems created 
by having to source the beans solely from Arabia Felix, and the oligopoly enjoyed 
and enforced amongst Levantine traffickers: 
But so prudent are its Masters, that on no account will they suffer 
either Plant or Seed of it to come alive out of their Dominions; 
taking great care to destroy the germinative Faculty of those Berries 
they send abroad, and inflicting the most severe Punishments on 
such as shall attempt the Transportation of any Plants of it. 59 
The myth that the coffee `Masters' consciously took `great care to destroy the 
germinative Faculty of those Berries they send abroad' - somehow neutering every 
last `Seed' - had emanated from the slightly 
fanciful accounts of travel writers and 
held common currency amongst eminent late seventeenth-century botanists such 
as Tancred Robinson and John Ray. 60 Although by no means accepted as 
incontrovertible fact, it was a tale that symbolised the gravity with which the 
Yemeni authorities were understood to have regarded their need to protect such 
an incredible and unique resource: Bradley can only wonder wistfully `what vast 
58 Richard Bradley, A Short Historical Account of Coffee; Containing the Most Remarkable Observations of 
the Greatest Men in Europe Concerning it, from the First Knowledge of it down to this Present Time; with a More 
Accurate Description of the Coffee-Tree than hasyet been Publish'd To which is Prefx'd, an Exact Figure of the 
Tree, Flower and Frait, Taken from the life; Done at Amsterdam (London: Em[anuel] Matthews, 
[1715]). 
59 Bradley, HistoricalAccount, p. 27. 
60 See the entry on `Coffee frutex ex gujus fructu fit Potus' in John Ray, Historia Plantarum Species 
Hactenas Editas Aliasque in Super Mullar Movites Inventar & Descriptas Complectens, 3 vols (London: 
Mary Clark, 1686-1704), II (1688), 1691-93. Ray's source was the French traveller Francois 
Bernier (d. 1688), who visited London in 1685 and discussed the coffee plant with Ray's friend 
and collaborator Tancred Robinson: see Tancred Robinson to John Ray, 21 May 1687 (London), 
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Riches must be amass'd by these Arabs, seeing they are the Proprietors of this 
Commodity', exporting (as he reckons) somewhere around one million bushels of 
the stuff per annum. 61 But before he had even reached the Low Countries in 1714 
he also knew that the barriers to competition were no longer what they once were, 
for following the re-establishment of the VOC's Mocha factory as a full-time 
concern in 1696, Dutch agents had stealthily obtained a few saplings from Arabia 
Felix, spiriting them away to some of their more secure trading posts in the East 
Indies. 62 By the early eighteenth century coffee was thereby flourishing in the 
private gardens of Joan van Hoorn (1653-1711), the Governor-General of Batavia 
Oakarta) who consorted in 1706 with Nicolaas Witsen (1641-1717) (a Director of 
the United East India Company), to have some specimens shipped to the Physic 
Gardens in Amsterdam. Two decades later Bradley himself related the story: 
The Hollanders were the first who had the Good-fortune to get 
Plants of the Coffee out of its native country, the Kingdom of Yayman 
in Arabia Felix, and, by the Account I have, it was with great 
Difficulty that they procured it, about twenty Years ago, from 
thence; and, perhaps, by Stratagem too. From Arabia they carried it 
to Batavia, where they raised some large Plantations of it; and from 
thence brought some Plants to Amsterdam, to be nursed in the 
Physick-Garden there. 63 
This then was the popular version of the tale - although writers such as James 
Douglas scorned the romantic notion of coffee trees `procured [... ] by Stratagem' 
and opted instead for the line that van Hoorn had successfully germinated some 
in Philosophical Letters Between the Late Learned Mr Ray and Several of his Ingenious Cornrpondents, Natives 
and Foreignerr, ed. by William Derham (London: W. & J. Innys, 1718), pp. 207-08. 
61 Bradley, Historical Account, p. 26. The story about neutering coffee beans was gradually being 
discredited: see James Douglas, Lilium Sarniense; or, A Description of the Guernaay-Idly. To which is 
Added The Botanical Dissection of the Coffee Be»y. With Figures (London: G. Strahan, 1725), pp. 17-22 
(The Botanical Dissection is separately paginated. ) Douglas chides Bradley for encouraging the 
theory's further propagation. 
62 See Brouwer, p. 225. Dutch factories were established in Yemen in the 1620s (generally on a 
semi-permanently staffed basis) but the last of these had closed in 1655. 
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fresh berries expressly shipped from Yemen to Indonesia for the purpose 
(although perhaps problematically he relied on a Dutch source for this cleaner cut 
account). 64 What is not contested is that in the Amsterdam Physic Garden the 
trees were attentively cared for and preciously guarded, succinctly emblematising 
the mounting national importance of the systematic (and ultimately richly 
profitable) cultivation of coffee in Indonesia that had begun under van Hoorn, 
and whose first-fruits would reach Holland's markets in 1712.65 
The Amsterdam Physic Garden therefore offered Bradley a realistic chance 
of obtaining a healthy coffee plant which could in time be used for propagation on 
a grand scale. Petiver himself was well-placed to advise him of this, having been 
impressed with what he saw during his visit of 1711: a long letter to Patrick Blair - 
which was generally more interested in its gossipy anecdotes about Dutch natural 
historians and their cabinets than in botanical rarities - had declared that `I must 
63 Bradley, Weekly Miscellany, 11 (12 September 1727). 
64 James Douglas, Arbor Yemensis Fructum Cofe Ferens; or, A Description and History of the Coffee Tree 
(London: Thomas Woodward, 1727), p. 17. 
65 My chronology of the arrival of the coffee tree in Europe is widely contested. Many seem to 
confuse the date of the first Dutch traders' arrival in Al Mukha (1616) with the transportation of 
a live specimen to Europe - an event for which there is no contemporary evidence. Amongst 
these is William H. Ukers, whose enthusiastic A11 About Coffee (New York: Tea and Coffee Trade 
Journal Company, 1922) is often relied upon as an authority in such matters. Bradley and 
Douglas, the first English writers to deal with the issue, both fail to provide the precise year in 
which coffee was first planted in Amsterdam (although they make it clear that it had occurred 
within living memory); whilst the best eighteenth-century account, John Ellis's An Historical 
Account of Cqffee. With an Engraving, and Botanical Description of the Tree. To which are Added Sundry 
Papers Relative to its Culture and Use, as an Article of Diet and of Commerce (London: Edward & Charles 
Dilly, 1774) suggests that coffee was brought over from Java soon after 1690 (p. 16). However, 
Ellis's citation of the involvement of Joan van Hoorn, who was actually Governor General of 
Batavia between 1704 and 1709, moves things closer to my time frame, which sides on the whole 
with research dealing with Dutch manuscript resources: see J. K. J. De Jonge, De Opkomst van bet 
Nederlandreh GeZag in Oost-Indie: Verzameling van Onuitgegeven Stukken sit bet Oud-Koloniaal Archief. 
Utgegeven en Bewerkt (Amsterdam: Frederik Muller, 1875), pp. cxxxiv-cxxxv; J. F. Gebhard, Het 
Leven van Mr. Nicolaas Cornelia. lVitsen (1641-1717) (Utrecht: J. W. Leefland, 1881) pp. 482-83; and 
Brouwer, pp. 267-68. 
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not omit to tell yu I saw there a Coffee tree wth had near 2 pounds of ripe Fruit on 
it a sight no less delightfull then amazing'. 66 If Petiver thought this `delightfull' 
and `amazing' vision fit to commit to paper and the post, it is unlikely that it did 
not constitute part of the `Character' of the `Amsterdam Gardens' which the 
apothecary communicated personally to Bradley, and which the latter was so 
`dissapointed' to be deprived of encountering upon receipt of the mysterious royal 
command in 1713 67 Moreover, when Bradley finally reached the Physic Garden 
during the following May, he expressed his thrill at the `full comission' he was 
granted by Professor Commelin in terms of his being permitted to collect as many 
specimens therefrom as he set his heart upon, from the least prepossessing to the 
most fabulous of plants, `from the Nettle to the Coffee tree'. Indeed his 
confidence in the authority of this licence encouraged him to write to his wife 
before the month was out, desiring her to wait on the Duchess of Beaufort and to 
relay his tentative preparations for shipping her Grace's order of exotics - 
including an example of the rarity which was top of his own list. In a note of his 
own to Lady Mary (dated 27 May), Petiver paved the way for the messenger: 
In that Letter to his Spouse [Mr Bradley] mentions severall Curious 
Aloes Ficoides & Cerei wth he has procured for yr Grace but says he 
defers ye sending of ym till he has got a Coffee tree &c weh her Letter 
will inform yu of more at large. 68 
Of course Bradley's own words (now lost to us) are here mediated by another; but 
the positive prognosis for his ability to acquire `a Coffee tree' not only for himself 
but also for the Duchess, is certainly characteristic of the horticulturist's regularly 
66 James Petiver to Patrick Blair, 12 February 1712 (Aldersgate Street) [draft], Sloane MSS, 3338, 
fols 27-31f (fol. 28v). 
67 See above, chapter four, pp. 263-64. 
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heady optimism. Unfortunately for him, the Amsterdam gardeners were not quite 
so ready to relinquish their prize asset as it had first seemed. 
At the start of the next month things still appeared to be running smoothly, 
and Bradley wrote of his full anticipation that `in a Weeks time [I] shall Enjoy two 
Specimens of the Coffee tree with flower and fruit . 69 A fortnight later however 
his outlook had become rather less sanguine. On 23 June he wrote again at length 
to Petiver, explaining the arrangements he had made for transporting a case of 
`pretty succulent Monsters' to the Duchess of Beaufort; but the long-awaited 
coffee plant was now conspicuous only by the absence of any reference to it, 
whilst Bradley's shortage of funds was beginning to sound ominous: 
On thursday last sail'd from hence the London posts Cap. n Reyer 
Molinaar Comander who will anchor at Somers Key by London 
Bridge he Has on board some plants in a box for her Grace the 
Dutchess of Beaufort mark'd DB & writ underneath To her Grace 
the Dutchess of Beaufort they consist of Cerei, Aloes, Ficoides, & 
other pretty succulent Monsters they were all I could compass to 
send till I can Raise the Wind. 70 
The apothecary's response was friendly if not overwhelming (`I have given yT 
Spouse one Guinea towards raising ye Wind'), and Bradley himself was losing a 
touch of his habitual nonchalance. 71 Not only had his grand commercial dream 
started to fall by the wayside, he was no longer demonstrating quite the same 
levels of expectation about the scheme he had ventured to support his travels, that 
of acting as a trader in exotics: 
6s James Petiver to Mary, Duchess Dowager of Beaufort, 27 May 1714 (Aldersgate Street) [draft], 
Sloane MSS, 3340, Pols 50r-50v (fol. 501). 
69 Bradley to Petiver, 9 June 1714, fol. 52t. 
70 Bradley to Petiver, 23 June 1714, fols. 58r-58l. 
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I have sent by the same Ship some plants w. ch are fine for M. r 
Fairchild to Educate for me in order to supply my Good friends 
with them, I know his care & Capacity in those matters to be such 
that he will give them the best nursing of any other [... ] I think it 
will not be necessary to mention to any body of those plants at 
Fairchilds (for I Reason I know) till they are in Good Growing case 
I spend all my time in Collecting of plants from the Garden w. ch 
would be a Great pleasure If I could gett any thing by it. 72 
The Amsterdam Physic Garden had initially presented itself to Bradley as a site 
ripe for commercial exploitation, both giving him the chance to work as an agent 
for others, and potentially enabling him to procure a coffee tree that could be put 
to much greater use. Now however his attitude contrasted markedly with Petiver's 
assurance that Mrs Bradley would be `dayly bottling up 10 [Guineas]' or so by 
selling on the plants that had already stretched her husband's resources in their 
acquisition and dispatch to London, and the enjoyment that Bradley was able to 
take in his daily occupation was waning concomitantly. 73 `Collecting of plants 
from the Garden [... ] would be a Great pleasure', he reports; but only (runs the 
telling qualification) `If I could gett any thing by it'. If it was coffee that Bradley 
had really hoped to get something by, it is an index of his growing dejection 
towards the project that his instincts were unusually to protect the investment he 
had already made, culminating in the instruction to Petiver that `it will not be 
necessary to mention to any body of those plants at Fairchilds (for I Reason I 
know)'. An air of secrecy re-emerges in Bradley's keenness to keep his purchases 
from the gaze of London's plant-buying public (for the time being at least), safe in 
the knowledge that if they can be brought to `Good Growing' under Thomas 
71 James Petiver to Richard Bradley, 6 July 1714 (Aldersgate Street) [draft], Sloane MSS, 3340, Pols 
37r-38= (fol. 37v). 
72 Bradley to Petiver, 23 June 1714, fol. 59r. 
73 Petiver to Bradley, 6 July 1714, fol. 37r. 
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Fairchild's tutelage then the nurseryman's skill could probably also be deployed to 
generate a far greater stock of rarities from seeds, cuttings and grafts. 
It was not until 13 July, a full eight weeks after he had initially contacted his 
wife in such confident spirits, that Richard Bradley could at last write to Petiver 
with the good news that he had sent a curious if horticulturally valueless `Dry'd 
[... ] Specimen of the Coffee-tree', which `with much Difficulty I procur'd, [... ] 
pack'd between boards & well tyed Directed for You'. 74 Although the `Specimen' 
was admittedly `without flower or fruit' and likely to arrive `in a very Languishing 
condition', the incident marked an alteration in Bradley's coffee-hunting fortunes. 
The same cargo bore with it in addition 
for Fairchild's Care I have sent 13 sorts of Aloes & several other 
Rarities of that kind which are all new to England & in a Little Phiol 
3 Coffee Berrys which he must cut open with Care & Imediatly put 
the Seeds they Contain which are two in Each separatly into the 
Ground about an Inch Deep, plunge the potts in a hot bed, & give 
them but Little water, they will not come up if they are kept 'til next 
Year [... ] [B]ut before I goe any further it may not be amis to tell 
you this Ship will be at the Custome house or thereabouts as soon as 
this comes to your hands & as Mt Fairchild has already advice of it I 
suppose he will not come a second time half an hour too Late, the 
broaker which belongs to it his name is Blomerth and may be heard 
of upon Change every Day. 75 
This is quite simply as detailed as Bradley's botanical disquisitions get (especially 
when sent by letter), pointing out as it does not only the peculiar anatomy of the 
double-seeded coffee berry, but also offering notes of assistance concerning its 
successful germination and nurture. Bradley obviously believed Fairchild's 
74 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 60=. 
75 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fols. 60r-o. Almost a decade later Bradley wrote of this episode 
that `tho' I sent some Berries fresh gather'd, by the Post, which were not above four Days in the 
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capacity to `Care' for plants to be somewhat more trustworthy than his aptitude 
for adhering to timetables imposed by others; it is indicative of an atypical anxiety 
in the writer that he was so punctilious both about the necessity for prompt 
horticultural action, and in the information he provides about the ship, even going 
so far as to advise Petiver of the name of the `broaker' responsible for it. This, it 
should be noted, is the same letter in which Bradley dared to share with the 
apothecary `the Wise councele of a Good friend of yours & mine', and it may be 
that the thrill of the chase was being displaced by a need for precaution now that 
his quarry was in sight. A few paragraphs later Bradley returned to the subject of 
the plants hitherto conveyed to England, elliptically warning Petiver that `you 
know it is not proper to Let any of this News goe out of town for a Certain 
Reason'. 76 Moreover, this `Certain Reason' itself was not considered safe to 
disclose in these private (but publicly transmitted and therefore vulnerable) folds 
of paper, making it almost inconceivable that it was not linked in some way with 
the financial aspirations which Bradley harboured concerning both his plant 
business in general and the coffee trade in particular. 
Suddenly Bradley had entered the most exciting phase of his Dutch 
adventure - living it up with Prussian princes, flitting from The Hague to Utrecht 
to Rotterdam, and then finally laying his hands on a real live `Coffee tree'. From 
mid July until mid-August he wrote frantically to Petiver every week, his renewed 
energy precipitated in part by the fact that on Saturday 16 July (three days after he 
Passage to London, to a very great Artist, they could not be made to grow': see Bradley, General 
Treatise, III, 163. 
76 Bradley to Petiver, 13 July 1714, fol. 61ý. 
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composed the letter concerning the dried specimen and the three berries) an even 
greater prize was being sent on its way from Amsterdam to Hoxton: `a Coffee tree 
with severall other fine things Directed for Mr Fairchild consisting of 3 boxes by 
Cap. Yewers Comander of the london Galley which will be in by the time you 
receive this'. 77 No doubt Bradley's exhilaration had been intensified (if not made 
more enjoyable) by the fear that his pecuniary insolvency could bring the entire 
endeavour crashing down and force him to perform another disappearing act: as 
he opined colourfully, `in a word if Money does not come I must turn another 
Ovid & Metamorphose Coats & Waistcoats into Guldens or else with Icarus's 
wing's fly 'til I am melted body & boots'. 78 Goodness only knows how he had 
managed to come by even the `one Coffee tree which they will not Sell here under 
100 Guldens' (a sum which according to Bradley's own rate of exchange equated 
to a costly £8 4. r. ); but it is certainly not surprising to find him emphasising once 
more that Petiver must remain guarded about this latest and most precious of 
arrivals - especially seeing that he has uncovered Dutch plans to expand their own 
colonial cultivation of coffee plants: 79 
the Burgher m[asters] have Sent Some to Surinam to make a 
plantation there. I Desire M. r Fairchild may take Care of the Coffee 
tree in particular for me unless I can have my price & that you will 
not mencon its being come till you have heard what will be given for 
it. 80 
Clearly the burgomasters' actions would have injected a new urgency into 
Bradley's own machinations, the workings of which are secured by the fact that 
77 Bradley to Petiver, 20 July 1714, fol. 62v. Bradley discusses the same shipment of the `Coffee 
tree' in this short letter of 20 July, and in a longer dispatch of 26 July. 
78 Bradley to Petiver, 20 July 1714, fol. 63t. 
7' Bradley to Petiver, 26 July 1714, fol. 65%. Bradley reckoned that `a Gulden is 20d': see Bradley to 
Petiver, 10 August 1714, fol. 67g. 
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(Fairchild and Petiver included) there are so few to whom he is prepared to entrust 
not only the `Coffee tree' but the knowledge of its very existence. Perversely 
however, neither was he completely averse to retailing his hard-won tree (provided 
`I can have my price'); nor (given that he was likely to know any new owner in 
person) would that necessarily interfere with his own intentions `to make a 
plantation' in the West Indies. In any case, despite the fact that the increasingly 
lucrative practice of Dr Grant was now approaching its zenith, he needed the 
money. Bradley's personal situation was careering beyond the limits of control as 
his lavish spending caused him to compound debts, take liberties with the 
kindness of friends, and compile an ever-lengthening register of creditors: 
I Dare not goe any more to the Gardens till I have money for the 
Gardners, I was forced to Borrow of M. = Galpine at the Bible 2 
Guineas which I Gave him a bill for upon You & which My Wife 
will pay You[. ] 
I have had Credit with an English Gentleman who has Lent me 
almost 200 Guldens [around seventeen pounds] to pay my Landlord 
& the Customs & other Charges but I have been so Long without 
return I can ask him for no more & unless they come Speedy Your 
humble Serv. t the Doctor must make use of Hocus pocus. 81 
If indeed there was something caliginous about Bradley's acquisition of the 
first coffee tree - and it would be unwise to rule out foul play of one kind or 
another - then the shadows were fortuitously dispelled by the `Miracle' of 
Fairchild's shipment of plants which reached Holland during early August. 
Bradley would of course plague himself with financial encumbrances for the rest 
of his life, but for a while the horticultural equity in the `Joys & Sedums' so 
80 Bradley to Petiver, 26 July 1714, fol. 651. 
81 Bradley to Petiver, 26 July 1714, fols. 65r & 64v (margin). 
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sufficiently restored his credit with Pancrass (the Commissary of the Physic 
Garden) that the latter `Gave Order that all I comanded should be at My Service & 
with the rest 2 or 3 Coffeetrees': a directive which so emboldened Bradley that he 
happily authorised Petiver to pass on to the Duchess of Beaufort the coffee plant 
which had been sent to Fairchild in July. 82 Moreover, Lady Mary had sent some 
welcome `news from Chelsea concerning the Pecune', and Bradley was heartened 
enough to enclose a bill totalling upwards of three-hundred and fifty guilders 
(nearly thirty pounds) to compensate him for the expenses incurred in collecting 
around twenty-five exotic plants for her Grace. The coffee tree itself he priced 
separately at six pounds (a little below the `100 Guldens' of his earlier estimate), 
whilst the following month he was ready to send another to Hoxton that could be 
`dispose[d] of [... ] at M. = Fairchilds for 4 or 5 pound tho the price which I was 
ask'd here for a Less far Exceeded that Summ'. 83 Such a turn of events once more 
raises questions concerning Bradley's probity (and in particular as to whether he 
paid an honest market rate for the plants that he had come by); in truth it is hard 
to imagine him selling on a coffee tree at a loss unless we first accept that he was 
utterly blinded by the greedy possibilities of his risk-ridden business plan. 
Despite Bradley's rosy summer outlook, the Duchess of Beaufort 
eventually must have expressed doubts concerning the quality of her cosmopolitan 
purchases. In a letter of 29 September the horticulturist expostulated with Petiver 
to `lett her know the Burgher Mrs have the only two trees of Coffee with fruit in 
82 Bradley to Petiver, 10 August 1714, fol. 66g. 
83 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 3 September 1714 (Amsterdam), Sloane MSS, 3322, fol. 73 
(fol. 7311). The letter is dated 14 September (NS). 
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Europe which they will not part with on Any terms', their evident fecundity (as 
Europe's `only two trees of Coffee with fruit') seemingly conferring upon them an 
inestimable value not shared by the specimens that Bradley had had shipped to 
London. 84 If such a deduction is correct, it also suggests that Bradley's dream of 
propagating his own island plantation faced an insurmountable difficulty in the 
form of an infertile nursery stock, and he slowly seems to have started to accept 
the actuality of his own broken fortunes. Two weeks later the final letter sent 
from Holland lamented (though not without a hint of pride) that 'D .r Grant has 
not at present so much as one of the copper meddals current in this place but lives 
intirely on his Philosophy'. 85 The summer of 1714 aside of course, Bradley's 
private life is documented only by the fragments combined within the previous 
chapter, heightening the mood of mystery and uncertainty that surrounds both his 
life of double-agency and his particular obsession with coffee. His experiences in 
the Amsterdam Physic Garden were however surely instrumental in extending the 
wealth fantasy that he constructed around the plant, and in prompting the 
development of his botanical knowledge concerning the tree, its fruit, and its 
culture. That his commercial and scientific projects were so often 
indistinguishable meanwhile testifies to the complex nature both of the garden 
spaces he frequented and of his own motivations and self-assumed identity as a 
gentleman gardener. 
*** 
84 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 29 September 1714 ([Amsterdam]), Sloane MSS, 3322, Pols 
76-77 (fol. 76v). The letter is dated 10 October (NS). 
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'This Great Curiosity' 
Having manoeuvred unsuccessfully to secure free passage with the 
Hanoverian retinue of Prince George Augustus, Richard Bradley returned to 
England sometime between late October and early December. 86 His appetite for 
broadcasting his arrival however was no greater than had been his stomach for 
advertising his sudden departure six months earlier, and he laid low throughout 
the winter. A letter to Petiver dated 4 December 1714 (old style) and addressed 
from `Montpelier' has therefore confused those who attempt to account for it: not 
only does Bradley make use of the double-bluffing pseudonym `Ratcliff the 2: d' 
(reflecting ironically on the status of George Grant by appropriating the name of 
the celebrated court physician John Radcliffe), but his whereabouts are also a 
puzzle. 87 Blanche Henrey has suggested that he was making good on an earlier 
pledge to `Leave this Cold Country for Paris & there Studdy Medecine in Good 
Ernest'; 88 but Will Tjaden picks up on Bradley's geographically confounding 
request to the apothecary to visit him as soon as possible and `bring those things (I 
have mencon'd above) your Self [... ] for I want to Speak with you', inventively 
asserting that far from attending University in the south of France he was writing 
85 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 13 October 1714 ([Amsterdam]), Sloane MSS, 3322, Pols 78- 
79 (fol. 78"). The letter is dated 24 October (NS). 
86 See Bradley to Petiver, 13 October 1714, fol. 78". Since early September Bradley had been 
writing of the arrival of George I and his party at The Hague, and his anticipation of their sailing 
for England. If he did enjoy a sinecure as a Musician within Anne's household, he would have 
been keen to ingratiate himself with the new Court in order to ensure he was retained in his post 
under the Hanoverian regime. 
87 [Richard Bradley] to James Petiver, 5 December 1714 ([London? ]), Sloane MSS, 3322, Pols 81- 
82 (fol. 81"). Although Bradley dates the letter to 4 December, he gives the day of the week as 
`Sunday', which in 1714 fell on the fifth. 
88 Henrey, British Botanical and Horticultural Literature, II, 427; she refers to Bradley to Petiver, 3 
September 1714, fol. 73". 
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from Montpelier Square in Knightsbridge-89 Tjaden is closer to the truth but still 
remains too trusting a reader of Bradley (far more so than Petiver had been 
expected to be), and he is forced to contend rather absurdly that when Bradley 
noted his intention to `come to England' the following week he was in fact 
hyperbolising a planned trip to visit his friend in the City of London 90 It seems 
far more likely that Bradley was at this time in even closer proximity to Petiver's 
home than were the environs Hyde Park - in fact he was probably already back in 
his lodgings on Fountain Court. Neither Henrey nor Tjaden make use of a further 
note, unsigned and dated only `Thursday', which appears to clarify the situation: 
for fear a porter Should not find you I write by the post to Desire 
that you will Send me as soon as You can my boxes & paintings [... ] 
If your man comes this way this Evening it will oblige me if he will 
bring them to my Wife for you know I am still in France I am D. r 
friend Yours[. ] 
[PS] I desire to See you at the Same time about a little busyness. 91 
Bradley's anxiety (concerning what we are not sure) is manifest. Furthermore, his 
`fear [that] a porter Should not find you' provides proof that although in public it 
might have been understood that he was `still in France', he also had friends who 
privately shared the secret that he was back in town, available `to See [... ] about a 
little busyness' as much as anyone else. 
Four more brief missives to Petiver survive from the next four months; 
and although Bradley does not refer again to his allegedly being on the other side 
89 Bradley to Petiver, 4 December 1714, fol. 82; and Tjaden, `Richard Bradley', 10 (1975-76), 105. 
90 Bradley to Petiver, 4 December 1714, fol. 81''; Tjaden, `Richard Bradley', 10 (1975-76), 105. 
91 [Richard Bradley] to games Petiver], Thursday [8 December 1714? ] ([London? ]), Sloane MSS, 
4066, fol. 225 (fol. 225r). It seems likely (although not certain) that this note was written on the 
Thursday after the letter which Bradley signed as `Ratcliff the 2: d'. 
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of the Channel, each of them is either unsigned or else ascribed to `Grant' (it is not 
until June 1715 that he is once more prepared to acknowledge himself `Your most 
humble Servt RB'). 92 Just as mystifying are the entries in the Royal Society's Journal 
Book that record three meetings during this period at which Robert Balle read 
aloud sections of (now lost) letters he had been sent by Bradley from 
`Amsterdam': at least one of these dispatches, dated 21 December 1714, was 
supposedly written at a time when (I have suggested) the writer was corresponding 
with Petiver from within London and under a pseudonym. 93 Was Balle in on the 
act, an uncomfortable collaborator prepared to dupe the Fellows of the Royal 
Society - or was his patron and employer the man 
from whom Bradley was 
concealing himself? Had Bradley in fact returned to the continent at some point 
during the spring of 1715? Whatever had been gnawing at Bradley almost a year 
earlier in the `2 fighting Cocks' on that April afternoon was maybe still unresolved; 
alternatively perhaps the legacy of Dr Grant's treatment table or of unfulfilled 
promises boldly made to unnamed financiers of his Holland venture had come 
back to haunt him. The enigmatic context of this subterfuge is familiarly, 
expectedly, frustratingly elusive; but it can be established from what is recorded 
during this period that Bradley lingered in the enchantments of coffee growing, 
busying himself now not so much with the physical plant as with the publication 
of A Short Historical Account of Coffee, the text of which had (according to the 
preface) already been `Composed by Mr. Bradley at Amsterdam for the Satisfaction 
of some of his Acquaintance in England, who were curious to have an exact 
92 Richard Bradley to James Petiver, 17 June [1715] (London), Sloane MSS, 3322, fol. 155 (fol. 
1551). 
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Account of the Coffee-Tree'. 94 Once more Petiver's co-operation was to be key, in 
terms of providing contacts, knowledge and experience: at one point Bradley taxed 
him with his instructive `Desire [that] the Graver may work his best on the Coffee 
& Make no Shades in it but what he Sees in the originall', at another that `yowl 
Assist the Dutch Doctor in the Physicall uses of Coffee mencon'd by M. = Ray for 
he is not Master of proper terms for that purpose'. 95 A Short Historical Accounts 
several references to John Ray reveal that the druggist clearly did his duty, earning 
his citation by Bradley as `my learned Friend Mr. Petrver ; and by April 1715, replete 
with a hand-coloured illustration, the book was ready for sale. 96 The Royal 
Society's Journal Book records that on 28 April 1715 Mr Balle presented from M. v 
Bradley a Printed Account of Coffee, with the Figure of the Plant, its flowers and 
Berry taken from the life': the title page of the extant copy - still in the Society's 
library - bears the manuscript legend `Liber Societalis Royalis ex dono Authoris'. 97 
A Short Historical Account of Coffee is now amongst the very rarest of 
Bradley's many publications: only two examples are known to have been 
preserved. 98 Indeed so little was it read even amongst his contemporaries at the 
Royal Society that just a decade later James Douglas embarrassed himself when he 
93 See RS Journal Book, XI, pp. 36,41,55. The meetings in question were held on 16 December 
1714,13 January 1715, and 17 March 1715. 
94 Bradley, HistoricalAccount, preface (not pag. ). 
95 [Richard Bradley to James Petiver], [December 1714] ([London]), Sloane MSS, 4046, fol. 224 
(fol. 224x); [Richard Bradley to James Petiver], [20 or 27 December 1714] ([London]), Sloane 
MSS, 4046, fol. 223 (fol. 223'). The date of the former is estimated according to the contents of 
the letter; that of the latter is predicated on the provision of the day (Monday) and Bradley's 
Christmas greetings to his friend. The engraver in question was almost certainly Sutton Nicholls 
(fl. 1700-40) whose Aldersgate Street shop was conveniently located for James Petiver's purposes. 
96 Bradley, HistaricalAccount, p. 7. 
97 RS Journal Book, XI, p. 60. The inscription translates, °11iis book is given to the Royal Society 
by the author'. 
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mistakenly took a 1721 re-issue of the book, The Virtue and Use of Coffee, With 
Regard to the Plague, And Other Infectious Distempers (a title designed to cash in on both 
the scientific interest in the medicinal properties of coffee and the health-scare 
precipitated by a vicious outbreak of bubonic plague in Marseilles during 1720), to 
be the first edition, criticising its lack of engagement with works published after 
the original had initially appeared (`Mr. Bradley, it seems, had neither seen De 
Ju s eu's nor La Roque's Memoires, tho' published six Years before he undertook to 
write upon Coffee') 99 Of course all the author could really be held accountable 
for was his insufficient textual revision when pulling together The Virtue and Uce, 1°° 
and Douglas earned himself a hefty rebuke in the appendix to the fifth edition of 
Bradley's enduringly successful New Improvements of Planting and Gardening (1726): 101 
I am of Opinion Dr. Douglas had not seen the first Edition of my 
Treatise of Coffee, when he [... ] said, " That Mons. de Jusrieu, in his 
excellent History of the Coffee-Tree, read in the French Royal 
Academy in 1715, &c. " So that the Time when Dr. de Ju sieu read 
his History of it, was the next Year after my Account of it was 
publish'd. 102 
The point that obtains in this instance is not so much that there was no love lost 
between the two men (the following year Douglas would continue their slightly 
98 The second copy is in the Library of Congress. 
99 Douglas, Botanical Dissection, p. 6. 
100 Richard Bradley, The Virtue and Use of Coffee, with Regard to the Plague, and Other Infectious 
Distemper:: Containing the Most Remarkable Observations of the Greatest Men in Europe Concerning it, from 
the First Knowledge of it, down to this Present Time. To which is Prefix'd, an Exact Figure of the Tree, Flower, 
and Fruit, taken from the life (London: Eman[uel] Matthews, 1721). 
101 On the supposed medicinal properties of coffee during this period see Ellis, Coffee-house, pp. 
131-49. 
102 Richard Bradley, New Improvements of Planting and Gardening, both Philosophical and Practical [. .. 
J 
With the Gentleman and Gardener's Kalendar. To which is added, that scam and valuable Tract, entitled 
Herfordshire-Orchards., 5th edition (London: W Mears, 1726), p. 607. New Improvements was first 
published in three separate volumes between 1717 and 1718. Bradley actually claims that A Short 
HistoricalAccount was `publish'd in the Year 1714' (p. 606). This seems unlikely, yet given that he 
generally adhered to the Julian calendar it is not implausible that it came off the press in 1714 (old 
style) (i. e. before 25 March 1715); although Bradley's suggestion that he wrote around twelve 
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undignified spat with gusto in his Dercription and History of the Coffee Tree), but rather 
that the rarity of A Short Historical Account may be of some significance in 
understanding Bradley's persisting ambitions concerning the cultivation of 
coffee. 103 Admittedly he was yet to prove himself the lucratively marketable writer 
he would become by the end of the decade: but the absence of the book from the 
collections both of natural historians with the avidity and wealth of Hans Sloane 
or Joseph Banks, and of today's legal deposit libraries (for example), suggests that 
its print-run was exceedingly limited. Moreover, the caution of his publisher, 
Emanuel Matthews, is typified by the fact that only one newspaper advertisement 
for the book ever seems to have been placed-104 Was it just that Bradley was an 
unknown quantity amongst the book buyers of London, or did he have something 
to gain by restricting his audience to a select few, leaving the copyright with 
Matthews so that the volume could be re-issued more widely if desired at some 
point in the future? 
Bradley's plans to establish commercial coffee-growing in the Caribbean 
(which were surely still alive during the months immediately following his return 
from Holland) may just hint that there was some advantage to him if the 
circulation of A Short Historical Account remained limited - after all, his big 
publishing venture at this time was the opulently illustrated, five-volume Historia 
Plantarum Succulentarum, the first number of which would be on sale within the 
year. If Bradley's earlier, sixpenny duodecimo was written primarily - even 
months before `de Jursieu read his History of [Coffee]' at the Academic des Science: is certainly 
disingenuous - the paper was in fact presented on 1 May 1715. 
103 Douglas, History of the Coffee Tree, passim. 
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exclusively - `for the Satisfaction of some of 
his Acquaintance in England, who 
were curious to have an exact Account of the Cofee-Tree', one presumes that 
amongst them was the very same `Good friend' who had put Bradley onto the 
potential financial benefits of coffee in the first place. Extending available 
knowledge about the plant amongst the `curious' was of course an invaluable 
process for anyone with an interest in its cultivation (Bradley was the first English 
botanical writer to describe the coffee tree from first-hand experience of a living 
plant, rather than by dealing with a dried specimen), not to mention one with the 
capacity to symbolise the writer's continued dedication to the cause. A brief 
examination of the two incarnations of the text - first as A Short Historical Account 
of Coffee in 1715, and then as The Virtue and Use of Coffee in 1721 - affords a closer 
determination of the argument. 
The revision of the initial copy that Bradley undertook in the early 1720s 
was (as has been commented) pretty scanty. Although The Virtue and Use of Coffee 
deployed a new frontispiece (see figure ten) and framed the text of the earlier 
edition with passages that focus on the curative powers of the drink (as well as 
inserting a couple more along the way), there is remarkably little in the way of 
adding to or altering the pre-set paragraphs. Where changes have been made they 
are therefore all the more obvious, and two such modifications stand out. The 
first is essentially factual. Bradley had recalled in 1715 that: 
The Heer Gerbrand Pancras, Commissary of the Garden, and President 
of the City of Amsterdam, did me the Honour to accommodate me 
with this great Curiosity [a coffee tree], which I sent in to England, 
104 The Post Man, 28-30 April 1715. 
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and for the present is instructed to the care of Mr. Thomas Fairchild, a 
most accurate Gardener at Hoxton. 105 
The anecdote presumably still obtained six years later, but the words `for the 
present is' had been deleted. Perhaps this was simply to indicate that coffee plants 
could no longer be purchased from Fairchild's nursery; or maybe it was no longer 
the case that Bradley felt compelled to stress to a particular reader that he had 
instant access to a healthy tree, the golden moment for commercial production in 
the West Indies having long passed. 106 Of more significance however are the 
concluding paragraphs of the respective texts. The final lines of A Short Historical 
Account (having offered tips on propagating and caring for coffee saplings grown 
from seed) surmise that `These Rules being well observ'd, we may expect them to 
bear Fruit in five Years time from the putting in of the Seed'. Yet the later 
publication differs, crucially adding the unheralded opinion that `in a hotter Clime, 
such as South Carolina, or in the Caribbee-Islands, [we may expect them to bear Fruit] 
much sooner. '107 In 1715, Bradley's project to cultivate a tropical coffee plantation 
somewhere within the Atlantic seaboard had been his great arcanum; six years on 
it seems it was simply his great idea, overtaken by the successes of the Dutch 
plantations in Batavia, and now with no prospect beyond that of testifying to a 
writer's ingenuity. 
In defence of his oft-maligned reputation as a scientist, Bradley's interest in 
coffee did not entirely dissipate once it transpired that it would not be the 
moneymaker he had dreamed about. In 1724 he again wrote at some length on 
105 Bradley, HirtoricalAccount, p. 28. 
106 Bradley, Virtue and Use, p. 32. 
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the subject, once more airing his opinion that `Considering the Latitude of Jamaica, 
which is 18 North, no Place could better fit the Coffee-Tree than this'; whilst in 
1726 - twelve years after his foray onto 
foreign shores had enabled him to become 
the first to land the plant in Britain - he could at last bring himself to declare some 
sort of regretful, ironic victory: 108 
I now find that my former Writings concerning Coffee, have 
brought that Plant to be familiar in our American Plantations, I mean 
in the Island of Barbadoes, where, at present, there is a great Number 
of Plants in a Fruit-bearing State, from whence some have been 
brought to the Royal Palace at Hampton-Court, in a prosperous 
Condition; and I doubt not but the Plant for all its Beauty and 
Curiosity, will be much coveted by all Lovers of Gardens. 109 
Coffee was still an exotic figure, gesturing beguilingly towards an untold wealth 
that was seemingly immanent to the possession of trading routes and factories 
within the East and West Indies. It was indeed a plant fit for a King, gracing the 
royal gardens at `Hampton-Court; although its cultivation was now based upon the 
desirability of its aesthetic and botanical qualities - `its Beauty and Curiosity' - 
rather than on any hopes invested in its future performance as a liquid asset. So 
recently an invaluable commercial secret, the coffee tree was now an elaborate 
metaphor (as opposed to an earthy means) for the nation's accumulation of 
money, land, and power that was yet to come. 
The privileged availability of one short moment in the incredible private 
history of Richard Bradley has been made possible via his written corrcspondencc 
with James Petiver, documents that grip the reader (whether in the eighteenth or 
107 Bradley, HirtoricalAccount, p. 30; Virtue and Ure, pp. 33-34. 
108 Richard Bradley, General Treatise, III, 178. 
109 Bradley, New Impmvements, 5th edition, p. 599. 
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twenty-first century) with their narratives of black comedy, outlandish derring-do, 
foppish sophistry, human passions. In so doing, Bradley's letters reveal truths 
hidden from the public world, uncovering an authenticity expertly contained 
behind virtuoso performances. Moreover, they evince two levels on which the 
discourses of science and sociability intersected with the double agency of the 
travelling horticulturist: firstly, as Bradley charmingly courted the favour of the 
botanical and civic authorities in Amsterdam, posing as the gentleman scholar in 
search of improvement; secondly, as he shared a secret commercial agenda with 
his friend at home in Aldersgate Street, desperate to prosper from an unlikely 
prospect that could (if only it had been remotely successful) have established him 
as a polite, propertied gardener for life. Yet to claim that through these missives 
Petiver somehow had access to the man himself - even knowing him personally as 
he did - is to ignore their skilfully constructed artistry, their beguiling turn of 
phrase, their potential to inveigle even the most intimate confidence. To some 
extent at least the Richard Bradley who emerges from the lines of his letters can 
only ever be a picaresque hero of the writer's own devising, flitting through distant 
lands and diverse garden spaces, endlessly reinventing himself, endlessly being 
reinvented. Such an assertion would also be to undermine Richard Bradley's 
complex identity as an epistolographer and as a person, the horticultural subject 
whose experiences make him up as he goes along, a curious (if not profitable) city 
gardener. 
*** 
V12 
Figure 10 - `fin Exact 
Figure of the j(_()tfccl Tree, l lcýýýcý, : ind 
ln it, taken from the I_, ife': Frontispiece t rOn1 Richard lir, idlu 
The 
[ rtue and Use of Co/f-e (1721) (engraver unknown). 
zee C oFF ý' Tree. 
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Conclusion 
By the mid-1740s Robert Furber, the fashionable west London nurseryman 
whose gardens had so welcomed and entranced the Reverend George Harbin 
some thirty years earlier, had become a relatively prosperous man. Now in his 
seventies (but with nearly a decade of life still before him), Furber (c. 1674-1754) 
could afford to purchase a `new dwelling house' (constructed from `only Brick') 
`on the South Side of the Kings Road in Kensington', the pleasant Middlesex 
village where he had passed most of his working days and that was gradually being 
encompassed within the expanding, twinned metropoles of London and 
Westminster. 1 The insurance policy that he took out with the Sun Fire Office to 
protect his investment (an act that itself might be thought to exhibit a peculiarly 
bourgeois form of prudence) valued `his Household Goods and Furniture' at Two, 
hundred Pounds' - not necessarily an indicator of the kind of inordinate wealth 
that Henry Wise had flaunted when acquiring his Warwickshire estate, but one 
that signalled nevertheless Furber's comfortable manner of living and his 
considered participation within the economy of conspicuous consumption which 
was supported by city living. 2 Moreover, two further details within the contract 
suggestively embellish the little that is known about this important urban 
gardener's later years. In the first place it is clear that Furber was still a tradesman 
of sorts, for he had also had underwritten the `Printed Books and Prints for Sale in 
I Sun Fire Office Papers, Guildhall Library MSS, 11936, LXXVII, Policy 105884 (28 August 
1746). 
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his Said House' for a sum `not exceeding One Hundred and Seventy Pounds'. 3 It 
may be therefore that he continued to vend copies of the plates of flowers and 
fruits (along with the accompanying Short Introduction to Gardening) that had proven 
so lucratively marketable during the early 1730s, or perhaps he had branched out 
into other areas of horticultural bookselling; in either case the clause gestures 
towards that intimate connection between the arts of raising and writing about 
plants that this dissertation has explored. The second point of interest is the way 
in which the policy-holder was described. It was an important feature of the Sun 
Fire Office's bureaucracy that its clients should be identified by their professional 
standing; yet whereas many of those whose names appear on pages adjacent to 
that of Robert Furber are styled (for example) `Victualler', `Chandler', or `Cabinet 
maker', he is designated simply `Gent. ' (or `Gentleman'). 4 The type of social 
ambitions that Furber had expressed via his involvement with the Society of 
Gardeners and his publication of luxuriant, coloured engravings, had it seems in 
this instance been happily rewarded with the cosy trappings of polite retirement. 
Furber's transition from gardener to gentleman (or gentleman-gardener) 
persuasively illustrates the sense of mobility that increasingly complicated the 
structures of London society during the eighteenth century, confirming that 
prestige was no longer simply a relatively static attribute of noble birth, but could 
also be conferred by the acquisition of capital or knowledge. This fluidity was 
both a by-product of and a spur to the kind of aspiration that has insistently 
2 Sun Fire Office Policy 105884. On }Vise's retirement see above, chapter one, p. 74. 
3 Sun Fire Office Policy 105884. 
4 Sun Fire Office Policy 105884. 
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proven itself to be one of the preoccupations of my dissertation, which has sought 
to interpret the lives and texts of a succession of metropolitan horticulturists 
energised by the possibilities of curiosity, commerce, and conversation to pursue 
variously the gravitar of scholarly respectability and the accoutrements of 
gentlemanly living. Indeed, a concern with the observation, manipulation, and 
improvement of public status seems to have constituted one of the most 
important and recurring determinants in shaping the strategies for producing 
horticultural knowledge that have been detailed in the pages above. The changing 
fortunes of the capital's nurserymen - as businessmen, writers, and scientists - 
were explored in part one as (amongst other things) indicative of the new 
opportunities that a modern city afforded to its swelling ranks of artisans, 
merchants, and tradesmen; yet a subtle balance had to be struck between 
celebrating one's own precarious position as an authority in horticultural matters, 
and enacting the social and intellectual deference that wealthy clients and readers 
still expected to obtain. George London and Henry Wise exhibited in their 
publications an anxiety about disrupting such fine tensions, not only by 
emphasising the munificence of their aristocratic patrons and their supposedly 
disinterested attitude towards the book-selling market, but also by involving 
themselves only with high-minded manuals translated from the French (although 
this did not prevent them from deeming their extensive familiarity with the 
practices of gardening to be a sufficient platform from which to assail the more 
florid passages of la Quintinie's Instructions). On the other hand, Thomas Fairchild 
predicated The City Gardener more openly upon his own day-to-day experience 
(both inside the confines of Selby's Gardens and about town) - yet in doing so he 
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seemed more at ease when stimulating the sensibilities of the middling sorts than 
in presuming to address the urban gentry, more confident in his skills as a 
practitioner than in any entitlement to speak above his station which they may 
justifiably have extended. Meanwhile, the respective cases of John Cowell and the 
Society of Gardeners highlight how the lure of commercial success and its 
attendant rewards could be deployed effectively to prompt curious enquiry; even if 
the disparate legacies of Cowell's naively grasping ventures and the Society's 
credible and extensive (if incomplete) Catalogur Plantarum suggest that once more 
there was a delicate equilibrium to achieve when building upon the multiple 
allegiances between trade and learning. 
Thomas Fairchild himself was of course more than a trading plantsman 
moved to describe what he had learned on the job. A leading specialist in the 
cultivation of exotics, he was a dedicated botanist who demonstrated a remarkable 
fascination with the circulation of sap and the generation of vegetative life; yet the 
sporadic invitations he received to attend meetings of the Royal. Society - not to 
mention the complex relationships he enjoyed with a number of its Fellows - also 
underscore the tricky epistemological negotiations that continued to be played out 
between the experimental results achieved by the artisan-practitioner's manual 
skill, and the credit appropriated to the polished testimony and precise reportage 
of the genteel virtuoso. Fairchild was in other words (alongside contemporaries like 
him) caught up in an ongoing contest, one that questioned in this instance whether 
a labouring gardener could legitimately posit horticultural knowledge within the 
arena of public debate. Richard Bradley meanwhile - the subject of part two who 
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in turn demanded, earned, and feigned the reputation of a polite horticulturist - 
was amongst those who lucratively combined the able expertise of nurserymen 
with his own capacity for writing books that carried broad appeal; but in the 
absence of Fairchild's diligent counsel he struggled to manage the hot-house 
plants of Canons, or even to follow the advice set down in his own, popular 
works. Indeed Bradley's dilatory conduct in such situations reveals the extent to 
which he was snared between competing ideations of what it meant to be a 
gentleman (and therefore a creditable natural philosopher) - for whilst he strove 
to flaunt the flamboyant disregard for financial discretion that he evidently 
associated with both unrestrained scientific investigation and the paraphernalia of 
elite living, he also neglected to display the virtuous propriety that had become 
firmly associated with social and cultural refinement. Bradley gradually alienated 
himself first from the patronage and then from the company of potential 
benefactors, his marked failure to perceive or respect the limits of gcntlemanliness 
interrupting his progress towards erudition, and stunting his prospects in the 
curious garden. 
The research for this thesis was triggered in part by the notion that it 
should be possible to engage in dialogue two methodological approaches to the 
history of gardening during the eighteenth century. On the one hand are those 
studies of the English landscape garden and its production which have focused on 
issues concerned with wealth and display, aesthetic taste, genteel sociability, and 
high forms of cultural representation (such as painting and poetry). On the other 
there have been scholars attracted specifically to the rise of horticulture, who have 
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considered the main purpose of their work to be the archaeological discovery of 
facts about the lives, gardens, and published texts of those men (and occasionally 
women) who were involved in curious and commercial practices of gardening, and 
with some of whom the preceding chapters have dealt. The overwhelming 
impression one acquires from reading within either tradition however is that it 
comprises an intellectual struggle to effect any critical negotiation between the two 
- even where they reside side-by-side 
in the same book or article. Perhaps this is 
only to be expected: after all the period afforded some very different garden 
spaces - real and represented - in terms of size, 
design, purpose, and proprietors; 
and the divergent ideals and experiences that they prompted were liable to 
engender a degree of conflict, dissonance, or incompatibility that is understandably 
reflected in the writing of their various histories. Yet at the same time there 
obviously subsists at some level a notional similarity (or even identity) between a 
garden of one sort and of another - after all, this same word has been used for 
centuries as the collective noun that denotes them, whilst one of its cognates 
(`gardening') has been deployed likewise to signal the general activity that they 
facilitate. Nevertheless, it will have become apparent that this thesis did not feel 
able to set up the type of discussion that initially had been envisaged; and indccd it 
was rapidly decided that its efforts should be directed elsewhere. As the title 
suggests, Curiosity, Commerce, and Conversation in the l17titrng of London Horticulturists 
during the Early-Eighteenth Century has located itself firmly within the second sphere 
of garden history specified above; but in doing so it has hopefully begun to 
establish the terms of a debate with its germane field. Above all it has attempted 
to situate on their own terms those -horticulturists who occupy its pages within 
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broad historical contexts that have (for the most part) previously been denied 
them, whilst gesturing towards an intriguing and overlapping concern with the 
relationship between gentlemanly status and practical knowledge that might 
equally be said to inform the horticulture of John Evelyn, Richard Bradley, or 
Robert Furber. 
In Thomas Fairchild's The City Gardener urban horticulture both replaced 
and foreshadowed the benefits of rural retreat, yet at the same time was also 
perceived to be a legitimate and pleasing pursuit in its own right. Fairchild's 
complementary conclusions (alongside my reading of his text as a whole) can 
together be of some value in suggesting areas for investigation in which shared 
attitudes and practices between different modes of eighteenth-century gardening 
can be further demarcated. These might include (without being restricted to) 
discourses of sociability and conduct, curiosity and credit, conspicuous 
consumption, cultural production, natural improvement, the security of property, 
the ideal of retirement; in fact the very narrative concepts that this project has 
been structured around (iimplicitly and explicitly), and to some of which several 
critics - albeit chiefly within one or the other disciplinary strand - have recently 
addressed themselves. Future work could be organised therefore in order to 
interrogate intersections between those . experiences and representations 
(contemporary and retrospective) that were furnished by a diverse range of early- 
modern horticultural spaces - for example landscaped estates, pleasure grounds, 
city squares and parks, nursery and physic gardens. Such scholarship might trace 
the material connections between the commercial nursery and the country park, 
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examining transactions (in terms of plants, capital, knowledge, and status) that 
were effected between them. It may look for further evidence that members of 
the social elite engaged actively in the type of curious gardening so relished by 
Bradley, or for the opinions (published and private) expressed by nurserymen and 
other practical horticulturists about those landscape paintings and loco-descriptive 
poems that depicted the gardens (and the forms of labour required within them) 
of the rich and famous. Alternatively, it could delve more deeply and precisely 
into the role of cities (such as London) and their metropolitan networks in relation 
to the notionally rustic employments of horticulture - in shaping and making 
public a range of literary and other forms of writing about gardens and 
horticulture; and in constructing and channelling the sorts of sociable encounters 
and exotic fashions that were regularly predicated upon and discerned within the 
parameters of the many kinds of garden that Britain (and the wider world beyond) 
was continuing to develop. 
Assessing instances of contact and divergence between the behaviours, 
learning, aesthetic responses, and social attitudes encouraged across the spectrum 
of eighteenth-century gardening appears to be a way in which the work I have 
completed so far could be taken forward. In so doing it would inevitably overlap 
again with the historiographical issues that surround the putative emergence of an 
English middle class, and the coalescence of its particular forms of cultural taste, 
moral sensibility, pragmatic education, proprietary and ownership, political 
representation, economic agency, ostentatious consumerism. By exploring the 
habits, ideas, and practices of a set of curious, conversational, and commercial 
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gardeners during the 1710s and 1720s, I hope to have supplied a contribution that 
both conjoins and enjoins - informs and is indebted to - such concerns; propelled 
as it is by a fascination with the convergent and sometimes contradictory alliances 
and activities imputed to and claimed by a multitude of people, plants, properties, 
and publications. 
*** 
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